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CirCuit Maker' 

CircuitMaker 6: 

Schematic design 
and simulation 

software 

Maker 
TraxMaker 3: 

Printed circuit 
board layout 
software 

CircuitMaker Version 6 and TraxMaker Version 3 give you the features of professional, high -end 
software at afraction of the cost. Plus, with exceptional ease-of-use you'll spend less time learning 
to we the software and more time designing. Both applications are compatible with your existing 
software, and feature outstanding technical support. Call now for your free functional demo. 

CircuitMaker 6 is a powerful schematic TraxMaker 3 is a powerful printed circuit 
design and simulation program featuring: board layout program featuring: 

Professional schematic features including printout 
borders, title block and barred pin names 
Symbol editor and Macro feature for custom devices 
Fast, accurate SPICE3f5/XSPICE -based simulation 
Complete array of analysis types, including Fourier, AC, DC, 
Parameter sweep, Transient and more 

Virtual instruments including a digital oscilloscope, 
multimeter, Bode plotter, curve tracer and more 
Extensive library of over 4,000 models 
Tight integration with TraxMaker® for quick PCB layout 
Output PCB netlists in Protel ®, Tango® and TraxMaker® 

formats for use in a variety of PCB layout programs 
Windows 3.1, 95 and NT 

MICRO 

Over 2,000 component footprints in a fully -documented, in- 
dexed library. Documentation shows footprints actual size 
Built -in autorouter and Design Rules Check 
Supports up to 6 signal layers plus power and ground 
planes, silk screen overlays and solder and paste masks 
Board sizes up to 32" x 32 ", with no pin limitations 
Intelligent manual routing with unroute capabilities 
Import any PCB netlist in CircuitMaker®, Protel® or Tango® 
format 

Output RS274X Gerber files, Excellon N/C drill files and Bill 
of Materials 
Print to any Windows -compatible printer or plotter 
Windows 3.1, 95 and NT 

O D E For free demo software, or to order, call I -óo0-41 9-4242 
E N G I N E E R I N G ' I N C 927 West Center Street Orem, UT 84057 Phone (801) 226 -4470 Fax (801) 226 -6532 www.microcode.com 

©1998 Mi roCode Engineering Inc. All rghts reserved. CircuitMaker, TraxMakes SimCode and MiaoCode are registered trademarks of MiGOCode Engineering, Inc All other brand and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. 
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Fips Lives! 

As most readers of Electronics Now know, our parent company, Gernsback 
Publications, was founded by the legendary Hugo Gernsback. Hugo was an inven- 
tor, and innovator, a force in the electronics industry, and was the first to publish 
electronics magazines. He also was a man with an incredible sense of humor. One 
expression of that sense of humor was a series of articles published most Aprils 
under the pseudonym "Mohammed Ulysses Fips." 

The Fips' stories, which first appeared in the 1930s, were clearly fictitious, with 
numerous technical giveaways scattered throughout, and they always ended with 
the words April 1, April First, or April Fools. Yet they were cleverly crafted, with 
just enough of an air of believability that some would miss the fact that it was a joke 
completely and either tried to build the described device or contacted the maga- 
zine to get more information. Radio Craft and Radio- Electronics magazines (this 
magazine's predecessors) would often get piles of mail from irate readers who "fell 
for the gag." A booklet, The Collected Works of Mohammed Ulysses Fips, remains a 
popular item in our Reprint Bookstore. 

Though we lost Hugo many years ago (he passed away in the late 1960s), we've 
tried to keep some of the values and traditions of his magazines going as best we 
could. One of those traditions was the April Fools' articles. The sad fact is, howev- 
er, there are few writers who could spin a parody article with Hugo's flair. Some of 
the articles worked; more didn't. In the last several years, we've only done a hand- 
ful of the April Fools' stories (sometimes nothing more than a fictitious product 
announcement) between the two magazines we publish (Electronics Now and 
Popular Electronics). The reason was simply a lack of suitable material. 

Then, lo and behold, a gem appeared. It was "The EC909 -12 Analog 
Microprocessor" by Ken Kemski (April 1999). When we saw the piece, we knew it 
was perfect. Unfortunately, we did not fully realize how perfect! 

Let's just say that the spirit of Fips has been reborn-with a vengeance! While most 
saw through the gag, and we got some really funny reader responses in reaction, 
more than a few fell for it completely. We really felt there were enough big, red, 
technological stop signs in this story that everyone would realize it was a put -on by 
the end, but it seems that many were so caught up in the incredible (and we do 
mean incredible!) advances that this fictitious processor promised that they ran 
right through all of them. We have been deluged by those looking for more infor- 
mation. Fortunately, most took it well when they realized they'd been had. A few 
weren't as forgiving, and we do sincerely regret any discomfort we caused anyone. 

Oh, and by the way, there were also a couple of "suspect" items in April's "Prototype" 
section. 

A cross section of reader reaction to the story appears in this month's "Letters" col- 
umn. Our only problem is what will we do for an encore? 

Carl Laron 
Editor 
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READERS' QUESTIONS, EDITORS' ANSWERS 
CONDUCTED BY MICHAEL A. COVINGTON, N4TMI 

Gently Falling Frequency 
QI need a design J r an oscillator circuit, 

preferably 555- based, that will start out 

at approximately 500 Hz and decay to 0 Hz 
over a period of eight to ten seconds while 

maintaining an amplitude high enough to 

drive other digital ICs. Any help you could 

give would be greatly appreciated.-J. A. S., 

Smyrna, GA 

AThis is not easy to do with a 555 (I 

won't say impossible, because next 
month I'll probably hear from someone 
who has done it!). Figure 1 shows how to 
do it with an LM331N voltage -con- 
trolled oscillator. The frequency of 
oscillation is set by R3, C4, and the con- 
trol voltage at pin 7. When you apply 
power, Cl and C2 charge, with most of 

2 3 4 

OUTPU- 

C3 R4, R5, R6 

0.33 T 10K 

FIG. 1 -THE OUTPUT FREQUENCY OF 

this oscillator falls from 500 Hz to 0 Hz, 

reaching a steady +5 volts after several 

seconds. 

the voltage ending up on Cl; pin 7 

reaches about 1 volt and the oscillator 
runs at 500 Hz. Immediately, C2 starts 
discharging through R1, and the fre- 
quency drops over a period of several 
seconds, until oscillation stops com- 
pletely with the output high ( +5V). 

Connected to a speaker, this gives a nice 

"Eeeeeeeeuuuuwwww ...pop...pop...pop" 
sound effect, and it's fully compatible 
with TTL and CMOS logic circuits. If 
you're not driving logic chips, the supply 
voltage doesn't have to be exactly 5 volts. 

The purpose of R2, which you won't 
find in most LM33 IN circuits, is to bias 
the voltage -controlled oscillator slightly 
so that the oscillation will definitely stop 
when the input voltage falls to zero, 
rather than continuing at a very low fre- 
quency. Resistor R6 is the pull -up resis- 
tor for the open -collector outputs. For 
the functions of the other components, 
see the LM331N data sheet (available 
online at www.nsc.com). 

Another way to get a falling frequen- 
cy is to program a microcontroller to 
toggle an output bit at a steadily 
decreasing rate. Figure 2 shows 
pseudocode (an English -like outline of a 

computer program) indicating how this 
might be done. We'd appreciate feed- 
back from readers as to whether 
pseudocode is a good way of document- 
ing microcontroller software; the actual 
assembly code would be much longer 
and harder to read and would apply to 
only one type of CPU. 

The key idea is to delay N millisec- 
onds between output transitions, where 
N is a steadily increasing number, and 
then stop altogether when N gets high 
enough. As shown, the program takes 10 

seconds to stop, but the frequency 
decrease is nonlinear; the frequency 
drops very rapidly at first, then slowly 
trails off. Instead of just adding 2 to N 
each time, you might want to compute 
something like: 

If N>8 then N: =N /8 else N: =N +1 

so that the increase in N is proportional 
to N itself. Note that N/8 is easy to 

compute in binary; all you do is shift the 
number 3 bits to the right. However, if 
you start with a number less than 8, you 
get zero, and in that situation, it's neces- 
sary to add 1 rather than 0, or N will 

never change and you'll be stuck. Or you 
can compute a more complicated func- 
tion and make the frequency fall exactly 

the way you want. You could even use a 

memory lookup table for a series of 
steadily increasing time delays. 

N := 1; 

A: Delay N milliseconds; 
Toggle output bit; 
N: =N +2; 
If N < 200 then go to A; 

Stop. 
FIG. 2- HERE'S THE PSUEDOCODE for a 

microprocessor program to generate a sig- 

nal whose frequency gradually falls to zero. 

Since it only needs one output pin, 
this application might be a good job for 
one of the new low -cost 8 -pin PIC 
microcontrollers (PIC12C508 and the 
like). Microchip Technology has just 
announced an 8 -pin PIC with an on- 
board voltage regulator so that it doesn't 
need a 5 -volt supply. Information is 

available online from www.microchip. 
com or by writing to Microchip 
Technology, Inc., 2355 W. Chandler 
Blvd., Chandler, AZ 85224. 

Mystery Outlet 
QI have a digital electric alarm clock that 
began gaining time. I wrote it off to a 

lightning hit we took a few weeks ago and 
bought a new one. I plugged it in and it, too, 

ran about 25% fast. I then plugged both 

clocks into other outlets in the same room 

and they both are working correctly. I am 

completely baffled. Do you have any ideas? - 
R. E. S., Watkinsville, GA 

ATwo words: electrical noise. As shown 
in Fig. 3, a line- powered digital clock 

keeps time by counting cycles of the 60- 
Hz AC power. (This is normally more 

3 
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PEAKS OF 60 -HZ 
CYCLES 

NOISE SPIKE 
COUNTED AS 

ADDITIONAL PEAK 

r 

FIG. 3 -NOISE SPIKES in a the electrical power lines could make a digital clock run fast. 

accurate than using a quartz crystal.) 
Apparently, your power line has some 
noise spikes on it that are occasionally 
being counted as extra cycles. This may 
have started when the lightning strike 
took out some protective capacitors or 
MOVs inside another appliance nearby, 
probable either a light dimmer or some- 
thing involving an electric motor. 
Connecting an oscilloscope to the line 
through an isolation transformer would 
give a definite answer; you might also try 
unplugging appliances that might be the 
source of the noise. 

Cheap, Precise 

0.5 -Hz Oscillator 
QI'm sure many people could use a cheap, 
S2, thrift -store pulse frequency standard. 

l bought a battery powered quartz -con- 
trolled clock with an analog dial, removed 
the 390 -ohm coil, and replaced it with a 
390 -ohm resistor I got a waveform of alter- 
nating 0.7 -volt pulses (Fig. 5, upper trace). 
Is there some way I could get all positive- 

going pulses ? -C. R., Matthews, NC 

AI tried the same thing, using an old 
Copal analog -dial quartz clock (vin- 

tage 1980). Clocks of this kind are driven 
by an electromagnet (coil) that gets a 
pulse of current once per second, moving 
the analog mechanism along every time 
it does so. I found that I could get a 

stronger signal by removing the coil alto- 
gether, rather than replacing it with a 
resistor. I then got 1.5 -volt -high pulses. 

One way to convert this into logic - 
level pulses is shown in Fig. 4. Resistors 
R1 and R2 raise the baseline voltage of the 
signal to 2.5 V. Then it swings from +1.0 
to +4.0 V instead of -1.5 to +1.5. This sig- 
nal is fed into a 555 timer IC, which 
changes state when its input swings above 
'A or below 'A of the supply voltage. The 
result is a 0.5 -Hz square wave. 

If you want one pulse per second, 
rather than one every two seconds, use 
two comparators as shown in Fig. 6. Be 
sure to use comparators that have open - 
collector outputs, not op -amps, so that 
the outputs can be tied together in the 
manner shown. This circuit is known as a 

7r!(HY/l tfr I111,16r.,üaily 

R1 

10K 

R2 
1 OK 

-7 

6 

IC1 
TLC555 

DS 

TH 

TR 

V+ 
4 

RS 

OUT 

X dpd00 L X- 
COIL 

(DISCONNECTED) 

2 
V- 

CIRCUIT BOARD FROM 
QUARTZ CLOCK WITH 

ANALOG DIAL 

81 1.5V 
(SEPARATE FROM 5V 

SUPPLY) 

I Cl 
T0.1 

+5V 

0.5 -Hz 
SQUARE 

WAVE OUT 

FIG. 4 -THIS SCHMITT -TRIGGER CIRCUIT converts a standard clock circuit into a digi- 
4 tal time base. 

1 second 

I I 

20 ms 

11.5 V 

J5V 

5V 

ACROSS 
CLOCK 
COIL 

TERMINALS 

OUTPUT 
OF 555 
(FIG. 4) 

OUTPUT 
OF LM339 

(FIG. 6) 

FIG. 5 -THE UPPER TWO WAVEFORMS 
are taken from across the clock -coil termi- 
nals and at the output of the 555 in Fig. 4. 
The bottom waveform is from the output of 
the 555 in Fig. 6. 

"window comparator " -it detects 
whether or not the signal voltage falls 
within a small "window" around 2.5 V. 
Specifically, whenever the voltage on pins 
4 and 7 swings either higher than pin 5 or 
lower than pin 6, the output goes low. 
Thus, you get a logic -level pulse for every 
cycle of the clock oscillator. 

And Speaking 01 

Quark Clocks... 
l would be very glad if could identify 
a replacement for an IC designated 

HD44001; this chip is from an analog clock 
in an automobile. It's a 16 -pin DIP with a 
4914.5 -kHz crystal across pins 9 and 10; 
pins 14 and 16 connect to a solenoid that 
operates the clock mechanism.-G. C. T, 
Sayao, Philippines 

AThere is no HD44001 listed in the 
standard ECG or NTE replacement 

cross -reference indexes, nor even in the 
online IC Master (www.icmaster.com). I 
fear what you've run into is "house num- 
bering" -the clock manufacturer bought 
a large number of chips and had them 
labeled with his own part number, rather 
than the manufacturer's standard one. 

Not all ICs are available in small 
quantities to individuals. This isn't a 
general -purpose IC like op -amps, volt- 
age regulators, or microcontrollers; nor 
is it part of something that is likely to be 
repaired on the component level, such as 
a TV or stereo system. Few people take 
their analog clocks to the repair shop. 
Accordingly, this chip probably isn't 
stocked by distributors at all; it goes 
straight from the chip maker to the 
clock maker, and that's probably who 
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R3 
10K 

R1 

10K -X-1.0117114"--X- 
COIL 
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R2 Rzi 

10K CIRCUIT BOARD FROM 2.2K 

QUARTZ CLOCK WITH 
ANALOG DIAL 

R5 
10K -F 

B1 1.5V 
(SEPARATE FROM 5V 

SUPPLY) 

12 

R6 
1K 

IC1 

LM339N 
(GROUND UNUSED 

INPUT PINS 8, 9, 10. 11) 

Cl 
0.1 

1 -Hz 
PULSES 

OUT 

+5V 
same fine products, as well as many new 

ones. 
A couple of years ago I accidentally 

fried my Beckman DM25L by connect- 
ing it to a high voltage, and to my 

delight, all the internal parts turned out 
to be replaceable -not one of them was 

a custom IC, and there was even a 

schematic in the instruction leaflet. All I 

had to do was put in some new op -amps, 
re -do the calibration, and the meter 
worked fine. Clearly, this instrument 
was designed to be repaired, a rare fea- 

ture nowadays. The display and the 
selector switch are presumably custom 
items, since they could hardly be other - 

FIG. 6 -THIS WINDOW COMPARATOR generates 1 -Hz logic -level pulses from a standard wise, but almost everything else is a 

standard industrial component. 
clock circuit. 

you'll have to contact to get a replace- 
ment. Or a reader may recognize it as 

equivalent to a chip sold under another 
name. Readers? 

Calling Beckman... 
Q1 bane a Beckman Industrial digital maal- 

timetea; model DM 800. It needs repair, 

but my letter to Beckman's address in Brea, 

California, was returned by the Postal 

Service. Can you tell me the present 
address ? -E. B. C., Chestertown, MD 

ACertainly. Beckman's test equipment 
line has been acquired by Wavetek, 

Wandell & Goltermann Inc., whom you 
can reach at 9045 Balboa Avenue, San 

Diego, CA 92123, Web: www.wavetek. 
corn; e-mail: testsupport@wavetek.com; 
Tel: 619 -279 -2200. They still make the 

Checking Flybacks 
QCan you tell me where I can find infor- 

naation about how to check a flyback 

transformer from a TV set ? -W. R., 

London, Ontario, Canada 

AThere's a web page on this very sub - 
ject at www.repairfaq.org /REPAIR/ 

I fh-test.html, which is part of a large 

HOW TO 

On the Internet: See our Web site at 
http: / /www.gernsback.com for information 
and files relating to our magazines (Elec- 
tronics Now and Popular Electronics) and 
links to other useful sites. 

To discuss electronics with your fellow 

enthusiasts, visit the newsgroups sci. elec 
tronics.repair, sci.electronics.components, 
sci.electronics.design, and rec.radio. ama- 
teur.homebrew. "For sale" messages are per- 

mitted only in rec.radio.swap and misc.indus- 
try.electronics.marketplace. 

Many electronic component manufac- 
turers have Web pages; see the directory 
at http: / /www.hitex.com /chipdir /, or try 
addresses such as http: / /www.ti.com and 

http: / /www. motorola.com (substituting any 
company's name or abbreviation as appro- 
priate). Many IC data sheets can be viewed 
online. www.questlink.com features IC data 
sheets and gives you the ability to buy 

many of the ICs in small quantities using a 

credit card. You can also get detailed IC 

information from www.icmaster.com, which 
is now free of charge although it formerly 
required a subscription.Extensive informa- 
tion about how to repair consumer elec- 
tronic devices and computers can be found 

at www.repairfaq.org 

Books: Several good introductory electron- 
ics books are available at RadioShack, 
including one on building power supplies. 

An excellent general electronics text- 

GET INFORMATION ABOUT ELECTRONICS 

book is The Art of Electronics, by Paul 

Horowitz and Winfield Hill, available from the 
publisher (Cambridge University Press, 1- 

800 -872 -7423) or on special order through 
any bookstore. Its 1125 pages are full of 
information on how to build working circuits, 
with a minimum of mathematics. 

Also indispensable is The ARRL Hand- 
book for Radio Amateurs, comprising 1000 

pages of theory, radio circuits, and ready -to- 
build projects, available from the American 
Radio Relay League, Newington, CT 06111, 
and from ham -radio equipment dealers. 

Copies of past articles: Copies of past 

articles in Electronics Now and Popular 
Electronics (post 1994 only) are available 
from our Claggk, Inc., Reprint Department, 
RO Box 4099, Farmingdale, NY 11735; Tel: 

516- 293 -3751. 

Electronics Now and many other maga- 
zines are indexed in the Reader's Guide to 

Periodical Literature, available at your public 
library. Copies of articles in other magazines 
can be obtained through your public library's 
interlibrary loan service; expect to pay about 
30 cents a page. 

Service manuals: Manuals for radios, Ns, 
VCRs, audio equipment, and some comput- 
ers are available from Howard W. Sams & 

Co., Indianapolis, IN 46214 (1- 800 -428- 
7267). The free Sams catalog also lists 

addresses of manufacturers and parts deal- 
ers. Even if an item isn't listed in the catalog, 
it pays to call Sams; they may have a sche- 
matic on file which they can copy for you. 

Manuals for older test equipment and 
ham radio gear are available from Hi 

Manuals, PO Box 802, Council Bluffs, IA 

51502, and Manuals Plus, PO Box 549, 
Tooele, UT 84074. 

Replacement semiconductors: Replace- 
ment transistors, ICs, and other semicon- 
ductors, marketed by Philips ECG, NTE, 
and Thomson (SK), are available through 
most parts dealers (including RadioShack 
on special order). The ECG, NTE, and SK 
lines contain a few hundred parts that sub- 
stitute for many thousands of others; a 

directory (supplied as a large book and on 

diskette) tells you which one to use. NTE 

numbers usually match ECG; SK numbers 
are different. 

Remember that the "2S" in a Japanese 
type numberis usually omitted; a transistor 
marked D945 is actually a 2SD945. 

Hamfests (swap meets) and local orga- 
nizations: These can be located by writing 
to the American Radio Relay League, 
Newington, CT 06111; (http: / /www.arrl.org). 
A hamfest is an excellent place to pick up 

used test equipment, older parts, and other 
items at bargain prices, as well as to meet 
your fellow electronics enthusiasts -both 
amateur and professional. 
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Accredited B.S. Degree in 
Computers or Electronics 

by studying at Home 
Grantham College of Engineering 
offers 3 distance education programs: 

C1E` Electronics Workbench Professional 5.0 
1 included in our B.S.E.T curriculums 

-Approved by more than 200 Companies, 
VA and Dantes, (tuition assistance avail.) 

For your free catalog of our programs dial 

1- 800 -955 -2527 
http: / /www.grantham.edu 

B.S.E.T. emphasis in Electronics 
B.S.E.T. emphasis in Computers 
B.S. in Computer Science 

GCE 
Your first step 
to help yourself 
better your future! 

Grantham College ofEngineering 
34641 Grantham College Road 

Slidell, LA 70460 -6815 

Some Say Watching Tropical 
Fish Lowers Blood Pressure 

Relieves Stress... 

They Could 4e ®n TH 
Something. 

Discover the Caribbean aboard a Tall ship. 
6 & 13 day adventures from $650. 

For more information call your travel agent 
or 1 -800- 327 -2601. 

P.O. Box 

Windjammer. 
Bar efoot'Cruises 

90120, Dept.3369 Miami Beach, FL 33119 

CIRCLE 132 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

library of repair information maintained 
by our Service Clinic columnist, Sam 
Goldwasser. By coincidence, that is also 
the topic of this month's installment of 
Service Clinic, which can be found else- 
where in this issue. 

Thomas Organ And 

Vacuum Tubes 
Ill have a Thomas model AL -2 organ dat- 
ing from the 1960s and need to get it 

repaired. Do you know where I can obtain 
schematic and troubleshooting advice? Also, 
where can I obtain a vacuum tube manual 
like they used to have in the past, showing 
the elements and pin connections of tubes? - 
E. C., Coventry, RI 

A The tube manual is easy -get in 
touch with Antique Electronic 

Supply, 6221 S. Maple Ave., Tempe, AZ 
85283; Tel: 602 -820 -5411. They sell 
reprints of tube manuals as well as plen- 
ty of tubes and other old -style parts. 

According to his Web page, you can 
get technical information, service manu- 
als, and advice from Paul E. Doerr at 

POPTRON1X® 
Online 
Edition 

We're on the web 

FREE 
We are starting up, 

but you can watch us grow! 

Projects for beginners 
to experts! 

New Product information! 
Bookstore -discover 

what's new! 

http://www.poptronix.com 

WE'RE WITH YOU EVERY DAY 

24 HOURS A DAY! DROP IN! 

WE'D LOVE TO HAVE YOU VISIT! 

ORGAN -ized Services, Inc., Tel: 609- 
387 -2633; Web: www.organizedservices. 
com (no mailing address given). Read the 
Web page first it's packed with informa- 
tion about electronic organs of all types. 

Play It Slowly 
QIs there an easy way to slow a cassette tape 
recorder's speed down by half? My wife 

receives books on tape, recorded at half speed, 
from the National Library for the Blind. - 
M. M., Elko, NV 

AIf you slow the motor down electri- 
cally, it won't have very much torque. 

Instead, change the size of one or more 
pulleys in the drive system. You can sal- 
vage a pulley from another tape 
recorder, find one at a hobby shop, or 
even reduce the size of an existing pulley 
by filing or grinding it. 

Minding Our Bs And Hs 
OThe web address for closed -caption decod- 
ing information that you gave in your 

October column, www.broubaba.com /..., 
doesn't work. -S. B., Missisauga, Ont., 
Canada 

Well_ it was the November column, 
not October, and the address was 

brouhaha (with one B and two H's). The 
full address is: www.brouhaha.com / 
-eric/pic/caption.html, and as of this 
writing it still works, although of course 
we have no control over it. 

Writing to Q &A 
As always, we welcome your ques- 

tions. The most interesting ones are 
answered in print. Please be sure to 
include plenty of background informa- 
tion (we'll shorten your letter for publi- 
cation) and give your full name and 
address (we'll only print your initials). If 
you are asking about a circuit, please include 
a complete diagram. Due to the volume of 
mail, we regret that we cannot give per- 
sonal replies. Send to Q &A, 
Electronics Now Magazine, 500 Bi- 
County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735. 
Questions can also be e- mailed to 
q &a @gernsback. com, but please do not 
expect an immediate reply (being a 
monthly magazine, we have to maintain 
a backlog) and please don't send graph- 
ics files larger than 100K. 
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IFTER 
SEND YOUR COMMENTS TO THE EDITORS OF ELECTRONICS NOW MAGAZINE 

Brainwave Correction 
It has come to our attention that 

there was an error in the schematic dia- 
gram for the "Learn to Relax with a 

Brainwave Synchronizer" that appeared 
in the April 1999 issue. In Fig. 2, on 
page 30, a connection is shown between 
R l /R2 /C 1 and R3 /R4 /C2. There 
should not be any connection between 
the two nodes; Cl and R3 should not be 

connected together. If the unit is built 
according to the schematic, the oscilla- 
tors will not work. The foil pattern for 
the PC board, on the other hand, is cor- 
rect. We apologize for the error. Editor 

Attenuator Series 
It has come to our attention that 

there was an error in the schematic dia- 
gram for the "Build a Step Attenuator" 
that was published in the April issue. 

Although the text was correct in saying 
that the various attenuator circuits are 
wired in series, the drawing in Fig. 5 

showed the circuits wired in parallel. A 

corrected schematic diagram is shown 
here as Fig. 1. We apologize for any con- 
fusion that arose from this error.-Editor 

SmartProbe Errors 
It has come to our attention that 

there were two errors in the article "Test 
Digital Circuits with the SmartProbe" 
(Electronics Now, March 1999). In the 
"How It Works" section on page 45, col- 
umn 3, the second sentence of the para- 

Write To: 

Letters, 
Electronics Now Magazine, 
500 Bi- County Blvd., 
Farmingdale, NY 11735 

Due to the volume of mail we 

receive, not all letters can be 

answered personally. All letters 
are subject to editing' or clarity 
and length. 

graph that begins "The SmartProbe's tip 
is connected to one of the inputs on each 
comparator," the following sentence 

Fig. 1. 

should read "Note that two of the com- 
parators (`a' and `c') ..." 

The second error is in the schematic 
diagram (Fig. 1) that appears on page 46. 

There should not be a connection 
between R2 and R3. All four compara- 
tors should have their outputs connected 
to the printer -port inputs the same way: 

a signal diode and a pull -up resistor. - 
Editor 

Excellent Review 
Regarding the recent excellent 

review of The Soundsmith's new CDT - 
4 Automated Audio Tester "Equipment 
Report" (Electronics Now, April 
1999), we would like to make the follow- 
ing comments: 

The CDT -4 not only tests CD 
Players, CD ROMs, and DVDs, but also 

pre -amps, amplifiers, VCRs/Camcorders, 
DATs/Tape Decks, Tuners, or anywhere 
an analog signal can go. It can also be used 
to test complete computer systems, 
including hard drives, memory and sound 
cards for long -term integrity. 

Now available as an accessory for the 
CDT -4 is our modified MP3 player for 
use as a signal source, eliminating the 
need to use a "known good" CD player 
as the source. While the suggested user 
price of the CDT -4 Automated Audio 
Tester is $1099.95, we are pleased to 
continue our introductory price of 
$749.95 until further notice. 

We welcome customer inquiries at 
either our Web site: www. 
sound -smith.com or our toll -free num- 
ber: 800 -942 -8009. 
PETER LEDERMAN, President 
The Soundsmith Corporation 

April Fooled 
I read the entire article "The EC909- 

12 Analog Microprocessor" (Electron- 
ics Now, April 1999) by Ken Kemski 
(although I stumbled over the part 
where it describes the amount of light 
output versus energy input -didn't that 
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violate physical laws -but I wanted to 
believe). After all, I was excited: A 
microprocessor that fit into a Pentium H 
slot, ran at the equivalent of 900,000 
MHz, allowed you to turn a 4 GB hard 
drive into a 16,000 GB hard drive and 
allow gigabytes of RAM! ?! ?!? Then I 
thought -this is too good to be true. 
Finally, I noticed the last sentence: "The 
scheduled release date is April 1." I 
checked out the name of the company: 
Ecraf ( "pronounce EK- raff'); spelled 
backwards "farce." And I thought: YOU 
GOT ME! 

Cheers. 
STEVEN ALEXANDER 
via e-mail 

Nice article in your April edition 
about the EC909 -12. I fell out of my 
chair laughing. 
BRIAN COVERSTONE 
via e -mail 

Great article! I actually spent half an 
hour desperately searching the Internet 
for Ecraf Technology Corp. until I came 
to the slow realization that this was an 
April Fools' joke. 
DAVID EISENBERG 
via e-mail 

While you people may think it funny, 
I just can't see the humor in your April 
Fools' article about the analog proces- 
sor. The reason that I bought your mag- 
azine was to try and find out about this 
device. I feel that you owe me my money 
back for printing this pack of lies called 
informational journalism. 

If this is true, please tell me where to 
contact this company. If this is not true, 
I want my money back! 
JAMES SMITH 
via e-mail 

Could the " Ecraf' Barrier Reflex 
Diode possibly be a "Farce" diode spelled 
backwards? Barrier Reflex Diode. Can't 
think of a reason for that name. 
Apparently, no one else can either. 

900 GHz speed? Will it wash my 
floors and do my laundry and cook my 
food for me too? Enough power to light 
a room at 1.2V and MICRO amps!! 

Loved it. Great article. Nice to see 
SOMEONE has a sense of humor. 
JACK DONOGHUE 
via e-mail 

I wonder how many people are going 
8 to order the analog processor that was in 

your magazine. I would sure like to have 
their names. I have some beach front 
lots for sale in Oklahoma, also for $12 
apiece. (Same price as processor.) 
Thanks for the informative article. 
URA FARCE 
via e -mail 

I was really taken by the article "The 
EC909 -12 Analog Microprocessor" in 
the April issue. Can you send me any 
information you have about this compa- 
ny (Ecraf Technology Corp.) or if not I 
would like to get in touch with the 
author of the article Ken Kemski. I rep- 
resent a financial investment group 
looking to invest a sizable amount in 
new technologies. Our typical minimum 
investments are over $500 million. 

I understand that on many occasions 
your magazine conducts in -house tests 
of the devices that are featured in the 
monthly issue. I would like to request a 
copy of any tests that you have conduct- 
ed on this particular device. 

An immediate response is greatly 
appreciated. 
SLOOF LIRPA 
via e-mail 

I find it very offensive to hear that you 
have placed a bogus article in celebration 
of April Fools' Day. With all the informa- 
tion out there that technical people have 
to scan through, we should not have to 
deal with this type of behavior. I have 
always considered you to be a serious 
magazine. I must reconsider that. 

I have decided to stop purchasing your 
magazine and have sent this message to all 
other technical students here at Florida 
International University, so that they may 
do the same and find a publication that 
will not waste their time. 

Your publication is a disgrace to the 
profession. Shame on you. 

By the way, I got the joke: " Ecraf' is 
farce spelled backwards. How original! 
ROBERT BARRUECO 
via e-mail 

I was very disturbed to learn that the 
Ecraf brothers are marketing a product 
that was developed by our firm. Let me 
explain. We hired the duplicitous Ecraf 
brothers as acrobats to entertain our 
employees at lunch. Unbeknownst to us, 
they were in our labs copying our designs, 
while we thought they were changing 
their tights. It should have been obvious 
to us that acrobats do not have to change 
clothing so often, but we were told that 

something in the water here was causing 
them intestinal distress, and so we allowed 
them free access to our facilities for over 
six months. Now, we find that they are 
attempting to pass off our EC909 -12 as 
their own product. 

The public needs to know that the 
dangers of the Barrier Reflex Diode 
(BRD) are not fully understood at this 
time even by our own researchers. This 
product has caused several cases of spon- 
taneous combustion in our labs and 
would be very dangerous in the wrong 
hands. As to the so- called "Drs. Ecraf," 
please be advised that none of these men 
even has the US equivalent of a gram- 
mar school education, much less 
advanced degrees. These men are circus 
acrobats, good ones I have to admit, but 
certainly not capable of understanding 
or controlling the astonishing power of 
the EC909 -12. 

In addition, since it was not men- 
tioned in your article, your readers need 
to be advised that further development 
in our labs has produced the Forward 
Access Time Termination Interface 
(FATTI) that returns the answer to the 
requested instruction prior to the com- 
pletion of the request itself. We consid- 
er this the key to use of the EC909 -12. 
The ability to anticipate what it is being 
asked to do makes it even more powerful 
than the best digital processors. 

In the future, please get your facts 
straight before publishing such informa- 
tion. A simple phone call to the local 
number for Ecraf Technology is 
answered by a message advertising their 
acrobatic prowess. Please be more care- 
ful the next time you provide free pub- 
licity for such scoundrels! 
ART VIDERCI 
via e-mail 

I just picked up the April issue and 
read the article about Ecraf Technology's 
analog processor. BRDs? Nice April 
Fools' joke. You had me going for a 
moment, because the first time I skimmed 
it and missed the part about a chip light- 
ing a city with a battery power source. 
Where can I get one of these ?!? 
BILL PFEIL 
via e-mail 

I finally got a chance to sit down 
tonight and read your April issue. The 
first thing that caught my eye was "Ken 
Kemski's" article on the EC909 -12. 
"Wow!," I said to my wife, "They've 
finally done it -an analog processor that 
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beats out the digital stuff." She laughed, 
knowing full well my passion for analog 
and my distaste for anything digital. 

I must admit you really had me going 
for the first half of the article -then the 
"light" slowly dawned on me: I never 
heard of the Ecraf Technology Corp. 
(ETC) or the Barrier Reflex Diode, and 
I'm always up on new analog devices. 

Then I saw it: perfect conductor and 
insulator at ambient temps; wads of 
"white light" at less than 1 milliamp. 
Indeed! Okay, you got me: Ecraf = farce. 

Great article! 
SKIP CAMPISI 
S. Bound Brook, NJ 

What a great gag!!! I'm not a regular 
reader of Electronics Now, but I man- 
aged to catch that "review" of the Ecraf 
EC909 -12 and was totally blown away. I 

went around for days telling all my 
friends about it. I'm usually not one to 
fall for something like that, but it was 

done so well I couldn't help myself. 
Congratulations on a great gag. This 

one article has done more to make me 
interested in your magazine than any- 
thing else could. Keep up the good 
work! 
VAN WILSON 
via e-mail 

I read your April Fools' article on the 
EC909 -12 microprocessor, as I have 
read other April Fools' articles year after 
year. I dislike them as I have no interest 
in humor. I have no sense of humor. I 

want to read fact. 
NAME WITHHELD 
via e-mail 

Great article by Ken Kemski in the 
April issue of Electronics Now about 
the Barrier Reflex Diode. I've heard 
there is some very sensitive research 
being done in some very high areas of 
our government where the "birds" are 
being integrated with the "Flux 
Capacitor" in circuits where the first 
step in time travel has been solved. They 
have been able to slow down the speed 
of light. I'll keep my eyes -n -ears open 
for further developments. 
DALE APPLETON 
via e-mail 

I am glad to see that the "U.S. Less" 
company is still in business. I first encoun- 
tered this company in April 1975 when I 

tried to locate a "Steam Bucket" used by 

the US Navy. I later encountered them in 

the food service industry with their 
famous "Jell -O Stretcher" (April, 1980 ?). 

Please inform me when the "DVD 
Rewinder" will be available at my local 

Wal -mart. I want to be first in line. 

J. KNIGHT 
via e-mail 

Mr. Möbius Revisited and Mr. 

Klein Wanted 
In my article, "Möbius Circuit" 

(Electronics Now, November 1998), I 

discovered a mistake: a fundamental 
error in my description of the Möbius 
Strip characteristics. I realized this 
before the article was published , but as 

this didn't affect circuit performance, I 

decided to let it stand and see if people 
were reading and trying out these cir- 
cuits -was I really reaching you all out 
there? 

As it turns out, I seem to be doing my 
job! Several people have already caught 
the error (see "Letters," Electronics 
Now, January 1999)- cutting the 
Möbius Strip results in TWO inter- 
twined hoops, not ONE larger hoop as 

stated. Many thanks to all who respond- 
ed, renewing my faith in our readers. 
Now, if you want to see something real- 
ly strange, try cutting the two inter- 
twined Möbius Strips down their 
centers.... 

On another note, if anyone out there 
knows where I can purchase a "Klein 
Bottle," I'd be very interested in hearing 
about it. Thanks. 
SKIP CAMPISI 

THE COLLECTED WORKS OF 

MOHAMMED ULLYSES FIPS 

#166 -By Hugo Gernsback. 
Here is a collection of 21 April 

Fools Articles, reprinted from 
the pages of the magazines 
they appeared in, as a 74- 
page, 8h x 11 -inch book. The 

stories were written between 
1933 and 1964. Some of the 

devices actually exist today. 
Others are just around the comer. All are fun and 

almost possible. Stories include the Cordless 
Radio Iron, The Visi- Talkie, Electronic Razor, 30- 

Day LP Record, Teleyeglasses and even Elec- 

tronic Brain Servicing. Get your copy today. Ask 

for book #166 and include $9.99 (includes ship- 
ping and handling) in the US (First Class), Cana- 

da and Overseas (surface mail), and order from 

CLAGGK Inc., P.O. Box 4099, Farmingdale, NY 

11735.0793. Payment in US funds by US bank 

check or International Money Order. Allow 6 -8 

weeks for delivery. MAO5 

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER 
PURCHASE 

It is impossible for us to verity the claims of ad- 

vertisers, including but not limited to product 

availability, credibility, reliability and existence 

of warranties. The following information is pro- 

vided as a service for your protection. It is not 

intended to constitute legal advice and readers 

are advised to obtain independent advice on 

how to best protect their own Interests based 

upon their Individual circumstances and juris- 

dictions. 

1. Confirm price and merchandise information 

with the seller, including brand, model, color or 

finish, accessories and rebates included in the 

price. 

2. Understand the seller's return and /or refund 

policy, including the allowable return period, who 

pays the postage for returned merchandise and 

whether there is any "restocking" or "return" 
charge. 

3. Understand the product's warranty. Is there 

a manufacturer's warranty, and if so, is it for a 

U.S. or foreign manufacturer? Note that many 

manufacturers assert that, even if the product 

comes with a U.S. manufacturer's warranty, if you 

purchase from an unauthorized dealer, you are 

not covered by the manufacturer's warranty. If 

in doubt, contact the manufacturer directly. In 

addition to, or instead of the manufacturer's war- 

ranty, the seller may offer its own warranty. In 

either case, what is covered by warranty, how 

long is the warranty period, where will the prod- 

uct be serviced, is there a charge for service, what 

do you have to do to obtain service and will the 

product be repaired or replaced? You may want 

to receive a copy of the written warranty before 

placing your order. 

4. Keep a copy of all transactions, including 

but not limited to cancelled check, receipt and 

correspondence. For phone orders, make a note 

of the order including merchandise ordered, price, 

order date, expected delivery date and salesper- 

son's name. 

5. If the merchandise is not shipped within the 

promised time, or if no time was promised, with- 

in 30 days of receipt of the order, you generally 

have the right to cancel the order and get a re- 

fund. 

6. Merchandise substitution without your ex- 

press prior consent is generally not allowed. 

7. If you have a problem with your order or the 

merchandise, write a letter to the seller with all the 

pertinent information and keep a copy. 

8. If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from 

the seller, contact the consumer protection 
agency in the seller's state and your local Post 

Office. 

If, after following the guidelines, you experi- 

ence a problem with a mail order advertiser 
that you are unable to resolve, please let us 

know. Write to Advertising Department, 
Gernsback Publications Inc., 500B Bi- County 

Blvd. Farmingdale, NY 11735. 

Be sure to include copies of all correspondence. 
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EQUIPMENT 
CANON POWERSHOT A5 CAMERA 

RFP 1] 11 7 
AND CD -200 

Slip into digital photography 
now with Canon's 

PowerShot A5 digital camera 
and print beautiful still images 

with the CD -200 printer. 

Throughout the early and middle - 
ages of traditional silver -based 

photography, getting reprints was as 
simple a matter as getting the original 
prints. Generally there was some sort of 
negative that, if saved, could be used to 
make new prints at any time -even 
more than a hundred years later in the 
case of plate -glass negatives. 

More recently, digital cameras have 
been gaining popularity, and today's bet- 
ter consumer digital cameras, such as 
Canon's PowerShot A5, provide high - 
resolution "digital negatives." And 
Canon's companion CD -200 digital 
printer makes the best of those images, 
producing beautiful album -sized color 
prints from digital images, as well as 
from any composite or S -Video source. 

Canon PowerShot A5 Camera 
The PowerShot AS has a durable 

metal alloy body and sleek design. It's 
small enough to fit in a shirt pocket, yet 
takes sharp, high -resolution images and 
has a built -in flash. Its 810,000 pixel CCD 
allows for a maximum resolution of 1024 
X 768 in 24-bit color. The camera also 
has a 512 x 384 pixel mode that allows 
you to squeeze more images into memo- 
ry. It even has an automatic lens cover that 
flips shut when the camera is turned off. 
The camera is 4 inches wide by 2.7 inch- 
es high by 1.3 inches deep and weighs 
only 8.1 ounces without batteries loaded. 

Images are stored on an 8MB indus- 
try- standard CompactFlash memory card, 

one of which is included with the camera. 
The card can be removed from the cam- 
era for connectivity with other computer 
hardware or to be swapped with addition- 
al memory cards like rolls of film. The 
PowerShot AS has two JPEG compres- 
sion levels, fine and normal, for both 1024 
X 768 and 512 x 384 modes. 

Depending on the resolution select- 
ed, and hence the image size, the includ- 
ed 8MB CompactFlash card will hold 
from 44 to 89 images with low JPEG 
compression and from 125 to 236 
images with high JPEG compression. 
Pictures taken at 1024 x 768 create file 
sizes of 85KB or 180KB, while 512 X 
384 images are either 30KB or 60KB in 
size. There's also a CCD -raw mode that 
stores images with no compression, but 
only 8 of the 940 KB images will fit in 
memory. Of course you can always buy 
higher capacity cards. The camera lets 
you shoot up to 15 frames at one frame 
per second in 512 X 384 resolution. 

The PowerShot AS has a low- distor- 
tion f/2.5 all -glass lens with a 35mm 
focal length when compared to a 35mm 
camera. The TTL autofocus works 
from 3.5 inches to infinity with a special 
mode for macro shots. Shutter speeds 
range from 'Io to 1/750 of a second. The 
built -in flash has a range from 8 inches 
to 11.5 feet and it has four modes: on, 
off, auto, and red -eye reduction. 
Exposure compensation can be used for 
backlit subjects. A full -auto mode sets 
focus, flash, exposure, and white -balance 

DIGITAL PRINTER 

settings for you. A program mode allows 
for greater exposure control. 

You can compose images using the 
built -in 2 -inch TFT LCD monitor or 
with the optical viewfinder to save battery 
power. Of course you have to use the 
monitor to view stored images. Images are 
transferred out of the camera via its serial 
interface, directly from the CompactFlash 
card, or via a composite -video output. 
The video output allows image viewing 
on a TV or recording on videotape. Serial 
and video output cables are included. 

The camera comes with a recharge- 
able NiMH battery pack, which is good 
because digital cameras tend to eat bat- 
teries. It also comes with an AC adapter 
to conserve battery power when an elec- 
trical outlet is nearby. 

All the software you need is included 
with the A5. It comes with a Photoshop 
plug -in for Power Mac and a TWAIN 
driver for Windows 95/98 and NT. The 
TWAIN driver allows any TWAIN -com- 
patible application to extract images from 
the camera via the serial port. Bundled 
applications such as Adobe PhotoDeluxe 
2.0 and Ulead Photoimpact 4.0 lets you 
adjust color balance, contrast, sharpness, 
image size, and so on. Canon's 
PhotoStitch application takes advantage 
of the A5's stitch assist mode to let you 
merge images into horizontal or vertical 
panoramas or in 2 x 2 matrixes. Canon's 
PowerShot AS has a suggested retail price 
of $420; as usual, street prices are usually 
lower. 

Canon CD -200 Printer 
Canon's CD -200 digital printer is an 

extremely versatile, yet affordable piece 
of gear that makes high -quality album - 
sized color prints. It is the perfect accom- 
paniment to the PowerShot AS digital 
camera. The CD -200 accepts digital 
images directly from a CompactFlash 
card and makes 4 X 6 -inch glossy photo 
prints without connecting to a PC -it has 
a video output to view images on a TV. 
The memory cards pop into a slot on the 
printer. The CD -200 is also Windows 
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and Macintosh compatible with its 
Centronics and RS -422 connectors. 
What's really neat about the CD -200 is 

that a video input lets you capture and 
print still images from TV programs, 
camcorders, and other video sources. 

The CD -200 is a dye sublimation 
printer with a resolution of up to 288 

dots- per -inch with 256 -step gradation. 
Prints are 4 x 6 inches with an image 
area of 3.2 x 4.2 inches. It takes about 
95 seconds to print an image. Image 
quality can rival that of 35mm prints 
depending on the quality of the source 
image. The CD -200 is only 9.8 inches 
wide by 10.2 inches deep by 3.3 inches 
high and weighs only 5 pounds. 

JPEG images stored on Compact - 
Flash cards are displayed on a TV as 

thumbnails. You can select individual 
images for previewing at full- screen res- 
olution before printing them. Not hav- 
ing to connect the camera to the printer 
lets you continue to use the camera 
while printing images as long as you 
have another memory card. 

The CD -200 costs $409. Refills for 

the CD -200 containing a new print rib- 
bon and 50 sheets of glossy photo paper 
cost about $30. That puts the price of 
prints at 60 cents each, which is cheaper 
than Polaroid images, and the CD -200's 
print quality is better. Adhesive -backed 
sticker media is also available. 

The PowerShot AS is a high -quality 
digital camera that comes in a small pack- 

age. It's perfect for creating web content 
and saving memories in digital form. And 
the CD -200 digital photo printer gives 

you hard copy for the photo album. With 
them you have a complete digital -pho- 
tography solution that solves all of your 
home -video /digital -still- camera printing 
needs at the same time. You'll never have 

to wait 60 minutes for conventional pho- 
tography ever again, and reprints are just 
95 seconds away. 

For more information on the Canon 
A5 digital camera and/or the CD -200 
digital printer, contact the manufacturer 
directly (Canon Computer Systems, 
Inc., 2995 Redhill Avenue, Costa Mesa, 
CA 92626; Tel: 800 -385 -2155; Web: 
www.ccsi.canon.com). cm 

Trees Make a World ofDiference' 
Find out how trees can make a world of difference 

for you, and your neighborhood. For your free 

brochure write: Trees For America, The National 
Arbor Day Foundation, Nebraska City, NE 68410. 

tgAN Ilse National 
NBurgArbor Day Foundation 

Electronics CD ROMS 
Want to improve your design skills? 
Then you should consider our range of CD ROMS by best -selling author Mike Tooley. 

Electronic Circuits and Components provides a sound introdudion to the principkn 

and applications of the most common types of electronic components and how they are 

used to form complete circuits. Sections on the disc include: fundamental electronic 

theory, active components, passive components, analog circuits and digital circuits. 

Includes circuits and assignments for Eledronics Workbench. 

The Parts Gallery has been designed to overcome the problem of component and 

symbol recognition. The CD ROM will help students recognize common electronic 

components end their corresponding symbols in circuit diagrams. Quizzes are included. 

The PartsGolery is freewith Electronic Circuits and Components. 

Digital Electronics details the principles and indite of digital eledronia, including 

logic gates, combinational and sequential logic circuits, docks, counters, shift registers, 

and displays. The CD ROM also provides an introduction to microprocessor -based 

systems. Indudesdreuitsand assignments for EledronicsWorkbench. 

Analog Electronics is a complete teaming resource for this most difficult subjed. Tire 

CD ROM includes the usual wealth of virtual laboratories as well as an electronic circuit 

simulator with over 50 pre -designed analog circuits, which gives you the ultimate 

learning tool. The CD ROM provides comprehensive coverage of analog fundamentals, 

transistor circuit design, op -amps, filters, oscillators, and other analog systems. 

"...hammers home the concepts in a way 
that no textbook ever could." 

Electronics Australia 

produced by: 

m 

matrix 
multimedia 

Interested m programming PIC micros? 
We have the petted solution: 

Our PICtutor CD ROM can teach you how to write assembly language programs for the 

PIC series of microcontrallers. The CD ROM's 39 tutorial sections will guide you from 

basic PIC archtedure, commands, and programming techniques up to advanced 

concepts such as watchdog timers, interrupts, sleep modes, and EEPROM data memory 

use. Over 80 exercises and challenges are provided to test your understanding, and the 

unique Virtual PIC allows you to write and test programs on -screen. 

The complementary development kit includes a reprogrammoble PIC16C84, which you 

can program via your printer port. The institution version (designed for use in schools, 

colleges and industry) includes o quad 7- segment LED display and alphanumeric LCD 

display. The development kit provides an excellent platform for both learning PIC 

programming and for further project/development work. Assembler and send Ivia 

printer port) software is included on the CD ROM. 

development load lindhuam nrslon) 

Prices and Versions 
Institution versions ore suitable for use in schools, alleges and industry. 

Student versions are for student /home use. 
student 
version 

institution 
version 

Electronic Circuits 8 Components $56 $159 

Digital Electronics $75 $189 

Analog Electronics $75 $189 

PtCtutor (CD and development board)$179 $350 

Shipping costs to (anode an additional $5. Overseas orders please contact 

CLANK Inc. for shipping costs. 

see http : / /www.MatrixMultirnedia.co.uk for full specs and demos 
Please circle the products you would like to buy on the table above right, calculate the total cost, fill in the form 

below and send it to us. Please allow 4 - 6 weeks for delivery . 

Name, ...----- ..._-- 

Address' 

Zip: Telephone: 

I have enclosed my check for $ 

Please charge my credit card for $: 

Note that the delivery address and the address at which 
the card is registered most bathe same. 

Card type' 

Mastercard, Visa. or Discover only 

Order Form 

Signature: 

Number: 

Expire date: LE 
CLA2 

Claggk Inc., PO Box 4099, Farmingdale, NY 11735 -0792 
Tel: 516 -293 -3751 email claggk @poptronix.com 11 
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COMPUTER CONNECTIONS 

Lightning -Fast Online Access 

I'VE YET TO FIND A COMPUTER USER WHO IS COMPLETELY 

HAPPY WITH HIS OR HER MODEM. EVEN UNDER IDEAL CONDI- 

TIONS, ANALOG MODEMS ALLOW DOWNLOADS AT 53 KBPS -NOT 

ALL THAT THRILLING. 

Considering how cluttered modern York -area price examples I might use in 
Web pages are becoming and how large these pages. They're only included to 
files of all types are growing, an analog give an idea of the types of service you 
phone line and modem just don't make might be able to find now or soon in 
for satisfactory online conditions. your area. 

So how else can you get on the fast 
lane of the Information Traffic- Almost Wireless, 
Congested County Road? (It's anything Almost Usable Anywhere 
but a "superhighway" most days.) Just a A nationwide provider offers the first 
couple of years ago the only options a technology we'll examine. It's a decent 
home computer user had were modems choice for just about anyone. We're talk - 
and ISDN. The former are cheap and 
slow, the latter is a little faster (64 or 128 
kbps, depending on whether you use one 
or two channels), but hopelessly expen- 
sive. 

Are we forever doomed to seeing File 
Download dialogue boxes with messages 
like "3 hours 45 minutes remaining" in 
them? 

Have no fear. Now there are much 
faster ways to get data in and out of your 
computer, without spending a grand a 

month on a leased pipe to the Net (this 
is no joke -some companies pay even 
more). While the high- speed- access 
technologies we're about to examine are 
not available in all areas, they will even- 
tually have versions available in every 
part of the country. 

For the time being, many of the solu- 
tions we're about to look at are provided 
by regional providers, instead of nation- 
wide ISPs. That means that except for 
our first entry I can't really recommend 
a good company to check out in your 
area. I apologize in advance for any New 

BY KONSTANTINOS KARAGIANNIS 
COMPUTER EDITOR 

ing about DirecPC, from Hughes 
Electronics. Like its brother, DIRECTV, 
DirecPC uses an 18 -inch satellite dish 
that you'll have to install on your roof 
(this excludes many renters, obviously). 
While it's not as peppy as some of the 
choices we'll deal with later on, it can be 
installed in almost any town, making it 
attractive to those living in more rural 
areas. 

How fast is DirecPC? Compared to a 
modem, plenty fast. Downloads using 
DirecPC achieve nice 400 -kbps speeds, 
more than three times peppier than 
ISDN at its best. However, DirecPC can 
only be used for downloads -don't go 
yanking that modem out of your PC just 
yet (though you will need an extra open 
PCI slot for the dish's interface card). 

t*: -g41 s~e. 

DirecPC". 

NO MATTER WHERE YOU LIVE in the country, a DirecPC dish can get you much- faster- 
than -modem downloads from the Net. While you'll still need a phone line for upstream data, 
files will come to your PC at 400 kbps. 
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As you likely know, surfing the Web is 

bi- directional. Sending e-mail, typing in 

URLs, clicking links -all these require a 

way for your PC to send data, too. To 

accomplish those tasks, you'll need a 

standard modem and phone line. For 
most users, though, this isn't a problem; 
you all just want a faster way to get things 
into your computer. However, those of 
you who do a lot of file uploading.... 

We started our roundup with 
DirecPC, because it's available every- 
where. Yet while it is cheaper than ISDN, 
DirecPC is still not affordable for every- 

one. In addition to your phone -line 
charges, keep the following in mind: You 

need to buy and install a dish, which could 
cost anywhere from $300 (if you install it 

yourself) to about $500 (if you don't lift a 

finger after you place the order). 
Then comes the monthly fee. 

Remember how everyone complained 
about digital satellite TV when it first 
came out? You know, they'd say lines like 

"I bought the dish, now I have to pay 

what ?" Those with satellite TV have it 

better than DirecPC users, though - 
they don't have time restraints on when 
they can watch the tube. DirecPC's 
monthly service costs $30 for 25 hours 
of downloads or $40 for 100 hours (ISP 
account included), with each additional 
hour costing $1.99. 

While the preceding prices aren't 
exactly exorbitant when viewed alone, 
they do seem high to someone who just 
paid up to $500 for a dish and still has to 

either tie up a phone line or add one. As 

much of an improvement as DirecPC is to 
just a modem alone, a cheaper and still 

faster option is available in many areas. 

Finally, Something 
Good on Cable 

Next time you're flipping through 
your 70 or so channels of cable TV, 
unable to find a single thing to watch, 

remember that the very same coax com- 
ing into your home could be connecting 
you to the rest of the computing world at 
a whopping 10 Mbps! That's the amount 
of speed available to most small networks, 
and is about 188 times faster than what 
you can get out of a 56 -kbps modem, 
which due to telephone -line restrictions 
usually tops out at 52 or 53 kbps. 

How is this possible? As it turns out, 
those new lines cable companies have 
been installing for years to prepare for 
interactive -television features can carry 
a lot more than pay -per -view request 
signals. Downstream data (i.e. to your 

home) comes from a channel in the 5- to 
750 -MHz range; upstream data is car- 

ried on a channel in the 5- to 42 -MHz 
band. This infrastructure provides for 

up to 10 -Mbps data transfer, and is now 
in place in most areas -but whether 
your cable company provides Net access 

is another matter. 
Before we toast to the speeds of cable, 

it's important to note that the medium's 
bandwidth is shared by each neighbor- 
hood, which means at best you'll proba- 
bly only connect at a maximum of about 
5 or 6 Mbps -which is only 100 times 
faster than your analog modem -and 
sometimes as slow as 1 Mbps. Still, at 

these speeds it will appear to you like 

your room of choice and actually set up 

the hardware and software on your com- 
puter (usually an additional $50). 
However, don't let these initial fees 

deter you; cable is no more expensive 
than analog access. Adding a phone line 

to a house can cost more than twice as 

much as the install fee of cable. 
Furthermore, cable has no per- minute 
charges, and you don't need to pay an 

ISP any longer. 
Besides the speed that will have you 

downloading 1.5MB files in about 7 sec- 

onds, cable has another nice benefit. It's 

always online, so when you start up your 
computer, you're connected to the Net. 
Live demos I've seen have convinced me 

THE COMPAQ PRESARIO 5600 line features xDSL -capable modems. 

your machine's accessing data off a hard 
drive or, at the worst, a floppy disk, rather 
than the Internet. Cable companies are 

promising to limit the number of sub- 
scribers they connect to each sector area 

of bandwidth, ensuring that your shared 
access won't end up back in the analog - 
modem range some day. 

In the NY metro area, cable Internet 
access costs $35 a month if you agree to 
have the service for a year (you don't 
need to pay it all up front, though). Five 

bucks of that fee is to cover the rental of 
a cable modem -an external device that 
connects to your computer via an 

Ethernet port. You have to have at least 

a 10BaseT (10 -Mbps Ethernet) 
Network Interface Card (MC) in your 
computer. Many cable companies give 

NICs away as incentives, but they are 

very affordable (I've seen many in the 
$50 range, some for less). 

If you order cable Net access, your 
cable company will add another line to 

how amazing the service is. I might be 

moving soon, but as soon as the boxes 

are unpacked, cable Internet is one of 
the first things I'm having installed. 

xDSL -Some Four -Letter 
Solutions 

Another promising technology is also 

only available in select areas right now. 

The final versions of this speedy service 

will go by different names, but the core 
system is called xDSL, with the "x" 

standing for one of several types of 
Digital Subscriber Lines. 

Similar to ISDN- though faster and 

cheaper -xDSL is a system that requires 
an area to be equipped with special digi- 
tal lines. Note that these lines are 
installed in your area, not just to your 
home. Once the modifications are made 

by the phone company, both asynchro- 
nous and synchronous forms of xDSL, 
or ADSL and SDSL, respectively, can 

(Continued on page 87) 13 
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Evolutìon of the AC /DC Set 

WE BEGAN DISCUSSING SCALED -DOWN- FOR -THE DEPRES- 

SION "MIDGET" RADIOS IN THE APRIL, 1999 ISSUE OF 

POPULAR ELECTRONICS. THEN, IN THE MAY ISSUE, WE DROPPED 

THE SUBJECT TEMPORARILY TO DISCUSS PHILCO'S MUCH LESS 

drastic approach to depression downsiz- 
ing, which led to the development of the 
very popular (and far from small) "cathe- 
dral" radios. Now it's time to return to 
the original story thread and trace an 
important line of radio evolution which 
began with the first "midgets." 

The International Kadette 
Universal 

Back in that April column, the 
"International Kadette Universal" (defi- 
nitely a midget) was presented as what 
was probably the first of a very influen- 
tial design that became known as 
"AC/DC" Let's review the meaning of 
that term. 

The Kadette used only three tubes 
(excluding rectifier). The reason it could 
get by with so few was that the tubes 
(types 39, 36, and 38) were from a 
newly -introduced (in 1931 and 1932) 
high -performance series designed for 
auto radio service. Two of those (the 39 
and 38) were of the new "pentode" 
design that offered greatly enhanced 
performance with little or no increase in 
parts count. See the April, 1999 Popular 
Electronics "Antique Radio" column 
for a schematic of the Kadette. 

As part of the strategy for eliminating 
the large and expensive power trans- 
former, the heaters of the three tubes 
were made to operate directly from the 
AC line. This was done by putting the 
three 6.3 -volt heaters in series, like an 
old- fashioned set of Christmas -tree 

lights. In that configuration, they 
required 18.9 volts to operate. Placed 
directly across the AC line, the string of 
tubes would of course immediately burn 
out. However, a 310 -ohm power resis- 
tor, mounted under the chassis, was 
included in the series string to drop the 
line voltage by about 93 volts more. 

Because there was now no power 
transformer (a device that could operate 
only on alternating current), the Kadette 
could operate from DC as well as the 
AC line. In those days, the downtown 
sections of many large cities were still 
supplied with DC current, which had to 
be converted to AC by various means to 
operate common appliances and motors. 
While this wasn't really a very big mar- 
ket, AC/DC operation was still a useful 
selling point and radios with series 
string heaters became known universally 
as "AC/DC sets." 

This system probably wouldn't have 
even been considered had the auto tubes 

R12 

BY MARC ELLIS 

with their 6.3 -volt, 0.3 amp heaters 
(designed to operate with minimal drain 
from the storage batteries of the day) not 
been available. The 2.5 -volt 1.75 -amp 
range of tubes then common in home 
radios would have required a much 
heavier series resistor to drop the larger 
voltage at heavier current. As it was, sev- 
eral watts of power had to be dissipated 
in the resistor. Power dissipation means 
heat dissipation, and things get hot 
enough under the chassis to shorten the 
life of capacitors and other components. 

Cooling -Down Strategies 
The heat problem was minimized 

through innovations on several different 
fronts. First, the "below decks" power 
resistor was very soon replaced by one of 
two devices: (1) the "ballast resistor," 
which looked like a metal tube (some- 
times with heat -releasing perforations in 
its metal shell), plugged in atop the chas- 
sis like any other tube or (2) the line - 
cord resistor, which was an extra con- 
ductor -made of resistance wire -built 
into the line cord. In both cases, the heat 
generated by the resistance element was 
prevented from overheating the space 
beneath the chassis. However, it's not 
unusual to find ballast sets with cabinets 
discolored (or even charred) by heat 

25Z5 

R14 

AC OR DC 
UNE 

GOT 6AT 606 251.6 25Z5 R13 

HEATER CIRCUIT 

PILOT 
LIGHTS 

SPEAKER 
KIELO 

450 
OHMS 

A TYPICAL AC /DC power -supply circuit. The heaters of the five tubes are in series; R12 is 
a ballast resistor; pilot lights operate from a separate tapped resistor. The speaker field coil 
doubles as filter choke. 
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generated above the "tube." 
The line cord resistor has often con- 

fused new hobbyists who may replace it, 

when frayed, with an ordinary two -wire 
cord. The result is a dead radio and 
(depending on which two of the three 
connection points in the set is used for 
the new cord) possibly a set of tubes with 
blown heaters. In attempting to replace 

the plug on such a cord, neophytes may 
also either ignore the fine and easily 

broken resistance wire or tie it to the 
wrong side of the line. In either case, 

though no damage will be done, the 
tubes will not light. 

Cords with line cord resistors can be 

recognized by their fatter -than -usual 
cross section and (usually) cloth outer 
covering. Often this covering is frayed in 

places, exposing the asbestos insulation 
underneath. If a frayed cord is in work- 
ing order, don't be tempted to replace it. 
Resistor cords are hard to come by- 
though there are alternatives that can be 

discussed in future articles. 

Tube Evolution in AC /DC Sets 
Another innovation was the introduc- 

tion of tubes with higher heater voltages. 

The first ones to appear were audio -out- 

put tubes such as the 25L6 and rectifiers 
such as the 25Z5. Tubes in those cate- 

gories, because of the greater power that 
they handle, could especially benefit from 
the greater heater output made possible 
by the higher operating voltages. 

It's not uncommon to find early 
AC /DC sets with a 25 -volt rectifier tube 
and three 6 -volt tubes or with 25 -volt 
rectifier and audio -output tubes and two 
6 -volt. tubes. In either case, significantly 
less power needed to be dissipated in the 
ballast or line -cord resistor to drop the 
remaining voltage. 

Among the six-volt tubes providing 
the detector, RF- amplifier, and AF- 
amplifier functions in sets with line -cord 
or ballast resistors and two 25 -volt tubes 
as described are the types 39 and 36, the 
later types 78 and 77, or the still later 
6C6, 6D6 and 6Q7. Six-volt power out- 
put tubes in sets not equipped with a 25- 

volt version are typically type 38 or the 
later type 43. When five -tube super- 
heterodyne circuits began to replace the 
four -tube tuned radio -frequency 
designs, the 6A7 pentagrid converter 
(also six -volts) began to appear. 

As the five -tube superhet circuit 
became standard in the late 1930s, a 

whole new series of tubes, all with high - 
voltage heaters for series heater -string 

operation, emerged. One configuration 
was so commonly used that it became 

known as the "All- American Five." That 
set was made up of a 12SA7 pentagrid 
converter, 12SK7 RF /IF amplifier, 
12SQ7 detector /amplifier, 35L6 power 
output, and 35Z5 rectifier. Note that the 
heater voltages (first two digits of the 
type number) add up to 106, which was 

close enough to the nominal 115 -volt 
line voltage so that no ballast or line - 

cord resistor was needed. 

Other AC /DC Design Features 
As has been mentioned in some of 

the earlier articles on this subject, other 
changes were also made in the power - 
supply circuitry in order to reduce size, 

weight, and cost. Among the earliest 
simplifications was to substitute the field 

coil of the dynamic speaker then in com- 
mon use for the power -supply filter 
choke. The coil substituted for the 
choke while at the same time receiving 
the energizing voltage required for the 
speaker to operate. 

Still later, the development of effi- 

cient permanent -magnet speakers ren- 
dered dynamic speakers obsolete and 
field windings disappeared. By that time, 
however, inexpensive high -capacity 
electrolytic filter capacitors were avail- 

able. Using them, filtering action 
became so much more efficient that a 

power resistor of a few hundred ohms 
could be substituted for the choke. 

By now, improved tubes and circuitry 
had made sets so sensitive that the tradi- 
tional hank of antenna wire, unrolled 
under a rug or tossed out the window, 

became unnecessary. A neat, self -con- 
tained loop antenna, usually mounted 
inside the back of the cabinet, was 

enough to do the trick. 
Changes in cabinet design also rate at 

least a brief mention. The original 
midget sets were housed in compact 
wooden cabinets. Made to sell as cheap- 
ly as possible while yielding a profit for 

the manufacturer and dealer, very little 
thought or money was expended on the 
radio's looks. Nevertheless, many of 
these wood cabinets had a kind of naive 

charm that I, personally, enjoy. 

By the early 1940s, more and more 
cabinets were being made of plastic. 
This material (usually Bakelite either 
left in its natural brown color or with a 

painted finish applied) was easy both to 
mass produce and to mold into the 
"streamlined" rounded shapes favored 

during that era. Also, the newer genera- 

tion of tubes were about half as high as 

the types used in the original AC/DC 
sets, allowing for the cabinet to have a 

lower, sleeker profile. More attention 
began to be paid to the aesthetics of the 

cabinet, and the inexpensive sets began 

to have a more sophisticated look. 

Catalin plastics, which could be pro- 
duced in a variety of glowing colors, 
were also sometimes used. Catalin cabi- 

nets are fragile and become more so 

with age, often cracking spontaneously 
because of internal stresses in the mate- 
rial. Catalin cabinets are rare, especially 

in flawless condition. They are much 

BY THE 1940s, inexpensive plastic -molding 
techniques were making it possible to mass 
produce cabinets with a sleeker, more 
sophisticated look. 

prized by some collectors today and a 

Catalin radio that sold for $19.50 in 

1940 might well change hands at $1000 

today! 

Military Radio 
Collectors Take Note! 

I recently received a query from 
Major (Ret.) Richard J. Blondis, 291 

East Calle Herboso, Green Valley, AZ 

85614; Tel: 520- 393 -0922. The Major 
has a World War II German military 
shortwave radio gathering dust in his 

storage area. He'd like help valuing the 

set and figuring out how to market it. 

The markings on the set are: Telegrafen 

Werkstatte, Musterr RV 14, Serie 77 

Number 151. Contact Major Blondis 
directly if you can assist him or if you are 

personally interested in the radio. 
That's it for this month! We'll see you 

in July. In the meantime, send your com- 
ments and suggestions to me at "Antique 
Radio ", c/o Electronics Now, 500 Bi- 

County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735- 

3931. Or use my personal e-mail address: 

ellis @interaccess.com. Regretfully time 

limitations do not always permit me to 

respond individually. But all correspon- 
dence will be read with interest and 

acknowledged in the column. 15 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
USE THE FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Oscilloscope Software 
GAGESCOPE FOR WINDOWS IS 
oscilloscope emulation software for con- 
trolling the CompuScope family of PC- 
based oscilloscope and data -acquisition 
cards. It supports up to 32- channel oscil- 
loscope systems and gives the user com- 
plete control of the CompuScope card. 
The stand -alone software includes 
waveform cursors, multiple windows 
with different timebases, the ability to 
save and load signals, compatibility with 
SIG files used with the CompuGen arbi- 
trary waveform generator, and more. 

FOR FAST RESPONSE 

more. Settings are located in convenient 
on- screen controls. All settings are sepa- 
rated into three different controls - 
System, Display, and Channel- depend- 
ing on their function. 

In combination with a CompuScope 
data -acquisition card, GageScope for 
Windows can be used for applications 
such as disk -drive testing, cellular com- 
munications, RF receivers, radar, lidar, 
imaging, non -destructive testing, ultra- 
sonic testing, laser Doppler anemometry, 
high -end video, CCD testing, vibration 
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GageScope for Windows is a powerful 
and easy -to -use FFT package. Not only 
can it do multiple channel spectral analy- 
sis, it allows for simultaneous viewing of 
time and frequency domain data. The 
software features the ability to change 
most settings with the click of the mouse. 

Available settings include sample 
rate, channel mode, pre- and post -trig- 
ger depth, trigger level, trigger slope, 
timeout, multiple record, timebase, 
channel visibility, input range, input 
coupling, vertical scaling, drawing 
method, polarization, interpolation, and 

anlaysis, laser diode characterization, and 
impact testing. GageScope for Wmdows 
has a suggested retail price of $495. 
GAGE APPLIED SCIENCES INC. 
1233 Shelburne Road, Suite 400 
S. Burlington, VT 05043 
Tel: 800 -567 -GAGE or 514- 633 -0770 
Fax: 800- 780 -8411 or 514- 633 -7447 
Web: www.gage- applied.com 

LCR Meter 
EASY TO USE AND CALIBRATE, 
the Protek Z9216 is an advanced design 

LCR meter that measures resistors, 
inductors, and capacitors at 20X per sec- 
ond rate, with 0.5% accuracy, simplify- 
ing automated testing and sorting. 
Component "Q" values and dissipation 
factors are also displayed via front -panel 
LCD readouts. For remote operation, 
the instrument is equipped with RS -232, 
GPIB, and Handler Port Interfaces. The 
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unit accepts optional SMD tweezers, 
BNC fixture adapters, and Kelvin Clips. 

It stores and recalls nine instrument 
setups and has five test frequencies from 
100 Hz to 100 kHz and measurement 
averaging from 2 to 10. Other important 
features include open- and short -circuit 
compensation, accurate zeroing, built -in 
calibration procedures, and binding 
capabilities. Compact in size, it mea- 
sures approximately 4 by 14 by 14 inch- 
es and weighs almost 13 pounds. The 
79216 sells for $1750. 
HC PROTEK 
154 Veterans Drive 
Northvale, IVI 07647 
Tel: 201- 767 -7242 
Fax: 201-767-7343 
e -mail: hcprotek@aol.com 
Web: www.hcprotek.com 

Robotic Video Camera 

Controller 
A NETWORKABLE ROBOTIC 
video camera controller, the Transit 
RCM (Robotic Camera Mount) is a 
computerized positioning control for 
network video cameras. It adds intelli- 

(Continued on page 84) 
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 is K AT T O M O R R O W ' S TECHNOLOGY 

type 
Counting The Particles On The Head Of A Pin 

The bar has been lowered in particle - 
detection technology. A chemist at 

Bell Labs, William Reents, has designed 
a novel instrument that detects particles 
100,000 times smaller than a pin head, or 
about one -thousandth of a micron -a 
development that could have a major 
impact on semiconductor manufacturing. 

Today's transistors, for instance, are 

roughly one -quarter of a micron wide and 

as thin as one -hundredth of a micron. As 

a result, they are subject to short- circuit- 
ing by minuscule particles that escape 

detection during manufacture. 
Current particle- detection tech- 

niques, which involve spot -checking the 
surfaces of silicon wafers by observing 
whether light is reflected by particle 
deposits, detect particles only as small as 

two- tenths of a micron. This method 
requires the entire manufacturing 
process to be halted for inspection, and 
it is unable to determine size or compo- 
sition of the particles found. 

The new instrument, whose capabil- 
ity has been demonstrated only in 
Reents' laboratory, detects particles 
between one -thousandth of a micron 
and nine -tenths of a micron (the average 
dust particle is 50 microns) during the 
process of semiconductor manufactur- 
ing and analyzes the particles in a 

gaseous phase. While transmission elec- 
tron microscopes can see much smaller 
particles (as small as an atom, or one 
ten -thousandth of a micron), those 
instruments can only analyze particles 
stationary on a surface. 

The Bell Labs instrument pulls gas 

particles out of the vacuum chamber 
individually, detecting up to 10 particles 
per second. "What we do is, we pull a 

little bit of the gas stream with particles 
from the chamber and bring them into 
our `particle blaster'," said Reents. A 

high -intensity pulse laser hits each par- 

Particle Derived Ions 

Output device 
Particle -laden gas flow 

Laser lens 
producing 
focused beam 

Particle derived 
ions detected 

++ 
Focused 
laser strikes 
particle 

_n1121211 Of 

BELL LABS' PARTICLE DETECTOR extracts gas particles out of the vacuum chamber 

individually, detecting up to 10 particles per second. A laser strikes each particle, shatter- 

ing it into charged atoms and molecules, which accelerate at various velocities toward a 

detector. Based on the weights and charges recorded, the instrument instantaneously 

determines the particle's quantity, composition, and size. 

tide, breaking it up into charged ions 
and molecules. These then accelerate at 
various velocities, depending on their 
weight, and strike a detector. Based on 
the weights and velocities recorded, the 
instrument determines the particle's 
composition and size. 

This ability to analyze particle corn - 
position is also of interest in circles out- 
side semiconductor manufacturing. 
Reents is at work adapting the instru- 
ment to detect and analyze ambient par- 
ticles in the surrounding atmosphere. 
While other sensor methods can detect 
particles as small as a micron, they can- 
not determine the complete composi- 
tion of those particles. Atmospheric 

analysis, Reents said, has become 
increasingly important in recent years as 

government regulators have voiced con- 
cern about the health effects of sub - 
micron -sized airborne pollutants, both - 

indoors and out. Another possible appli- 
cation for the detector is in performing 
trace analysis of particles in ultra -pure 
liquids, which are commonly used in 

pharmaceuticals and semiconductor 
manufacturing. 

Still, the Bell Labs device, which has 

the ability to detect particles in real time 
in a vacuum chamber, will likely find its 

first application in semiconductor manu- 
facturing. Better particle detection is 

important because transistors will 
17 
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approach the one -tenth -of -a- micron 
range in the near future. The ability to 
detect smaller and smaller particles will 
become even more important because 
tiny particles will be able to sneak into the 
increasingly smaller transistor features. 

In semiconductor processing, the cur- 
rent particle detection practice is to put a 

monitor wafer in the semiconductor pro- 
duction chamber, let it sit there for some 
period of time, pull it out and count par- 
ticles on it. "You're limited to doing this 
only when you are not processing, so it 
doesn't reflect the conditions of the 
chamber during normal processing," 
Reents said. "Our instrument, on the 
other hand, can see particles whether you 
are processing or not processing, without 
affecting the process at all. You can have 
the plasma punning, you can be doing 
chemical vapor deposition, and it should 
work for any of those cases." 

Reents believes the instrument, the 
research for which has been internally 
funded by Lucent, should be able to 
detect just about any particle. "We've 
tried it on a dozen different things," he 
said. "We tried it on some really tough 
ones. Silica, for example, is easy to see 
with this instrument; some people have 
trouble detecting silica particles." 

More testing is planned before 
Reents confirms the device's suspected 
potential. "We are testing it on some 
instruments in our clean room, with 
some success so far," he said. "What we 
need to do is test it on several instru- 
ments, show that it's broadly applicable 
and how good it is- quantify its signal 
relative to that of a monitor wafer, 
because when you have one tool that the 
engineers rely on you have to be bench - 
marked against that. If you can't dupli- 
cate what they're used to, you've got 
problems. So we're benchmarking now." 

After that, Reents hopes to license 
the technology and make a commercial 
instrument available. "I think there 
should be a lot of interest," he said.-by 
Douglas Page 

If Rocks Could Talk 
The origins and histories of planetary, 
asteroidal, and cometary bodies are 

reflected in their building materials. 
Less than 100 naturally occurring ele- 
ments combine together to form over 
3800 known minerals. This tremendous 

CHEMIN (for CHEmistry and MINeralogy) is a miniaturized XRD /XRF instrument that uses 
a tiny X -ray tube and a charged -coupled device (CCD) to remotely analyze fine -grained 
soils, rock, and even ice samples, for chemical and mineralogical information. 

variety of mineralogy carries stories of 
pressure, temperature, oxygen fugacity, 
and solution chemistry-all intertwined 
with histories of sedimentation, igneous 
activity, metamorphism, impacts, and 
surface weathering. 

Simultaneously determining the 
chemistry and mineralogy of these bod- 
ies reveals the history of their formation 

1 

sample 
insertion 

and evolution. In order to do this type of 
analysis, both X -ray diffraction (XRD) 
and chemical analysis by X -ray fluores- 
cence (XRF) of minerals that contain 
water (including ice), sulfur, or halogens 
are required. 

Recent progress in X -ray detector 
technology paved the way for the devel- 
opment of simultaneous XRD and XRF 
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THIS SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM shows the components of the CHEMIN instrument. 
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analysis. CHEMIN (for CHEmistry and 
MINeralogy) is a miniaturized XRD/ 
XRF instrument that remotely analyzes 
fine -grained soils, rock, and even ice 

samples, for chemical and mineralogical 
information. Using a tiny X -ray tube 
and a charged -coupled device (CCD), 
CHEMIN can answer questions about 
extraterrestrial mineralogy. It also has 

applications on Earth in situations 
where a small, low- powered instrument 
is needed, such as in geological sampling 
at remote, dangerous sites, or where soil 

has been contaminated. 
A flight -ready version of CHEMIN 

is the size of a soda can, weighs less than 
a kilogram, consumes only a few watts of 
power, and can be mounted on fixed lan- 
ders, soft penetrators, or small robotic 
rovers. Small enough to fit onto a plan- 
etary rover, like the recent Martian 
rover, CHEMIN gathers chemical data 
and crystalline structure information 
simultaneously from samples. 
Knowledge of crystalline structure is 

essential in determining whether a 

chunk of extraterrestrial carbon is a dia- 
mond or a lump of coal. 

The quality of CHEMIN XRD data 
has now progressed to a point where 
trace mineral occurrences ( <1 %) can be 
identified and quantified. Such applica- 
tions illustrate the high sensitivity of the 
prototype CHEMIN instrument, cur- 
rently in use at NASA Ames Laboratory, 
in detecting very small quantities of 
diagnostic minerals. In operation since 
July 1996, this prototype instrument, 
the collaborative work of Los Alamos 
and NASA researchers, has verified the 
principle of CCD -based simultaneous 
XRD and XRF. However, the instru- 
ment is composed of surrogate compo- 
nents that do not illustrate the full 
capabilities that can be realized with an 

optimized instrument. 
Nevertheless, the data obtained with 

the CCD -based instrument are suffi- 
cient not only to determine the mineral 
phases present, but also to apply 
Rietveld analysis in estimating the rela- 
tive proportions of mineral phases in the 
sample. Rietveld analysis involves calcu- 
lating a model diffraction pattern based 
on the crystal structures of the known 
phases in a mixture. The quality of fit 
between the observed and calculated dif- 

fraction patterns is then improved via a 

least- squares process in which relative 

amounts of each phase and crystal strut 
ture parameters are varied. In addition, 
software is being developed to combine 
both the chemical XRF data and the 
XRD result to perform this 
more rigorously. 

operation 

They Bend, But 

They Don't Break 
Small enough to weigh viruses and 
other sub -micron scale particles, a 

"nanobalance" is one application for 
newly- discovered electronic and micro - 
mechanical properties of carbon nan- 
otubes. The use of the tiny tubes in this 

way depends on the ability to calculate 
changes in the resonant frequency that 
occur with placement of an object onto a 

nanotube. 
"This is comparable to putting an 

object on the end of a spring and oscil- 
lating it," said Dr. Walter de Heer, pro- 
fessor in the Georgia Institute of 
Technology School of Physics. "By 
knowing the properties of the spring, 
you can measure the mass of the object. 
We can use the nanotube like a standard 
calibrated spring." 

Applying this technique, Georgia 
Tech researchers were able to measure 
the mass of a 22 femtogram (1015 grams) 
graphite particle attached to the end of a 

resonating nanotube. "There is no other 
way to weigh accurately something that 
small," de Heer noted. 

They studied the behavior of multi- 
walled nanotubes using a transmission 
electron microscope with a unique sample 
holder designed and built by their col- 

league Dr. Philippe Poncharal. The hold- 
er allowed them to rotate specimens, apply 
electrical voltage, and observe many fun- 
damental effects. The work was sponsored 
by the U.S. National Science Foundation 
and the U.S. Army Research Office. 

Electrical voltage can be used to 
induce electrostatic deflection and vibra- 
tional resonance in individual carbon nan- 
otubes. This ability to selectively deflect 
or induce resonance in individual nan- 
otubes opens new potential microme- 
chanical applications for the tiny 
structures, which are smaller than the 
finest features on modern microcircuits. 

The researchers applied an oscillat- 
ing voltage to induce resonant vibration 
in the nanotubes. Resonant nodes 

appear in the tubes just as they would in 

a vibrating guitar string. Each nanotube 
resonates at a specific frequency that 
depends on its length, diameter, density, 

and elastic properties. 
"You can select which one you want 

to examine and make it resonate," 
Poncharal explained. "Then you turn up 

the frequency and another one will res- 

onate." The resonance occurs in a very 
narrow range, allowing the researchers 
to measure the damping properties of 
the nanotubes. 

"This opens a broad new field of 
study," said de Heer. "To show that we can 

manipulate individual carbon nanotubes 
while examining them with an electron 
microscope is breaking new ground." 

By applying a charge to a nanotube 
placed near an oppositely- charged 
probe, the researchers were able to 
severely bend the tiny structures. "We 
can bend a nanotube almost 90 degrees, 
and it will still recover and straighten 
out," said Dr. Z. L. Wang, professor in 

the School of Materials Science and 
Engineering. "You can keep on bending 
them and they will not break. This 
shows that although nanotubes are very 
rigid, they have an extremely high elas- 

tic limit. Very few materials can do this 
without damage." 

As nanotubes are made thicker and 
thicker, they enter a new mode of bend- 
ing. Using high -resolution transmission 
electron microscopy, Dr. Daniel Ugarte 
of the Laboratorio National de Luz 
Sincotron in Brazil observed a rippling 
on the surface of thick nanotubes as they 
deflected. This confirms that bending in 

these tubes is different. 
"The elastic constant is varying as a 

function of its diameter, which is unex- 
pected for a general material. This elas- 

tic constant should be an intrinsic 
property of the tubes, rather than 
depending on its geometry or size," 
explained Wang. 

The Once and 

Future Fridge 

m 

Developed by Frigidaire Home 
Products, with technology innova- 

tions from ICL's retail systems division, 

the first online refrigerator recently made 
its debut. It provides an opportunity for 
"anything, anytime, anywhere" shopping. 

19 
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From their kitchens, consumers can 
access selected retailers, order, scan and 
purchase goods, pay their bills, and even 
watch television and send e-mail mes- 
sages -all from their fridge. 

The prototype online refrigerator 
incorporates a flat -panel touchscreen 
monitor and bar -code scanner, both 
located on the door, and has a 233 -MHz 
personal computer installed within the 
unit. It runs Microsoft Windows 95 
using 32 MB of RAM. It also includes an 
external Ethernet connection. 

There are two ways for the refrigera- 
tor to be connected to the Net. The 
refrigerator could be connected to a 
standard telephone line for dial -up capa- 
bilities to an Internet service provider. 
This requires only that a telephone line, 
jack, and cable be near the unit. The 
other method is to connect the refriger- 
ator to an in -home Ethernet network. In 
that case, an available port on an 
Ethernet hub is all that's needed to con- 
nect the in- refrigerator PC to the hub 

via an Ethernet cable. 
"Internet shopping is taking off, but 

until recently, it was mostly the sale of 
books, CDs, and other leisure or enter- 
tainment items," says Tony Evans, 
spokesman for Frigidaire Home Products. 
"Also it focused on the PC or Web TV, 
which are not in the right place for people 
we call Kitchen Managers. This develop- 
ment can bring `home shopping' directly 
into the kitchen and thus into the hands of 
the Kitchen Manager -the person who is 
responsible for running the heart of the 
home and who is responsible for most 
weekly purchasing decisions. With ICL, 
we've shown it can be done." 

Your Identity, 
Please 

m 

Designed for Personal Computer and 
network security, the PFS -100 from 

Polaroid, a low -cost finger -image scan- 
ner, is targeted at users with desktop 

security concerns and for 
personal security in e- 
commerce applications. It 
will be sold through origi- 
nal equipment manufac- 
turers (OEMs) and 
integrated into computer 
systems and keyboards. 
Key Source International 
Inc. will be integrating the 
PFS -100 into their key- 
board product line later 
this year. 

The finger scanner is 
about the size of a pack of 
gum and can be easily inte- 
grated into USB key- 
boards and other devices 
in any orientation. The 
CMOS chip used in the 
PFS -100 is manufactured 
for Polaroid by ATMEL 
Inc. and IBM supplied the 
advanced finger analysis 
software. 

Philip J. Scarfo, vice 
president of biometrics for 
Polaroid, said "We are 
using the knowledge and 
experience of more than 
50 years in the identifica- 
tion business to create a 

family of reliable biomet- 
rics components that meet 

BRINGING THE INTERNET into the kitchen, this refrigera- 
tor can even do your shopping for you. 

the security needs of our customers. 
PFS -100 combines the best of optical 
and CMOS sensor technology to create 
a very durable and low -cost device. The 
PFS -100 finger -image scanner is a direct 
result of our experience with finger 
images and with large -scale identifica- 
tion programs." Polaroid produces some 
300 -million identification documents 
worldwide each year. 

THIS FINGERTIP SCANNER gives com- 
puters and other devices enhanced securi- 
ty while eliminating the need for passwords, 
PIN numbers, etc. 

The new device is a logical extension 
of the identification tools and identifica- 
tion technology developed by Polaroid's 
worldwide ID systems business unit. 
Polaroid ID card and biometric technol- 
ogy already authenticates identification 
documents and their owners and pro- 
tects driver's licenses, passports, and 
other identification documents from 
tampering and counterfeiting. 

"The PFS -100 finger -image scanner 
is just one of the devices that will be 
needed to eliminate PINs and pass- 
words, enhance PC and network securi- 
ty and enable e- commerce," said Robert 
S. Murray, president of Polaroid's 
Identification and Transaction Systems 
division. "Identity theft and fraud are 
serious and growing problems. Annual 
reported worldwide fraud losses are 
reported at more than $1 billion." 

Polaroid has been producing driver's 
licenses and identification cards using 
both photographic and digital systems. 
The company currently produces dri- 
ver's licenses in 37 U.S. states including 
California, Texas, Georgia, Hawaii, and 
West Virginia. Polaroid's Georgia dri- 
ver's license solution is the largest civil 
biometric system in place worldwide 
with more than 5 million drivers carry- 
ing licenses protected with fingerprint 
verification. 
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Rational Professional 
Service Convention 

and 
Professional Service Trade Show 
August 2 -7, 1999 Addison (Dallas) Texas 

Hotel Inter -Continental 

Hands -On Technical Seminars: 
Consumer Product Servicing 
Improve your technical expertise 

Business Management Seminars: 
Improve your bottom line 
Increase your business efficiency 

Professional Certification: 
Certified Electronics Technicians - 
Associate or Journeyman options 
Certified Service Manager 
Refresher for CSM prior to testing 

Instructors' Conference: 
Review computerized materials 
Hone your teaching skills 

Service Industry Forums: 
Electronic Service Literature 
NESDAnet 
Hot industry topics TBA 

Networking with Major Mfrs.: 
Service Information Symposiums 
Meet face -to -face with Reps 

Two Day Trade Show: 
See the latest products, software 
Business Aids 
Service Equipment 

Trade Association Advancement: 
NESDA Elections 
ISCET Elections 
Setting goals 

Rest and Relaxation: 
Sponsored Meals 
Golf Outing, Sponsored Tours 
Visit famous Dallas sites 

lands-On Technical Seminars 

Above: A group of technicians experience one of several 
hands -on technical workshops (limited seating). 

Below: Business owners update their business 
knowledge at a business management seminar. 

tísiness Management Seminars 

Below: A lively Trade Show floor is encountered by 

visitors and exhibitors alike at the 1998 Professional 
Service Trade Show. 

For more information, or to register, contact: 

NESDA, 2708 West Berry St., Fort Worth, Texas 76109 

(817) 921 -9061; Fax (817) 921 -3741; www.nesda.com 
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Testing Flyback Transformers 

WHEN PROBLEMS DEVELOP IN THE HORIZONTAL 

DEFLECTION/HIGH VOLTAGE SUBSYSTEMS OF TVs OR 

MONITORS (OR EVEN MODERN OSCILLOSCOPES AND OTHER CRT 

DISPLAYS), THE FLYBACK TRANSFORMER (OR LINE -OUTPUT TRANS- 

former for those on the other side of the 
pond) is often a suspected cause. That is 
due in part to the fact that the flyback is 
usually the most expensive and hard -to- 
find replacement part in the unit and 
because flybacks are often less well 
understood than other more common 
components. 

This month, we will look at the fly- 
back in detail. We'll deal with what it is, 
how it fails, how to test it, and what to 
do if it is indeed defective. But first, a... 

Warning. Read, understand, and fol- 
low the safety recommendations pub- 
lished in previous "Service Clinic" articles 
or at my Web site (www.repairfaq.org) 
before attempting any troubleshooting of 
a monitor or TV! If you don't know what 
you are doing, or are careless, both you 
and your set could suffer irreparable 
harm. 

What Is The Flyback? 
The typical flyback or Line OutPut 

Transformer (LOPT) consists of two 
parts: 

A special transformer that, in con- 
junction with the horizontal- output 
transistor /deflection circuits, boosts the 
B+ of the low- voltage power supply to 
the 20 to 30 kV for the CRT and pro- 
vides various secondary lower voltages 
for other circuits. 

A voltage divider that provides the 
focus and screen supplies. The focus and 
screen are generally the top and bottom 
knobs, respectively. 

Why is the Deflection and High 
Voltage Combined? 

One of the main reasons that TVs 
and many monitors are designed with 
horizontal -deflection driven flybacks is 
simply economics -it provides a cheap 
way to get the high voltage and many or 
most of the other voltages for the set 
with minimal hardware. (High quality 
computer monitors sometimes use a 

separate high- voltage supply.) The use 
of the horizontal frequency rather than 
the AC -line frequency of 50 or 60 Hz 
allows the power -supply components to 
be small and light compared to a line - 
operated power transformer and filter 
capacitors. 

Flyback Construction 
While details can vary somewhat, all 

flybacks consist of a set of windings on a 

gapped ferrite core. High -voltage diodes 
and resistive dividers (often with adjust- 
ment pots) for focus and screen (G2) 
may also be present. 

A typical flyback includes the follow- 
ing components: 

Drive winding -for a typical TV or 
monitor, this may be 100 or so turns of 
medium gauge (e.g., AWG 26) wire. 
This is what is connected in series with 
the B+ to the horizontal output transis- 
tor in a TV or monitor. 

High voltage winding -several 
thousand turns. This winding may be 
split into several series sections with a 
high -voltage rectifier for each, or it 

BY SAM GOLDWASSER 
SERVICE EDITOR 
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HIGH QUALITY 
NON- POLARIZED 

PULSE CAPACITOR 

INPUT 
- ALL OTHER 

WINDINGS 
(LEFT OPEN) 

DEVICE 
UNDER 
TEST 

FIG. 1 -IF YOU HAVE A SCOPE, a ring 
test using this set up is the easiest way to 
test a flyback. 

could be a single winding. An alternative 
is to provide a lower -voltage winding 
and use a voltage multiplier (diode - 
capacitor ladder) to boost that to what is 
required by the CRT Very fine wire 
(e.g., AWG 40) will be used for the high - 
voltage winding. The high- voltage lead 
to the CRT is fed from the highest volt- 
age output of the rectifier or multiplier. 
(Sometimes the multiplier is external.) 

Resistive divider network for focus 
and screen (G2) -this will probably be 
fed from only one of the series connect- 
ed windings (if used). Often, there are 
adjustments for focus and screen right 
on the flyback. 

Auxiliary windings- anywhere from 
a couple of turns (for the CRT filament) 
to several hundred turns (for a boost 
source). Those supply various voltages for 
the typical TV or monitor: CRT filament, 
logic power, analog power, boost source 
(where the flyback does not include its 
own screen supply), etc. 

Ferrite core -this consists of two C 
shaped pieces clamped together with 
either a spring arrangement or studs and 
nuts. There will be a gap of a fraction of 
a millimeter provided by a set of spacers 
between the two C sections. 

Most modern flybacks have all the 
windings on the same leg of the core. 
The drive winding and auxiliary wind- 
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FIG. 2 -THE CHOPPER -BASED FLYBACK TESTER excites a flyback in much the same 

way as would occur in normal operation. 

ings will be wound and separately insu- 
lated under the high -voltage winding. 
The high -voltage winding will consist of 
many layers that have insulating materi- 
al (i.e., Mylar) between them. 

The other components will be 

mounted in a separate part of the assem- 
bly and the entire unit is then potted in 

an Epoxy -type filler. Part of the core is 

generally accessible -often one entire 
leg. 

A flyback is not an ordinary trans- 
former. The ferrite core contains a gap. 

Energy is stored in the magnetic field of 
the core during scan as the current is 

ramping up. This was discussed when 
we dealt with deflection systems in pre- 
vious Service Clinic articles on deflec- 
tion systems. 

CAUTION: The gap is critical to 
the proper operation and is usually 
determined by some plastic spacers. 
Mark each one and replace them in 

exactly the same position if you disas- 
semble the core for any reason. 

Why Do Flyback 
Transformers Fail? 

While flyback transformers can on 
occasion be blown due to a failure else- 
where in the TV or monitor's power 
supply or deflection circuits, in most 
cases, they simply expire on their own. 

Why? 
Flybacks are wound with many layers 

of really, really fine wire with really, real- 
ly thin insulation. This entire assembly 
is potted with an Epoxy resin that is 

poured in and allowed to cure. 
In some ways, these are just short cir- 

cuits waiting to happen. Flybacks get hot 
during use, and this leads to deterioration 
of the insulation. Any imperfections, 
nicks, or scratches in the insulation, or 

trapped air bubbles and impurities in the 

Epoxy fill material contribute to failure. 

Temperature cycles and manufacturing 
defects result in fine cracks in the Epoxy 
potting material reducing the insulation 
breakdown voltage, particularly in the 
area of the high- voltage windings, recti- 

fiers, and focus /screen divider network. 
They also physically vibrate to some 

extent. A whole bunch of other factors 
are also no doubt important. 

Once a breakdown -sparking or arc- 
ing- develops, it is usually terminal. 
Actually, it is amazing that flybacks last 

as long as they do with the stresses they 
are under. 

How Do Flyback 
Transformers Fail? 

Flybacks fail in several ways: 

1. Overheating leading to cracks in 

the plastic and external arcing. If there is 

no major damage to the windings, repair 
may be possible. However, arcing from 
the windings punctures their very thin 
insulation so that shorted windings may 

already have developed. Even if the 
windings are currently in good condi- 
tion, long -term reliability of any such 

repairs is questionable. 
Nonetheless, it doesn't hurt to try 

cleaning and coating with multiple lay- 

ers of high voltage sealer, corona dope, 
or even plastic electrical tape (preferably 
as a temporary repair, though I have got- 
ten away with leaving this in place per- 
manently). If possible, moving the point 
to which the flyback is arcing further 
away (i.e., a piece of metal or another 
wire) would also help. 

2. A cracked or otherwise damaged 
core will effect the flyback characteristics 
to the point where it may not work cor- 

rectly. In some cases that could even blow 

the horizontal output transistor and other 
expensive parts, like the low -voltage regu- 

lator or switch -mode power supply. If the 

core can be reconstructed so that no gaps 

(other than the required ones where the 

two halves join) are present and clamped 

and/or glued in place, it should be possi- 

ble to perform testing without undue risk 

of circuit damage but consider a replace- 

ment flyback as a long -term solution. 
3. Internal shorts in the focus /screen 

divider network, if present. One sign of 
this may be arc -over of the focus or 
screen spark gaps on the PC board on 

the neck of the CRT 
4. Internal shorts in the windings. 
5. Open windings. 
More than one of these may apply in 

any given case. As noted, temporary repair 

at least is sometimes possible for failures 1 

and 2. For failures 3 to 5, replacement is 

usually the only alternative. 

Initial Tests 
Warning: Before proceeding, make 

sure you have the TV or monitor 
unplugged and confirm that the main 
filter capacitor(s) and CRT have been 
safely discharged! 

For these first tests, you'll only be 

using your senses and perhaps a multi- 
meter. First, perform a careful visual 

inspection with power off. Look for 

cracks, bulging or melted plastic, and 
discoloration, Look for bad solder con- 
nections at the pins of the flyback as 

well. If the TV or monitor can be pow- 

ered safely, check for arcing or corona 
around the flyback and in its vicinity, 

Next, perform ohmmeter tests for 
obvious short circuits between windings; 
look for greatly reduced winding resis- 
tances and open windings. Don't neglect 
to check between the CRT HV connec- 
tor (suction cup) and the pins on the 
base; that should measure infinity. 

For the low -voltage windings, service 

manuals may provide the expected DC 
resistance (Sams' Photofact, for example). 

Sometimes, that will change enough to 

be detected -if you have an ohmmeter 
with a low- enough scale as these are 

usually a fraction of an ohm. It is diffi- 

cult or impossible to measure the DC 
resistance of the HV winding since the 
rectifiers are usually built in. The value 

is not published either. 
Any measurements that are much less 

than the published values likely indicate 
a partially shorted winding. However, a 

difference of 10% might not be signifi- 

cant at all. Higher than normal readings 23 
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might simply indicate that a design 
change was made. 

Of course, any continuity between 
separate windings is definitely a fault. 

Partially short -circuited windings 
(perhaps, just a couple of turns) and 
sometimes shorts in the focus/screen 
divider will drastically lower the Q and 
increase the load the flyback puts on its 
driving source with no outputs connect- 
ed. Those types of failures, which are 
not detectable by simple ohmmeter tests 
or visual inspection, require the trou- 
bleshooting techniques described in the 
"Advanced Testing" section, a little later 
in this article. 

It is also possible that various types of 
flyback faults can damage other circuitry 
(beyond taking out the horizontal- output 
transistor and its associated parts). 
Therefore, if shorts are detected in the 
flyback, it is worth testing some of the 
components in the vicinity, and vice -versa. 

The Process of Elimination 
Before attempting the more 

advanced tests suggested below, there 
may be ways of being more certain that 
your flyback is the problem component. 
The following assumes that running the 
TV or monitor with the suspect flyback 
results in an excessive load on the low 
voltage (B +) power supply, blowing a 

fuse (or attempting to blow a fuse - 
excessively bright series light bulb). The 
B+ likely drops from its normal 65 VDC 
to 140 VDC or more (depending on the 
actual TV or monitor and mode) to 
some low value like 25 VDC when mea- 
sured on the low -voltage power -supply 
side of the flyback -drive winding. 
(Measuring at the HOT can result in all 
sorts of weird readings due to the pulse 
nature of the waveform and is not rec- 
ommended- especially when everything 
is working properly -since there you 
will be dealing with 1500 V pulses!) 

Disconnect all the secondary loads 
from the suspect flyback including the 
CRT. Connect only the drive (B+ and 
HOT). Power up the TV or monitor 
(preferably with a series light bulb or on 
a Variac). If the B+ now climbs to a more 
normal value, a problem with the HV 
(CRT short) or one of the secondary 
loads is indicated. Connect each of these 
up one a time (or test individual compo- 
nents) to localize the fault. The flyback 
is likely good. 

Remove the suspect flyback and 
connect just the HOT and B+ to the 

24 drive winding of a known good flyback 

for a similar size TV or similar type of 
monitor (as appropriate). It may be close 
enough to keep the drive circuitry 
happy. Power up the TV or monitor 
(preferably with a series light bulb or on 
a Variac). If the B+ now climbs to a more 
normal value, a problem with the origi- 
nal flyback is indicated. However, more 
thorough testing may be desirable to be 
absolutely certain. 

If you do this regularly, keeping a 

selection of "flyback simulators" -just 
the drive windings and cores -might be 
desirable. 

Advanced Testing 
When the basic tests are inconclu- 

sive, there are several ways of testing fly - 
backs (assuming you do not actually 
have special test equipment for this pur- 
pose). Here are two possibilities. The 
first is easier if you have a scope, but the 
second is more fun. 

Method 1: The following technique 
works for flybacks; chopper transform- 
ers; motors; mains transformers; deflec- 
tion -yoke windings; VCR, video, and 
other magnetic heads; and other trans- 
formers, coils, or inductors. It is called a 
"ring test" and is the method often used 
by commercial flyback (or other 
coil/transformer) testers. The theory is 
that a faulty flyback will have shorted 
turns in one of the coils. In such a case, 
the Q of the transformer is greatly 
reduced. If excited by an impulse, a 
faulty transformer will resonate with a 

'M 1 O TO HV CONNECTOR 
_ 100K O 
100 MEASURE 
VDC HERE 

+ r PROBE TO EACH PIN 

FIG. 3-IT IS IMPORTANT TO LOCATE the 
HV return. This circuit makes that easier to 
do. 

highly damped oscillation while a good 
one will decay gradually. 

Connect a high quality capacitor 
across a larger winding (not the fila- 
ment) of the suspect device; see Fig. 1. 

Hope for a resonant frequency of a few 
kHz. You may need to select the capaci- 
tor value for best results. I have found 
that a capacitor in the 0.001- to 1 -1F 
(non -polarized) range will usually be 
satisfactory. 

Apply a pulse waveform to the par- 
allel- resonant circuit. In 1960, most 
scopes had a "sync out" on the time base 
that provided a few tens of volts at 

enough current for this. If you don't 
have one of these, use a simple 555 
astable circuit or function generator. 

Look at the waveform across the 
resonant circuit with a scope. A good 
unit will give a nicely decaying oscilla- 
tion, of at least a few cycles, possibly tens 
of cycles. If there is a shorted turn any- 
where in the device, the oscillations will 
be seriously damped, and you'd be lucky 
to see two complete cycles. Experience 
and/or comparison with a known good 
device will tell you what to expect. 

Method 2: The circuit in Fig. 2 

excites the flyback in much the same way 
as in normal operation; note that none 
of the component values in the circuit 
are particularly critical. The only cau- 
tion is that this tester probably does not 
put enough stress on the flyback to find 
an intermittent that fails only under full 
operating conditions. However, most 
flyback failures are solid -once a short 
develops, there is a meltdown of sorts 
and it is there to stay. 

You will need a 12 V power source of 
at least 2 or 3 amps capacity (regulation 
is not important -I just use a simple 
transformer, rectifier, filter capacitor 
type of power supply). If the circuit does 
not start oscillating at about 5 volts or 
less, interchange the two feedback con- 
nections to the transistor bases. 

The tester is just a chopper feeding 
the salvaged core from an old flyback (I 
removed the inductance control spacers 
for this core). The drive (5T +5T) and 
feedback (2T +2T) coils can be wound 
from hookup wire ( #14 -#20) and well 
insulated with plastic electrical tape. 
Connect the center taps directly to the 
coils -do not bring out a loop of wire. 
Make sure all the turns of each coil are 
wound in the same direction. Wind the 
feedback coil directly on top of the drive 
coil. The secondary of this core is a 10- 
turn well -insulated coil similar to the 
other two wound on the opposite side of 
the ferrite core. 

You will need to remove the suspect 
flyback from the TV or monitor. 
Another 10 -turn coil is wound on the 
suspect flyback core anywhere it will fit. 
Connect one end of this coil to one end 
of the 10 -turn coil on your old flyback 
core. Use a wire nut or twist together 
securely. Provide an easy way of con- 
necting the other ends momentarily -a 
pushbutton comes in handy. 

Make sure you locate the HV return 
lead on the flyback and use that as the 
return for the arc. Otherwise, you may 
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(HV RETURN) 

FIG. 4-A SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM of a typical flyback. Note the resistance values shown 

are illustrative and may differ widely from the ones on your unit. 

puncture the insulation when the high 
voltage finds it own path to ground. 
There are several approaches that can be 
taken to identify the lead -possibly in 

combination: 
Process of elimination -the HV 

return will often be an isolated pin on 
the flyback not connected to anything 
else. Check with ohmmeter. 

Check all connections on the circuit 
board and identify those that go to 
ground. One of those flyback pins will be 

the HV return. It will do no harm to con- 
nect them all to ground during testing. 

Use a 100 -VDC or greater power 
supply and a high -value resistor, say 
100K in the set up shown in Fig. 3. 

Connect the power supply negative out- 
put through this resistor to the HV lead 

on the flyback (suction cup connector). 
Check each pin on the base of the fly- 

back with the probe. Touching the 
return pin will result in the voltage read- 
ing dropping to perhaps 50 or 60 volts. 
This is the forward voltage drop across 
the high -voltage rectifier stack inside 
the flyback. All other pins will result in it 
remaining at the supply voltage. 

Once the HV return is found, the cir- 
cuit in Fig. 2 is wired, and everything is 

double checked, it is time to "turn on 
the juice." 

If the flyback is good, then with the 
coils connected there will be several kV 

at its output -enough to create a small 

arc C/8-inch typical, up to 1/2-inch for 

color flybacks). 
The load imposed on the oscillator 

will be modest (the frequency increases 
in response to load). If there are any 

shorted windings, then there will be no 

significant HV output and the load on 

the oscillator will increase dramatically. 
If you get arcing or corona from 

under the flyback -at the pins -either 
you did not locate the correct HV return 
or there is a short inside resulting in HV 
arcing internally to the low voltage 
windings. 

I have used this "tester" on a dozen 
or so flybacks. It has never been wrong 
(though I have opted not to believe it 
and gotten in trouble). 

Flyback- Testing Equipment 
Sencore and others sell test equip- 

ment that includes the "ring test" or 
similar capabilities built in. For the pro- 
fessional, these are well worth the 
expense. However, a hobbyist could 
probably purchase lifetime TV replace- 
ments for the cost of one of these fancy 

gadgets. 
Bob Parker has now designed an 

inexpensive, easy -to -use LOPT /Flyback 
Tester available through Dick Smith 
Electronics. Information is available at: 

www.nlc.net.au / -bobp /fbt.htm (Bob 
Parker's FBT Page). This (along with his 

ESR meter) have been highly recom- 
mended on the sci.electronics.repair 
newsgroup. 

Other flyback testers are described 
at: www.usit.com /kephart/flyback.htm 
(Kephart's FBT Page) and www.vaag.es/ 
produc/art/hr-stvdst-01/index_en.htm 
(VAAG FBT Page). Various electronics 
magazines have published construction 
articles for various types of simplified 
versions of these devices as well. 

Testing for Bad 
High -Voltage Diodes 

A single diode failure would be tough 
to find if it is in series with other diodes 
(as is typical on larger flybacks) as it 
would only be a problem when run near 
full output. However, this sort of failure 

is unlikely. 
General diode failure (shorts) would 

probably not be detected with the sorts 
of tests described above or with typical 
flyback -testing equipment. Actually, a 

simple ohmmeter test between the HV 
output and return might suffice! If this 

doesn't reveal anything, I suggest the 
following: 

One possible way to test for this 
would be to attach a high -voltage capac- 

itor between the HV output and return 
of the flyback. If the diodes are good, the 
tester's excitation should then charge 
this cap up (watch out -the voltage 
might get to be quite high!). While 
charging, this load will make the flyback 
fail any ring test. Once charged, it 

should pass. However, if the diodes are 
shorted, I would expect the flyback to 

test bad as the cap will continue to pre- 
sent an AC load on the output and never 

charge properly. 

Typical Flyback Schematic 
The diagram in Fig. 4 shows a typical 

flyback that might be found in a direct - 
view color television or computer moni- 
tor. Resistances are included for illustra- 
tive purposes only and may be quite dif- 

ferent on your flyback. 
The high- voltage section on the right 

might actually be constructed as a voltage 

multiplier rather than a single winding 
with multiple HV diodes. The rectifiers 

or multiplier, and/or focus /screen divider 

might be external to the flyback trans- 
former in some models. 

Flyback transformers used in black - 

and- white TVs and monochrome corn - 

puter monitors do not have a focus and 

screen divider network. Older ones do 

not include a high -voltage rectifier 
(Continued on page 87) 25 
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Budget Project and Computer Books 
BP317- Practical Electronic Timing $6.99. 
Time measurement projects are among the 

most constructed gadgets by hobbyists. This book 
provides the theory and backs it with a wide range 
of practical construction projects. Each project has 
how -it -works theory and how to check it for correct 
operation. 

6P415 -Using Netscape on the Internet $8.99. 
Get with the Internet and with surfing, or 

browsing, the World Wide Web, and with the 
Netscape Navigator in particular. The book explains: 
The Internet and how the World Wide Web fits into 
the general scenario; how do you go about getting 
an Internet connection of your own; how to down- 
load and install the various versions of Netscape 
browsing software that are available; and how to 
use Netscape Navigator to surf the Web, and to find 
and maintain lists of usful sites. There's a heck of a 

lot more, too! 

BP325 -A Concise User's Guide to Windows 
i_j3.1 $6.99. Now you can manage Microsoft's 
Windows with confidence. Understand what hard- 
ware specification you need to run Windows 3.1 
successfully, and how to install, customize, 
fine -tune and optimize your system. Then you'll get 
into understanding the Program Manager, File 
Manager and Print Manager. Next follows tips on 
the word processor, plus how to use Paintbrush. 
There's more on the Cardfile database with its 
auto -dial feature, Windows Calendar, Terminal, 
Notepad, etc. 

BP327 -DOS: One Step at a Time $5.99. 
Although you spend most of your time working 

with a word processor, spreadsheet or database, 
and are probably quite happy using its file manage- 
ment facilities, there will be times when you 
absolutely need to use DOS to carry out 'house- 
keeping' functions. The book starts with an 
overview of DOS, and later chapters cover the com- 
mands for handling disks, directories and files. 

PCP119- Electronic Music and Midi Projects 
L.J$12.95. Save cash by building the MIDI gad- 
gets you need. Want a MIDI THRU box, program 
change pedal, Metronome, analog echo unit, MIDI 
patchbay or switcher? Over 16 practical and very 
useful music and MIDI projects -all in this book! 
The projects are explained in detail with full instruc- 
tions on assembly. 

PCP120- Multimedia on the PC! $14.95. 
What is Multimedia? What can it do for you? 

It can do lots of nice things! This 184 -page book 
helps you create your own multimedia presentation. 
Multimedia applications by people like you can 
revolutionize educational and business applications 
as well bring more fun, fun, fun into your leisure 
computer activities. 

n8P404 -How To 

!Create Pages for 
the Web Using HTML 
$7.99. Companies 
around the world, as 
well as PC users, are fast 
becoming aware of the 
World Wide Web as a 

means of publishing 
information over the 
Internet. HTML is the 
language used to create 
documents for Web 
browsers such as 
Mosaic, Net -scape and 
the Internet Explorer. These programs recognize 
this language as the method used to format the text, 
insert images, create hypertext and fill -in forms. 
HTML is easy to learn and use. This book explains 
the main features of the language and suggests 
some principles of style and design. Within a few 
hours, you can create a personal Home Page, 
research paper, company profile, questionnaire, 
etc., for world -wide publication on the Web. 

Ho4^. to r.reafa 
pags too 

HTfAL 

BP377- Practical Electronic Control Projects 
$7.99. Electronic control theory is presented in 

simple, non -mathematical terms and is illustrated 
by many practical projects suitable for the student 
or hobbyist to build. Discover how to use sensors 
as an input to the control system, and how to pro- 
vide output to lamps, heaters, solenoids, relays and 
motors. Also the text reveals how to use control cir- 
cuits to link input to output including signal pro- 
cessing, control loops, and feedback. Computer - 
based control is explained by practical examples. 

BP411 -A Practical Introduction to Surface 
Mount Devices $6.99. This book takes you 

from the simplest possible starting point to a high 
level of competence in working with Surface Mount 
Devices (SMD's). Surface mount hobby -type con- 
struction is ideal for constructing small projects. 
Subjects such as PCB design, chip control, solder- 
ing techniques and specialist tools for SMD are fully 
explained. Some useful constructional projects are 
included. 

BP136 -25 Simple Indoor and Window 
Aerials $2.99. Many people live in flats and 

apartments where outdoor antennas are prohibited. 
This does not mean you have to forgo shortwave 
listening, for even a 20 -foot length of wire stretched 
out under a rug in a room can produce acceptable 
results. However, with experimentation and some 
tips, you may well be able to improve further your 
radio's reception. Included are 25 indoor and win- 
dow antennas that are proven performers. Much 
information is also given on shortwave bands, 
antenna directivity, time zones, dimensions, etc. A 
must book for all amateur radio enthusiasts. 

BP379 -30 Simple IC Terminal Block 
Projects $6.99. Here are 30 easy -to -build IC 

projects almost anyone can build. Requiring an IC 

and a few additional components, the book's 'black- 
box' building technique enables and encourages the 
constructor to progress to more advanced projects. 
Some of which are: timer projects, op -amp projects, 
counter projects, NAND -gate projects, and more. 

BP401- Transistor Data Tables $7.99. The 
tables in this book contain information about 

the package shape, pin connections and basic elec- 
trical data for each of the many thousands of tran- 
sistors listed. The data includes maximum reverse 
voltage, forward current and power dissipation, cur- 
rent gain and forward transadmittance and resis- 
tance, cut -off frequency and details of applications. 

17E771- Wireless & Electrical Cyclopedia 
$4.99. Step back to the 1920's with this 

reprinted catalog from the Electro Importing 
Company. Antiquity displayed on every page with 
items priced as low as 3 cents. Product descriptions 
include: Radio components, kits, motors and 
dynamos, Leyden jars, hot -wire meters, carbon 
mikes and more. The perfect gift for a radio antique 
collector. 

718143-Electronic Timer Projects $2.99. This 
book covers many of the possible applications of 

timer circuits. These circuits may turn on or off at 
either some preset time or after an elapsed time. Some 
of the more complicated timer and clock circuits are 
made up from a number of simpler circuits that the 
author deals with individually. Also included are sever- 
al special interest circuits such as cars windshield 
wiper delay unit, a darkroom timer, metronome, etc. 

BP88 -How To Use Op -Amps $5.99. Written as a 

designer's guide covering many operational 
amplifiers, serving both as a source book of circuits 
and a reference book for design calculations. There are 
chapters on Meet the Operational Amplifier, Basic 
Circuits, Oscillators, Audio Circuits, Filters, Miscel- 
laneous Circuits, Common Op Amps, Power Supplies 
and Construction Notes and Fault Finding. 

BP76 -Power Supply Projects $3.99. Presents a 

number of power -supply designs including sim- 
pled unbiased types, fixed voltage -regulated types and 
variable voltage stabilized designs. All are low- voltage 
types intended for use with semiconductor circuits. 
Apart from presenting a variety of designs that will sat- 
isfy most applications, the data in this book should 
help the reader to design his own power supplies. An 
essential addition to the experimenters electronics 
library. 
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Shiver me timbers, here's a look 

inside the never boring world 
of clandestine broadcasting, 
more colorfully known as 

"Pirate Radio." 

Rad!o tubes are glowing in the 
dim, electronics- equipment- 

strewn room. The aroma of incense 
laces the air. Steve Mann tunes 
around the shortwave frequency of 
6955 kHz one last time to check for 
other stations using the channel. The 
radio emits only the light crackle of 
atmospheric noise. He leans over, 
flicks a switch on an aging amateur 
radio transmitter, and punches the 
play button on his cassette deck. 
Radio Eclipse is on the air. 

As the opening "signature" 
(interval signal) is playing, short- 
wave listeners from Ontario to Texas 
begin tuning in. Others dial up the 
Internet to let friends know that 
Radio Eclipse is broadcasting a 
new program. 

Meanwhile, back at the clan- 
destine studio of Radio Eclipse, the 
strains of "Everybody Wants You" by 
Billy Squire die down. Steve Mann 
begins the much -anticipated 
"News of the Week" segment. As 

usual, Steve mixes factual news with 
shortwave culture and complete 
nonsense...producing often- hilari- 
ous results. In the past, Mann had 
aired everything from barbs at 
sportscaster Mary Albert to 
announcing a "list" of Andrew 
Cunanan's potential victims that 
the station "discovered." This week, 
however, Mann sticks with safer tar- 
gets, namely those involved with 
the goings -on in Washington. 

After a few more songs, fake 
ads, station -address announce- 
ments, and more of the interval sig- 

nal, Mann turns off the tube finals 
and puts the transmitter in standby 
mode to cool off. Just aller turning 
the receiver back on, the static is 

broken by the words "Good show, 
Steve." Mann flicks off the standby 
switch. So ends the broadcast day 
of Radio Eclipse. 

As you might have guessed, 
Radio Eclipse is a pirate station - 
one of those almost -mythical phe- 
nomena that have been quietly 
making the headlines for the past 
decade, but that few people seem 
to have heard or really know any- 
thing about. Sure, many have seen 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Andrew Yoder publishes Hobhy Broad- 
casting magazine. He has also .vrìtten the 
following books about pirate radio: Pirate 
Radio Stations, Pirate Radio, and Pirate 
Radio Operations. He czn be contacted 
at: ayoder @cvn.net or P.O. Box 642, Mont 
Alto, PA 17237. 

articles about Stephen Dunifer of 
Free Radio Berkeley, who has tied 
the FCC up in court for several 
years or about Radio Newyork 
International or Radio Caroline 
(from England), both of which 
broadcast from large vessels in 

international waters. But how many 
have actually heard a pirate? 

Stations have been pouring on 
to the airwaves over the past five 
years in the United States and 
Canada. By the FCC's estimates, 
300 pirate stations were broadcast- 
ing from the U.S. going in to 1998, 

but these numbers are certainly 
conservative. Miami, Florida alone 
has boasted approximately 20 sta- 
tions in 1998! A radio pirate in your 
hometown might even have 
escaped your attention. So, then, 
who are these pirates and what is 

the hoopla all about? 
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has been in court with the FCC for 
several years over their right to 
broadcast. But the group has done 
much more than just create legal 
hassles for the FCC. FRB has also 
worked hard to spread pirate radio 
(called "microradio" or "microcast- 
ing" by those devoted to the 
cause) to the masses. Stephen 
Dunifer has sent out regular press 
releases, newsletters, and corn- 

more stations began broadcasting. 
Now it seems that in any city of 

100,000 or greater, at least a few FM 
pirates are broadcasting, either on 
a set schedule or irregularly. The 
larger cities have literally dozens of 
pirates, some of which are broad- 
casting on a 24- hour -per -day /7- 
days -a -week basis. For example, 
when the FCC swept into Miami, 
Florida in the summer of 1998, it raid- 

Your Alternative to the Alternative! 6955 USB -AM 

Lip s/tv!0 EC 
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A business card from Steve Mann's Radio Eclipse pirate radio station. 

ments concerning Free Radio 
Berkeley in particular, and the unli- 
censed radio scene in general, to 
the FCC and major mass -media 
outlets across the country. 

The press releases and newslet- 
ters helped keep Free Radio 
Berkeley and other unlicensed 
broadcasters in the news in the San 
Francisco Bay area, and as a hot 
feature across the country. But Free 
Radio Berkeley did more than just 
inspire others to broadcast. They 
actually helped put other stations 
on the air by producing transmitter 
kits so that other like- minded peo- 
ple could have their own piece of 
the airwaves. 

As a result, stations began pop- 
ping up across the FM band 
around the United States, many 
using the FRB transmitters. The moti- 
vation was simple; most radio 
enthusiasts seem to believe that 
licensed radio has abandoned 
community and niche program- 
ming. Before long, companies such 
as Veronica, Broadcast Warehouse, 
and others were manufacturing 
higher -powered FM transmitters 
and marketing them in the United 
States. The competition lowered 

28 the transmitter prices, and even 

ed 15 different FM pirates that were 
broadcasting on a regular basis. 
Within a month of the enforcement 
actions at least five new pirate 
broadcasters, all operating on regu- 
lar schedules, could be heard. 

The same story is being repeated 
across the country. Stations begin 
broadcasting, the FCC closes some 
of them down, and more opera- 
tions come to life. As the FCC raids 
more stations, the pirates become 
more resourceful and more deter- 
mined. It appears that some huge 
events are on the horizon for unli- 
censed FM broadcasting. 

AM Pirates. For decades, AM 
pirate radio mostly occurred at the 
top end of the AM- broadcast 
band. The earliest well -known AM 
pirates began broadcasting there 
in the 1960s and 1970s. From that 
point on, the 1615- to 1635 -kHz 
range was pirate territory. In the 
late 1970s and early 1980s, pirates 
such as WFAT, Pirate Radio New 
England, WART, WDX, WENJ, KPRC, 
KW Radio, Free Radio 1615, and 
many others would have hundreds 
of listeners, often receiving dozens 
of calls during every broadcast. 

Much has changed, however, 

since the AM "expanded band" 
opened in the U.S. Long- distance 
U.S. -based radio pirates have 
largely disappeared because any 
such stations appearing within the 
band are for the most part crowd- 
ed out by much more powerful sig- 
nals from commercial stations at 
night. But AM pirating lives on in 
other countries. Dozens of stations 
from the Netherlands crowd the 
area from 1580 to 1630 kHz, and 
pirates from Greece and 
Yugoslavia often can be heard 
there as well. These days, if any 
North American pirate would like to 
broadcast on a clear nighttime 
channel, it would be necessary to 
move to 1710 or 1720 kHz. But will 
anyone be listening? 

Shortwave Pirates. For decades, 
the shortwave frequencies have 
been a favorite pirate hangout. 
Those on the outside might wonder 
why anyone would waste their time 
broadcasting on frequencies that 
many can not receive. But upon fur- 
ther inspection, you can see that the 
shortwave bands and pirate radio 
seem almost made for each other. 
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Some pirate stations broadcast on a fired sched- 
ule and even provided a program guide such as 
this one from a suburban Boston operation. 

The greatest advantage of 
shortwave is its ratio of signal cover- 
age to power. The typical 10 -watt 
FM station will only cover anywhere 
from a few blocks to a few miles, 
depending on the height of the 
antenna and the obstacles in its 
path. However, with a decent 
antenna, 10 watts on shortwave 
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can easily cover several hundred 
miles during the daytime or 1000 

miles at night. 
Obviously, if shortwave signals 

can cover such a huge territory, 
these stations are much more diffi- 
cult to locate using direction -find- 
ing (DFing) equipment. The pirate 
could be anywhere! Also, short- 
wave signals can reflect off large 

ule, were staffed by volunteers from 
the community and often operat- 
ed from a fixed location. For the 
most part, the shortwave stations 
were more careful and operated 
only a few hours per month, but still 

mostly from homes or other perma- 
nent locations. 

But in November 1997, the FCC 

began to put the squeeze on much 

A QSL card from 1970s pirate WFAT in New York City. 

buildings, hills and mountains, water 
towers, etc. and provide false sig- 
nals for those who are attempting 
to locate the station. 

The vast distances and many 
borders traversed by shortwave sig- 
nals give those frequencies the final 
advantage. Who wouldn't feel 
compelled to tune in mysterious 
broadcasts from great distances? 
For example, in the 1970s and 
1980s, Russian pirates, called "radio 
hooligans" by Soviet officials, offen 
broadcast in the 2000- to 4000 -kHz 

region. After the fall of communism 
in the Soviet Union, the Russian 
pirate Radio Without Borders 
International was heard all over 
Europe (and even in Canada) with 
its pro -Western pop music format. 

Recent Enforcement Actions. Until 

relatively recently, pirate stations, 
both on shortwave and FM, have 
been broadcasting with reckless 
abandon, sometimes for several 
years. Many of those FM stations 
bluntly challenged the FCC's rules 

and their right to enforce them. 
These stations, particularly the ones 
that operated on a regular sched- 

of the carefree broadcasting. The 

first action was an attack on a trio of 
FM stations (87X, Lutz Community 
Radio, and The Party Pirate) in the 
Tampa, Florida area. Those raids 
were notable because the FCC 
exercised considerable force to 
close down the community stations. 
Those who owned the stations were 
awakened in the early morning 
hours, with SWAT teams aiming auto- 
matic weapons at them. While the 

station owners were cuffed, face 
down on the floor, agents from 
numerous government agencies 
rifled through personal possessions, 

confiscating radio equipment, audio 
equipment, and music collections. 

The enforcement activities con- 
tinued throughout 1998. Outspoken 
opponents of the FCC, such as 

Radio Mutiny (Philadelphia), Free 

Radio Berkeley, and others were all 

closed down. The FCC claimed 
more than 200 raids against pirates 
in 1998. 

But the stations haven't disap- 
peared; if anything, they've 
become more resourceful. Radio 
Mutiny was perhaps the master of 
strategic publicity. After a publicity 
campaign, the station broadcast 
from the site of the Liberty Bell. They 
stated that if their voice of liberty 
was wrong, then the FCC was justi- 

fied in raiding the station there, in 

front of os nation's symbol of liber- 
ty and the TV cameras. The FCC 

was apparently camera shy and 
the broadcast was a success. 
Armed with the promise of a media 
blitz, a female announcer broad- 
cast from their studios completely 
naked that night, daring the FCC to 
close the station. Again, another 
success. When Radio Mutiny was 
eventually raided, the FCC waited 
until no one was around and the 
station was off the air. 

At a low -power FM conference 
in Washington, DC in October 1998, 

attendees marched to the build- 
ings of the FCC and the National 
Association of Broadcasters (NAB). 
As the parade reached the front of 

Some Active North American Shortwave Pirates 

Blind Faith Radio 
Free Hope Experience 
Mystery Radio 
Radio Azteca 
Radio Eclipse 
Radio Free Speech 

Radio Metallica Worldwide 
WACK 
WEED 

WLIQ 
WLIS 

WMPR 
WSRR 

Testing and 1960s/1970s album rock. 

A weird mixture of UFOs, free speech, and comedy skits. 

All- instrumental synthesized music -very mysterious! 
Homebrew comedy all related to shortwave listening. 

A wide variety of music and elaborate parodies. 
Professional mix of novelty music, fake ads, and free 

speech editorials. 
Rock and metal music, plenty of R -rated discussions. 

Rock music and telephone call -ins. 

Collage -style mixes of rock and punk music, with snips of 

audio from speeches and movies. 
Mostly rockabilly music. 
"We Love Interval Signals " -interval signals from stations 

around the world and some rock music. 

Techno music and brief IDs. 

"Solid Rock Radio" Rock, rap, and soul music, with some 

Christian sermons. 
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the FCC building, a 10 -watt FM 
transmitter was turned on and 
Radio Mutiny began broadcasting, 
speaking out against FCC control 
of the airwaves. The FCC again 
took no action. 

In late November, two radio 
activists in Berkeley, California broad- 
cast for days, 50 feet up in a red- 
wood tree as "Tree Radio Berkeley." 
According to several reports, the 
pair had received considerable 
media attention and vocal support 

Mystery radio is one of a number of active (a 
of this writing) North American shortwave 
pirates. See the sidebar for others. 

from people in the community. It was 
also reported that the FCC's first 
attempt to serve the pair a Notice of 
Apparent Liability failed because 
they couldn't find a way to get the 
papers up the tree! 

On shortwave, activity in the 
United States has decreased signif- 
icantly following raids on four differ- 
ent pirates around the country this 
past October. Unlike the direct - 
confrontation approach taken by 
many FM stations, the shortwave 
pirates have simply disappeared, 
apparently awaiting the time that 
"the coast is clear." 

Tuning In To Pirate Radio 
Stations. If you live in a city or in 
the suburb of a major city, you have 
the opportunity to hear FM pirates. 
But they can be difficult to locate. 
In many large cities; the radio spec - 

30 Crum is nearly full. The best way to 

The History Of Unlicensed Radio 
Without a doubt, pirate radio goes back 

to the earliest days of broadcasting. The 
first broadcasts ever were made by 
Reginald Fessenden on Christmas Eve 
1906. Just like the pirate broadcasts that 
would appear nearly a century later, 
Fessenden's program appeared on a hol- 
iday without a schedule; was relatively 
short; featured variety show music, talk, 
and readings; and it surprised those who 
tuned in. Of course, Fessenden's broad- 
casts were also unlicensed. According to 
many accounts, these types of unli- 
censed, hobby broadcasts occurred 
through the teens, up through the early 
1920s when the Federal Radio 
Commission (predecessor of the FCC) 
banned unlicensed broadcasting and 
broadcasting by amateur -radio operators. 

It wasn't long until pirates began active- 
ly challenging the authority of the FRC. 
The first -known "true" pirate was WUMS 
( "We're Unknown Mysterious Station "), 
which operated irregularly from the banks 
of the Ohio River from 1924 until 1948. 
Station operator David Thomas even built 
a secret transmitter into a table and man- 
aged to foil the FCC in court in 1938 and 
1948 -even though he had been sen- 
tenced to four years in prison and an 
$8000 fine. The real end for WUMS came 
not from the FCC, but from the operator 
himself. Thomas died of cancer in 1983, 
soon after testing a new transmitter that 
would have put WUMS back on the air. 

Other early mentions of pirate radio are 
difficult to find, but are recorded, nonethe- 
less. For example, Zenith Radio: The 

Early Years by John Bryant and Harold 
Cones features a photo from when the 
Zenith flagship radio station decided to 
defy the FRC's ruling concerning their fre- 
quency in 1927. The station staff all 
donned pirate costumes for the broad- 
cast! And a 1930s issue of RADEX, a 
radio -listening magazine, mentions one 
listener who received QSL cards from 
several different Ohio AM pirates. 

Pirate radio slowed down for World War 
Il, replaced instead by clandestine radio 
and espionage. The Cold War of the 1950s 
also was tough on the independent broad- 
casters. But as the commercial pirates 
(such as Radio Caroline, Radio London, 
Radio Mercur, Radio City, and others) 
began to take to the airwaves off the coast 
of Northern Europe in the late 1950s and 
early 1960s, pirate radio suddenly caught 
the interest of a new generation. In addition 
to inspiration from the Europeans, 
American enthusiasts were aided by then - 
inexpensive World War Il surplus equip- 
ment, Lafayette phono oscillators, and 
such underground works as The Anarchist 
Cookbook. 

By the 1970s, pirate radio was a fully 
established niche and some radio hobby- 
ists even labeled themselves as "pirate 
radio listeners." The situation was espe- 
cially well entrenched in Europe, where 
some shortwave pirates were receiving lit- 
erally hundreds of letters for just a Sunday 
morning broadcast. Activity was not near- 
ly as organized in North America during 
the 1970s, but still numerous stations 
were active during the decade. 

look for FM pirates is to get to know 
the broadcast spectrum and fre- 
quently tune the clear channels. 
Otherwise, it's a good idea to regu- 
larly read the alt.radio.pirate news - 
group on the Internet, check the 
local record shops and alternative 
weekly papers, and read Hobby 
Broadcasting magazine (see the 
"About the Author" box). Once you 
know that a station is active on a 
given frequency, then you can tune 
in whenever you have a chance 
and see if anything turns up. 

Shortwave is very different. You 
don't need to really know a huge 
variety of frequencies. Instead, most 
pirates congregate around several 
well- known, clear frequencies. The 
current prime frequency area is plus 
or minus several kilohertz of 6955 kHz, 
just below the 40 -meter amateur 
band. Also, one of the best -heard 
pirates of recent years is Radio 
Metallica Worldwide, which has 

been using 7415 kHz when a 
licensed station (WBCQ) that also 
uses that frequency is off the air. Most 
pirates broadcast during the week- 
end afternoons and evenings, 
although when activity was peaking 
in 1997 and 1998 (before the FCC 
raids), weekday- evening broadcasts 
were not uncommon. 

The European pirates typically 
use the frequencies between 3900 
and 3950 and also 6200 to 6300 
kHz. The former range is used pri- 
marily at night and the latter is used 
during Sunday mornings. Often, 
more than one and sometimes two 
dozen stations broadcast every 
weekend, but these are very diffi- 
cult to hear in North America 
because 3900 -3950 kHz is part of 
the North American 80 -meter ham 
band and signals in the 6200- to 
6300 -kHz range don't travel far in 
the daytime. 

(Continued on page 44) 
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rlìqhT EISION FOR TOUR CAR 

Night driving just got much safer thanks to this new system from Cadillac 

Nfight vision technology is now 
routinely used by the military, 

law enforcement, fire departments, TV- 
news cameramen, and others who have 

to "see" in darkness. Starting in the year 
2000, it will also be used by drivers of 
the new DeVilles as Cadillac is set to be 
the first automaker to offer night vision 
on a production vehicle. 

Cadillac's Night Vision will make 
nighttime driving safer by helping drivers 
see objects that would otherwise remain 
in the dark. While nighttime driving rep- 
resents only about a quarter of total miles 

driven, according to data from the 
National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration (NHTSA), it accounts for 
more than half of all traffic fatalities. 
While many other factors, such as 

fatigue, contribute to this increase in 
nighttime crashes, decreased visibility 
certainly plays a significant role. 

Cadillac Night Vision will help drivers 
see beyond the range of their head lamps. 

However, it is not intended to be a "drive - 
by" system or to replace a driver's view out 
of the windshield. What it will do is give 

drivers additional visual information 

beyond what their unaided eyes are capa- 

ble of seeing. Depending on conditions, 
with Night Vision drivers will see three to 
five times farther down the road than with 
just low -beam headlamps. Night Vision 
can also help drivers see beyond the blind- 
ing headlamp glare from oncoming vehi- 
cles or spot a deer amongst the dried 
brush at the edge of the road. 

How It Works. Technically, the title 
"Night Vision" is a bit of a misnomer 
since that term is usually associated with 
image intensification (H) technology used 
commonly in night- vision goggles. 
Instead, the Cadillac system uses thermal 
imaging (TI), or infrared (IR) detection. 
Thermal imaging is based on the differ- 

ences in heat energy emitted by all objects 
in a scene being viewed. Everything emits 
heat to some degree, but humans, ani- 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Cadillac Communications 
100 Renaissance Center 
Detroit, MI 48265 -1000 
Tel: 800 760 -4078 

mats, and moving vehicles are more visi- 

ble in the TI image because of their high 
thermal contrast compared to the back- 

ground.. Drivers view the TI scene on a 

heads -up display (HUD) developed by 

Delphi -Delco Electronics. 
The IR detector on Cadillac's Night 

Vision system (developed by Raytheon 
Systems Co.) uses an uncooled focal 

plane array (UFPA) made of barium - 
strontium- titanate (BST), a ferroelectric 
material. One important property of 
that sensor is that it operates at room 
temperature to measure the thermal 
energy of objects that are invisible to the 
human eyed while detector temperatures 
are stabilized with thermoelectric cool- 
ers, there is no attempt, nor need, to 
achieve the cryogenic temperatures used 
in similar detectors. 

No mechanical scanner is required to 
serially trace out object space to produce 
an image. Instead, each pixel of the one - 
inch UFPA detector "stares" out into 
space continuously, the scene energy is 

modulated, and the image is then pro- 
duced by electronically scanning or 
reading out the detector array. The 
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Three key components in Cadillac's Night Vision system include the IR 
detector (behind the grille). the HUD, and the controls. 

UFPA has 320 horizontal IR sensing 
elements and 240 vertical elements. 
Thermal energy is focused on the detec- 
tor, using optics designed to pass 
infrared wavelengths. Each element is a 
temperature- dependent capacitor that 
changes capacitance depending on how 
much IR energy is received. A chopper 
disc rotates in front of the detector to 
modulate the scene's energy by allowing 
the pixels to view the scene and then an 
absence of scene. It rotates in phase with 
the detector read -out circuitry timing. 
The circuit under each element samples 
capacitance on a regular basis, and those 
readings are converted into a mono- 
chromatic video signal in which hotter 
objects in the scene appear white. 

Refractive optics, chosen because of 
their smaller package, are mechanically 
controlled internally to keep the system 
in focus over the anticipated tempera- 

BST 
Piiet 

Pyroelectric Dele or Structure 

Rea4-Out intesi d 

The IR detector consists of a harium strontium titanate reticulate structure 
bonded to a readout integrated circuit. 

ture range. The optics, similar to those 
used in visible -light cameras, refract the 
IR rays from the object to the detector. 

After considering factors like sensor 
size, vibration, dirt, damage from stones, 
and weather and temperatures, Cadillac 
located the sensor behind the center of 
2000 DeVille's grille. There it has an 
unobstructed view of the road and can 
be kept reasonably clean by just washing 
the car. It is equipped with a window to 
protect the optics as well as to provide a 
durable surface to clean. An internal 
heater prevents snow and ice build -up 
on the window. 

The HUD is integrated into the dash 
in front of the driver and projects a vir- 
tual image that appears in the driver's 
peripheral vision above the instrument 
pod, where it does not obstruct the view 
of the road. Drivers can glance at the 
virtual image without refocusing or 

32 As shown here, Cadillac Night Vision will help drivers see well beyond the range of their head lamps 

removing their eyes from the road, 
much like they use rear -view mirrors. 
The image has a horizontal field of view 
of I 1 degrees and a vertical field of view 
of 4 degrees. Objects in the image are 
the same size as the objects in the road 
scene helping drivers better judge the 
distance to an object. The virtual image 
looks somewhat like a black and white 
photographic negative with hotter 
objects the driver cares about most -i.e. 
people, animals, and moving vehicles - 
standing out from the black background 
of the cooler objects. Having the HUD 
image projected below the driver's line 
of sight also helps the driver handle 
headlamp glare from oncoming vehicles. 
The image location is ideal since the dri- 
vers tend to naturally look downward to 
avoid the glare. 

The system operates only at night, 
when the head lamps are on and the 
"Twilight Sentinel" photo cell indicates 
it is dark. A switch controls image posi- 
tion and intensity. The image position is 
adjusted by moving a mirror in the 
HUD so the virtual image is moved up 
and down to the desired position. 

Night Vision can help even when you 
are not driving down the road. For exam- 
ple, it can enhance personal safety by 
detecting a person hiding in the dark near 
homes, offices, and parking lots. It can 
also help drivers see someone changing a 

tire on the side of the road where they 
might not be visible with the naked eye 
until it's too late. 
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PROTECT YOUR 
COMPUTER'S PARALLEL PORT 
WITH THIS OPTICAL ISOLATOR 

Accidentally burning out a computer's internal circuitry is a thing of the past 
with this simple device. 

There are an ever -increasing 
quantity of projects and 

devices that are controlled by the 
output signals available from a com- 
puter's printer port. Examples of 
those devices include relays, stepper 
motors, lights, and even electric 
trains. There have also been several 
projects that have appeared in both 
Electronics Now and our sister mag- 
azine, Popular Electronics. In fact, if a 
way can be found to use a 5 -volt 
digital signal to control some device, 
it can be hooked up to a printer port 
and controlled by some simple soft- 
ware commands. With that ability at 
your fingertips, you could (dare we 

34 say it)...run the world! 

Seriously, though, interfacing a 
computer to a piece of hardware 
and having the software react to 
feedback from external signals has 
opened up a new level of control 
and sophistication in electronics. 
The problem many times has 
become one of taking proper safe- 
ty steps to safeguard your comput- 
er from any errors that you might 
have made in assembling your lat- 
est experimental project. The days 
where you could build a new pro- 
ject and "watch for smoke" are 
sadly (or thankfully) gone. An 
ungrounded soldering iron, voltage 
on a ground return, or a short at the 
wrong moment could zap a com- 

puter's internal circuits. Even an 
inductive pulse on the computer's 
output could cause a smokeless 
tragedy. 

What is needed then is a way to 
electrically isolate the printer port's 
signals yet let them pass through to 
the device that they are to control. 
The ideal solution is optical isola- 
tion. That way the parallel port's 
pins are disconnected electrically 
from the outside world, but signals 
can flow back and forth on a 
beam of light. Combining the 
Parallel -Port Optical Isolator pre- 
sented here with software that con- 
trols the separate pins on the paral- 
lel port results in a system that's safe 
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for computer control of your exper- 
imental devices. 

Light Signals. By using light to con- 
duct a signal, optical isolators inter- 
rupt the electrical connection 
between their input pin and output 
pin. A typical arrangement, shown in 

Fig. 1, demonstrates the concept. 
Inside the optical isolator are a light - 
emitting diode and a phototransis- 
tor. When a positive voltage is 

applied to the LED through current - 
limiting resistor R1, the LED shines. The 

light from the LED falls on the photo - 
transistor, causing it to conduct as if 
a current were applied to its (non - 
connected) base lead. Note that on 
some real -world optical isolators, the 
phototransistor's base lead is 

brought out to an additional pin. 
Normally, the collector lead of 

the phototransistor is at a positive 
voltage supplied through R2. When 
the phototransistor conducts, the 
current through R2 is shunted to the 
output ground through the photo - 
transistor's emitter. Because of the 
voltage drop 'inherent in all semi- 
conductors, the voltage on the 
phototransistor's collector will gen- 
erally be below one volt -it will 
never reach a zero -volt potential 
unless the emitter is connected to a 
negative voltage that is equal to 
the phototransistor's voltage drop. 

At this point, the output signal is an 
inverted version of the input signal; if 

that is fine for your application, no 
further conditioning to the signal is 

needed. However, it is usually best to 
keep the polarity of the output and 
input signals matched. In the Fig. 1 

example, the inverted and isolated 
signal is buffered and re- inverted by 
an op -amp. An additional advan- 
tage of using an op -amp is having a 
low- impedance output. 

It is very important to note that 
the input and output grounds are 
not connected together in any 
way; the purpose of optical isola- 
tion would be defeated if they 
were. To further enhance electrical 
isolation, a separate power supply 
should be used for the output por- 
tion of the circuit; that is, the photo - 
transistor and op -amp. 

Circuit Design. The full schematic 
diagram for the Parallel -Port Optical 
Isolator is shown in Fig. 2. Note that it 

INPUT 
SIGNAL 

o 1^h 
R1 

LIGHT- PHOTOTRANSISTOR 
EMITTING / 

DIODE 1/ 

INPUT 
GROUND 

R2 

+v 

-Wr -- 
OUTPUT 
SIGNAL 

OP -AMP 

OPTICAL 
ISOLATOR 

OUTPUT 
GROUND 

i..1 aimplc r,pto- isolator circuit can completer isolate input from output electrically without 

impeding the signal itself; the signal travels on a beam of light. 

is very similar to the single isolation 
circuit of Fig. 1. While any opto- isola- 
tor chip that has a similar pinout can 
be used in place of the devices 
specified, keep in mind that the sug- 
gested units have an isolation rating 
of 5000 volts -much higher than 
most other units that are commonly 
available. 

In our discussion of the basic cir- 
cuit, we did not mention any 
detailed description of the op- 
amp. Traditionally, an op -amp in its 

linear mode always tries to keep its 

two input lines at the same voltage 
level. By feeding back the op- 
amp's output voltage to one of the 
inputs, the output can be made to 
follow an input signal at whatever 
ratio and pattern set by external 
components. While that explana- 
tion is very simplistic, it is sufficient for 
our purposes here; a detailed dis- 
cussion can fill a book. 

When used in a non -linear mode 
(linear mode with "infinite" gain), an 
op -amp compares the voltage lev- 
els of the inputs. If the non -inverting 
input is higher than the inverting 

Input, the output will go high. A ref- 
erence voltage is needed to set 
the point at which the output will 

change state. A reference voltage 
of one -half the power supply volt- 
age is created by R41 and R42; 

that reference voltage is applied to 
all of the non -inverting inputs. As 

long as the voltage from the pho- 
totransistors does not fluctuate 
beyond that level, the output of the 
op -amps will remain stable. 

An additional opto- isolator, IC3, 

lets the Parallel -Port Optical Isolator 
send isolated feedback signals to 
the computer. Note that op -amp 
buffers are not used. Since the paral- 
lel -port input circuit is a known load 
that does not change, buffering is 

not necessary. However, note that 
the phototransistor's load resistor is 

connected between the emitter 
and ground, acting as a pull -down 
resistor when the phototransistor is 

off; the result is a non -inverting out- 
put to the computer. Although there 
are five input lines in a standard par- 
allel port, only four are implemented; 
the opto- isolator chip that we are 

10 
OUT &H3BC,0 
D =2 
32 =pin 7, 64 =pin 
PW =5 

OUT &H3BC, D 

DO WHILE I,PW 
1 =1 +1 

LOOP 
1 =0 
P1 =10 
OUT &H3BC,0 
DO WHILE I <PI 

1 =1 +1 

LOOP 
GOTO 20 

LISTING 1 

'Continuous pulse output to pin 3 

'Start 
'Reset all pins port 3BC is assumed. Port 278 or 378 possible 
'Value selects pin 1 =pin 2, 2 =pin 3, 4 =pin 4, 8 =pin 5, 16 =pin 6, 

8, 128 =pin 9 

'Controls the time the output is high (pulse width) 

'Begin pulse generation 
'Sets pin 3 high 

'Controls the interval between pulses 

35 
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E!1/. 2. The Parallel-Port Optical Isolator uses a series of eight opto- isolator circuits to isolate the 
pnrr'.+ output lines. An additional set of four circuits lets feedback signals enter the computer Note 

36 that two con/pie/fly .separate grounds are used. 
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using has four isolation circuits. With 
those input signals, the computer 
software can react to signals from 
whatever external hardware is 

plugged into the Parallel -Port 
Optical Isolator. Similarly, only the 
eight main data lines are used for 
output. Since not all of the standard 
signals are connected, the Parallel - 
Port Optical Isolator can't be used 
with traditional computer equip- 
ment such as printers or other 
devices that plug into the parallel 
port. Those limitations should be kept 
in mind when you are connecting 
any type of hardware to the Parallel - 
Port Optical Isolator. 

Power Supply. As mentioned 
above, the Parallel -Port Optical 
Isolator needs a separate power 
supply to prevent any possible elec- 
trical damage to the computer. The 

schematic for the power supply is 

shown in Fig. 3. Each supply voltage 
is regulated. While IC6, a simple 5 -volt 
regulator supplies power to the input 
circuit (IC3), a higher voltage is 

needed for the output (computer - 
to- hardware) circuit. In order for the 
op -amps to achieve a 5 -volt peak 
output, their supply voltage must be 
at about 6.5 volts. An LM317T 
adjustable regulator is used for 107. 

With a 12 -volt input, the values 
shown for Rl and R2 will set the out- 
put to 6.5 volts. Variations in the sup- 
ply voltage might change 107's out- 
put voltage; adjusting the value of 
R2 will compensate for any supply 
variations. 

Construction. The Parallel -Port 
Optical Isolator is simple enough to 
be built on a piece of perfboard 
using standard construction tech- 
niques. However, a neater assembly 
results if a PC board is used. For those 
that would like to use the printed -cir- 
cuit approach, foil patterns for the 
single -sided boards have been pro- 
vided. Note that the power -supply 
regulators have been placed on a 
separate board. Having two smaller 
boards instead of one large one 
gives you more flexibility in choosing 
a suitable enclosure for the unit. 

If you decide to etch your own 
PC boards using the foil patterns, 
follow the parts -placement dia- 
grams when assembling the 
boards; Fig. 4 is for the optical- isola- 
tor circuit itself while Fig. 5 is for the 
power -supply regulators. 

It is a good idea to use sockets for 
the integrated circuits. Not only will 

that make it easier to replace a 
"zapped" IC when repairing the unit, 

000000 0 00 

4 -1/4- INCHES 

Here's the foil pattern for the Parallel -Port Optical Isolator's main hoard. 

Fig. 3. A simple pair of power regulators supply 
the Parallel -Port Optical Isolator. Note that the 

output supply uses an LM3I7T to supply 6.5 

volts to the op -amps. That way, the output of the 

op -amps can reach a full five volts for CMOS 
compatibility. 

it will make testing easier. For now, just 
install the sockets; do not install the 
ICs at this time. When building the 
main board, don't forget to install 

the several jumpers that are indicat- 
ed; use insulated wire to prevent any 
accidental shorts. 

A Ready -Made Enclosure. The 
Parallel -Port Optical Isolator can be 
housed in any suitable enclosure. 
However, cutting the trapezoid - 
shaped holes for the DB -25 con- 
nectors can be difficult. It would 
also become annoying having to 
keep plugging and unplugging the 
Parallel -Port Optical Isolator every 
time you wanted to use it. The solu- 
tion to those problems is to install 
the unit into an existing parallel - 
port A -B switch. Those devices, 
available at most computer stores, 
let you connect two pieces of 
equipment to a parallel port. By 

turning the switch on its front panel, 
you can connect either device to 
the computer without having to 
change or move any cables, sav- 
ing wear and tear on the connec- 
tors, pins, cables, wires, and -most 
importantly -your sanity! 

In selecting an A -B switch, it is 

important to choose a mechanical 
one. There are "automatic" devices 
available, but they are completely 
electrical in nature and sometimes 
require special software to use. 37 
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Fig. 4. The Parallel -Port Optical Isolator uses a single -sided PC board. Note that several jumpers 
are needed to complete some connections. Some of the resistors might be a tight fit for flat mount- 
ing and might have to he mounted vertically. 

Another important feature to look 
for is that the A -B switch uses indi- 
vidual wires to make the connec- 
tions between the connectors 
instead of a PC board. While the 
PC -board version is considered a 
"deluxe" model that minimizes 
crosstalk between the signals, the 
modification of the wire -type 
switch is much easier. 

The author's prototype was 
installed in such a box; it can be 
seen in Fig. 6. Note how the main 
PC board sits at the bottom of the 
case while the power -supply board 
is tucked against the front panel 
next to the switch. 

Start by removing the switch and 
the connectors from the case with- 
out breaking any of the wires. Select 
one of the "output" connectors for 
optical isolation; don't use the "com- 
mon" connector that will go to the 
computer. Cut each wire between 
that connector and the switch, strip 

38 the two ends, and install them into 

the appropriate holes on the main 
PC board. The wire from the switch 
goes to the Parallel -Port Optical 
Isolator's connections for Pl, while 
the wire from the DB-25 socket is 

wired up as P2. The PC board has 
extra solder pads for the wires that 
are not used. Connecting them will 
prevent any lose wire ends from rat- 
tling around in the enclosure. If you 
don't want to make all of those extra 
connections, the wires can be simply 
removed by unsoldering or simply 
clipping them off. 

Note that there are several con- 
nections labeled "A" through "D" in 
Figs. 4 and 5. Those are the connec- 
tions between the main board and 

P2 

2 

3 

7 

8 

10 

11 

12 

o 

5 

-o 
o 

o 

o 

--0 
o 

o 

o 

0 25 a-- 

the power -supply board. When mak- 
ing the connections for J 1 and J2, 
the connectors can be substituted 
with direct connections between 
the PC board and the transformers. 
In that case, a suitably sized hole (3/8- 

inch is a good choice) should be 
drilled in the back of the case. 
Mount a rubber grommet in the hole 
and run the transformer wires 
through the grommet before solder- 
ing them to the power -supply board. 
Be sure to tie an overhand knot in 
the wires before soldering them to 
act as a strain relief. The obvious dis- 
advantage to that arrangement is 

the heavy transformers that are per- 
manently tethered to the unit, mak- 

10 
C)ATA°1o=0 

DATA3affiiNP(&H3BEJ) 
PRINT DATA% 
GOTO 10 

LISTING 2 
`input sensing 

Initialize a variable 
'Read state of input pins 
Display value of pin reading 
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Here's the foil pattern for the Parallel -Port Optical Isolator's power -supply board. 

Ing it difficult to move the Parallel - 
Port Optical Isolator from one loca- 
tion to another. 

Install the main PC board in the 
bottom of the case. Be sure to insu- 

late the bottom of the box to pre- 
vent shorts; a piece of heavy gray 
"fish" paper, electrical tape, or gas- 
ket paper will work well. If you don't 
want to drill holes for screws, nuts, 

and spacers, you can bond a few 
pieces of hook -and -loop fastener 
material to the bottom of the PC 

boards and to the insulating paper. If 

J1 

and output connectors: pin 1 to pin 
1, pin 1 to pin 2, pin 1 to pin 3, and 
so on. Once all 25 combinations 
have been checked, continue with 
pin 2 to pin 1, pin 2 to pin 2, pin 2 to 
pin 3, and so on. 

On the same connector, pins 2 

through 9 should read infinity to 
ground (pin 25). On the input con- 
nector (P1), pins 10 -12 and 15 

should read 2200 ohms to ground; 
on the optically -isolated connec- 
tor, they should all read infinity to 
ground. Be sure to use pin 25 of the 

v 
IC6 

Fig. 5. The power -supply board is a simple single -sided construction. The four connections labeled 

"A" through "D" show the connections between the power- supply board and the main board. 

you decide to go that route, be sure 
to glue the insulator to the case! 

Testing. With no ICs installed, turn 
the switch to connect to the opti- 
cally- isolated connector. Measure 
for infinite resistance on all combi- 
nations of pins between the input 

same connector as your ground 
reference when making those 
checks.You should also read infinite 
resistance between the two power 
supplies and the two grounds. 

Plug in the transformers. On 
IC1 -1C3, pins 10, 11, 14, and 15 as 
well as pin 4 on IC4 and IC5 should 

read between 5 and 7 volts. On IC4 

and IC5, pins 3, 5, 10, and 12 should 
read about 2.5 volts. 

Unplug the transformers and insert 
the ICs. With the power turned on, 
apply pulses from a pulse generator 
to the input pins and check to see 
that the pulse appears on the corre- 
sponding pin on the other connec- 
tor. Pins 2 -9 pass signals from Pl to P2, 

while pins 10 -12 and 15 go in the 
opposite direction. If you don't have 
a pulse generator to test the unit, the 
QBASIC code shown in Listing 1 can 
be used for testing the output pins. 

The comments in the program are 
self -explanatory. Monitor the pins on 
P2 with an oscilloscope and verify 
that the pulse rises to 5 volts and that 
there is no crosstalk between pins. 

The program will have to be modi- 
fied to check each output pin in 

turn. Don't forget to choose the port 
address for the parallel port that the 
Parallel -Port Optical Isolator is 

plugged into. The example program 
is set for hexadecimal value 3BC; the 
other valid combinations on IBM 

compatible computers are 278 and 
378 (again, in hexadecimal values). If 
you are unsure of the address of your 
port, you should check you comput- 
er's manual. If you have Windows95 
or Windows98 installed on your 
machine, port addresses can be 
found in Device Manager, which 
can be found in the System 
Properties tool in Control Panel. If you 
are at an MS-DOS prompt, the utility 
MSD (Microsoft Diagnostics) can tell 
you the address of the parallel ports 
that are installed in your machine. 
Again, consult your computer's doc- 
umentation if you are unsure how to 
go about doing that. 

The simple program in Listing 2 

can be used to check the input 
pins. As you apply a positive volt- 
age to one input pin at a time, 
you'll see the value on the screen 
change. Again, check that there is 

no crosstalk between pins. Also 
note that the input port is one 
value higher than the address used 
in Listing 1. In the published exam - 
plt, the output port is 3BC; the 
companion input port is 3BD. If you 
are using one of the other values, 
the input address would be x79 

depending on which address your 
computer's parallel port is set for. 

Once the Parallel -Port Optical 39 
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Isolator is verified as working with- 
out errors, it can be closed up and 
put to use. 

Using the Parallel -Port Optical 
Isolator. If you know how to write 
your own software in your favorite 
language, you might already be 
familiar how to send and receive 
data from the parallel port. If not, 
QBASIC provides an extensive array 
of commands for building your own 
port- control software to switch port 
connector pins high or low. Keep in 

mind that since we are not using the 
Parallel -Port Optical Isolator to con- 
trol a printer, the published standards 
that assign specific functions to 
each of the pins will not apply. 

If you are going to be using QBA- 
SIC, a modified version of the test 
programs shown in Listings 1 and 2 

can be used as simple subroutines. 
Those subroutines can be used in 
any program that you write when- 
ever they are needed. Let's take a 
closer look at the two statements 
that the programming examples 
are built around: the "OUT" and 
"INP" statements. 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
PARALLEL PORT OPTICAL 

ISOLATOR 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
ICl- 1C3- 1SQ203 Quad opto- isolator, 

integrated circuit (Jameco 114083 or 
similar) 

IC4, ICS -LM349 Quad op -amp, 
integrated circuit 

IC6- LM7805 voltage regulator, 
integrated circuit 

IC7- LM317T adjustable voltage 
regulator, integrated circuit 

D1, D2 -1N914 silicon diode 

RESISTORS 
(All resistors are' /4 -watt, 5% units.) 
R1 R12, R21 R24 -2200 -ohm 
R13R20-10,000-ohm 
R25 R32- 30,000 -ohm 
R33 R42- 100,000 -ohm 
R43- 270 -ohm 
R 4 1300 -ohm 

ADDITIONAL PARTS 
AND MATERIALS 
Cl, C2- 100 -µF, 16 -WVDC, 

electrolytic capacitor 
J1, J2-Co -axial power connector 
P1, P2 -DB25 subminiature connector 
12 -volt DC power adapters, case or 

existing A -B port switch, hardware, 
wire, etc. 

The "OUT" Statement. The OUT 
command sends a byte to a port; 
The OUT statement has the format 

OUT <port >, <data> 

where <port> is an address and 
<data> is a number in the range 
0 -255. In the Listing 1 test program, 
note that the address is being speci- 
fied in hexadecimal rather than 
plain decimal. The choice is one of 
personal preference; whatever for- 
mat you choose should be consis- 
tent across all of your software for 
readability's sake. We've already dis- 
cussed what address to use to 
access the parallel port; you should 
already know that number at this 
point. The value for <data> can be a 
variable that is set by some other 
part of the program, the result of an 
INPUT statement (that will be dis- 
cussed later), or even a constant 
number. Converting a decimal to 
binary will indicate which pins on the 
parallel port will be set high. The dec- 
imal values of the output pins are list- 
ed in the comments of Listing 1. Any 
output pin that is not addressed will 
automatically be set low by the OUT 
statement. The combination of high 
and low settings on the port pins will 
remain until another OUT statement 
addresses the port and changes the 
values of the port. 

If you want to generate a series 
of timed pulses or a single pulse on 
the parallel port, consecutive OUT 
statements must have timing loops 
between them to set the amount 
of delay between turning the pins 
on and off (as was done in the pro- 
gram in Listing 1). Keep in mind that 
any simple delay loops, especially 
in QBASIC, will depend on the 
speed of the computer's central 
processor. Other solutions are avail- 
able in more sophisticated pro- 
gramming languages such as 
Visual Basic, C + +, and Turbo Pascal 
to name just a few. The use of those 
program -development packages 
are beyond the scope of this article 
and is left up to the reader's per- 
sonal preferences. 

The "INP" Function. The INP func- 
tion returns a decimal value 
between 0 and 255 that is read 
from a port. The values that are 
returned from the Parallel -Port 

Optical Isolator's input pins will 
have to be determined by simple 
experimentation. Once they are 
known, the signals can be read 
and acted upon at one time or the 
individual bits can be separated 
out and examined one at a time. 

Since INP is a function and not a 
command by itself, a destination for 
the read data must be specified. A 
variable is the usual way to use the 
function. Once the data is read in, 
the variable can be examined and 
the appropriate action taken. 
Another technique is to use the INP 
function as a part of an IF...THEN 
statement. However, it would 
become quite cumbersome to 
mask out the bits that you aren't 

Fig. 6. The Parallel -Port Optical Isolator fits 
neatly into the bottom of a computer A -B switch. 
Note that the author's prototype, shown here, 
has the power transformers hard -wired to the 
supply hoard. 

interested in with a single state- 
ment. Additionally, if you want to 
have several branches depending 
on the state of the input pins, you'd 
have to read the input port each 
time you wanted to test for a possi- 
ble branch. For example, if you 
want to have three possible 
branches in your program, you'd 
need three IF...THEN statements. 
There is also the possibility that the 
port value might change between 
readings for the various IF...THEN 
statements. Again, more sophisti- 
cated programming languages 
have many different approaches. 

With the Parallel -Port Optical 
Isolator attached to your comput- 
er, you can experiment with con- 
trolling hardware without the fear 
of what a simple error could do to 
your computer. The worry of an 
expensive computer going "up in 
smoke" is a thing of the past! S2 
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The BreadBlox 
Prototyping System 

Stop "re- inventing the wheel" whenever you breadboard a 

new circuit with these handy modules! 

The solderless oreadboard is 

without a doubt one of the 
best ideas that anyone ever had. 
Simple in concept, as most truly 
good ideas are, the solderless 
breadboard lets you try out a new 
circuit idea or integrated circuit as 

fast as you can make connections 
between components. 

Of course, not all is perfect. If you 
have used a breadboard for any 
length of time, you know that that 
technique's disadvantages are: 

It is easy to make wiring errors 
you must make sure each com- 
ponent makes good contact 

You must keep an eye out for 
loose or 'knocked over' compo- 
nents 

It is boring and tedious to wire 
the same support circuits again 
and again 

If there were one way that the 
breadboard could be made even 
easier to use, it wculd have to do 
with that last point. It has been the 
author's experience that when 
evaluating a new chip, there are 
many subassemblies (referred to in 

the electronics industry as "glue 
logic ") that are needed to con- 
nect a circuit to the outside world. 

Since many of those basic "glue 
logic" circuits are used over and 

JAMES MELTON 

over again, doesn't it make sense 
to build those circuits on small PC 

boards, then add some pins so that 
the boards can be plugged into a 

solderless breadboard? Well, the 
BreadBlox system presented here 
does just that. 

Whatever you're building, one or 
more of the five BreadBlox present- 
ed here are sure to be handy. They 

are a clock generator, a tone 
decoder, an inverting op -amp, a 
non -inverting op -amp, and a volt- 
age regulator. Let's look at each of 
them. 

The Clock Generator. Figure 1 is 

the schematic diagram for the 
clock generator. It is built around 
IC 1, an LM555 timer running in its 

astable mode. The circuit needs 
only three connections to the 
breadboard -power (between 5 

and 15 volts), ground, and output. 
The astable mode of a 555 pro- 
vides a constant -frequency 
squarewave based on the values 
of R1, R2, and Cl. The formula is: 

Four =((R 1 +R2) x Cl x 1.1) 

The output of the 555 timer will 

source or sink up to about 200 mA. 

While the 555's output is TTL com- 
patible with respect to voltage lev- 

els, keep in mind that those levels 

will change as the current load is 

increased For example, with a sup- 
ply voltage of 15 volts and a 200 - 

mA load, the highest voltage a 555 

can put out under those conditions 
is only 12.5 volts. Be sure to review 
the specification sheet for the chip 
before attempting to "push the 
envelope." 

The Tone Decoder. The tone 
decoder (see Fig. 2) uses an LM567 

for frequency detection. That chip 
contains an oscillator and phase 
detector that together work as a 
phase -locked loop circuit. The cir- 
cuit needs four connections to the 
solderless breadboard -power, 
ground, the input signal, and "tone 
detected" output. The LM567 can 
use a supply voltage between 4.75 

and 9 vo ts. By choosing the values 
of R3 and the three capacitors, a 
combination of center frequency 
and bandwidth can be set. 

The center frequency is set with 
R3 and C2; C4 sets the detection 
bandwidth. Formulas and detailed 
information on those calculations, 
as well as test and application cir- 
cuits are published in the LM567's 
data sheet. That information, as well 
as specifications of their entire 41 
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Fig. 1. A clock generator bull around an 
LM555 is a handy BreadBlox. The frequency 
can he adjusted to suit, and the output can he 
both TTL and CMOS compatible. 

product line, is available for down- 
load at National Semiconductor's 
Web site (hitp: / /www.national.com 
/pf /LM /LM567.html). 

The output of 102 is an open -col- 
lector arrangement. That means 
that you need to use a pull -up resis- 
tor for a valid voltage to appear. 
That arrangement makes the out- 
put compatible with any type of 
logic family. Limit the current drawn 
from the output to about 10 mA. Be 
ready to have long (greater than 
several seconds) detect times at 
lower frequencies. 

The Op -Amps. The operational 
amplifier is among the most widely 
used analog circuits; two versions 
have been included with the 
BreadBlox. An inverting op -amp cir- 
cuit is shown in Fig. 3, while a non - 
inverting circuit is shown in Fig. 4. 
Although the two circuits are very 
similar, there are minor differences 
between them. Both have a feed- 

Fig. 2. A tone -decoder BreadBlox m'ght he use- 
ful as a piece of test equipment as well as a part 

42 of an experimental circuit. 

back resistor (R4 or R7) plus an input 
resistor (R5 or R8) on the inverting 
input. The values of those two resis- 
tors set the gain for the op -amp cir- 
cuit. In the inverting circuit, the gain 
is given by the formula: 

VOUT=(-VIN(R2/R1)) 

For the non -inverting amplifier, it is: 

VOUT=VIN x (1+(R2/R1)) 

Note that an op -amp can lower 
or raise the input voltage depend- 
ing on the values of R4 /R5 or R7 /R8. 
Many op -amp circuits omit R6 (as 
we've done on the non -inverting 
circuit), but if you are dealing with 
circuits that are intended to pass 

+V 

OUTPUT 

INVERTING 
INPUT 

NON- INVERTING 
INPUT 
(GNO) 

Fig. 3. An inverting Op-amp is one of the staples 
of analog circuit design. 

DC voltages at very accurate lev- 
els, it is best to include that resistor. 
If you want to simplify your circuit, 
you can replace R6 with a jumper 
wire; test your circuit to see if it will 
perform as needed. 

Both op -amp circuits need a 
bipolar (positive and negative) 
power supply; the LM741 requires 
both voltages. A nice feature of op- 
amps in general is that you can 
substitute many other types for the 
LM741- nearly all single op -amps 
have the same pinouts. 

The Voltage Regulator. To round 
out our collection of BreadBlox, 
we've included a three- terminal 
regulator; the schematic is shown in 
Fig. 5. While a standard 7805 5 -volt 
regulator is shown, other types can 
be substituted for whatever voltage 
is needed. For example, many of the 
newer chips require lower voltages 

J4 

ro +V 

7 

IC4 
LM741 

O OUTPUT 

4 

o -V 

R7 R8 
10K 1K 

O INVERTING 
INPUT 
(GND) 

O NON- INVERTING 
INPUT 

Fig. 4. A non -inverting op- and makes a hand 
impedance -matching circui . T to gain can eas- 
ily he changed by substituting lifferent resistor 
values. 

than even the 5 volts that is stan- 
dard on most breadboards; 3.3 volts 
and even lower voltages are often 
needed for microprocessor or digi- 
tal- signal -processing chips. With a 
BreadBlox voltage regulator, you 
can use the existing power supply 
on your breadboard without taking 
up too much space. The capacitor 
selection depends somewhat on 
the input voltage, the load, and the 
input ripple. If you are reducing a 
voltage that is already filtered, such 
as producing a 5 -volt output from a 
12 -volt supply, you might not need 
C5. Do not eliminate C6. Under most 
conditions, a high- frequency and 
high -amplitude noise or ripple will 
be the result. 

Construction. The BreadBlox 
should be built on a PC board to 
best stand up to repeated han- 
dling and similar "abuse ". A foil pat- 
tern for a single -sided board has 
been included here. Note that all 
five BreadBlox are included on the 

IN IC5 
LM7805 

+ 

T47c025 

OUT 

C6 
1 

J5 

-0 

O 

OUTPUT 

GND 

O INPUT 

Fig. S. While some powered breadboards might 
have a 5 -volt .supply, this BreadBlox can he used 
for any voltage -positive or negative - simply 
by changing IC5. If you want to make a nega- 
tive-regulator module, pay attention to the IC 
pinouts as well as the polarity of C5. 
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Fig. 6. With the exception of the voltage regulator, all of the BreadBlox components are inserted into 

machine -pin IC sockets- making them a miniature breadboard in their own right! 

one pattern; it is much easier to 
etch one large board than five tiny 
boards. As an alternative, an 
etched PC board is available from 
the source given in the Parts Lid. If 

you decide to make your cwn 
boards, be sure to use a high- quali- 
ty fiberglass board such as FR -4 for 
a stronger assembly. 

After etching and drilling the 
boards, use a bandsaw or a pair of 
heavy tin snips to cut them apart. 
After the five modules have been 
separated, use a belt sander, a 
sheet of emery cloth, or 100 -grit 
sandpaper to sand the boards 
down as far as possible. The goal is 

to make the boards as small as pos- 
sible without damaging any of their 
copper traces! 

Follow the parts -placement dia- 
gram in Fig. 6 for locating the vari- 
ous components. A good place to 
start is with J1-J5. Those connec- 
tors, used to make all of the con- 
nections between the BreadBlox 
and the solderless breadboard, are 
made from wire -wrap pins. The 

holes in the board should be drilled 
just undersized for those pins; a spe- 
cial technique is needed to push 
the pins through the holes. Clamp 
the PC board in a vise and hold the 
pin near its top with a pair of 
needlenose pliers. Heat the tip of 
the pin with a 50 -watt soldering iron 

and begin pushing it into the 
board. The PC -board fiberglass will 

begin to melt and deform. Slowly 
push the pin into the board while 
keeping it hot until it is fully seated. 
Let the pin cool -the melted board 
material will solidify around the pin. 
The resulting tight fit will help give 
the pin a better mechanical con- 
nection to the board, so it will hold 
up while you are inserting and 
removing the BreadBlox from your 
breadboard. It is a good idea to 
put all of the wire -wrap pins into all 

of the modules at one time while 
you are set up to do so. 

All of the modules, with the 
exception of the voltage regulator, 
get an IC socket that has 
machined or " colleceed" pins -do 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
BREADBLOX 

SEMICONDUCTORS 
IC I-LM555 timer, integrated circuit 
1C2 -LM567 tone decoder, integrated 

circuit 
IC3, IC4 -LM741 op -amp, integrated 

circuit 
IC5- LM7805 voltage regulator, 

integrated circuit 
DI -INI11 germanium diode (NTE109 

or similar) 

RESISTORS 
(All resistors are ' /-watt, 5% units.) 
R1-100,000-ohm 
R2 R4, R6, R7- I0,000 -ohm 
R5, R8 -1000 -ohm 

CAPACITORS 
Cl, C2, C6 0.l -µF, ceramic -disc 

25 -WVDC, electrolytic 
25 -WVDC, electrolytic 

C5- 470 -11F, 25 -WVDC, electrolytic 

ADDITIONAL PARTS 
AND MATERIALS 
J1J5-Wire-wrap pins (Vector T -44 or 

similar) 
Machined -pin IC sockets 
Note: The following item is available 

from James Melton, 2747 Wentworth 
Drive, Grand Prairie, TX 75052: PC 
board and wire -wrap pins, $16.99 
plus $3.00 shipping and handling. 
Texas residents must add appropriate 
sales tax. No COD orders will be 
accepted. 

not use the low -cost wiper- contact 
sockets. The collected pins will let 
you use the BreadBlox as miniature 
breadboards, making it easy to 
substitute different resistors and 
capacitors to change the circuit 
characteristics of the individual 
modules. A high -quality socket will 

also withstand repeated insertions 
and removals of components. 

After installing the wire wrap pins 

-o 

o 

5 INCHES 

Here's the foil pattern for the BreadBlox. All of the modules can he made at one time with this sin- 

gle -sided pattern. 
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r 1 
You can Build Gadgets! 
Here are 3 reasons why! 

n BP345- GETTING 

STARTED IN 

PRACTICAL 

ELECTRONICS ._$6.99 
If you are looking into 
launching an exciting 
hobby activity, this text 
provides minimum es- 
sentials for the builder 
and 30 easy -to -build fun 
projects every experi- 

menter should toy with. Printed -circuit board 
designs are included to give your project a pro- 
fessional appearance. 

BP349- 
PRACTICAL OPTO- 

ELECTRONIC 

PROJECTS $6.99 
If you shun opto -elec- 
tronic projects for lack of 
knowledge, this is the 
book for you. A bit of in- 
troductory theory comes 
first and then a number 
of practical projects 
which utilize a range of opto devices, from a fil- 
ament bulb to modern infrared sensors and emit- 
ters -all are easy to build. 

Eisetraoic 

w 
BP363- 
PRACTICAL 

ELECTRONIC 

MUSIC PROJECTS 

$6.99 
The text contains a good- 
ly number of practical 
music projects most often 
requested by musicians. 
All the projects are rela- 
tively low -in -cost to build 

and all use standa d, readily available compo- 
nents that you can buy. The project categories 
are guitar, general music and MIDI. 

Mail to: 

Electronic Technology Today, Inc. 
P.O. Box 240 
Massapequa Park, NY 11762 -0240 

Shipping Charges in USA & Canada 
$0.01 to $5.00 $2.00 $30.01 to $40.00 $6.00 
$5.01 to $10.00 $3.00 $40.01 to $50.00 $7.00 
$10.01 to $20.00 $4.00 $50.01 and above $8.50 
$20.01 to $30.00 $5.00 

Sorry, no orders accepted outside of USA and 
Canada. All payments must be in U.S. funds only. 

Number of books ordered. 

Total price of books 
Shipping (see chart) 

Subtotal 
Sales Tax (NYS only) 

Total enclosed 

Name 

Address 

City State ZIP 

Please allow 6 -8 weeks for delivery. ET03 
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and the IC sockets, you are ready 
to insert the components and test 
your BreadBlox. 

A 7800- series voltage regulator 
has leads that are slightly larger 
than the holes in the board. If you 
are using that type of regulator on 
the voltage -regulator module, the 
leads will have to be cut with a pair 
of diagonal cutters so that they will 
fit into the holes in the board. That 
will give the 7800 -series regulator a 
better mechanical fit to the board. 
Invariably the regulator will be 
grabbed when removing the regu- 
lator module from the breadboard, 
so that component can use all the 
help it can get! 

You'll find the BreadBlox are as 
handy to have in your experi- 
menter's box as they are fun to use. 
After using them once or twice, 
you'll probably wonder how you 
ever got along without them. 

The BreadBlox can also be of 
benefit to instructors in high school 
vocational programs, trade 
schools, and college labs. Not only 
can the BreadBlox be used to 
teach soldering skills to beginning 
students, they can then be used 
while the students begin learning 
simple circuits. 

Note that we've just scratched 
the surface in this article. Every 
builder has favorite circuit sub- 
assemblies that he or she uses 
repeatedly. There is no reason that 
any of them can't be successfully 
implemented as a BreadBlox mod- 
ule. Please feel free to send any 
ideas that you might have for future 
modules to the author; the most 
popular ideas might be translated 
into a next -generation 
BreadBlox. Send your ideas to 
melton @startext.net. n 

PIRATE RADIO 
(continued from page 30) 

However, because of the recent 
FCC raids, one European pirate, 
SWRS (Shortwave Relay Service) is 

currently heard in North America 
more than most of the stations from 
this continent. SWRS relays pro- 
grams from many different pirates 
on 21,450, 11,470, and 7,490 kHz on 
most weekends. In the East, 21,450 
kHz often fades in for a little while 

from 1200 -1400 UTC. 11470 can be 
heard for longer amounts of time, 
but with a weaker signal, and 7490 
is rarely heard. 

The Future Of Pirate Radio. 
Whether you call it "pirate" radio, 
"microbroadcasting," or "LPFM," 
unlicensed broadcasting has exist- 
ed since the earliest days of radio. 
For years, people have speculated 
that the diversity of the commercial 
stations would eliminate pirate 
broadcasting. Instead, licensed 

What Do I Need To Hear Pirates? 
Hearing shortwave pirates does 

require some specialized listening equip- 
ment, but you don't need a wall of equip- 
ment that could give NASA a run for its 
money. Of course, the first requirement is 
a shortwave receiver. The receiver does- 
n't have to be the latest in Stealth tech- 
nology, but it must be more sensitive than 
the "boom boxes" that include shortwave 
bands. Typically, any receiver that is capa- 
ble of tuning in SSB (single side -band) 
signals will tune in at least half of the 
pirates broadcasting in North America. 

SSB reception is important because 
most pirates from this continent broadcast 
in the USB mode. Some of the portables 
that do well for receiving pirates include 
the Sony 7600 and 2010, Grundig YB- 
400, Sangean ATS -909, and the Drake 
SW -8. Also, any tabletop model should do 
quite well for receiving pirates. 

You don't need a massive log -periodic 
or rhombic antenna on a few acres to 
hear pirates, but an external antenna cer- 
tainly will help. On tabletop receivers, the 
antenna should be at least 20 feet long 
(although a longer antenna or a dipole will 
help). Anywhere from 10 to 40 feet of wire 
stretched out, with one end stripped and 
wrapped around the whip antenna of 
portables, will considerably raise the sig- 
nal levels. Be aware that long antennas 
could cause damage to portable 
receivers, such as the Sony 2010. 

Finally, a cassette recorder is helpful so 
that you can record programs for posteri- 
ty. A notebook will help you to log all of the 
stations that you hear. 

radio (both public and commer- 
cial) has become more homoge- 
nized. As more people are com- 
pelled to support the pirates, the 
FCC is stepping up its enforcement. 
Unless the FCC begins to imple- 
ment unlicensed broadcasting 
bands, the pirate radio conflict will 
continue to make headlines across 
the country. Stay tuned. O 
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SUPPLEMENT TO ELECTRONICS NOW JU1E 1999 

EI,i,tninic 

SHOPPER 
MB -45cB 

Color Video Camera 
28mm Lens 

45° Angle of View 
$99.95 

Size: 1.25" sq. 

Ask for the 

k -Se MB -650Ua 
Black & White Video 
Camera with Built -In 

Audio & 4.3 mm Lens. 
$89.95 

4 

fw 

Size: 1.18" sq. 

Wireless Cameras 
Wireless Camera Package Deals, induce: one camera, one 
receiver and power supplies. (Receiver holds up to 4 cameras) 

Wireless 4- Channel AN Black/White & Color Cameras 

Worlds Smallest Video Camera 
No Bigger than the 
size of a Quarter! + 

with CMOS Technology. 

CM -550U -$69.95 
Pinhole Camera Available: 
CM -550P -$69.95 

Micro Audio 
Receiver 

Audio Jack RCA Fen 
Power Jack -2.1 Fe,ms 

240 Une Horizontal Resolution 
Size: 1.12"(L) .5 "(W) 

Built -in Mic 
(on All models) 

Cameras are shipped with 4.3mm lens. 
(Camera shown with optional lens.) 

Wireless Transmitter & Receiver 
4 0 itig ONLY 

$219.95 
Video /Stereo Audio Receiver Transmitter 

Dimensions: 2.57W) x 2.18 "(H) x 328"(0) 

00 -$39.95 

Video Conferencing 
TeleEye has everything you need to do Color Video Conférencing. It comes 
with a built -in high quality digital camera, a high speed modem and state- of -the- 
art AudioNideo hardware. 
Remote View Window 
Up to 15 frames per second 
or VHS -quality resolution. 
On-Screen Menus 
Easy Control using your 
phone keypad. 

$499. 95 

Stand 
y 

o PC Needed. 

+ars 
Polaris 

Product 

LP-850p 
$139.95 

LP -850i 
$129.95 

Length: 1.9' 
Diameter. 1' 

Length: 1.37' 
Diameter: .87" 

Outdoor 
Model 

Available 
$169.95 

40.A% Polaris Industries 
1 .1. ëóä 752.3571 

secu Polaris Industries 470 Armour Dr. Atlanta GA 30324 Tech Info: 404.872.0722 FAX: 404.872 1038 

Interfaces with existing 
Camera Systems/ 

System includes: 
Monitor 
Camera/100 ft. Cable 
Camera Stand /Mount 
2 -way Intercom Station 
100 ft. Intercom Cable 

VCRlnterconnect Cable 
One Year Warranty 

SCO -1 -$399.95 
Observation System 

SCO -1 -$399.95 
Observation System 

CIRCLE 222 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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EARN 
MORE 

MONEY! 
Be an FCC 
LICENSED 
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN! 

:" y.,s. 

Earn up to 
$60 an hour 
and more! 

Iv: Learn at home in spare time. 
No previous experience needed! 

No costly school. No commuting to class. 
The Original Home -Study course prepares 
you for the "FCC Commercial Radio- 
telephone License." This valuable license is 
your professional "ticket" to thousands of 
exciting jobs in Communications, Radio - 
TV, Microwave, Maritime, Radar, Avionics 
and more...even start your own business! 
You don't need a college degree to qualify, 
but you do need an FCC License. 
No Need to Quit Your Job or Go To School 
This proven course is easy, fast and low 
cost! GUARANTEED PASS You get your 
FCC License or money refunded. Send for 
FREE facts now. MAIL COUPON TODAY! 

Or, Call 1- 800 -932 -4268 Ext. 210 
r commanD PRODUCTIOMS 

FCC LICENSE TRAINING, Dept. 210 
P.O. Box 2824, San Francisco, CA 94126 
Please rush FREE details immediately! 

NAME 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 
1 

Learn to Jack! 
Finally, here is a no- 

nonsense technical book 
on computer hacking! In it 

you will learn how to hack 
computers you have physical 
access to and how to hack on 
the Internet. With this book, 
you will learn about: 

Finding computers to hack 
Breaking into computers 
Hacking with Finger 
Port surfing 
Mapping the internet 
Forging E -mail 
Fighting spam 
E -mail bombs 
Hacker wars 

and more! But this book will also 
teach you how to hack safely. It will 
steer you clear of the law, so that your 
hacking career won't lead to prison, but 

to a better job! By far, the best book 
on hacking available today! 

P00 PAGE PAPERBACK, $3P. 95 SHIPPING $3 
Call (800)719 -4957 now! 

to order (Visa/MC /COD) or call or write for FREE CATALOG of 
hard -to -get information about computer viruses, computer 

hacking, security and cryptography!! 
Check our web site: www.logoplex.com /resources /ameagle 

American Eagle Publicatíoni, lnc. 
P. 0 I3ox 1507, Dept E. 

Show Low, AZ 85902 
CIRCLE 270 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

RELAYS LIGHTS MOTORS M E iIN S ELM IR E 
TEMPERATURE PRESSURE LIGHT LEVELS HUMIDITY VPLAIT 

SWITCH POSITIONS THERMOSTATS LIQUID LEVELS 

MODEL 30 

!LOGS NETO PC MIS 
24 LINES DIGITAL I/O 
8 CHANNEL. 

8 BIT A /D/ IN 

12 BIT COUNTER 

UP TO 14IL IMP /SEC 

MODEL 100 . , . . . . . 5279 
12 BIT 100 KHI A/D 
4 ANALOG OUTPUTS 

3 TIMER COUNTERS 

24 DIGITAL I/O 

MODEL 40 . ... . $109 . 

RS472 INTENACE 

23 LINES DIGITAL I/O 
8 ANALOG INPUTS 

PROM OUTPUT 

MORI INTERFACE 

B DISUSE I/O 

8 ANALOG INPUTS 

2 ANALOG OUTPUTS 

2 COUNTERS -24 SIT 

MODEL 150-02 ....O179 
RS232 INTERFACE 

TRIMS, 20 AMPS 

12 BIT A/O 

OPTO-ISOLATED 

COMPLETE DMM 

MODEL S 

RI-202 INTERFACE 

111 BIT A/O 

0.5 DIGIT 

UP TO 60 MM /SEC 

Prairie Digital, Inc. 
PHONE 608 -643 -8599 FAX 608 -643 -6754 

CIRCLE 315 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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The Source For All Of Your 
4 Electronics Needs 

Prices Effective May 6 

through June 18, 1999 

When lydering, please provide this code: SOURCE CODE: ENS59 

For aver 20 years, MCM has been the eading supplier to the 

electronics service industry. Huge inventory, rapid delivery and 

competitive prices have made MCM the choice for: 

Hobbyists Service Technicians 

Educators Installers 
Disc over the MCM difference, call today for your free catalog. 

100W 
Subwoofer 
Amplifier 
Module 
Ideal for anyone 
interested in 
making their 
own powerful 
subwoofer. Internally, this amplifier 
isolates, then sums the left and right 
inputs to give a single mono channel with 
100W RMS output @ 4ohm, 85W RMS @ 

8ohm. Speaker level inputs Satellite 
outputs Line level inputs Auto turn -on 
12dB continuously variable 60Hz -160Hz 
crossover Adjustable level control 
00/180° phase selector Fully sealed rear 
housing Requires 85C square opening 
Call for larger quantity pricing 

Order #28-2200 

Multi- Voltage Power Supply 
Fully regulated supply provides up to two 
amps, at the following selectable voltages: 
3 44 6V 75,V 9V 12V. Regular 
price $16.95. 

d 

Order 
#60 -9490 

WI/ 

15VDC, 350mA 
Solar "Power S apply" 
Intended to maintain car batteries when 
vehicle is parked for extended periods of 
time, this solar panel generates 350mA @ 

15VDC in full sunlight. Completely 
weatherproof design is UV /shock/hail 
resistant. Dimensions: 12" (L) x 12" (W) x 
1" (D). Regular price $74.95. 

#28 -4796 

:=EEEß 
Pre- Assembled 

Circuit Modules 
Ideal for repairing old equipment, 
prototype work or your latest project. 
These well constructed PC boards are 
fully assembled, tested and ready to use. 
Supplied with application instructions and 
technical specifications. All operate from a 
single 12VDC source. Call your MCM 
Sales Representative for more information 
on over 120 available modules. 
Order # Description Reg. Sale 

28 -4795 1W audio amplifier $7:49 55.99 
28 -4796 5W audio amplifier 1395 11.15 

28 -4800 5W x 2 stereo amplifier 24.95 19.96 

28 -4801 15W x 2 stereo 39.95 31.96 

amplifier 
28 -4851 88- 108MHz FM 24.55 19.96 

transmitter 
28 -4785 2 digit LED counter 1495 11 96 

28 -5115 Flip -flop relay 14:95 11.96 

28 -4825 VOX relay 17,95 14.36 

28 -4815 Electric guitar $95 7.16 

preamplifier 

#28 -5115 

Order #29-1335 

03 Sealed 
Lead Acid Battery 
12 volt, 4.5 amp/hour battery is ideal for 
security and other power backup 
applications. 0.25" tabs accept standard 
quick -disconnects. Dimensions 3X" x 

2%" x 4 ". Regular price $26.95 

Order #82-83E1 

.,3DRXivnRg, 

CCD Camera 
Y" format black and white CCD camera 
features built -in iris and operates in 
subdued light to 0.3 lux. Includes 12VDC, 
150mA adaptor. NTSC composite video 
output via BNC connector. Lens not 
included. Regular price $129.00 

Lenses 

Order # Description 

82-870 4mri 
82 -875 8mm 
82 -880 16mm 

Viewing 
Angle 

101° 
40° 

21° 

J- 

Fzcrnote Controt A/B Switch 
Remote controlled RF switcñ allows 
selection from two sources far output to 
TV or VCR, via infrared remote. 
Frequency range: 5MHz-8900MHz. "F" 
type in/out connections. Remote requires 
two "AA" batteries not 
included ( #290 -070). 
Regular price $25.75 

Order #32-4425 

MCM ELECTRONICS® 
650 CONGRESS PARK OR 
CENTE3RVILLE, OH 45459 
A PREMIER FARNELL Company 

Same Day 
Shipping! 
In stock orders 

received by 5:00 p.m. 
(YOUR TIME), are 

shipped the sama day. 

Mount (ea.) 

CS $59.95 
C 59.95 

C 59.95 

Order #72-4025 

TEIVM A 
DMM W /Logic 
Function 
3% digit DMM measures 
AC/DC voltage from 
200mV -600V, resistance 
to 2000Mohm, 
capacitance to 20pF, 
transistor het: gain and 
audible continuity test. Requires 9V 
battery (#290-080) not included. 
Dimensions: 2" (W) x 5 %" (H) x 154" (D). 
Regular price $65.95. 

1 -800- 543 -4330 
www.mcmelectronics.com 

Hours: M -F 7 a.m. -9 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m. -6 p.m., EST. 

CIRCLE 327 ON FREE INFOFMATION CARD 

SOURCE CODE: ENS59 
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.41M AZN P/QOO r :': INFORMATION VISIT OUR "ACTION WEB SITU. 

BOX 716 AMHERST, N.H. 03031 UNLIMITED DEPT GEN 01 198 I111p:11WWW.pR1pZIRg I. CORM 

LASER WINDOW BOUNCE LASERS* FM TRANSMITTER 
KITS 

LISTENING SYSTEM 
Remarkable concept allows user to hear sounds within a premise 
over a beam of laser light reflected from a window or similar 
surface. Experimental device provides hours of interesting and 
educational use Utilizes a visible red laser that simplifys 
alignment and discourages illegal use. Usable range will 
vary-expect about 20 to 50 meters. Optional lens will increase 

range 200 to 400 meters! Further range requires expensive 

optics. Basic system setup requires patience in alignment 
uses scattered and and a sturdy video tripod (not inct.) Direct Reflections 

LWB5 Plans $20.00 LWB5K Kit/ Plans $149.95 
LWB50 Basic System Assembled and Tested $199.95 
LWB70 Higher Performance Version With High Coherence Laser 
Gun Sight, Extending Lens, Delux Headsets $299.95 

KINETIC ELECTRI 
PIONEER A FUTURISTIC 
WEAPONI 

Hx., 
VOLTAGE 

500 Joules pa Storage 
Constant Current Charging 
Triggered Spark Switch 
Ballistic Velocities 
Handheld Battery Operated 

ROTOTypno at oue tuaLabeled A Dangers product 

EGUN1 Plans with Parts Ust $20.00 
All Parts are Individually Available 

3 MI FM BROADCAST 
TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER 
Tunable On FM Broadcast. Excellent Telephone 
Project. Only Transmits When Phone is Used 

VWPM7K Kit/Plans $39.95 
BEEPIK Beeper Alert Kit $19.95 

10 -14' of Explosive 
Bolts of Lightning 

250KV TESLA COIL 
Transmit Wireless Energy 
Strange and Bizarre 
pyrotechnical effects. 
Ion Motors Anti -Gravity 
Size 20" H x 8" Sq 
Weight - 25 Pounds 
115 Volts/2 Amps AC 
Labeled Use Caution" 

BTC3 Plans $15.00 
BTC3K Kit/Plans.. $399.95 
BTC30 Ready to Use $499.95 
BTC4 Plans 24 to 30" Sprk..$20.00 

SUPER BRIGHT VISIBLE RED POINTERS ALL PARTS TO BUILD e LONG 
RANGE WIRELESS DEVICES Signaling Beacon Visible Over 25 Miles!! 

ú Over 1/2 Mile Pointing Range 
c -Light Up a Low Level Cloud 

Great Fun At The Mot 2 1 We t Telephone Transmitter maming 
,.,Drive The Cat Nuts!! Lins powered Telephone 
#6Hrs On AAA Batteries 3 Never Needs Batteries!! 
45 5 /8X1 /2 "A!1 Metal Tracking/Homing Beacon 

1111 

LAPN65 15 mw equiv 2000ft $24.95 4 "Beeping Transmitter' 
LAPN63 30 mw equiv 4000ft $49.95 TronsmlOer Rebroadcasts LAPN63FAbove Focusable $54.95 5 vldeoorAUdbOutputs 

"LIGHT 
Range TV/FM Disrupter 

1111 ` LASER' LIGHT SHOW" POINTERS 6 NEAT PRANK'v Dlscreuon AeNSed Ili 
*BLAPN6512...12 Design Show $29.951 ' 

LAPN6524...24 Design Show $34.95 /1 

*#LAPN6540...40 +Design Show $39.95111 

Suppeer Sens!War Ultra Cirri 
1Mae. Voice Transmitter 

HIGH POWER STUNGUNS 
STUN100 100KV StunGun...$19.95 
STUN200 200KV StunGun...$39.95 
STUN300 300KV StunGun...$49.95 

All 6 Above Kits Pius FREE Into Dolo Pock on 
HELPFUL HINTS Building and Tuning Wireless Device., 

COMBOX Parts and Plans for above!.. $59.95 
COMBOP Plans for all the above' $10.00 

ION RAY GUN PROJECTS ENERGYI 

Star Wars Technology Demons rates 
Weapons Potential! See Ions in Motion! 

10G7/9 Plans $10.00 
1007K KR/Plans $99.95 
10G70 Assembled and Tested..$149.95 

HIGHER POWERED DEVICE 
10139KKIVPIans $149.95 
10090 Assembled and Tested $199. 95 

VOLTAGE 
ATTENTIONIHIGH EXPERIMENTERS 

Battery Powered Mini Sized 
Modules for research in: 
HOVERCRAFT, ION GUNS 
FORCE FIELDS, SHOCKERS 
MINIMAX4 4KV @10ma $19.95 

GRAVITY GENERATOR 
Demonstrates a unique 
phenomena of electrical 
reactions that produce th 
effect of "anti -gravity'. You 
build and levitate a small 
mock space ship from 
simple materials. 
Excellent scientific 
demonstration of a 
fascinating method of 
levitation. Levitate an Object! 

GRA 1 Plans and Book $20.00 
GRA I K Pwr Sup Kit /Plans $99.95 
CsRA 1O Assbled Pwr Sup... $149.95 

SHOCK FORCE FIELD/ VEHICLE 

R Hand Shock Belle 
Wands. Electrify CAIMON 
Objects. Great Payback ManhappIng 
for Those Wiseguys! HIt7al" 
SHKIK Kit of Pwr Module $19.95 

FF ¡it 

OBJECT ELECTRIFIE 

1 800 221 1705 ORDERS ONLY! FAX 1 803 872 5408 INFO 9-5pm 1 803 873 4730 FREE CATALOG ON REQUEST 
Pay by MC, VISA, Cash,Chk, MO, COD. Please Add $5.00 S&H plus $5.00 if COD. Overseas Please Contact for PROFORMA 

New eint/ Pre -Owned Test Equilc) t 
e Goldstar 

Model OS -5100 $899.00 
Full 100 MHz Bandwidth! 
Dual- Channel, High Sensitivity 
TV Synchronization Trigger 
Calibrated Delayed Sweep 
Includes Two Probes, 2 Year Warranty 

Spectrum Analyzer 
Avcom PSA -37D 

Satellite Downlink 

Installation 

Maintenance & Service 

. Band 1 SO - 1750 MHz 

. Band 23.7- 4.2GHz 
Built -in DC Block & 
Power for LNA/LNB's 
Line or Battery Powered 

Only $2,475.00! 

We Buy Smith!. 
I cN F.yuipmcnl 

Leader CAN Signal Level Meter Model LF 941 
IV /CAN Coverage from 46 - 870 MHz 
Video /Audio Carrier Measurements $695.00! 

Just Released! -÷ "Series III" Multimeters 
Fluke Model 87111 $319.00 III tl 

ME C,O,D, 

Pre -Owned Oscilloscope Specials 
Tektronix 2213 60 MHz $549.00 
Tektronix 2215 60 MHz $649.00 
Tektronix 465 100 MHz $599.00 
Tektronix 465B 100 MHz $729.00 
Tektronix 475 200 MHz $829.00 
Tektronix 475A 250 MHz $999.00 

Professionally Refurbished 
Aligned & Calibrated to Original Specifications 
The Industry Standard of Oscilloscopes 
1 Year Warranty - The Longest Available!!! 

SIMCHECK®H PLUS 
Module Tester 

* Tests SIMMs /168 p DIMMs 

* Stand alone /portable 

* Identifies Module properties 

* Advanced Setup Capabilities 

Only $2750.00! 

Sec us on the Web! 
vV vw.fotronicxom 

Test Equipment Depot 
A FOTRONIC CORPORATION COMPANY 

99 Washington St. Melrose, MA 02176 
(1 -800- 996 -3837) (781) 665 -1400 FAX (781) 665 -0780 

TOLL FREE 1- 800 -99 -METER email: sales @fotronic.com 
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World's Smallest 
TV Transmitters 

We call them the 

'Cubes'.... Perfect 
video transmission 
from a transmitter - 
you can hide under 
a quarter and only as thick as a stack of four pennies- that's a 

nickel in the picture! Transmits color or B &W with fantastic quality 
- almost like a direct wired connection to any TV tuned to cable 
channel 59. Crystal controlled for no frequency drift with perfor- 

mance that equals law enforcement models that cost hurdreds 
more! Basic 20 mW model transmits up to 300' while the high 

power 100 mW unit goes up to 1/4 mile. Audio units include sound 

using a sensitive built -in mike that will hear a whisper 15 feet 

away! Units run on 9 volts and hook -up to most any CCC camera. 
Any of our cameras have been tested to mate perfectly with our 

Cubes and work great. Fully assembled - just hook -up power and 

you're on the air! 

C -2000, Basic Video Transmitter Cube $89.95 

C -3000, Basic Video & Audio Transmitter Cube $149.95 

C -2001, High Power Video Transmitter Cube $179.95 

C -3001, High Power Video & Audio Transmitter Cube $229.95 

i 
CCD Video Cameras 
Top quality Japanese Class 'A CCD 
array, over 440 line line resolution, not 

the off -spec arrays that are found on many other cameras. Don't 

be tooled by the cheap CMOS single chip cameras which have 

1/2 the resolution, 1/4 the light sensitivity and draw over twice the 

current! The black & white models are also super IR (Infra -Red) 

sensitive. Add our invisible to the eye, IR -1 illuminator kit to see 

in the dark! Color camera has Auto gain, white balance, Back 

Light Compensation and DSP! Available with Wide -angle (804) or 

super slim Pin -hole style lens. Run on 9 VDC, standard 1 volt p -p 

video. Use our transmitters for wireless transmission to TV set, or 

add our IB -1 Interface board kit for audio sound pick -up and super 

easy direct wire hook -up to any Video monitor, VCR or TV with 

AN input. Fully assembled, with pre -wired connector. 

CCDWA -2, B &W CCD Camera. wide-angle lens 569.95 

CCDPH -2, B &W CCD Camera, slim fit pin -hole lens $69.95 

CCDCC -1, Color CCD Camera, wide -angle lens 5129.95 

IR -1, IR Illuminator Kit for B &W cameras $24.95 

IB -1, Interface Board Kit $14.95 

Mini Radio Receivers 
Imagine the fun of tuning into aircraft a hun- 

dred miles away, the local police /fire depart- 
ment, ham operators, or how about Radio 
Moscow or the BBC in London? Now imagine 
doing this on a little radio you built yourself - 

in just an evening! These popular little 
receivers are the nuts for catching all the action on the local ham, 

aircraft, standard FM broadcast radio, shortwave or WWV Nation- 
al Time Standard radio bands. Pick the receiver of your choice, 
each easy to build, sensitive receiver has plenty of crystal clear 
audio to drive any speaker or earphone. Easy one evening 

assembly, run on 9 volt battery, all have squelch except for short- 
wave and FM broadcast which has handy SCA output. Add our 

snazzy matching case and knob set for that smart finished look. 

AR -1, Airband 108-136 MHz Kit $29.95 

HFRC -1, WWV 10 MHz (crystal controlled) Kit $34.95 

FR -1. FM Broadcast Band 88-108 MHz Kit $24.95 

FR-6. 6 Meter FM Ham Band Kit $34.95 

FR-10, 10 Meter FM Ham Band Kit $34.95 

FR-146. 2 Meter FM Ham Band Kit $34.95 

FR-220. 220 MHz FM Ham Band Kit $34.95 

SR -1. Shortwave 4 -11 MHz Band Kit 529.95 

Matching Case Set (specify for which kit) $14.95 

Gosh, these babies are tiny - that's a 

quarter in the picture! Choose the unit 
that's best for you. FM -5 is the smallest 
tunable FM transmitter in the world, picks 
up a whisper 10' away and transmits up 

to 300'. Runs on tiny included watch bat- 

' tery, uses SMT parts. FM -4 is larger, 

more powerful, runs on 5 -12 volts, goes up to a mile. '=M4,5 oper- 

ate in standard FM band 88 -108 MHz. FM -6 is crystal controlled in 

2 meter ham band, 146.535 MHz, easily picked up on scanner or 

2 meter rig, runs on 2 included watch batteries. SMT (surface 
mount) kits include extra parts in case you sneeze & loose a part! 

FM -4MC, High Power FM Transmitter Kit $17.95 

FM -5, World's Smallest FM Transmitter Kit $19.95 

FM -6, Crystal Controlled 2M FM Transmitter Kit $39.95 

FM -6, Fully Wired & Tested 2M FM Transmitter $69.95 

Super Pro FM 
Stereo Transmitter 
Professional synthesized FM 

Stereo station in easy to use, 

handsome cabinet. Most radio 
stations require a whole equip- 
ment rack to hold all the fea- 
tures we've packed into the 
FM -100. Set freq with Up /Down buttons, big LED display. 

Input low pass filter gives great sound (no more squeals or 

swishing from cheap CD inputs!) Limiters for max 'punch' in 

audio - without over mod, LED meters to easily set audio 

levels, built -in mixer with mike, line level inputs. Churches, 

drive -ins, schools, colleges find the FM -100 the answer to 

their transmitting needs, you will too. Great features, great 

price! Kit includes cabinet, whip antenna, 120 VAC supply. 

We also offer a high power export version of the FM -100 

that's fully assembled with one watt of RF power, for miles 

of program coverage. The export version can only be 

shipped outside the USA, or within the US if accompanied 
by a signed statement that the unit will be exported. 

FM -100, Pro FM Stereo Transmitter Kit $249.95 

FM- 100WT. Fully Wired High Power FM -100 $399.95 

i rfÌiO 

FM Stereo Radio 
Transmitters 

No drift, microprocessor synthesized! 
Excellent audio quality, connect to CD 
player, tape deck or mike mixer and 
you're on- the -air. Strapable for high or 

low power! Runs on 12 VDC or 120 
VAC. Kit includes case, whip anten- 
na, 120 VAC power adapter - easy one evening assembly. 

FM -25, Synthesized FM Stereo Transmitter Kit .... $129.95 

Binocular Special 
Wow, did we nab a deal on 
these first rate binoculars! 
Absolutely identical to a 

famous big name brand here 

in Rochester, N? - but without 
'their name. Well made with 
fully coated optics, super nice 

rubber armored housing over 
hi -alloy aluminum, includes 
lens cleaner cloth, neck lan- 
yard and carry case. 4 styles: roof prism 10x25 (10 power, 

25 mm), 10x25 high performance roof prism ruby coated 

objective lens model for demanding use in bright sun, 

10x25 high -end BAK -4 lens porro prism ruby coat with Tac- 

Grip housing, and Ultra -View 10x50 porro prism ruby coats. 

First quality, yet at a close -out price on the exact same 

units as the 'Trademarked' units - but at half price! 

BNC -M, 8x21 Mini Monocular $14.95 

BNO. 1.10x25 Roof Prism Binoculars $24.95 

BNO.1 EX,10x25 Ruby Coated Porro Prism $29.95 

BNO. 2,10x25 TacGrip Ruby Coat Porro Prism $59.95 

BNO. 6,10x50 Ultra -V ew Ruby Coat Porro Prism 569.95 

Lower cost alternative to our high perfor- 

mance transmitters. Great value, tunable 
over FM band, plenty of power and manual 
goes into great detail about antennas, range 
and FCC rules. Handy kit for sending music 

thru house and yard, ideal for school projects too - you'll be 

amazed at the exceptional audio quality! Runs on 9V bat- 

tery or power from 5 to 15 VDC. Add our matching case 

and whip antenna set for a nice 'pro' look. 

FM -10A, Tunable FM Stereo Transmitter Kit $34.95 

CFM. Matching Case and Antenna Set $14.95 

FMAC, 12 Volt DC Wall Plug Adapter $9.95 

RF Power Booster 
Add muscle to your signal, boost power 
up to 1 watt over a freq range of 100 KHz 

to over 1000 MHz! Use as a lab amp for 

signal generators, plus many foreign 

users employ the LPA -1 to boost the 

power of their FM transmitters, providing 
radio service through an entire town. Runs on 12 VDC. For 

a neat finished look. add the nice matching case set. 

LPA -1. Power Booster Amplifier Kit $39.95 

CLPA. Matching Case Set for LPA -1 Kit $14.95 

LPA -1WT, Fully Wired LPA -1 with Case $99.95 

FM Station 
Broadcast 
Antenna 

Everyone who sees one of these babies 

says they just gotta have one! Super 

cute tiny FM radios have automatic 
scan /search tuning, comfortable ear bud 
earphones and we even include the bat- 

tery. The pager style unit looks like a 

shrunken pager and even has an LCD clock built -in. You 

will be amazed at the crystal clear amazing sound! That's a 

quarter in the picture for size comparison - pretty tiny, huh? 

MFMT -1, World's Smallest FM Radio $11.95 

PFMR -1, Pager Style LCD Clock & FM Radio $12.95 

Speech Descrambler 

For maximum pedor- 
mance, a good antenna 

is needed. Properly tuned and matched antenna is fully 

PVC enclosed for weather protection and rugged use. Ver- 

tical or horizontal mounting, 'F' style connector, 5' long. 

TM 100, Tru -Match FM Station Antenna Kit $39.95 

AM Radio 
Transmitter 

Operates in standard AM broadcast 
band, set to clear channel in your 

area. AM -25 'pro' version is synthesized for stable, no -drift 

frequency and is setable for high power output where regu- 

lations allow, typical range of 1 -2 miles. Entry-level AM -1 

has tunable transmit oscillator, runs FCC maximum 100 mw 

power, expected range 1/4 mile. Both accept line -level 

inputs from tape decks, CD players or mike mixers, run on 

12 volts DC. Pro AM -25 includes AC power adapter, match- 

ing case and bottom loaded wire antenna. Entry-level AM -1 

has an available matching case and knob set for a finished, 

professional look. High level modulation for low distortion. 

AM -25, Professional AM Transmitter Kit $129.95 

AM -1, Entry level AM Radio Transmitter Kit $29.95 

CAM, Matching Case Set for AM -1 $14.95 

Decode all that gibberish! This is the 
popular descrambler / scrambler that 
you've read about in all the Scanner 
and Electronic magazines. Speech 
inversion technology is used, which is 

compatible with most cordless phones 
and many police department systems, 
hook it up to your scanner speaker terminals and you're in 

business. Easily configured for any use: mike, line level 

and speaker output/inputs are provided. Also communicate 

in total privacy over telephone or radio, full duplex opera- 

tion - scramble and unscramble at the same time. Easy to 

build, all complex ci-cuitry contained in new custom ASIC 

chip for clear, clean audio. Runs on 9 to 15VDC. Our 

matching case set adds a professional look to your kit. 

SS -70A, Speech Descrambler/Scrambler Kit $39.95 

CSS, Custom Matcling Case and Knob Set $14.95 

SS- 70AWT, Fully Wired SS -70A with Case $79.95 

AC12.5, 12 Volt DC Wall Plug Adapter $9.95 

Call for our Free Catalog ! 

See our complete catalog and order 
on -line wíth our secure server at: 

www.ramseyelectronics.com 

RAMSEY ELECTRONICS, INC. 

793 Canning Parkway Victor, NY 14564 

Order Toll -free: 800-446-2295 
Sorry, no tech info, or order status at this number 

For Technical Info, Order Status 
Call Factory direct: 716- 924 -4560 

VISA 

ORDERING INFO: Satisfaction Guaranteed. Examine for 10 days, if 

not pleased, return in original form for refund. Add $6.95 for Ship- 

p ng, handling and insurance. Orders under $20. add 53.00. NY resi- 

dents add 7% sates tax. Sorry, no CODs. Foreign orders, add 20% 

Ica surface mail or une credit card and specify shipping method. 
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CALL TOLL FREE 

(800) 292 -7711 
Orders Only 
Se Habla Español 

C &S Sales 
Excellence in Service 

Look For Other 
Monthly Specials 
On Our Website 

www.cs-sales.com 

Power Supplies 
Elenco Quad Power Supply 

Model XP -501 

4 Fully Regulated DC Power 
Supplies In One Unit 

a PC vdtapes. 316441. se 9,34 rav @ 14.,129@ lA 
Venable 25- 20V@2Á 

Elenco Power Supply Kit 
Model XP -720K 

1.5VDC - 15VDC .. IA $54.95 
-1.5VDC - -15VDC 
5VDC @ 3A 
6.3VAC @1A8 
12.6VAC center r 
tapped @1A 

XP -720 Fully Assembled $85 

Elenco DC Power Supply 
Model SPL -603 $79 95 
3A 0.30VDC 

The SPL -603 is a solid State DC power supply provid- 
ing the exact output voltage no matter what current 
you use. It contains one fully regulated power supply. 
The variable voltage is capable of delivering 030V at 

up to 3A. The output is precisely held to the desired 
output voltage by a special regulating circuit. Output 
fully protected from overload. 

Miscellaneous 
Elenco Model EP -50 

Electronic Playground 
and Learning Center 

Contains Over 50 
Experiments 

19.95 

Elenco Model MX -9300 
Four Functions in One 

Elenco Model XK -150 
Digital Analog 

Trainer 

$819 95 

Ideal for Schools 

$450 
Features: 

One instrument with four test and measuring systems: 
1.3GHZ Frequency Counter 
2MHz Sweep Function Generator 
Digital Multimeter 
Digital Triple Power Supply - 0 -30V @ 3A, 15V @ 1A, 

5V @2A 

Generators & Counters 
Elenco Sweep Function Generator 

w/ built -in frequency counter Model GF -8036 

$225 
l his sweep function generator with counter is an instrument capable of 
generating square. triangle, and sine waveforms, and TTL. CMOS pulse 

over a frequency range from 0.2Hz 10 2MHz. 

Elenco RF Generator with Counter 
I1ookHz - 150kHz) Model SG -9500 

Features internal AM mod. of - r 1kHz, RF output 100MV - 
1 35MHz. Audio output 1kHz @ 

111111111 1VRMS. $225 
aà is 

- SG -9000 $119.95 
(analog, w/o Counter) 

10 Function 1.3GHz Universal Counter 
Elenco Model F -1300 

= requency .05HZ 1.3GHZ 3 Ranges 
Period . Can read 60HZ to 60.000000 F =1 rT 

ruralize - Counts to 199.999,999 
RPM - 3 to 2099994 RPM 
Duty Cycle 
Maa!MiniAVG with Time $225 
Slop -watch set 2 sec. to 100 hrs. 
Math Functions 
Timer - 2 sec. to 99 days 
Pulse Width - 0.1 ms to 66666.6ms 

B &K 20MHz Sweep /Function Generator 

Multifunction Counter 
B8K Model 1875 

r1 10Hz 2.5GHz 

$189 
Ultra sensitive 
Synchronous 
detector bar- 
graph and RF 

Strength 

3 Channels 
with Frequency Counter 

0.2Hz to 20MHz 
AM 8 FM modulation $399 
Burst Operation 
External Frequency counter to 
30MHz 
Linear and Log sweep 

10MHz Model 4017 $309 
SMHz Model 4011 $249 

Kit Corner 
over 100 kits available 

Model AK -870 
Radio Control Car Kit 

$24 95 

Solderless 
7 Functions 
Radio Control 
Transmitter Included 

Model AK -700 
Pulse/Tone 

Telephone Kit 

Model AM /FM -108K 
AM /FM 

Transistor 
Radio Kit 
w/ Stand 

$29.95 $15.95 

Model 4040 

BK PRCISIO.? 

Measures Frequency, Period 
Data Hold. Relative. Memory 
(min.. max., average). High 
Sensitivity, Microprocessor 
Controlled. 

Elenco Handheld 
Universal Counter 

10Hz - 2.8GHz 
Model F -2800 

Features 10 digit display. 16 seg- 
ment and RF signal strength bar 
graph 

Includes antenna, NiCad battery, 
and AC adapter. 

Elenco Digital / Analog Trainer 
Model XK -700 

Elenco's newest advanced 
Digital / Analog Trainer is spe- 
cially designed for school pro- 
jects. It is built on a single PC 

board for maximum reliability. It 

includes 5 built -in power sup- 
plies, a function generator w,/ 

continuously sine, triangular and 
square waveforms, 1,560 tie 
point breadboard area. Tools and 

meter shown optional. (Mounted in a 

professional tool case made of 
reinforced metal). 

XK-700 XK-700K - Kit 
Assembted it Tinted $159.95 

$189.95 Made in USA 

Guaranteed Lowest Prices 
UPS SHIPPING: 48 STATES 5% 
OTHERS CALL FOR DETAILS 
IL Residents add 8.25% Sales Tax 

C &S SALES, INC. 
150 W. CARPENTER AVENUE 

WHEELING, IL 60090 
FAX: (847) 541 -9904 (847) 541 -0710 

15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

2 YEAR FACTORY WARRANTY 

PRICES Sulfa-CT rU UrunoE ND W,r 
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SAME DAY 
SHIPPING 

C &S Sales 
Excellence in Service 

CALL OR WRITE 
FOR OUR 

FREE 
64 PAGE CATALOG! 

(800) 445 -3201 

Elenco LCR & DMM 
Model LCM -1950 

12 Functions 
Freq. to 4MHz 

Inductance 
Capacitance 

and Munh More 

$69 

Elenco Model M -1740 

$39 95 
11 Functions: 

Freq. to 20MHz 
Cap. to 20pF 
AC /DC Voltage 
AC/DC Current 
Beeper 
Diode Test 
Transistor Test 

Meets UL -1244 safety specs. 

Model M -2760 - $24.95 
(9 functions) 

Fluke 79111 

$185 
Capacitance ranges from 
99.99nF to 99991F. 

Built -in frequency counter of 
voltage input from 1Hz to over 

20kHZ. 

Lo -Ohms range, a 4051 range 

with Fluke's proprietary Zero 
Calibration. offers 0.01 reso- 
lution with Increased noise 
rejection. 

Series II (limited qty.) 

$179 

Fluke 87111 

$299 
Features high perfor- 
mance AC /DC voltage 
and current measure- 
ment, frequency, duty 
cycle, resistance, con- 
ductance, and capaci- 
tance measurement. 

Series II (limited qty.) 

$289 

Elenco Model LCR -1810 

$99 95 

Capacitance . pF to 20/iF 

Inductance 11511 to 20H 

Resistance .0031 to 2000M11 

Temperature to 750C 
DC Volts 0 - 2eV 

Frequency up to 15MHz 

Diode/Audime Continuity 

Test 

Signal Output Function 

3 1/2 Digit Display 

Elenco Model M -1005K 

$14 95 

Digital 
Multimeter Kit 

18 Ranges 
3 1/2 Digit LCD 
Transistor Test 
Diode Test 

M-1000B (Assembled) $14.95 

Oscilloscopes 
, Free Dust Cover and 2 Probes 

S -1325 25MHz Dual Trace 
S -1330 25MHz Delayed Sweep 
S -1340 40MHz Dual Trace 

S -1345 40MHz Delayed Sweep 
S -1360 60MHz Delayed Sweep 
S -1390 100MHz Delayed Sweep 

$325 
$439 
$475 
$569 
$749 
$995 

DIGITAL SCOPE SUPER SPECIALS 
DS -203 20MHz/10Ms /s Analog / Digital $695 

DS -303 40MHz/20Ms /s Analog /Digital $995 

DS -603 60MHz/2OMs /s Analog /Dig(tal $1295 

Dual -Display LCR Meter 
w/ Stat Functions 

B &K Model 878 

'219 95 

Auto /manual 
range 

Many features 
with Q factor 

High Accuracy 

B &K Model 5390 

$295 
50,000 Count 
0.025% DCV 
True RMS, AC or AC +DC 
0.07% ohms 
100kHz AC Response 
Autorenging, Bargraph 
with Zoom. 
Capacitance to 50,000pF 
Frequency. Duty Cycle, 
Pulse Width 
dB across 122 to 10kn 
Disturbance Indicator 

TEKK Radios 
Both Models 

Available 
In Yellow, 

Blue & Black 

Pro -Sport FRS Two -Way Radio 
Model PRO -SPORT+ 

Model PRO -SPORT 
1/2 Watt Output, 14 Channels 
TX LED Indicator. 
Removable Belt Clip. 
Highly Water Resistant. 
Economy Type 
No License Required' 

$68.00 each or 
2 for $109.95 

Model PRO -SPORT + 
1/2 Watt Output, 14 Channels. 
TX & RX LED /LCD Indicators. 
Large LCD Display. 
38 Prvacy (CTCSS) Tones. 
Plus All Features of Pro-Sport 
Mode. 

$79.00 each or 
2 for $149.95 

Talk up to 
2 miles! 

L Elenco Technician Tool Kit 

Model TK -1500 
$49.95 

28 tools plus a DMM (M- 1000B) 

contained in a large flexible tool 
case with a handle ideal for 
everyone on the go. 

Guaranteed Lowest Prices 
UPS SHIPPING. 48 STAI LS 5 

OTHERS CALL FOR DETAILS 
IL Residents add 8 250, Sales Lo 

SEE US ON THE WEB 

C &S SALES, INC. 
150 W. CARPENTER AVENUE 

WHEELING. IL 60090 
FAX (847) 541 -9904 (847) 541 -0710 

www.cs- sales -com 

15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

2 YEAR FACTORY WARRANTY 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE enerOU1 NOTICE 
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SUPER CIRCUITS 
America's #1 Microvideo Source 

1. World's Smallest Video Camera* 1 lux, .3oz. S59.95 

2. Pinhole Video Camera. 410 lines, 0,5 lux, Sharp chip S39.95 

3. Color Video Camera... 350 lines, 2 lux, Remote head S69.95 

4. Live R/C Aerial Videotape How to's and more $24.95 

5. Wireless Covert Tape Cam 300' range, FCC OK S349.95 

6. Super Tiny Color Pinhole Cam..,. 350 lines, 1" sq. S99.95 

7. Micro Video Transmitter moo' reaps, AN band 5159.95 

8. Complete Wireless ATV Video Set .3 miles range $419.95 

9. World's Smallest Wireless Video Cam Please Call 

10. Video Goggles Dual hi -ms LCD's, 3D capable S599.95 WIRELESS! 

If you're looking for the best in microvideo... 
Call us today and get our new 72 page catalog! 

1 -800- 335- 9777ext ES 
Or fax us at 512 -260 -0444 www.supercircuits.com 

* See video from Supercircuits PC -67XS spacecam on our web site...also live R/C plane aerials) 

Unbeatable 

PRICES! 

CABLE TV 
DESCRAMBLERS 

CONVERTERS FILTERS 
VIDEO STABILIZERS 

ß[E > 30 Day Trial 

FREE > Product Catalog 

31C > 1 Year Warranty 

100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

Let us point you in 
the right direction ... 

crow 
Technologies 

Omaha, Nebraska 

888 554 ARROW 
888 -554 -2776 

=RIM 
MINE 

The 
Epic Series vF;y Create a look of conformity on panels 

Choose from: 
3 1/2 or 4 0 digit displays 
cSrltagc or process loop inputs 
black. red. amber or green numerals 
black numerals with lighted green background 

Features: 
selectable. displayed engineering units 
resistant to RE and EMI 
economically priced 
five year warranty' 

Visit our catalog on the vieh: www.knsinstruments.com 

800 -356 -4920 P060Z 

10158 
Bedford. NH 03110 -0158 

Fax 800- 356 -1250 

280 different configurations in a 
single size, snap -in mounted case 

Ie.if 

EZ -EP DEVICE PROGRAMMER - $169.95 

Check Web!! -- www.m21-com 

Fast - Programs 27C010 in 23 seconds 

Portable - Connects to PC Parallel Port 
Versatile - Programs 2716 -080 plus EE 

and Flash (28F,29C) to 32 pins 
Inexpensive - Best for less than $200 

Correct implementation of manufacturer 
v) algorithms for fast, reliable programming. 

'E Easy to use menu based software has binary 
2 editor, read, verify, copy, etc. Free updates via 

bbs or web page. 

'LL Full over current detection on all device power 
supplies protects against bad chips and 
reverse insertion. 

52 Broad support for additional devices using 
adapters listed below. 

Available Adapters 
EP-PIC (16C5x,61,62x,71,84) $49.95 
EP-PIC64 (62-5,72-4) 539.95 
EP-PIC72(12C50x) $39.95 
EP-PIC17 17C4x $49.95 

-51(: 51, 1 $39.95 
EP-11E (68HC11 E/A) $59.95 
EP-11D(68HC71103) $39.95 
EP-16(16bit 40pin EPROMS) 549.95 
EP-28(Z86E02,3,4,6,7,8) $39.95 
EP-SEE2(93x,24x,25x,85x) $39.95 
EP-750 (87C750,1,21 $59.95 
EP-PEEL(ICT22v10,18v8) $59.95 
EP-1051(89C1051,2051) $39.95 
EP-PLCC (PLCC EPROMs) 549.95 
EP-SOIC (SOIC EPROMs) 549.95 

Man Other Ada.lers Available 

M2L Electronics 
970/259-0555 Fax: 970/259-0777 

381 S Camino Del Rio Suite 0110: Durango, 
co 81301, CO ordert add 7% sales tax. 

htfplhvww.m21.com 

EZ-EP 
Ni . ELECTRONICS 
Las A4046. CsMonw 

Visit our web site! 
www.mouser.com 

Subscribe, download, or 
view catalog online! 

Over 84,000 Products 
More than 145 Suppliers 
Same Day Shipping 
No Minimum Order 

800- 992 -9943 
817- 483 -6828 Fax: 817-483-6899 

catalog O mouser.com 

958 North Main St., Mansfield, TX 76063 
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Since 1971 R 

B/W Board Camera 
with Infra -Red 

ONLY $59 
Part #VMCB -21 

And that's not ail! 

Full- Sized, Full Featured 
DMM 

ONLY $19 
Part #9300G 
Even includes the 
rubber boot 

Hard Drive ONLYS1 4.9$ Slide Rack 
for 3.5" IDE 
Drives 
Part #RH -10C -IDE 
Allows for easy 
removal of hard 

drives. Includes key -lock! 

Get all of the specifications and deuils on these items 
and thousands of other electronic components, test 
equipment, PCB supplies, computer parts, and much 
much more at www.web-tronics.com- 
Secure on -line ordering, or by FAX, `oil free, or snail mail. 
Please check our web site Circuit Specialists, Inc. 
for the latest prices. 800 -528- 1417/(602)464 -2485 

FAX (602)464 -5824 

J 

You'll 
"Bookmark" 

This Site! s 
O 

Color Board Cameras 
with Audio Function 

ONLY $144 
Part #VM3010 -A 
We also have great 
deals on bullet (B/W & 

color) cameras, 
pinhole cameras (B/W & color), some 
with audio. Get specs, details & 

`prices horn our web site. 

Electronic Soldering Station 
with Ceramic Heating Element, 
3- Conductor Grounded Power 
Cord, ISO - 
480°C (470- 
900'F) Fast 
Heating 

ONLY $397 
Part #SR -976 
Extra tip selection on our web site. 

ATTENTION 
CABLE VIEWERS 

CABLE VIEWERS ..- get back to your 

BASIC Cable Needs 

Call 1 -800 -577 -8775 
For information regarding an of yo _Jr BASIC cable needs. 

5 GOOD REASONS 
TO BUY OUR FAR SUPERIOR PRODUCT 

PRICE 

EFFICIENT SALES AND SERVICE 

WE SPECIALIZE IN 5, 10 LOT PRICING 

ALL FUNCTIONS (COMPATIBLE WITH ALL 

MAJOR BRANDS) 

ANY SIZE ORDER FILLET WITH SAME DAY 

SHIPPING 
We handle NEW equipment ONLY - 

Don't bruit last years 

OBSOLETE and UNSOLD stock! 

COMPETITIVE PRICING - DEALERS WELCOME 

MEÇ S B C It is not the intent of BF.S. W. to defraud any pay 

ELECTRICAL (elects on operator and we will not assist any 
company or tndivi] cal in doing the same. 

SUPPLY & -Refer to sales persor net for specifications. 

WAREHOUSING 
CORPORATION P.O. ar,. 8180 Bartlett, IL 60103.8180 847 -5842099 

Real Beauties 
NETCOMsince 1983 

Tit Could be Yours 

Master 
$Publisher 

Oh- My -God 
baya computer, i. 

getan /(////asten 

f29! B;lbEe 
of the IC Industry 

Everr Cross -reference 
3 o /u Set with Torrs of /nfornrrat,on 

with computer 

$29 95 editiol 
$39 96 editiol 
$49 97 editiol 

He.64. Sidt C.4414 Snos, 

2 
S 

Easy payments of I 
On redit tords only 

IVelCRU /SER 
Compaq LTE LITE 485 81433 

moulai 
$69 

$89 

$109 

IC MASTER 

8.5" Active Mains Display ( Sharper & Brghter then standard display) t 
230m Standard Hard Drive -or- (810meg $29 option) '`. 

12M Ram I Internal 14.4k FAX Modem -and- \''< 
You can add an External 28.8k Modem br $19 -or- 

"'ì> External 33k Modem for $39 - 

3.5 Floppy I All Standard Ports on real 4oo 
EJECTABLE: Battery & Ram 1,e" 
Power Ready / LIFETIME Compaq 

Manual 
Tech Support ; 

Internet Ready(Owners we) $al ValuErF & 
FREE 

a- I 
Hydride Battery (2X the Power)$150ValueFREE - yam. ! / / 

44,434.-15- 2 Easy 
payments of 2C 

On Credit Cards only 

CRUISER s work Norse 
COmpal/ LTE ELITE 486 01415 
9.5" Active Matrix Display (Sharper & Bi ighter than sta'da 
810m Standard Hard Drive -or- (1 gig $29 option) 
16M Ram Standard -or- ( 24M $39 option / 32M $50 ) 

28.6k FAX MODEM -or- (33k option $25) 
2- PCMCIA Expansion Slots & All Standard Ports 
EJECTABLE, Battery , Hard Drive & Ram 
Expandable & Upgradable / Lifetime CompaqTech Suy..rt 
Buil -n Power Supply /Optional Compaq ELITE Case 
Internet Ready / Owners Manual Software & W95 
Hydride Battery (2X the Power) $150 Value FREE 

1 Easy 
payments of lI 

NfTWORIrDdWOKaSTi 

T /N ieF 
Comm LTE ELITE Pentium 90 te 
10.5' ACTIVE Display (Sharper & Brighter) 

24M Ram / 810 Meg Hard Drive / CD Rom 
2-PCMCIA , Infrared , & All Standard Ports on hear w' Mic j 
33 FAX -MODEM /Stereo Sound /LIFETIME Compaq Support! 
EJECTABLE: Battery, Hard Drive, Floppy, CD & Ram 
Includes 2 Power Supplies (1 in Docking Station) 
Internet Ready / Owners Manual Software & W95 - " -- 
HydrdeBattery l2XthePower)S150 Value FREE 

MODES NNW OOCII1IDStadon ; - o - 

Converts youi laptop loadesktop ,,..47,4441.°1761 5 2- PCMCIA Ports & 2 -Bays for option el drives (any ype'') 

Stereo Speakers / Infrared Port / System Status Lights 
2 -types of Network connection RJ & Coax . 

M.n rPl. orm'n 

IBMWarrfU, 

Warrior 
2Easy pa ments of 

arig ; 
y699 SC; aronly 

tor ! YI A S N f NYII i O NM f N T S 
OUTDOatér/ BISECT 

'one Rubberized & Diecast Case ! 

Ultra Shock Mounted 1GiG EIDE Hard Drive! 
INSTANT ON ! ZERO BOOT UP TIME .... 
PCMCIA , Serial & Parallel Ports in rear. 3.5 Floppy 

16m Ram / I m Video /Local Bus 486 -50 mhz & Math Co 

26.8k Modem (Internet Ready), Speaker Phone 
4 -1-hours Battery Operation ! i Sound & Microphone 
825" Display -256 Shade Monochrome REFLECTIVE 
Touch Screen with Handwriting Recognition 
Roxanne s Voice Annotates all Windows 3.X Fundions 
Unit Compatible with W95 /Optional 12V Car cord $29 

(Questions 843-650-5100) 
Orders Only 800 - 733-3733 FAX 843 -650 -5777 7 Days 

Intn' Orders netcomd @aol.com 10-9 EST 

www.americanradiohistory.com
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2539 W. 237th Street, Bldg. F, Torrance, CA 90505 

T 1 M E L 1 Order desk on` : USA 800 872.8878 CA 800 223.9977 '7 ( I ( f 

LA &Technical Info: (310) 7845488 Fax (310) 784.7590 
OEM INQUIRIES WELCOME Over 18 Nd 81 QQO Y r 

$5 .co. We aroepn cashiers d «w, Mc a v° No persona aras a N E 1 N C 
Minimum order. cashier. 

checks, 
Minimum shipping and handling auge 

Cods. CA residenh odd 8.25% odes o We are na responsible (o, 
ypag apt icd croon All merdrmane sub' ro prier sale. Phan. orders 

16f0alM 411d still rang wokome. Foreign order require special balding Prices subject to r mg orange without notice. 20% repacking fee f« rekxned .,,lin. 

L LIQUID CRYSTAL. DISPLAYS ` L BACKER CoR11MER 
1 240x64 dot LCD with built -in controller. 

AND 4021 ST-a). Unit is EL back -lit. $59.00 or 2 for $ 109." or 
OPTREX. DMF5005 (non back -lit) $49. "or 2 for $89." 
20 character x 8 line 71H" x 25111 The built -in controller allows you to do ten and graphics. 

EMSEOOEO 4$6 COMPUTER $99 - °° 
Conplete eabasad lard 486SX33 bard computer is ultra seal (í-118L x 6-LBW x 111gí) me Idol for embedded 
quakes or u a wood computer. Features Mode, Ose 16 bit LSA slot 3 serial pate plus dedicated printer port 
Pari ld optical coupled adapter port Built is IBM PC/AT keyboard port Oa board VGA video and port Usa 
standard SIMM up to 32 MB BIOS is PC/AT compatible 

Unit has a backup Ni-Cd battery system in case of power failure (5 min. backup time) and 
lockable front cover to prevent floppy drive access. Mounting / interface provisions for standard 
3.5" laptop floppy and 2.5 inch hard drives. Cornes with very comprehensive manual. 

Alphanumeric-parallel interface 
1881 
lent 

$7.00 20x2 $10.00 32x2 $8.00 

16x2 
(q-.) $10.00 20x4 $15.00 40x1 $8.00 

$7.00 20x4 (q. char.) $10.00 40x2 2 for $20.00 
18x2 Op. dtar.) $10.00 24x2 $10.00 40x4 $20.00 
16x4 $15.00 32x4 $10.00 4x2 $5.00 
SV power required Butt -in C-MOS LCD driver & contrdler Easy "microprocessor' interlace 98 ASCII 

character generator Certain modula an backlit, call for more info. 

SONY Miniature Color LCD Display (LCXOOSSKB) $29211 
1.4 CM (0.55 inch) Diagonal Full Cotir Display Built hi Horizontal and-Vance] Drivers Delta Dot Pattern for High 

Picore Quality - 537 dots (H) x 222 dots (V) Compatible with NTSC A PAL Format and Sync Inputs .12 VDC Opaafion 
with -I 0 +17 V RGB Signal and Driva Input Voltage Excellent Display fa Virtual Reality Projects, Viewfinders, and 
Minante Test Equipment Displays Pin Outs and Specification Included Unit Requires Clock, Synchronization and Video 

Graphics and alphanumeric -serial interface 
sizs t14fL Rr1f S1Zfl Mfr price 
640x480 (backlit) Epson $25.00 480x128 Hitachi $10.00 
640x400 (backlit) Panasonic $20.00 256x128 Epson $20.00 
640x200 Toshiba $15.00 240x128 (backlit) Optrex $20.00 
480x128 (backlit) ALPS $10.00 240x64 Epson $15.00 

160x128 Optrex $15.00 

('1:I.1. SITE' Tur.%Nsc i.:1vl'.It `tì-- LeJ" "' , r...- .s.).- 
These transceivers were designed for operation In an AMPS (Advanced Mobile Phone Service) cell site. The 20 MHz 
bandwidth of the transceiver allows it to operate on all 666 channels allocated. The transmit channels are 870.030- 
889.980 MHz with the receive channels 45 HMZ below Base frequencies. A digital synthesizer is utilized to generate 
the selected frequency. Each and contains two independent receivers to demodulate voice and data with a Receive 
Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) circuit to select the one with the best signal strength. The transmitter provides a 
1.5 watt modulated signal to drive an external power amplifier. channel selection is accomplished with a 10 bit 
binary input via a connector on the back panel. Other interface requirements for operation are 26 VDC (unregulated) 
and an 18.990 MHz reference frequency for the digital synthesizer. The units contain independent boards for 
receivers, exciter, synthesizer, tunable front end, and interface assembly (which includes power supplies and 
voltage -controlled oscillator). Service manual, schemata and circuit description included. 

6" VGA LCD 640X480, Sanyo LMDK55 -22 $25,22 
MOrI ITQRS 

No r1, -Eri ic Ioscod TrL 
Cares with pineal. 12V ne 1.4 Amp inpo Harizonlai frequency 151012. Ability b do 40 and 80 column. 

5 inch Amber $25.00 7 inch Amber $25.00 
9 inch Amber or Green $25.00 

Encased Spread Spectrum RF Modem $990° 
The ProxLidt Radio Module is a small communication device which replaces cables between RS- 
232 devices with wireless RF (Radio Frequency) technology. Attaching a pair of ProxLinks to any 
two devices with three wire asynchronous RS -232 pats allows wireless data transmittal at rates up 
to 19.2 Imaud (full duplex) over a range of 500. 800 feet. Modules use 900 MZ spread spectrum 
radio for communication which communication not require an FCC site license. A variety of configuration 
information (radio channel, baud rate, serial port configurations etc.) can be programmed into 
module's nos- volatile memory by host PC to provide compatibility and avoid overlapping systems. 
Configuration changes are supported by menu driven, on -board software. Commonly used Terminal 
Emulation software and transfer protocols can be used for configuring modules and transferring data 
between computers. ProxLinks require only 6-9 VDC (350 mA), RS -232 (9 pin sub - D) interface, 
and small (- 4 ") whip antenna for operation. Unit size is 4.0" x 6.5" x 0.75 ". Installation schematics 
and application details available. These are 100 Mw power. 

» COLOR MONITOR $39-"' 
Rat Faceplate 320 o 200 Dot Resolulian CGA & Hercules Compdttle 2 10e $69m 

12 VDC Operation 15.75101z Haiz. Freq. 60 Hz Vat. Sync Freq. 
Irt.,.... n.,,,.',.,, Open Hone CAlasnudon Skndatd iderioce Connedor Degaussing Coi included . Sartrien 

9" COLOR SVGA MONITOR $179." Fully Enclosed - Tilt and swivel type. 

Pas a 13ÁR, CODE 
MAGNETIC CARD READER $-Za." 

Includes: 20 drorader dot matrix di ay wills fug alpha -numeric capability tek nel ,..irk full 
alpho-numeric en rate 7.5 VDC /0.5 Amp power supply standard frit on interface 
mderuton cord lithium battery and Ilal-cone speaker. 

HP bar code wand (HBCS 2300) $19.00 

COLOR CCD CAMERA $89 
Small fully enclosed color CCD camera ideally suited for video conference and mobile operations. No separate 
power supply or batteries needed - single 5 VDC power requirement can be obtained from PC keyboard 
interface or directly from the computer using the included adapter plugs. Standard NTSC composite output 
from 1/4" color CCD sensor with 250,000 pixels and automatic while balance. 

IRCLE 275 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

WELLER SOLDERING STATION -MODEL WLC 100 
Variable power control (5 to 40 watts) 
Replaceable heating element 
Quality light- weight pencil iron 

DUAL -TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE 
W /HIGH RESOLUTION, BLUE CRT 

INCLUDES PROBES, POWER CORD 

2 YEAR WARRANTY st4'' 
Goldstar 5020 

20MHZ $34900 
SCOPE PROBE 60 MHZ $12gs 
SWITCHABL£X1, X10 

DIGITAL MULTIMETER 
HP111 CAP/FREZEACr/ 

41001E1£? $3495 
Model DM645 

PAD -234 
DIGITAL /ANALOG TRAINER 
Complete 

portable 

workstation. 
Variable and 

fixed power 
supplies, function generator, 

digital I /O, rugged design, 

high impact case. 

Assembled Kit 

$15000 $110°° 
.. ............ 

$3695 

irisrEEC" FUNCTION GEN. 
WITH INT /EXT 
FREQ. COUNTER 

MODEL 8016 $21500 

ALLIGATOR LEADS /- 
SET Of 10 $210 

SWITCHES 

8 POS DIP 

Mini Toggle SPDT 

600 ea. 

500 ea. 
out -OR 

HIGH QUALITY TOOLS 
With Cushion Grips and Return Spring 

Needle Nose Wire Diagonal 
Stripper Cutter 

$295 
4'".. 

$150 $295 

POWER SUPPLIES 
0-30 VDC, 0-3 Amp. Built-in current 
limiting, overload protected, constant 
voltage and current operation. 

ex 

11101111 

-a .r 
f 

+:_eak 

01PSGP4303A Analog Display $165.00 
01 PSGP4303D Digital Display 189.00 

SOLDERLESS BREADBOARD 
830 tie points. MB102PLT 
model features 3 binding posts 

and aluminum backplate. 

Part No. 1 -9 10+ 
MB 102 
MB102PLT 

5.95 5.00 
8.95 8.00 

HELPING $350 

HAND 

WITH 

MAGNIFIER 

#060836 w 

RESISTOR KIT 
1 /4W 5% film. 5 

pieces each of 
73 values. 365 
pieces total. 

L 
$395 

MOTION DETECTOR 
$2 ea. -10 For $15 

..= QI 

LM555 io Mle. 

LM741 10 MIl. 

741S00 io Min. 

7805 Regulator io Mr 
2N3904 lo Min. 

PN2222 10 Min. 

Red LED T 13/e lo Mie 

Green LED T 11/4 io Mie 

Yellow LED T 11/4 io Mie 

Photo Cell to Min. 

220 ea. 

270 ea. 

180 ea. 

300 ea. 

60 ea. 

60 ea. 

60 ea. 

70 ea. 

80 ea. 

650 ea. 
100K Pot., 1" shaft PC Mt. 10 Eä1....150 ea. 

NANNECIMWOMMJReOng.M.tS: 

SOLDERING IRON 3 -WIRE 

HIGH PERFORMANCE $525 
#060501 .,; 
SOLDERING IRON STAND 
W /SPONGE 

$350 #060842 

1 LB. 60/40 Solder Roll .031" $595 

DESOLDER PUMP 
W/TIP #060820 

15 TURN POT 

690 ea. 

Boums 3006P se- 
ries. All standard 
values available. 

$350 

7 SEG. DISPLAY 

60c ea. 

MAN72 C.A Red 0.3" 
MAN74 C.0 Red 0.3" 

FREE CATALOG 
MORE,I,,;re9e 

Low -Priced mss-' 
Items In Our Ir'. 

FREE 
218PageCatalog 

In NJ: 732- 381 -8020 365 Blair RoadAvenel, NJ 07001 -2293 
FAX: 732 -381 -1572 S00-972 -2225 http://www.elexp.com 

email: electron @elexp.com 
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ELECTRONICS & MORE 

6 -1/2" Two Way System 
This is our most 
popular in -wall. You 
won't believe how 
good these really 
sound. Big enough 
to produce great 
home theatre sound 
and still fit 
everyone's budget. 
Put a pair in every 
room of your house. 
Great for front or rear speakers 4lrrl.+r+ -. 
in your surround system. The 6- 
1/2" polypropylene woofer and 1" textile dome 
tweeter were specially designed with home theatre 
in mind. The crossover network utilizes a mylar ca- 
pacitor for crisp clean highs. 3 piece design make 
installation in new or existing walls a snap. 
Specifications: 6 -1/2' polypropylene cone woofer 
with poly foam surround 1" textile dome tweeter/ 
midrange 8 ohm impedance 3 component UC 
crossover network *Frequency response: 50- 
20,000 Hz Power handling capability: 60 wars 
RMS /85 watts max *Sensitivity: 89 dB 1W /1m 
Overall dimensions: 8 -1/2" W x 12" L x 3 -1/2" D 

*Hole size: 7 -1/4' x 10 -3/4" Fits into standard 2" x 

4' wall Net weight: 12 lbs. per pair. 

#300 -036 $89.90,,.3 vas) $79.50(4 PRs -UP) 

Satellite Speaker 
Stands 
These quality speaker stands are 
perfect for mini or rear surround 
speakers. The heavy die cast base 
provides stability. Textured black satin 
finish blends in well with any decor. 
The height is adjustable from 26 -1/2' 
to 47 -1/2" and the speaker wire can 
be run inside the pole for a better 
appearance. The top base is 
adjustable from 4 -1/8" to 7 -1/2" to 
accommodate most mini speakers. 
Includes foam pads to prevent marring 
of speaker cabinet. Sold in pairs. Net 

`weight: 12 lbs. 

#240 -762 $39.8011-3 PRs) $35.50(4 PRS_UP 

5 Function Remote 
Operates five devices (TV,, VCR, 
Cable, Satellite, A/V Receiver) 
Lighted component keys which 
indicate what device is currently being 
used Preprogrammed, 621 codes that 
work over 6,400 models New 
ergonomic design features a contoured 
case, index finger grooves, and keys 
grouped in clusters for easy operation 
Satellite cursor control is tailored for use 
with a Home Theatre system, keypad 
design allows movement through menus 
with ease Retains codes when replacing batteries 
New flat back design for easy operation *Money 
back guarantee ensures customer satisfaction Toll 
free customer service number provides the customer 
with friendly, knowledgeable assistance Requires 2 
AAA batteries ( #140 -150 not included) 

#180 -806 $29.95(1.31 526.95(4 

3/4" TemflexTM 1700 
Vinyl Electrical Tape 

General purpose 7 mil electrical 
tape. UL listed and CSA 
approved. 3/4" x 60' rolls. 

#350 -052 7501, 
-9) 

590(10 -uP) 

Gold Plated 
AN Cables 
A super quality, 
"siamesed" type cable. 
Two RCA cables for 
stereo (audio) signal from VCR to 
receiver /stereo TV and one low noise 
coaxial type cable for video. Price 
Part # Length (1 -9) 

180 -120 3 ft. $4.25 
180 -118 6 ft. 4.90 
180 -121 12 ft. 8.95 
180 -124 20 ft. 12.75 

If you haven't received 
a copy of our current 260 cablog 

.. have one your order or added to 
call and give us a 

We will send one out to you immediately, 

6 -1/2" Round 
Coaxial System `ry 

Designed for the home and 
office, these 6 -1/2" round in- 
walls are ideal for ceiling 
installations, or for use as rear 
channel surround speakers. 
Adding music to the kitchen, 
den, bath, or patio has 
never been easier! System 
features a weather resistant 6- 
1/2" treated paper cone with poly foam surround, 
coaxially mounted 1/2" polymer dome tweeter, and 
built -in crossover with a mylar capacitor it the tweeter 
feed. Retrofit design allows installation it both new 
and existing construction in just minutes. System 
includes removable steel mesh gri.Is, buili-in mounting 
bracket, hardware, and installation instructions. 
Specifications: Impedance: 8 ohms Frequency 
response: 60- 20,000 Hz Power nandling capability: 
30 watts RMS /45 watts max. *Sensitivity: 89 dB 
1W /1m Dimensions: 9" round x 2 -7/8' deep. Net 
weight: 5 lbs. per pair. 

#300 -408 569.95.3 ,Rs, $62.75(4PRS.UP 

3 Amp Power Supp!+. 
This fully regulated power sup - 
ply is perfect for powering 
CBs, car radios, and other 
12 VDC devices that draw 
up to 3 amps. Heavy duty 
steel housing with front 
mounted switch and binding 
posts. Short circuit and 
overload protection! 
Specifications: Output Voltage: 13.8 VDC (fixed) 
*Output Current: 3A (cont), 5 amps (surge) Ripple 
Voltage: Less than 3mV at rated output *Input Volt- 
age: 120 VAC, 60Hz Dimensions: 5 -1'2' x 3 -1/2" x 

6 -1/2" Weight: 5 lbs. 
#120 -530 $19.950. 518.50(4-uP) 

DMM and LCR Meter 
In addition to functions found 
in regular DMM's, this meter 
can also measure inductance 
in 5 ranges (4mH, 40mH, 
400mH, 4H, 40H), capacitance 
in 5 ranges (4nF, 40nF, 400nF, 
4uF, 400uF), frequency in 4 
ranges (4KHz, 40KHz, 400KHz, 
4MHz), TTL logic test, diode test 
and transistor hFE test. 5 AC/ 
DC ranges up to 1000V (AC750V), 
3 AC /DC current ranges up to 20A and 
7 resistance ranges up to 4000 M ohms. 
Includes test leads, battery, spare fuse, 
and manual. Net weight: 1 lb. 

#390 -513 $85.90EAai 

2.5W Mini Audio Amplifier 
This amp contains both pre- 
amplifier and power amplifier on 
a super small board measuring 
only 1- 5/8'x1 -1/4". Maximum 
output power is 2.5W into 4 

ohms with 12VDC input 
power. No adjustments 
required. Short circuit protected.. 

#320 -215 $995EACH 

WLC1OO 
Soldering Station 
The Weller 
W LC 100 
soldar sta- 
tion is 
idea!" for 
the profes- 
sional, se- 
rious hob- 
byist, or kit 
builder who 
demands higher 
performance than usual of a standard iron, but with- 
out the high cost of an industrial unit. Power is ad- 
justable from 5 :o 40 watts. Includes 40 watt pencil 
iron UL approved. Net weight: 1 -3/4 lbs. Replace- 
ment sponge #.372 -119. 

#372 -120 $39.95EAC 

"44" Solder 
Koster "44" rosin 
core solder is de- 
signed for electronic 
and electrical work. 

It uses a fast acting, instant wet- 
ting, non -corrosive, and non -con- 
ductive flux for faster soldering 
anc a strong, long lasting bond. 

Alloy Price Price 
Part # Lead/Tin Spool Dia. (1 -3) (4 -UP) 

370-080 
370-090 
370-098 
370-088 
370-072 
370-086 
370-074 
370-087 

60/40 
60/40 
60/40 
60/40 
63/37 
63/37 
63/C 7 
36/37 

1 lb. 
1 lb. 
4 lb. 

1/2 lb. 
1 lb. 

1/2 lb. 
1 lb. 

1/2 lb. 

Pro Wick 

.031" 

.050 

.031" 

.020' 

.020" 

.031" 

.031' 

.031' 

Pro Wicks advanced 
fine braid design 
provides wicking action 
that is second to none. 

$8.50 $7.95 
8.50 7.95 

33.90 31.80 
6.95 5.75 

14.90 13.50 
9.95 8.50 

12.50 11.50 
7.95 6.75 

Price Price 
Part 8 TS # Size Length (1.9) (10 -UP) 

341 -415 1802 -5 .06" 5' 51.40 51.25 
341416 1803-5 .08" 5' 1.45 1.30 
341-417 1804 -5 10" 5' 1.60 1.45 
341-424 1802 -10 .06' 10' 2.75 2.50 
341-425 1803 -10 .08" 10' 2.80 2.55 
341426 1804 -10 .10' 10' 2.95 2.70 
341440 1802 -25F .06" 25' 6.80 6.30 
341-441 1803 -25F .08" 25' 6.85 6.35 
341-442 1804 -25F .10" 25' 7.60 7.00 
341-418 1802 -100 .06" 100' 21.90 20.50 
341419 1803 -100 .08' 100' 21.90 20.50 
341-423 1804 -100 .10" 100' 23.90 22.50 

Price 
(10 -UP) 

$3.95 
4.50 
7.95 

11.50 

LARGEST 
SELECTION 

OF SPEAKER 
DRIVERS 

IN THE 
COUNTRY! 

725 Pleasant Valley Dr.. Springboro. OH 45066 -1158 
Phone: 513- 743 -3000 Fax 513- 743 -1677 

E -mail: salesrparts- express.com 

KEY CODE: EN1,m 

VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT 

www.parts-express.com 
OR CALL TOLL FREE i -800-338-0531 
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Any waveform you want! 
New 
Features: 
21.5 MHz 

.01 Hz steps 

multi -unit 
phaselock 

Telulex Inc. model SG -100A 

tiilif 

U V Jttltl 
DC to 21.5 MHz linear 
and log sweeps 

Pulse Generator 

Tetulex Inc. 

l'ii1III V" II`, oil 

nt/Ext AM, SSB, 
Dualtone Gen. 

Synthesized Signal Generator 
Clean sinewaves DC -21.5 MHz, .001% accuracy! 
.01 Hz steps. DC Offset. RS232 remote control. 

Arbitrary Waveform Generator 
40 Megasamples /Second. 32,768 points. 12 bit DAC 

Function Generator 
Ramps, Triangles, Exponentials & more to 2 MHz! 

Pulse Generator 
Digital waveforms with adjustable duty cycle 

V11,1,1EV. 

Int/Ext FM, PM, 
BPSK, Burst 

Noise Arbitrary Waveforms 

Ramps, Triangles, 
Exponentials 

Unlimited Possibilities! 

2455 Old Middlefield Way S Tel (650) 938 -0240 http: / /www.Telulex.com 
Mountain View, CA 94043 Fax (650) 938 -0241 Email: sales @Telulex.com 

CIRCLE 312 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

www.unbound- tech.com LJ -7-7 1- 877 -UNBOUND 

Books Books 
LEARN ABOUT PIC MICROCONTROLLERS 

Development Boards, 
Measurement 

ten, Kits, 
Control and Measuremen 

Development, Prototype and Testing Serial Control and Measurement 
JCM Vulcan Logic Trainer Design and test UTI -XX- 232.485 Series: measure Inputs and 
digital circuits in minutes with this trainer and a trigger wants over sedal. uses simple ASCII 
breadboard. 532 protocol $99 -$299 

JCM Advanced dig daughterboard 539 - UTI- 05 -XXX: 0 -5VDC 4 channel 8 bit ND 
JCM Analog Trainer. Use on its own. or to - UTI- DI -XXX: 0 -30VDC 4 channel digital input 
complement to the logic trainer, test analog adjustable trigger level 

circuits in minutes. $45 - UTI- OC -XXX: 8 channel open collector 

UTI PIC -Micro Trainer This system gives you outputs. opt 5V pull -up. drive relays or 

the flexibility to test and experiment with micro solenoids 

based designs, includes a 64K -bit non -volatile E' - UTI- RE -XXX: 4 SPOT relays w/ 2A contacts 

mem. and RS -232 and RS -485 d rivers. $129 -UTI-PM 2 channel PWM output with 

UTI Control Trainer Real world interface for two buffered digital outputs. good for motor 

the trainer series. with inputs and outputs for control apps. opt H- bridge version 

measurement and control, analog cond. relays, - UTI- WM -XXX. amblent temperature and 

buffered dig VO. and more. $69 -More 
humidity. 8 bit resolution 

JCM Cybugl kit. a great little robot kit for the -More available.... 

hobbyist $32 
UTI- 232 -485: Speak to an R5 -485 device with 

Prototyping breadboard to fit the above 
your PC. entend 500' to other serial devices. or 
chain several UTI -XX -485 devices. $129 

¡ EASY PIC'n - Beginner ' 
¡' P I C'n Up The Pace - Intermediate $.î4.95 

NEVI/! 
P IC'n Techniques - Intermediate $34.95 

8-pin PICS 
Timer 1, timer 2 and the ca dure/corrpare/PWM (CCP) module 

Talking to a PIC with a PC using a terminal program 
Test equipment and data logger experiments 

See Ted Of Contents: http JlwWw.sq-1 .COm Table 
Secure O Conte ta: hln Is Available 

+ $4 s/h in US for 1 book, $5 for 2 books, S6 for 3 books 
VISA, MC, AMEX, MO, Check 

CA residents please add 7 25% CA sales tax 
PIC and MPLAB are trademarks of Microchip Technology Inc. 

Microcontroller Boards and Interfaces Other Exciting Products 
These boards include voltage regulation. 64K -bit UTI.WC1 Serial CCD Camera. Board level. takes 
serial E', R5 -232 and RS -485 drivers. interface serial commands through RS -232 at up to I I 5K 
with screw terminals and /or stackable expansion Baud. returns CCD data in various res. Great for 
headers. pics and experimenting. PC 5/W incl. $249 

UTI -P76F: A flash PIC micro dev board $169 UTI -SCL: WlnCaam.Llve. Serial port based 
.UTI-11A1: A 68HC11 based SBC $189 webcam system for your PC. $499 

Some interfaces available: $49 -$99 UTI -SCP: SecureCam Pro. Remote access surveil- 
-4 and 8 channel analog zero and span co lance camera. event trigger. motion detection. 
-8 SPDT relays with 2A contacts outdoor end. available $ 599 
-2A dual H- bridge for motors and solenoids UTI-ACC: Capture and play 2 -4 min of audio. 

line level input. dry contact trigger -Audio capture. 2 -4 min of audio P rY [B 5129 
-Micro modem rates lai 2400 - 28.8 UTI- MP -)00t: serial 85232 radios. 900MHz 

-LCD, 2 line z 16 char, and 4 line x 20 char narrow band RF, ch selectable. 1000' range 

- Ambient temperature and relative humidity 
outdoor, combine with our control and measure- 

UTI.I2CM- XXX -X: Non -volatile 15C memory 
ment products for a telemetry system. S 519 

boards (up to 512Kb per board!) $39 All prices in L/SS 
'.Shipping and handling not included CQpQ t ARS 1 stseTgoNIeg 

We also provide affordable elec ronic design, consulting, assembly. and product development. 

P.O. Box 501, Kelseyville, CA 95451 
Voice (707) 279 -8881 FAX (707) 279 -8883 

Web Ste: htp lAMNN.Sq-1.com 
E -Mail sgone@a pacific.net 

`,CIA e T/ 625 -1725 30 Ave NE Calgary. Alberta, CANADA T25 7P6 

T61: 403- 291 -0054 Fax: 403- 291 -0017 
Payment by Cash, Chk, MO, COD 

Call as to receive details via fax, mall or email. 
i \ m, 

Unbound 

T.dro.iu inc 
1- 677UN2OUND 
(1477462 -6663) 
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NEW, 2.4GHz VIDEO + STEREO AUDIO TRANSMITTER with ' 

SONY, CCM -PC5 COLOR CAMERA. 
Originally sold for $500! Now available for a r fraction of that price. Great looking styling. 

Camera has a very stable, adjustable fluting ° 9 ' ok 

base, front panel LED pwr. indicator and ., 
sensitive built in electret mic, providing exceller . 

audio and video performance from one compact pac . -. pi . -- 

camera to the completely self contained 2 4GHz 

transmitter. All cables supplied. You can transmit up to 

á ' 700 feet clear line of sight! Companion matching ' U receiver works with any TV or VCR. Internal patch 

antennas. Camera has adjustable focus 6mm lens. Ir to 

ïntnity, macro capable) Auto power off when the privacy shutter is closed. Power 

is 7- 13VDC. (all pwr. adapters and cables included)1 /3' CCD, 330Lines res. 35% 

better than standard VHS! Con als be used to transmit VCR oputput to another TV 

SPECIAL 2.4GHz SONY -ASTROVIEW.... $189ea. or 2 for $339 

2.4GHz TRANSMITTER & RCVR. only 'less camera $129 

NOW YOU CAN SEE WHAT THE "FISHES ARE DOIN' " 
GO UNDERWATER (to 60 ft.) Waterproof B &W CAMERA & 

INTERNAL, INFRA -RED ILLUMINATOR! 
t Sleek black anodized, BRASS, housing is 0 -Ring 

sealed & WATERPROOF. Adjustabe mount included. 
Specs: 1/3- CCD, 400 Lines resolution, 0.05 Lux 

sensitivity, AGC, Auto Shutter. Operates on 12VDC 

@225mA, 4mm. 76° FOV lens, A real glass lens. 

NTSC video out. Superior construction. SENSITIVE to IR. Ultra small Size only: 

1.25 -diam. X 2' long. With 60 ft. cable. Great for general outdoor use also 

REG. $299, GM- 300KIR $219 

CHECK THIS! ULTRA MINI, WEATHERPROOF, COLOR too! 
NEW 'COLOR LIPSTICK' camera. For those 

applications that must be color, this is it. Black 

anodized, aluminum, housing is O -Ring sealed & 

RAINPROOF. Adjustable tilting mount included. Specs: 1/ 

3' CCD, 400 Lines resolution, <1 Lux sensitivity, AGC, 

Auto Shutter. 12VDC @180mA, 4.3mm, 78° FOV lens, A 

, real glass lens. Std. video out. Size: 32mm diam. X 

65mm long. 24- leads with RCA jack and DC jock. Ready to go! 

SPECIAL this MONTH, GM- 400K...$249, pwr. adpt...$4.95 

C -MOUNT LENS OPTIONS to ENI -'ANCE YOUR IMAGE: 
Fast Lenses for Low Light or General Purpose Normal Light 

16mm, f1.6, 15° FOV _....-$39 4mm, 80° FOV 324 
8mm, f1.3, 40° FOV .$49 8mm, 40° FOV 

. 
$24 

4mm, f1.4, 78° FOV $49 12mm, 28° FOV 324 

6V #12AH SEALED, RECHARGEABLE, BATTERY 
New Panasonic, LCR6V12PI. Tough to get at a discount. Very 

compact. Two top mounted 1/4' faston connectors. Perfect 

for high drain projects. Size: 5.9-L x 3.7 -H x 1.9-D 

2 for $20, or 10 for $89 

10V # 2.5 AH SEALED, LEAD ACID, PACK Each pack consists of 

five, 2 Volt cells. Each cell the size of a std. 'D' battery. 

Arrainged as 1X5 cells. Enclosed in an ABS outer shell t Z E ?" 1 i 1. M 

(removed for photo) Mint condition. Perfect for high 

drain and robotics applications. Make custom packs 

of any rating. Size: 7.51x 2.8 -H x 1.5'D 5 -five packs ....$20, 30 for $99 

350MHz,TEK 485, ... 

A superior performing O'scope, Dual Trace, ; 

Delayed sweep 1 nS /div Sweep rate, 5mV Vert. 
" 

...,1 -.11-- W 

sensitivity. Switchable input imped., 50 ohm / ` -`'_ , 

lmeg. Package includes 2 probes, cover and 

operation manual 
ORIG., $9100ea. SPECIAL $795 

11'l 
-rr r 

NEW, "STEALTH CAM ", MICRO, with AUDIO! 
The sleek aluminum housing fits like a glove! Removeable 

mounting bracket and a 1.3M cable with BNC vid., RCA aud., 

)internal mid & DC barrel jack for, no sweat hook up. Why 

fool around with an open P.C. board? Now you can have the 

'STEALTH CAM'. 1/3- CCD, 410 Lines, 0.3 Lux, AGC, Auto 

Shutter. Pwr. from 9 to 12VDC @110mA, 250k pixels, Std. 

model, 4mm, 78° FOV lens, Pinhole model, 90° FOV. A real 

glass lens. Focus from lOmm to infinity. NTSC video out. Only 

1.7 ounce! SENSITIVE to IR. Size Std: 30mm sq. x 29mm d. PH is 16mm d, 

WARNING: Don't confuse these models with LOW RESOLUTION, HIGH LUX 

C- MOSCAMERAS. GM-2000S-STD or Pinhole, w/audio $79ea. 

DOVER AIR BEARING X/Y TABLES, ULTRA PRECISE, 
Like New, The ultimate in precision motion. These are 

leadscrew operated air bearing tables with 1 -20 
Microns typ. repeatability. Straightness, <1 micron 

each axis, angular error, <1 arc /sec. Squareness, 

<5 arc /sec. Three models available. Model 'A" has 

6'x6 ' travel with 2 type 23BL5- 021 -02, 4.85A 24V 

Rapidsyn stepper /encoders. Type "B" is as above 
without motors. Type 'C' has 4-x5' travel with two 

Compumotor LE57- 51 -MTR steppers. No controllers. 
TYPE "A "...$1200, TYPE "B "...$949, TYPE "C "...$849 

NEW! 0.008Iux, COLOR NIGHT VISION CAmrnm: 
UNBELIEVABLE LOW LIGHT PERFORMANCE. 

Our GMV -2K, DOES it in COLOR TOO! 
For covert, military and scientific 
applications that must be color, this is 

it. Performance is enhanced through 
low speed electronic shuttering and 
digital frame memory. With an auto iris 

lens, 24 hour monitoring is possible. 

Auto sensitivity mode starts as it becomes dark. Eight Gain /Shutter modes are 

user selectable. Normal, X4, X8, X16, X24, X32, X64, X128. These provide 

frame rates of 60, 15, 8, 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0.5 frames per second, Auto /Manual 

white balance. Aluminum housing with dual 1/4x20 mounts. Specs: 1/3" CCD, 

with 291K pixels, 320 Lines, <1 Lux std. mode sens., 12VDC @200mA, Std. 

video out on BNC. Size: 54mmx50mmx94mm long. With pwr. adapter. All 

functions can be externally controlled vial an 8 pin mini DIN. Uses std. c -mount 

lens not included. Special Item, GMV2K $589ea. 
4mm, f1.4 A/I lens with custom cable $ 99ea. 

NEW! DAYLIGHT to LOW LIGHT MINI CAM, w A/I LENS 

For those applications that must work from dawn 'till dusk, this is it. Rugged 

aluminum housing with dual mounting sockets. Specs: 1/3' CCD, 420 lines 

resolution, 0.1 Lux sens., AGC, Auto shutter. 12VDC 

0120mA. Take full advantage of camera sensitivity 

with the super, 4mm, f1.4, 78° FOV Auto Iris lens 

included. Video out on BNC. Size: 50mm sq. X 65mm 

long. Pwr. adpt. incl. Ready to go! SUPER SPECIAL 

GM- 510- A /I...$199ea. or 2 for...$369 

Please fax us your list of 
unique surplus material. 

ULTRA MINI and WEATHERPROOF, 'LIPSTICK' CAMERA 

Sleek black anodized, alum. housing, O -Ring sealed & 

RAINPROOF. Adj. tilting mount. 1/3" CCD, 380 Lines, 0.3 

Lux, AGC, Auto Shutter. 9 -12VDC 0100mA, 4mm, f1.8, 78° 

FOV real glass lens, NTSC video. <lounce! IR SENSITIVE. 

23mmdX5Omm, 36' cable with BNC video & DC barrel 

jack. PINHOLE Model. So tiny you can install it directly into a 

door. Only a 0.9- diameter hole! Specs as above. 90° FOV 

Pinhole lens. 1/2 once! Size only 23mm d.x35mm long. 

Think of the places you could put this little jewel. 

GM- 200K- STD..$119 or GM- 200K -PH lens..$119 

,_ 

STREET, MANCHES 
sc6vER, 'CÒò.ORDER: 800. 810 -4070 TECH. 603- 668 -2499 ORDER Ii1X: óO1.644 
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*.14 P*Ii w Ißt 
Are you interested in Microprocessors & Embedded 
Control Systems? If not you should be! Look around, 
just about everything these days has an embedded 
microprocessor in it. TVs, cars, radios, traffic 
lights & even toys have embedded computer, 
controlling their actions. The Primer Trainer i+ 

the tool that can not only teach you how these 
devices operate but give you the opportunity 
to program these types of systems yourself. 
Examples & exercises in the Self Instruction 
manual take you from writing simple programs to 
controlling motors. Start out in Machine language, 
then move on to Assembler, & then continue on with optional C, Basic, or Forth Compilers. 
So don't be left behind: this is information you need to know' 

Examples 
Include: 

Measuring Temperature 
Using a Photocell to Detect Light Levels 
Making a Waveform Generator 
Constructing a Capacitance Meter 
Motor Speed Control Using Back EMF 
Interfacing and Controlling Stepper Motors 
Scanning Keypads and Writing to LCD/LED Displays 
Bus Interfacing an 8255 PPI 
Using the Primer as an EPROM Programmer 
DTMF Autodialer & Remote Controller (New!) 

The PRIMER is only $1 19.95 in kit form. The PRIMER Assembled & Tested is $169.95. This trainer 
can be used stand alone via the keypad and display or connected to a PC with the optional upgrade 
($49.95). The Upgrade includes: an RS232 serial port & cable, 32K of battery backed RAM, & 
Assembler/Terminal software. Please add $5.00 for shipping within the U.S. Picture shown with upgrade 
option and optional heavy -duty keypad ($29.95) installed. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

inc. 
11 EMAC WAY, CARBONDALE, IL 62901 
618-529-4525 Fax 457 -0110 BBS 529 -5708 
World Wide Web: http://www.emacinc.com 

1985 - 1998 

OVER 

12 
YEARS 

OF SERVICF 

Whaddya Say lb 
A Guy Who's Had 

The Same Job 

For 50 Years, 

Has Never Called 

In Sick Or 

Showed Up Late, 

Never Taken A 

Vacation Or A 

Holiday, Never 

Asked For A 

Raise Or Griped 

About His Bonus 

And, Believe It Or 

Not, Has No 

Plans For 

Retirement? 

Thanks. 

unnmMr. igl, wit van pn+rnl how An, 

ATTENTION DEALERS: WHOLESALE ONLY! 

NMES, 
BEST PRICES! ss ;AV"- caan 

11111111b AA NI11111 m mv'n0v FAST SERVICE 
SAME DAY SHIPPING 

Formerly JES, Inc. 

2 PIECE SETUPS: $8500 
to lot 1 Year Warranty 

Latest Technology Universal Combo's - Ask for Details 

CALL US LAST! LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED! 

MEMBRANE 

SWITCHES 

Stock Layouts! 
Eliminates tooling 

cost... 
* *From 2 to 128 keys ** 

Industrial/Commercial/ 
Prototyping 

Popular types are available as 
complete kits, with bezel, 

connector & overlay! 

4 key DSK -4 kit $9.60 
12 key DSK -12 kit $13.87 

many more layouts... 

Optional Stainless Steel 
"Clickdomes ". 

Sil -Walker 
(805) 491-0654 

FAX (805) 491 -2212 
P.O. Box 3220 

Camarillo, CA 93011 -3220 
silwkr@rvcnet.com 

www.vcnet.com/silwkr/ 

MASTERCARDNISA 

Max '99' 
Used world wide for research! 

Three 12 inch diameter decks 
a 30 lbs payload capacity 

HC I I microprocessor w/ 32k ram 
Basic, Forth and 'C' programming lang. 

Zagros Robotics 
PO Bon 460342 

St. Louis, MO 63146 -7342 
(314)768 -1328 

http://www.cagrosrobotics.corn 
info(3a zagrosrobotics.com 
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A Trained Computer Repairman 
Charges $100 An Hour and More... 

You Can Get That Training! 
Foley- Belsaw's Totally New 

Computer Repair Course 
gives you the skills to 
start earning top pay 

FASTruff! 

You get these Foley -Belsaw 
Exclusives! At no extra cost! 
A+ Certification Test 
Preparation Tutor'' 
Foley - Belsaw CD -ROM 
Learning Assistant ' 

Eusiness Start -up 
Rescurce 

SPECIAL BONUS 
Inquire now and your course will come 
with a complete video archive library 
01 early printer a -d computer 
repair techniques... 
al no additional :ost. 

No Experience 
Necessary! 

Get "hands -on" training in the 
exciting field of computer repair. 

Fully illustrated, easy to understand course 
gives you everything you need to succeed. 

The key to your success lies in providing a service 
that is in great demand. Even if you have no experience, 
you can become an expert in a few short months. 
Foley -Belsaw's computer repair course is broken into 
small, easy to manage lessons. Each lesson is designed 
with your success in mind. After you complete the 
course, you'll have the expert knowledge to earn up to 
$100 an hour, or more! 

Latest technologies and insider knowledge 
available only to Foley- Belsaw students! 

Get the "hands -on" experience you need in Computer 
Repair. Foley -Belsaw's C D -Rom Learning Assistant - 
guides you through each lesson and is always right at 
your fingertips. The Test Preparation Tutor makes 
preparing for your A+ Certification as easy as turning on 
your computer. Foley -Belsaw's inside knowledge gives 
you the practical experience to become a computer repair 
professional. Get started today! 

FINN 
BELSBW 

World leader in training since 1926, 
provides at -home "hands -on" training 
in high- demand f elds. 

Train At Home! 
There's not a more 

complete -or affordable - 
PC Repair course that will 
have you trained and job 

ready in such a short time. 

Take the first step to top pay. 
Call for a FREE Opportunity Kit today! 

1- 800 -487 -2100 
r 

or complete this coupon and mail lo Foley -Belsaw Institute, 
6301 Equitable Road, Kansas City, MO 64120 -1395 

__ Yes! Send me one of the following Free Opportunity Kits: 

0 Computer Repair, M2intenance, Upgrade, Dept. 64844 

0 Personal Computer, Specialist, Dept. 38471 

0 Professional Computer Programming, Dept. 35653 

0 Professional Saw and Tool Sharpening, Dept. 22038 

VCR/DVD Service and Repair, Dept. 62935 

0 Small Engine Service and Repair, Dept. 53107 

TV /Satellite Dish Service aid Repair, DeJY.. 31706 

0 Professional Gunsmithing, Dept. 92747 

0 Home Inspection, Dept. 76147 

0 Networking Specialist, Dept. 39458 

Locksmithing, Dept. 13236 

0 Woodworking, Dept. 43970 

0 Upholstery, Dept. 81642 

0 Vinyl Repair, Dept. 71549 

Electrician, 95514 

L 
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Home Automation 
Worlds Largest Selection! 
Best Customer Service 
Top Technical Support 

160 page full 
color catalog! 

Dealers /Resellers ask about our 
$martHome PRO Dealer Program 800-949-6255 

Take a step into the future -- 

discover the latest in innovative 
home technology, from remote 

controls to high-tech toys tc 
voice- activated systems. We will 

show you the smart (and easy!) 

way to automate your home. 

Low 

a' 800- SMART -HOME 
800 -762 -7846 

or visit us on the web@ 

smarthome.com 
to order your FREE catalog bday! 

Order 24 Hours 7 DO 
HOME AUTOMATION 

Sys TEM5, INC. 

SUPPORTS 
DEVICES TO 

32 MEG 

gsr= 
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Electronic CAD for Windows 
Professional Windows EDA tools at an 
affordable price with powerful features to 
make designing faster. WinBoard PCB 
layout delivers sophisticated interactive 
routing for complex designs, plus it has 
the tools needed for high -speed circuits, 
analog, RF and SMT designs. 

WinDraft® Schematics 
Use True -Type fonts. Quickly copy and 
paste into other applications. 

Supports hierarchical designs, electrical rules 
checking, Annotation & Bill of Materials. 

Thousands of library parts and symbol editor 
included. 

WinBoardTM PCB layout 
Supports 16 layers, multiple copper pours, 
and advanced features for RF designs. 

SMD & through hole library with on -line 
graphical editor. 

CAM outputs include BOM, in- circuit test, NC 
Drill, Gerber, Pick & Place, & Advanced 
Design Rule Checking (DRC). 

With our unique pin capacity versions 
you only pay for what you need. You 
choose the base configuration to suit 
your needs today, and expand that 
configuration to handle increased pin 
capacity as your design requirements 
change. 

WinDraft 2.0 Available Now 

!TTrï1;TiViaï fx, 
s I. rah-. 

$ 250 WinDraft or WinBoard - P650 
$ 495 WinDraft or WinBoard - unlimited 

$ 895 WinBoard P650 with CCT 
Specctra® autorouter. 

Thousands of satisfied customers are using 
this new generation of powerful and affordable 
Windows EDA tools from Ivex. Your 
satisfaction is guaranteed! 

World Wide Web: http: / /www.ivex.com 

Information and free evaluation version is available on 
the 'vex WW Web, FTP and BBS. 

Tel: (503) 531 -3555 
Fax: (503) 629 -4907 
BBS: (503) 645 -0576 DES GN 

INTERNATIONAL 

Ivex Design International. 15232 NW Greenbrier 
Parkway. Beaverton, Oregon 97006. USA. ADV2_1 
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Precious Life 
Not too many years ago, this 

nurse was a patient at St. Jude 
Children's Research Hospital. She 
fought a tough battle with child- 
hood cancer. And won. 

Until every child can be saved, 
our scientists and doctors must 
continue their research. 

To find out how you can help, 
call 1-800-877-5833. 

Al ST. JUDE CHILDREN'S 
IRESEARCH HOSPITAL 

Danny Thomas, Founder 

Carpet Rover Kit $115.00 Plus S &H 

ODD 
You can build this Mobile Robot 
This easy to build mobile robot base is an 
excellent foundation for many different 
robotic experiments. The large 3' wheels 
handle rough terrain. Use the robot for 
demonstrating bumper switch or IR obstacle 
avoidance, maze negotiation, line following, light following, 
beacon locating, robot sumo, and robot art, to name a few. The 
kit includes the hardware, structural components, Hitec servos, 
wheels. First Step micro, software, and an illustrated assembly 
manual. It's a lot of fun to build and even more fun to operate. 

Shown with the IRPD, no 
contact obstacle detector. 

We have many more cool robots, check out our web page or ask for our free catalog! 

Lynxmotion, Inc. 
104 Partridge Road 
Pekin, IL 61554 -1403 
www.lynxmotion.com 

Tel: 309 -382 -1816 
Fax: 309 -382 -1254 

sales©lynxmotion.com 
tech@lynxmotion.com 
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386 MINI -PC $83 e 8 $27 
includes: 

-5 Serial,3 Parallel (32bit max) 
Up to 8 meg ROM (27C080) 

-32k RAM exp. to 64Mbyte 
-Battery backed RT Clock 
-LCD and Keyboard ports 
-IRQ x15, DMA x2, TIMER x4 
-On -board LED display 
-Industry Standard PC Bus 

Perfect when a full -size PC is too large, expensive, or power 
hungry. A fully functional single board computer, needs only 
program and power source. Runs DOS / WINDOWS. Use 
Turbo C, BASIC, MASM. All utilities to do this included. 

AtoD DtoA 2 PoeSBC 
8,12,,11 6 bit resolution 

starting at $21 OEM (1k) 
CONVERTERS 

channels 

eval kit $75 

$95 UNIVERSAL ,. 

PROGRAMMER 
FLASH, EEPROM, NVRAM, EPROM 
up to 8 me (27C64 -080). Adapters for 
micros, PLCC, etc. Parallel port version 
for notebook. FAST AND EASY TO USE. 

LOW COST... LOW POWER... 

LOW RISC! 
LOWER COST, FASTER, EASIER TO 

COMPARE: 16C54 
OEM (1K) PRICE $2.57 
RS232 PROGRAM DOWNLOAD NO 
SINGLE CHIP OPERATION NO 
BUILTIN BASIC NO 
EEPROM DATA MEMORY NONE 
PROGRAM MEMORY 768 OTP 
MATH REGISTERS 1 

MAX INSTRUCTIONS I SEC 5M 
MAX COUNTER BITS 16 

INPUT I OUTPUT BITS 12 

A TO D COMPARATOR NO 
HARDWARE INTERRUPTS NONE 
- LONG WORD INSTRUCTION - FRIENDLY 

QTY 1K PRICE 

eK990 
PROGRAM SINGLE CHIP COMPUTER 

MV1200 PNOUT. 
$1.99 
YES RESET 
YES POO 

YES PO1 

64 xouT 
1K FLASH XIN 

32 PD2/INT 
20M PD3 

18 PD4/rMR 

15 PD5 

YES GND 

1 "20 
2 19 

3 18 

4 17 

5 16 

6 15 

7 14 

8 13 

9 12 

10 11 

VCC 

PB7 

PB6 

PBS 

PB4 

PB3 

P82 

PB1 /AD1 

PBO/ADO 

PD6 

3 
SYMMETRIC ARCHITECTURE 

PC SOLID 
STATE DISK 
$21 

OEM (1k) eval kit 75.00 
FLASH / RAM / EPROM 
256K -16M PCMCIA/DIPS 

No More Hangups... 640x480 controller VGA for PC or SBC 

PC WATCHDOG! LCD 
$27oem$9 
combo LCD/ CRT 

Reboots PC OEM $21 EVAL $75 version available 

visit our web site: www.mvsweb.com 
MVS BOX 850 ` ,^ 

MERRIMACK,NH 03054 V S (508) 792 -9507 

5yr Limited Warranty 
Free Shipping 
Hrs: Mon -Fri 10 -6 EST 

CIRCLE 306 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

DATA ACQUISITION a CONTROL 
AFFORDABLE PLUG -IN BOARDS FOR PC's ISA BUS 

ANA100 Analog I/O 5 99 

- .rs 
8 Channel 8 -Bit 

O to 5 VOtt Input 
14 TTL I/O lines 
Analog Output 
400KHZ Sampling 

DIG100 Digital I/O $ 39 

-77 82C55 PPI 
24 or 48 TTL I/O 

Linea option 
Selectable Base 

Address 

ANA150 Analog/Counter... S 89 DIG200 Counter I/O $ 79 

8 Channel 8 -Bit 
0 to 5 Volt input 

3 16 -Bit Counters 
400KHz Sampling 

ANA200 Analog I/O S 79 

1 Channel 12 -Bit 
0 to 5 Volt input 
optional bi -polar 
10014Hz / 300KHe 

Sampling rate 
24 TTL I/O lines 

3 18 -Bit Counters 
- 8 TTL Input lines 

8 TTL Output lines 
Selectable Clock 
Frequency input 

ANA201 Analog $ 119 

8 Channel 12 -Bn 
41. 45, 010, x50 
Programmable 
Channel gain 
100KHz 
Sampling rate 

On -Line Product Catalog at Our Web Site 
http: / /www.Bsof.com 

E -Mail: Sales@Bsof.com 

444 COLTON ROAD * COLUMBUS, OH 43207 
PHONE 614 -491 -0832 * FAX 614 -497 -9971 

Learn MICROCONTROLLERS 
EMBEDDED SYSTEMS and 
PROGRAMMING... 
...with tllc AES learning system/ 
embedded control system. 
Extensive manuals guide you 
through your development 
project. All programming and 
hardware details explained. 
Complete schematics. Learn to 
program the LCD, keypad digital, 
analog, and serial I/O. for your applications. 

THREE MODELS AVAILABLE. Choose from an 

Intel 8051, Intel 8088, or Motorola 68HC11 
based system. All models come with: 

32K Byte ROM, 32K Byte RAM 2 by 16 Liquid Crystal Display 4 

by 5 Keypad Digital, Analog, and Serial I/O lntenupts,timers, chip - 
selects 26 pin expansion connector Built -in Logic Probe Power 
Supply (can also be battery operated) Powerful ROM MONITOR to 
help you program - Connects to your PC for programming or data 
logging (cable included) Assembly, BASIC, and C programming 
(vanes with model) Program disks with Cross Assembler and many, 
well documented, program examples User's Manuals: cover all details 
(over 500 pages) Completely assembled and ready to use Source 
code for all drivers and MONITOR Optional Text Book 

Everything you need. From $279. 

Money Back Guarantee 

Call for Free Info Pack, or see 

WEB at http://www.aesmicro.com 

714 -550 -8094, FAX 714- 550 -9941 

Call 1-800 -730 -3232 

AES 575 ANTON BLVD., SUITE 300, COSTA MESA, CA 92626, USA 
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OK pRECitonneki~4 
The 5300 I ti ..:-rld`s finest digital multirr ters. The best of the ASYC II 

Series, it has the best accuracy, a built -in counter, and displays AC voltage as resistive power 

or dB (rmpedarce selectable), saving you the time of making the calculation, A careful examination of the perfor- 

mance features and user -conscious design will tell you that you hold a superior DMM in your hand, designed with 

measurement capability needed by users who demand the best. 

MFG MODEL ACC Y LIST SPECIAL PRICE 

B &K 5360/MX538 0.1% $229.0C $129.00 
B &K 5380/MX55 0.025% $309.00 $139.00 
B &K 5390/MX56B 0.025% $325.00 $149.00 

(resistive power on model #5390/MX56B) 
meters made in France by Metrix for B &K, feature 50,000 count capabiity, bargraph, true RMS, mains dis- 

turbance indication, good transient protection, a wide temperature range, conform to lEC 1010 class 2 safety 

compliance & 3 year warranty 

I he `4, ,. t Iti. .Ie c.xpzt,dablc sub isal device programming workstation that support,. v idc variety of progrant- 

onahb- tt ìth the added capahíhty to tent digital ICs. 11 o the most sophi,~ticated lost -cost programmer available 

soda v_ -A a :uluc Iunl tarc!.o,1 came architecture enables the Model 545 to easily groat in support and engineering ',oft- 

ware. dc. ge capalvIdle,. a. yuicklt as soul dcviee lihruy requirement- State -of -the -art universal programmer oIIcrs 

you the moKt a.Itun :r,I pro rnnn,nu, l.,, ili =it . with the most user- Iiicndly interlace. Since each pin is software 

addressable, maw 14111 nunnhrt tau, hr ad,.L-,I to he lia of ,imported latices through software ttpgrabes. The 5-15 

interfaces \--MI I H':1 l'(. AT. PS /2. AI. 3ho. 45h. Pentium, portable or compatible personal computers. The st uahar I 

pack -age allows you to direct! connect to your PC through any standard parallel printer pert (no special interlace card 

: ,p,ria'. modules nertlrol }- - 

11(IIDI'I 1)Eì( Rll'l'1()\ 
I frein l'ierr ,inirtrr i.nvle sockeU 

REGULAR 
`05,Ifl) 

5AL.F: 
192.95 

;S4 I ft 10 1'1 t ire l'n';etaiuntrr i4 suet eis'r 2(i0.0í) 251.95 

;i4_' I nit, r.aI Piogranmiet 69S.U(t 6lí95 
843 I nitr osdl l'rau,unnle, ,parallel port iuterf,wel 795.(NJ 09.95 

845 1 nitersal t'rograunner'parallel port interfaces itttloves based 1295.00 1139.95 

546 t un., rsel Prop ran tore ,parallel poil toil e. 495 00 435_95 

5.17 incuse E'rrnu.0 n,:a l it ',s kris_ balade hart il l,'ilorc, 5ni tx) 5?395 

Universal Device 
Programmer & Logic IC 

Tester Model #845 

KENWOOD 
MODEL CS -4125 

20 MhHz, 2 Channel Oscilloscope, with probes & 3 year warranty 
Suggested Price $595.00 

SUPER SPECIAL $389.00 w /free t- shirt!!! 
S1(4[)I'I 111 SCRIP REGI I.:1R I'l'Ii LE PRICE 

(S-11 lit Iyltlz. 21 l l. 12 6A' ('P w/,cale illumination, 3 year warranty 855,00 685.01) rr;free Kenwood t- shirt' 

t53n 51l MNi 14r1a1eJ S--ecp- w!Rcaduut ,A ('tusor.. 3 year s at 1(150.00 12.35.110 w.free Kenwood Sweatshirt! 

('5-5j55 51t A111/. I( It. 1.e1.,tr,l S-,ro,p. trar tirurantt 155.(N) 1115.00 wirer L'enwaod Sweatshirt! 

t i7t1 ¡Ili Allli- íIL Urt:nrJ ,A',.rcd,, ,, 1:,-abut ,A (unor. 3 year tr,ua:utt 2(135.00 1525.00 w;free Kenwood Sweatshirt.' 

['NI A111i. a:'H U.-la:rd tte.-p. .a v.ar ttan:uol) 1815.00 1360.00 w, free Kenwood Sweatshirt! 

Electronic Training Videos From UCANDO 
V4(t1)I-I- DI Itll' lU\ 
V1 4,11 A41 ht,dw. Al.,jnr .la,-r. ut ,AAl. len.il cuntersiun, 

.u'na'. ,Irlr.:liun. audio, repr,alu,_li,w. AA1 stereo. 6I A4inwes 

VT412 1-k1 R:odìnl';ut I lt;u,dttilh..I:1 :unplilier, mixer -oscillator, 

II':w,plificr, Mime' fAI tlt Ir.ir.i. 55 ALnutes 

V1-4r14 l I' i , l I Ir,iru to l \ - ( , , 1 1 1 1 1 ocrn iris ol the lelevisìuti systettt 

aual liw ti e ,taes'. tcrf. Inec111.1. 5,; Minutes 

V74;15 I `, l'ail 2. I-hr Hr,ml Lim II^- A"lIl ttuting stages, twtuntatie fine 

tu -tin_, rcn,ntr ewnnd \ünule, 
VI4 n, 'I`' l'ail -; . Audio: The .ound s rip. .lueo "LV, secondary anulin 

ptt,glanuuin_ ehneu,cl.. 57 Minutes 

Y15 hdcutaodinp Fiber Optie-, li nrz Iund,uncne,b,.able design. 
coupler,.. l,h sXAhnute. 

V I ` I-,., I"icctnoh v: La.cr Ihem _.. tt pc. Ln,r.. application.. 
I,,, , 5- Min ur 

PRINTTM-..- ,,...% 
\ÌiI Products International 

RE(iUI,AR SALE 
4 -4.95 39.15 

44.95 39.95 

4495 39,95 

44.95 39.95 

44'1` 31.95 

-1; 

SAVE EVEN MORE! 
Buy any six videos for 

only $216.00. Order your 
UCANDO videos today! 

Call, fax or email today for complete specs on any o t e aove 
products, and a copy of our 84 page test and 

measurement instrument catalog 

8331 Brookville Rd * Silver Spring, MD, 20910 
800-638-2020 * Fx 800-545-0058 * www.prodintl.com * sales@prodintl.com ='M 1117; 

CIRCLE 264 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Mark V Electronics, Inc. 
8019 E Slauson Ave 
Montebello CA 90640 

Free Catalog 323/ 888 -8988 
Fax 323/ 888 -6868 

DIY Audio Electronic Kits 
Enclosures & Transformers 
more than 60 items available! 

ORDER 1 -800- 521 -MARK 
http: / /www.mark5co.com Email:mark5co@aol.com 

3% Digital LED Pend Meter #TY -43 
It is a precision ND 
converter integrated circuit. 
The display is a 6" LED for 
high visibility. It is easy to 
assemble and use the 

15.00 meter as a voltmeter, 
Kit :$ 2 . ammeter, ohmmeter, ther- 

mometer, frequency counter or capacitance 
meter.DC±199.9mV full scale input 5-6VDC. 

20 Color LED Audio Level Meter #TY -13 
Use this dual LED display 
indicating meter with your 
stereo power amplifier to 
indicate instantaneous 
speaker power. Operating 

fib.$ Sri 9.99 range is -30dB to +5dB & 
can be calibrated to operate 

with 1 -2 W amplifiers. Not consume any 
amplifier power. A peak LED illuminates on 
overload! 

130 -in -one Electronic Lab Kit #KA -902 
Build your own AM broadcast 
station, electronic organ, 
timer, logic circuits... No 
special tools or soldering 
required due to premounted 
parts, pre -cut wires & simple 
coil- spring connectors. 
Requires 6 "AA" battPrtpc 

300W MOSFET Power Mono Amp #AF -3 
300W RMS into 4 ohms, 
200W RMS into 8 ohms. 
Frequency response: 10Hz- 
20KHz. THD < 0.03 %. SIN 
91 dB. Input Sensitivity & 

Kit$ 11 1V 47K & 4 -16 ohm. Power 
99.00 Load impedance at 1KHz, 

Requirement: ±55V - 1-65V DC at 8A(each 
channel). A speaker protection circuit which 
provides time delayed speaker turn on. 

19.99 

40W Mini Stereo Multi -Input Amp #TA -83 

Operated from AC source 
as well as 12V DC car 
battery. Used as a micro- 
phone PA amplifier while .[ simultaneously mixing with 

Kit:$ 3Ó.5Q 24.40 an auxiliary input souce 
such as CD & MD player. 

120W+ 120W Pre & Main Stereo Amp 
It has provision for input 
program source switching, a 
phono preamp stage with 

"'t 1rß ' RIAA equalization, 3 -band 

49.00 tone controls, built-in power 
Kit :$ 9;, supply rectifier & fitter & a 
Asmb. :$86.95 speaker protection circuit. 
It only needs to be installed in a suitable 
housing & the addition of a power transformer in 
order to make it operational #TA- 800MK2 

We accept Visa, MasterCard, Discover & 
Money Orders. Checks allow 2 weeks for 
clearance We ship by UPS ground inside 
US(min $6 00) and ship by US mail 
outside US. Please call for orders 
shipping & handling or fax (foreign) 
orders. In business since 1985. 

Clearance Sale... 
#KA -901 30 -in -one Electronic Lab kit 
#KA -903 Electronic Experiment kit 
#KA -905 75 -in -one Electronic Lab kit 
#KA -906 300 -in -one Electronic Lab kit 

S 6.99 
14.99 
12.99 
44.99 

Metal Cabinets 
Aluminium Front Panel 

LG -1273 3x12x6' "S 26.50 
LG -1684 4x16x8" 32.50 
LG -1924 4x19x111/2" 38.25 
LG -1925 5x19x11 %:" 42.00 
LG -1983 21/2x19x8" 35.25 3 
LG -1923 3x19x11 1" 36.503 
LG -1927 7x19x111/2" 52.50 
LG- Black anodized rack cabinet 

LL -1923B 23/4x19x12" $ 69.50 
LL -1925A 5x19x12" 79.50 

LL -Full Aluminwn,Front .157" & other .078" 
1L -Gold plated cap screw for front panel 

Power Transformer 
Toroidal Transformers 

#001 28/30Vx2 6A S 30.00 
#002 36Vx2 3A 25.00 
#003 40Vx2 6A 32.00 

Ir 
#004 24Vx2 6A 25.00 
#005 26Vx2 3A 20.00 Transformer 

#006 18Vx2 5A 20.00 
#007 53Vx2 8A 47.00 
#008* 28/30Vx2 6A 42.00 i I 

#010 30/36Vx2 400mA 8.50 
#011* 9V x2 22A 62.00 
#012* 33/42Vx2 6A 52.00 *Toroidal 

Transformer 

60W + 60W Stereo Power Amp 
#SM -302 It provides 3 input jack 

pairs. One pair will accept 
,.....,, a high impedance micro- 

phone. The 2 remaining _ pairs are for high level & 
low level input sources. 

Kit $8.gp 69.00 These input jacks are 

Asmb $ 99. 
selected by a panel 
frrrt1ountgd slide switch.Thus 

unit will operate effectively with all preamps 
60W per channel into 4 ohm RMS, 33W RMS 
per channel into 8 ohm. 20 to 20Khz. THD < 
0.1%. Mic/Guitar 10mV 300 ohm -47K ohm. 

CIRCLE 325 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Start an exciting career as a 

Telecommunications 
Technician 

Frain at boille in 
your spare tinte Ii it 
an exciting new 
carrer! Earn as 

much as ÿ35,I1111) 

year and more 
vvorking with fiber 
optics, radar and 
cellular networks. 

I his I(:ÿ program is endorsed hy the 
National Association iatit )n or Raclii and 
Telecommunications Engineers l NAR'l'F 1 

and features a coucher it the MARTE. 

Class IV Technician Cenification exam. 
Mail Coupon below for FREE facts 

or call toll free 
1- 800 -595 -5505 ext. 3106 

Lull . t rr l'lirile - .2s h,nns a au t'. 'aril's a week 
Illllp, wt"w itslearncunt AGO1 

BEST DEALER PRICING! 

CAS L E 
DI '.'ECT 

IMPROVE YOUR IMAGE WITH 

VIDEO STABILIZERS 

YES! Please send nx tree information on bow I can 

train at home for a career as a Telecommunications 

Technician. There's no obligation. 

Now you can tune -in your favorite 

cable TV programming 
and SAVE S100'S - 

EVEN MOO'S on premium 

CABLE TV EQUIPMENT. 

Nanne Age 

Street Apt.. 

City 'State Zip 

Phone I 

International 
Correspondence Schools 

A .Subsidìttrl' (if I biro dirt Bran' F- Cnmpattl 
Dept. : U) lit154y.').25t)ak Weed tirr.{Mon, l'A Mí15 

J 

MI 
ELEC"RONICS 
1- 800 -906 -6664 

2609 S. 156TH CIRCLE ' OMAHA. NE 68130 

http://www.modernelectronics.com 

VIDEO SYNC GENERATOR 
Restores Horizontal 

and Vertical 
Sync Lines from 
Distorted Video 

For Free Information Package and Pricing 

Call (219) 233 -3053 lwl Restored Sync 

www.south -bend.net /rcd with OSG 

R.C. Distributing, PO Box 552, South Bend, IN 46624 

VIVI=A I 

PicC C Compiler $59 
for Microchip's PIC microcontrollers 
Swoons PIC16C55x, 16C6x. 16C62x, 16C8x, 16C92x PIC families 

SnXC C Compiler $59 
Supports ScenIX sxlBac and sx28ac microcontrollers 

Both compilers based on ANSI C standard. Arrays, unions, 

structures, pointers, strings, function calls, if, for switch, while, 

interrupt vectors, in -line assembler code, 8 8 16 bit variables, etc. 

Outputs Intel Hex format and assembly code. Code optimizer 

included. Excellent development tools! 

DebugiDE Debugger $79 
C source level debugger for PicC and SnXC compilers. Integrated 

Development Environment, Step, Run, Stop, Reset. Variable 

monitoring and modification. Oscillator /cable kit 15391 

732 -873 -1519 fan. e grichreWaol.com 
Gogh RC Inc.120 Cedar Grove Ln, Ste 340, Somerset NJ USA 08873 

URL: httpJ /members.aol.com /piccompile 

FCC License Preparation 
Electronics Tech., Avionics, Alarine & Radar 
HOMESTLDY -Fast, Easy & Inexpensive 

Manuals, Audio, Video, PC disks, latest Q &As 
Free I- 800 -800 -7555 "Guaranteed Pass" 
See at hltp: / /www . worldaccessnet.com 
BusinessShowcase /wpt. 4701 NE 47th St. 

Vancouver, WA 98661 - WPT Publications 
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PROFESSIONAL DESOLDERING with the World's Best 

Transportable, Totally Self- Contained Desoldering Tool 

Now Get 

More Vacuum f,. 

Mike Murphy -Service Center -Van Nuys CA 818 -785 -7805 

The single best investment of repair equipment we've made. It 

outperforms all other desoldering tools we've used. Easier to use 
and least expensive. 

Dick Manning - DidtsF ectrorics - Hartland WI 414.3675339 
The ease & speed of component removal greatly increases productive time. 
The SM D kit makes SM D removal a breeze, even for inexperienced Techs. 

-11C-7001/ 
7 i60i.tlKmMEt TpQ4 

Quicker Vacuum 
LAV Electronics - Healeah -Miami Lakes FL 
I am a constant user of the SC7000 Desoldering Tool and for quick component 
removal, this unit has no equal. It also comes with excellent.company support. 
I am very satisfied and highly recommend it to anyone in the servicing field. 

George Hefner - Hefter Electronics - Colnidge NE 402-2834333 
Being a one -men service center, I hesitated to spend the money on a desoldering 
tool , however all that changed when I nearly ruined a $400 computer logic 
board. It has cut my desoldering time by 50 %. 

Don Scott - 

Higher Temperature 
Don 

Ci t - Certified FJecámicsService - EllioottCity MD301.461-8008 
We have obtained excellent results with the SC7000 including repairing high 
density UN tuners. It is one of the best purchases we have made. 

Dar¡; Pewit - LuRay Electronics - LuRay VA 703-743-5400 
We found that the SC7000 not only saves money vs. wick, but saves valuable 
time in troubleshooting. It allows you to be more accurate in removing 
S M D's. 

Sale Price 
395.00 

New Features 
Totally Self Contained diaphragm vacuum pump and AC motor for, 

high vacuum suction or reversible hot air blow for SMD removal. 

100 Watt Ceramic heater with zero -crossover switching heater 

control circuit which prevents spikes and leakage currents. 

Unique patented long lasting filter cartridge design. Solder 

builds up on easily cleaned baffle. while air flows around the 

outside of baffle. 

Totally ESD Safe. The housing contains carbon and the tip is at 

ground potential for complete ESD Protection. 

Howard Electronic Instruments, Inc. 
6222 N. Oliver Kechi, KS 67067 

FREE TRIAI, 
Available on Request 

Timothy Kraft - Monikaaft, lo c. 

Cherry Hill NJ 609- 751 -3252 
We replaced all our existing 

desoldering stations with the SC7000. 
Our technicians are very pleased with 
the improved performance, 
portability , and reliability over our 
previous higher priced equipment. 

B l Warren CET/42SM - 
Warrens Audio& Video - 
Knoxvíge TN - 234- 546-1128 
We have been extremely satisfied 
with the quality and durability of 
the DEN -ON SC7000 as well as 
with after the sale support. 

Keith Sahs - J & M Electronics 
Omaha NE 402 -291 -7100 
It's a must tool for my bench. I can 
desolder multiple pin IC's quickly 
and clean. It will even take up 
large solder amounts on tuner and 
case grounds. 

Price includes 

stand worth fj.00 
one extra filter, and 

two tip cleaners. 

For More Info 
and 5% Savings Go To 

http://www.heinc.com/sc7000zb.html 
New Specifications 

Voltage 

Power Consumption 

Pump 

Motor Output 

Vacuum Attained 

Temperature Range 

Air Flow Rate 

Heater 

Control System 

Net Weight 

AC 100v, 120V, 230V, 50/60 HZ 

I 20W 

Diaphragm Type 

12W 

650mm Hg 

300° C -500° C (572° F -932° F) 

15 Liter/Miinute (Open) 

100W (Ceramic) 

Feed Back Zero Cross -over Type 

120 Grams 

Visa - M/C - Discover - American Express - Terms to Qualifying Companys 
30 Day Money Back Total Satisfaction Guarantee - One Year Parts and Labor Warranty 

ARD Toll Free U.S. and Canada Web Site www.heinc.com 

n ELECTRONQC E -Mail sales @heinc.com 
INSTRUMENTS 1 International(316) 744 -1993 

our desoldering Specialists TNC - - 1 4 or Fax (316) 744 -1994 4 8 ) Y 8003 ( 
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PCB LAYOUT 
Software For Windows - FREE 
O Download our board layout software 
O Design your 2 sided plated- through PCB 

O Send us your layout over the Internet 

0In 2 -3 business days, UPS delivers 
your boards, often under $100 

www.expresspcb.com 

Printed Circuits 
in Minutes Direct 
From LaserPrint! 

8 1/2' x 1 l' 
* Or Photocopy 
* *Use stondard 
household iron 
or P -n -P Press. 

1. loserPrint* 
2. Press On ** 
3. Peel Off 
4. Etch 

Use Standard Copper Clad Board 
20 Shts $30/ 40 Shts $50/ 100 Shts $100 

Visa /MC /PO /Ck /M0 $4 S &H 
Techniks Inc 
P.O. Box 463 

Bingoes NJ 38551 
ph. 908.788.8249 fax 908.788.8837 

http : \ \chelsea.ios,com \- techniks 
9,:II l`ac'y^ tryr Ires Invited 

FRIENDLY LITTLE 

MICRO CONTROLLER 
$149 
(single) 

...packs a MEAN punch 
a.k.a. "Steroid Stamp" 

39I /0 +8A /D(IO bit) 
I28K SRAM + 128K Flash 

LCD /Keypad Interface 
Fast 16 bit Motorola CPU 

Affordable C Compiler 
Comprehensive s/w Library 

Intec Automation Inc. s: 250- 721 -5150 
www.steroidmicros.com fx 250- 721 -4191 

32K 68NC11 - PLUG 'N PLAY! 

nd*ptllC24DX is a tramp's; (2.8' x ?V) 68HC I t modLie mod that 
prr,9s nght in ro vrlua'ly ary soldedess breadboard Bunn your 
own appacaoar C1;a4 in minutes/ 4drptlIC24OX naf lei 
eswrba: 68HC r 1 :wood arcf !try. ech die 325 EEPROM !a 
yo:' code. lots Of oy!a: 6 analog ihannuslpul Imes, RS232 
'lledace any a 5rro5 ragulatex. ?wan- it in C. BASIC, ca 
assembler. Easy recsrcuil .-e- prograrrar mg via your PC's serial 
pon makes it a vak.abi re- usab+e niacr low al 6 hobby tool 
Starter Package 11,4011C24DXSP only 5139 

-I den serial cabin. df tno program stay software d haettboof, 
Otter confine ass table, from $7695. Sae website, or ca I. 

TECHNOLOQICAL ARTS 
Phone: (416) 963 -8996 Fax: 1416) 963-9179 

w w w. technological -arts.com 

PIC PROJECTS 
Book & CD -ROM 

Many PIC Projects for Beginners & Experts! 
Includes Softsysre, Dacamentaioc, and PCB Layout 

LCDs 
X10 - Home Automation 

Keypads 
Serial Port Interface 
On- Screeen Displays 
Robotica 
Data Logging 
Serial- Parallel 
And Many More! 

Book & 
CD Only 
$2495 

PIC Programmer 
Programs all PIC16C55a/6a/7a/8a/9c, 
PI., 16F8a, and PIC12C devices. 
Optional ZIF adaptera for SOIC & PLCC. 
Includes all necessary software. 

Orly 739' 

Buy 
Both for 

$59% 

/f 

To order, call Norldwyde 4 1.800- 773.6698 
21365 Randal. Street Farmington Hills, MI 48336 
Visit as on ttes web at www.worfdwyde.com,'oìc 

I Programmer Its 
Our PIC Programmer kits of parts attach to the parallel 
port of a PC and contain the fo loisinç: PCB, parts and 
nstr fictions. Uses a straight through (2`. 
pin) cable (not sup )lied) S &H: USA 
$4.95, Canada $ 7.95 Other $11.95 
P16PRO PIC P-ogrammer 

erode Program all 8, 1.3, 25 & 40 pin PIC; To-lit 
in the 12C5xx, 14000 and 16Cxx - SiPS96 
series (except 16054 -58). This kit aseo the P16PRO 
shareware which ir. dcwnloaded iron the web and registered 
for $20. Visit wvwv.electronlcs123.con for the complete 
list o' PICs that can be programmed. Can program 64 pin 
PICs with adapter not supplied). New PICs can be added. 
PICALL PIC Programmer. As cbove but can also pro- 
gran 16C54 -58. P-ice includes P CAL software. (need irter- 
net for latest upgrade) Price $79.95 Order Code: CPS117 
PIC 16C/F84 Programmer: Sotwvre supplied or disk 
is for 16F84 16F84 -4MHz PIC Ircluded! EEPP,OM 

Separate erase Omma td Test con mand to chec< pro- 
granmer & cable V3p (programminç voltage) is u-der 
software control Nicrochip data sheets on disk 

Softwa -e can read, verity & 
bar (Vin95 /3.x/Dos) 

code -CP581 ¡ 
C or the beginner!' 

ySUper 

1911 Free 1- 888 -549 -3749 (USA& Ca -oia) 
19(330) 549 -3726. Request a FILE catalog or v sit us 

at: WWW electronics123 com for more products. 
Ammon Becbomcs, Boa 21 CoLinlbiana OH 44408 

3DNow System featuring. 
Enlight Mini Tower, VIA chipsei,1O0- 
operation, 2 USB ports, 64 MS PC-1 0 

Fro- mpatible memory, 7.5 GB 7200 rlim U 

PMA33 hard drive, 40X CD -Rom with audió31 

button, 4 MB SGRAM AGP video card, S3 Tri 
3D, 1.44 floppy, V.90 /X2 PCI faxmodem, 3Q 
sound card, full -size speaker set, 15" digitati 
j, 

monitor, Windows 98 on CD $899 
tech- specialities, Inc. 

(800)864 -5391, fax: (713)307 -0314 
email: sales @ts.nu, web: www.ts.n 
Detailed Quote on other configurations (PII 

300/450, single /dual CPU or low cost, IBM, 30 

',MHz, 32 MB - $699 w. monitor) by email, fax 7,6 

0 

[phone. Ask for our Free Shipping option! 
Illustrated 32 -page Catalog with latest parts,: 
lmanÿ more sy tam options, benchmark 'rte 

comparisons and technical tips free!... 

10 Hr. Telephone 
Recorder $69 

FCC Approved 

6 Hr. Tape included! 

Automatically starts recording when the phone 
is picked up and stops when you hang up. 
Records both sides of the conversation! 

Telephone recording controller only $15 
3 Hour Micro Telephone recorder with tape $49 

FREE CATALOG 
www.mscelectronics.com 

MSC Electronics 
PO BOX 461 Jessup, MD 20794 

FAX (301) 
497-19 

3 j/ /ítÿÿ FAX (301) 497 -0925 nrasrerafv 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 

J -Tron. an elec- 
tronic compo- 
nents distributor 
serving manufac- 
turers and hobby- 
ists 

Capacitors 

Resistors 
Test Meters 

Kits 

NTE Devices 

Web www, -tron.com 

Visit our 
website & 

enter our 
contest for a 

test meter. 

CALL TODAY! 
888. 595 -8766 

24 Hour Fax: 

973 -478 -8708 
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The Hack & Crack Bible 
on CD -ROM 

Includes all Software, Documentation, 
Plans, and PCB Layouts! 

Unlock the secrets o/ 
DSS & Smart Cards 
-Programming & Schematics 

Cable Test Devices 

Sony Playstation 
-Mod Chip /CD Backups /Emulation 

Backup Sega & SNES Console Cartridges 

Sega & SNES Emula! ion on your PC or Ala( 

Ware/ - whine to find them on the Interne) 

Cellular Naek'PhreakiMod 

And :lfueh 3for! 

PC & Mac Compatible CD-IlU3F 
Ire or erpl 

.. 

F LS',1 MnstrrC'rrd A 

t us on the we 

-800-773-6698 
qton Hills, MI 48336 

.wrl. 

LASER MODULE 
Auto Power Control 
Collimated Laser 
Compact Size 
100,000 hr lifetime 
No Electronics Required 

Visible Laser Modules(635 -670 nm) 
from 

TTL Modulated Laser Modules 
Line Generator Laser Modules $ 29 (US) 
Infrared Laser Modules(780 -830 nm) 

LASER POINTER 
Focus Adjustable 
Elegant Design 
Solid Metal Body 

Pen Style Laser Poirier (1500 ft visibility) $19.95 (US» 
Key Chain Laser Pointer (1500 9 vhibtly) 
Available in sliver and. blade finish. 

World star Tech. Ask for free catalog 
Tel: (418)204ä2Y8 Fax: (416)596 7819 
http://www.vootbistertech.com Sinai' HOCwsrldstaItech.COm 

www.jm-micro.com 

PIC In- Circuit Emulator 
for the PIC16Cxx from $295 

PIC Programmer $ 155 

800552 (8051) Development 

Training System $235 

68HC11 SBC $120 

ROMY -16 EPROM Emulator 
from $195 

Universal Microprocessor 
Simulator/Debugger (including 
Assembler, and Disassembler) 

$100 each CPU 

J &M Microtek, Inc. 
83 Seaman Rd, W Orange, NJ 07052 
TeI:(973)325 -1892 Fax:(973)736 -4567 

Serial Video Text 
Display Module 

NEW BOB -II superimposes up to 308 
characters on NTSC /PAL video or gen- 
erates video. 30 -pin SIMM design, fast 
RS -232 serial interface, easy to use for: 

Video Inspection - NDT 
Home Automation - MATV 
Surveillance - CCTV - ATV 
Remotely Piloted Vehicles 
Gaming - Racing - Sports 

Process /Experiment Monitor 
Robotics - Electronic Signs 

Very Low Cost -. Really! 
Complete Information at: www.decadenet.com 

DECADE E NGINEERING 
MI5504 ValView Dr. SE, Turner, OR 97392 

Tel: 503.743.3194 - Fax: 503.743.2095 

Lower 
Prices 
Dealer 

Discounis 
30 -Day 

Money b 
1 -year 

warrant'/ 
MC, Visa, 

00 
wwwcable4you.com 

1 -(800) 888 -5585 

Low Cost PlCmicro Tools 

EPIC Pocket PIC Programmer - $59.95 
+ Programs PIC12C50x, 67x, 16C55x, 6x, 7x, 8x 

PICProto Boards - $8.95 to $17.95 

PicBasic Compiler - $99.95 

new! PicBasic Pro Compiler - $249.95 

BASIC makes it easy for you to program the 
fast and powerful Microchip PIC microcontrollers. 

: Expanded BS1/2 compatible instruction set 

. True compiler provides faster program execution 
and longer programs than BASIC interpreters 

microa.naÙlcering ° rbs Q7nc 

IIBox 7532 Colorado Springs CO 80933 

(719) 520 -5323 fax (719) 520 -1867 111312 = http: / /www.melabs.com 

An Introduction 
to Light in Electronics 

An Introduction to 
Light In 

Electronics 

Taken for granted by 

us all perhaps, yet this 

book could not be reed 

without it, light plays 
such an impressive 
in daily life that we 

be tempted to consider 
just how much we 

understand it. This book 
makes a good start into 

this fascinating and 

enlightening subject. It 

has been written wilt' 

the general electronics 
enthusiast in mind. 

To order Book #BP359 send $6.99 plus $3.00 for 

shipping in the U.S. and Canada only la Electronics Technology 

Today Inc., P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762 -0240. 

Payment in U.S. funds by U.S. bank check or Intemaliorai 

Money Order. Please allow 6-8 weeks fix delivery. 
Eroe 

Direct from Manufacturer 
We will beat any competitor's price 

World's Smallest Wireless 
Video Camera! 

Transmits video up to 1000 ft. 
Runs on 9V battery for 12 hrs. 
Can be built Into just a 

(beeper, clock, etc.) 

We also carry: 
Color micro vid 

cameras 
B&W micro video cameras 
Hidden cameras 
Custom video systems 
Countersurveillance 

á More 

Wand's smallest 
plug & play syahm 

about 1 x 1" 

Looking 
for 

Distributors 
Call for a free catalog ( 05) 667 -4545 
SECURETEK Fax (305) 667 -1744 
7175 SW 47 St. #205 Miami, FL 33155 

1M0r 
Low Cost Micmwitrc 

3 Axis Motion Control System 
Complete, ready to run 

S 295.00. 12.00 S/H 

Build or adapt CNC mills. CNC routers, Robots. Etc. 

Includes: 3 Stepping motors (70 ozfin 200 steps /rev). 

External board (connects to parallel port of a PC). Power 

supply. Cables, Ma-rual and the MAXNC drive software, 

with linear, circular and helical interpolation, acceleration 
deceleration, full contouring, 'G' code programming, 
screen plot, code generation from CAD (CAM), and more. 

For more information, 
phone or write to: 

MAXNC 
6730 West Chicago 

Suites 2 8 3 

Chandler, AZ 85226 
Ph (602) 940 -9414 
Fax (602) 940 -2384 

CONTROL YOUR WORLD 

http:l/2Orinco.com Z f1 R 1" or call 1206) 282-6061 

Unlimited, Low Cost, Instantly Available 
Background Music tram Original Stardaid 
Recordinqs! Does Everything Karanka 
does.. Reif r and 3ives y ou the 
Thompson Vocal EIImrna[oi 
Free tfrochure &DemoTape. Tape..am' 

LT Sound Dept EN 
7988 LT Parkway.. Lithonia. GA 
Intemet -http" rwww.LTSound.com 
24 Hour Demo /Info Request Line (770)482.2485 Ext 72 
When You Want Somethin Better Than Karaoke! 
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CABLE TV 

EQUIPMENT 
Converters, Test Cubes & Chips 

Video Stabilizers 
1 Year Warranty 

30 Day Money 
Back 

Guarantee 

"ABSOLUTE LOWEST 
WHOLESALE & 

RETAIL PRICES" 
CABLE U.S.A. 

1- 888 -388 -CUBE 

NEW INVENTION! 

BUILD YOUR OWN 

5,000 WATT 
INVERTER a1j, 
Input 12 so, 
Output 120 volts AC 60 HZ 

You can build this simple but POWERFUL 
inverter with parts you may already have laying 
around the house! There is no other inverter built 
like this inverter, Now anyone can afford a 5.000 
watt inverter. Run your entire home! 

PATENT PENDING 

1000 watt plans $25.95 
5000 watt plans 540.00 

Fµts W Send order to: CREATIVE SCIENCE 
cNrt PO BOX 557 New Albany, IN. 47151 

SURVEILLANCE 
The Latest High Tech 

Professional Electronic Devices 
Our latest catalog offers a HUGE 

selection of surveillance, counter - 
surveillance /privacy devices: pinhole 

camera $12900, hidden video, 
"realtime" 12 -Hour telephone 

recorder $13900, 12 hour VOX recorder 
phone call register, scanners, 

bug/phone tap detectors, voice 
disguisers, locksmithing tools, 

vehicle tracking, wireless video, 
and much more. Wholesale /retail. 

We will not be undersold. 
Catalog $5.00 or 

www.spyoutlet.com 

SPY OUTLET 
PO Box 337, Buffalo NY 14226 
(716) 691 -3476/(716) 695 -8660 

ABC ELECTRONICS 315 7TH AVE N. MPLS. MN. 55401 
(612)332 -2378 FAX (612)332 -8481 E-MAILSURP I @VISLCOM 
WE BUY TEST EQUIPMENT AND COMPONENTS. 
VISIT US ON THE WEB AT WWW.ABCTEST.COM 
HP 5.150IA 100MHL DIGITIZING SCOPE. $1300.00 HP 4935ATRANS.IMPAIRMENTTEST SEI' $900 00 

HP 54201 D 300MHZ DIGI117.IN2; SCOPE $1000 00 HP 5006A SIGNI'IlJRE ANALYZER $150.03 

HP 54201A 300MHZ DIGITIZING SCOPE $1000.00 HP 866028 IMHZ- 1300MHZ RF PLUG $400.00 
HP5.1200A50 \IHZSCOPE \WAVEFORM ANALYZER $700.00 EIP 575 MICROWAVE COUNTER $1500.00 
HP 1312A 13\1HZ FUNCTION GENERATOR $250.00 FLUKE 95 50MHZ SCOPEMETER $550 On 

HP 5370A 100MHZ U. TI. COUNTER $401190 LECROY 7200 t00MHZ O -SCOPE $1000,00 

HP 35860 LEVEL METER $750.00 TEK 475 200MHZ O -SCOPE $500.00 

HP -136\ POWER METER W0 SENSOR&CABLE $500.00 TEK 405 100MHZ 0-SCOPE $400.00 

HP 8350 SWEEP OSCILLATOR MAINFRAME $2000 00 TEK 496P 1KH41.8GHZ SPEC. ANALYZER $3-500.00 

HP 3137A 3 5DIGIT SYSTEM VOLI' METER 5250.00 TEK 1240 LOGIC ANALYZER $750.00 

HP 3 O5 (DIGITAL MULTIMETER 5250 00 TEK TDS320 100MIEZ DIGITAL O -SCOPE $1400.00 
HP 3156A DIGITAL MUL EIMETER 510000 TEK 11401A 500MHZ PROsi 0 -SCOPE FRAME $750.00 
HP 333M' SY NTHESIZERLEVFL GENERATOR $800.00 TEK 7854 400MHZ OSCILLOSCOPE. FRAME $500.00 
HP3325ASYN1 'HESIZER'EUNC'TEONG1.NERATUR $1000 00 TEK "104400MHZ OSCILLOSCOPE FRAME $250.00 
HP 5335A 200 \11IZ COUNTER $000.00 'TEK 7A2n 200MHZ VERTICAL PUG $75.00 
HP 8165A PROGR:,MNIABLE SIGNAL SOURCE $1100.00 TEK '.424 400MHZ VERTICAL PLUG $I50.0? 
HP 855813181 100K- 1500MH7 SPECTRUM ANALYLER 51000.00 TEK 7B80 400MHZ.'I1ME LASE $75.00 

HP 855013;183 IOMHZ: 24GHZSPEC1'RUM ANALYZER $3000.00 TEK 7B92A 500MHZ DUAL TIME BASE $125 OC 

HP 1740A 100N1 HZ OSCILLOSCOPE $250 00 TEK TS12 SAMPLING PLUG $250.00 

I1P 6034A 60\'1X' -10A POW F.R SUPPLY 5 750.00 TEK 7LI4 10KHZ -1 80HZ SPEC. ANALYZER $1000.00 
HP 626!16 40VDC-50A POWER SUPPLY 5800 00 TEK AM503 CURRENT PROBE AMPLIFER $250 00 

HP u553A 40VEX' -12 5A POWER SUPPLY UPT.101 $1200.00 WAVETEK I15 20MHZ PU I,SE/FuNC110N GEN. $400.00 

HP 6632A 20VDC -5A POWER SUPPLY $500.00 WAVETEK l82Á 4MHZ FUNCTION GEN. $150.00 
HP 6643 3 45VDC -4.3A POWER SUPPLY OPT JU3 5750.00 WAVETEK 955' S- 12,4GHZ MI' ROSCURCE $110000 

CID FILES i0 C%SII PILES 

IMAGINE THE POSSIBILITIES! 

NOW YOU CAN 

TURN YOUR 

DREAMS 

INTO 

REALITY! 

THE 
RO OPRO 2E50 

CNC ROBOTIC MACHINING SYSTEM 

YOUR WISH IS ITS COMMAND! 

SNRIINGRI 

$895.00 

3 AXIS UNITS FROM 

12" X 12" TO 60" X 60" 

MACHINING AREAS 

ROUTE, MILL, DRILL, CARVE, 
ENGRAVE, PAINT, ETC. . - - 

IN WOOD, PLASTIC, VINYL, 
PC BOARD, & LIGHT METALS CAD /CAM 

U.S. CYBERLAB, INC., 14786 SLATE GAP ROAD 

WEST FORK, AR 72774 (501) 839 -8293 

FREE 3D 
/f1 L' 
1111 

Visit us at www.uscyberlab.com 

PC BOARDS 
Low Cost, Precision -Made PC Boards 

From Your Gerber/NC Drill Files 

Put your CAD 
program to 
work for you! 

' PCI Milling 

www.pcbmilling.com 

!Killing 
Drilling 
Routine 

FAX: (703) 818 -0071 

BREASTfnCANCER DEOIN 

THÁT'S WHY YOU 
NEED A YEARLY 
MAMMOGRAM, 
ESPECIALLY AS 
YOU GET OLDER. 

MAMMOGRAMS 

CAN DETECT 
LUMPS TOO 

SMALL FOR 

YOU TO FEEL 

AND EARLY 

DETECTION 

MAY SAVE 

YOUR LIFE, 

SO CALL 

2345. 
It A IIAX8001AY 

I . HZ 9FTRTON NM BEST P10TFA9105 

! ! ! BROADCAST EQUIPMENT!!! 
We manufacture & carry Stereo FM Transmitters, 
RF Amplifiers, Low Pass Filters, Antennas, Dj Mixing 
Boards & Consoles, Mics, Compressor /Limiters, Digital 
Revert's, Automation Software. RF Test Equipment. F Pars 
Including 8GY 133's, and much more! Call For Free Catalog. 

Progressive Concepts e BOX 586 STREAMWOOD, IL 60107 
(630)736.9822 FAX (630)736-0353 ED! 
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AM Transmitter 
Sub Miniature module 

SAW Controlled 
No adjustable components 
Low current - 2.5mA 
Supply ? 5 -12 Vdc 

AM Receiver 
Compact Hybrid Module 
Very stable 
CMOS/RTL output 
Patented Laser Trimmed 
5Vdc, 0.8mA (HRR6) 

FM Transceiver 
Only 23 x 33 x 11mm 

Up to 40,000bps data rate 

*Up to 450ft. range. 
.5V operation 
418MHz or 433MHz FM 

RS232 Transceiver 
3wire R5232 interface 

I9.2Kbps half duplex 
41.8MHz or 433MHz FM 
7.5- 15Vdc, 20mA 
TX/RX Status LED's 

AM Transmitter 
Range up to 250fl. 
SAW controlled stability 

Wide supply range 2 -I4V 
CMOSfTTL input 

4I8MHz or 433MHz 
*Range up to 300ft 
CMOSlrrL data input 
7 x 11 x 4mm 
AM -TXI -xxx .... $12.60 

2kHz data rate 
*Sensitivity -105dBm 
38x 12x2mm 

A M-HRR6-xxx... 516.33 

05V CMOS logic interface 
Fast ImS enable 
* Power saving feature 
*Carrier Detect output 
BiM -xxx -F $87.36 

Up to 400f1. range 
I/4 wave ant. on board 
*User data packetizing 
58 x 40 x 15mm 

CYPHERNET .... 5139.30 

Low current. 4mA typ. 
Up to 4kHz data rate 
Small: 17 x 1 Imm 
AM -RTS -xxx .... 512.10 

III ABACOM 
TECHNOLOGIES 

` Free Catalog 

tel: (416)236 3858 
fax: (416)236 8866 

www.abacom- tech.com 
MasterCard / VISA 

Digital Power Meter 
Measures 

Watts 
& Watt-hours 

(kW -hr) 

Simple to use. 
Plug the Power Meter 

into any AC outlet, and plug the 
appliance to be measured into the 

Power Meter. That's it! 
Model 4-1850: 

Measure REAL ("true") power 
1 to 1850 Watts 
Measure Power used,( Watt -hour 
to 9999 kilo- Watt -hr 
Measure power cost ($), just enter 
cost per kilo- Watt -hr 

New! RS -232 Interface 
features data logging, on- screen measurement, display and analysis. Can be added 

to either model, only $50! 

Model 20 -1850 does everything the 4 -1850 with these additional 

features: Inns, Vrms, Power. Factor, 20 mhz processor and more! 

Model 4-1850 Only $149 95 Delivered! 

Model 20 -1850 Only $249 95 
MCNISaIMOICheck 

Custom applications available Dealer inquires welcome 

Brand Electronics, 
421 Hilton Rd. 

re. Cal today! 'lb order, call toll free, 24 H 

Whitefield, ME 04353 
For information only, call 1-207-549-3401 1-888- 433 -6600 
email: ebrand rnint.net http:Lwww.mint.netl- ebrandl 

DIGITAL STORAGE 

OSCILLOSCOPES 
WITH 

SPECTRUM 
ANALYZER, 
DVM, FREQ. 
COUNTER, 
AND DATA 
LOGGER. 

1"A7 
i. 

I ,o 

'. 

PORTABLE 
MODULES 

CONVERT PC'S 
INTO 

MULTIPURPOSE 
TEST AND 

MEASURING 

INSTRUMENTS. 

o-01w I» v. o, 
IR. 

, ° a 0 365 

,e,r (va p_ - sn on iott Poe 

*1.. 

ti 
seU 

o-se ,, 
z o 010i101. 
100 03910,0, 

0 Try 1.1, . 

,w 9,,.r. 
e R s., 

...., 
fic 

CO 

.11". 

Why lug a scope around? Toss one of our modules into 
your laptop case or tool kit.- For a multi -purpose test 
device, plug to a PC parallel port and use the PC 
screen. Continuous, delayed, or triggered sweeps can 
be frozen on the screen, printed out, or saved to disk. 
Frequency Spectrums DC to 25 MHz. 

Allison now provides PICO TECHNOLOGY Ltd. 
portable test equipment, including high -speed scopes, 
and multi channel data loggers. Pico and O -Scope 
modules accept standard probes and work with 286 or 
faster PC's. 

FEATURES: 
PORTABLE UNITS TO 25 

MHz 
USES PRINTER PORT 

USES STD. PROBES 

OPTIONS: 
PROBE SETS 
AUTOMOTIVE PROBES 
BATTERY PACKS 
SOFT & HARD CASES 

0-Scopes Made in U.S.A. Picos Made in U.K. 
Same Day Shipping 

Includes Cable, Software & Manuals 

0-Scope Ip (DC-5OKHz, single trace) $189. 
0-Scope II (DC-500KHz, dual trace) $349. 
PICO (ADC 200/20) (DC- 10MHz,dual trace) CALL 
PICO (ADC 200/50) (DC- 25M Hz, dual trace) CALL 

PICO pc based data loggers from $99. 

Shipping within U.S. UPS Ground $7.50(Second day $11.50) 

SEND CREDIT CARD INFO., M.O., or CHECK,OR CALL 

1- 800 -980 -9806 
Allison Technology Corporation 

2006 FINNEY- VALLET, ROSENBERG, TX 77471 
PHONE: 281- 239 -8500 FAX: 281- 239 -8006 

http://www.atcweb.cont 
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Aar. 
n Test Equipment Sales -----T 
CHECK OUT THESE SPRING SPECIALS !' 

TEK 2236 100 MHz SCOPE W/ BUILT -IN 
FREQUENCY COUNTER $895 

TEK 2246 100 MHz 4 CH. SCOPE W/ 
"Smartcursors"& ON- SCREEN R.O $1 195 

B &K 2630 1 GHz SPEC. ANALYZER (NEW) 
w/ TRACKING GENERATOR $3095 

HP 4277A LCZ METER $3295 
ESI 296 AUTO DIGITAL LCR METER $1195 
HP 8656B SIGNAL GENERATOR $2595 
HP 8350B SWEEPER MAINFRAME $2195 
GR 1863 MEGOHMMETER $595 
AR 4040AT 3KV AC HYPOT TESTER $575 

FLUKE 5440B DCV CALIBRATOR $1495 
FLUKE 8502A BECHTOP DMM $495 
HP 1141A DIFFERENTIAL PROBE $895 
HP 1142A PROBE POWER MODULE...$275 
HP 1651A 32 CH. LOGIC ANALYZER. $1195 
HP 8642B SIGNAL GENERATOR $14,900 
HP 3585A SPECTRUM ANALYZER $5995 
HP 3325A SYNTH. /FUNCTION GEN $1295 
HP 3577A NETWORK ANALYZER $8950 
HP 3488A SWITCH CONTROL UNIT $495 
HP 5342A FREQUENCY COUNTER $1650 
TEK 1241 LOGIC ANALYZER $450 

Ask about our line of new products including 
HP, LeCroy, Instek,Tektronix, Fluke and more ! 

CALL (800) 684 -4651 OR FAX (603) 425 -2945 
CHECK (IS OUT AT WWW.TESALES.COM 

CIRCLE 217 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

CABLE TV BOXES 

(WE'LL BEAT ANY PRICE!) 
30 DAY TRIAL' 1 YR. WRNTY. 'FREE CATALOG 

CITY. DISCOUNTS' DEALERS WELCOME! 

1- 800 -538 -2225 
HABLAMOS ESPANOL 

VISA 
< 

hrip://www.tvcabIeboxes.com 
GLOBAL ELECTRONICS INC. 

C.O.D 

SURVEILLANCE HIDDEN CAMERAS 
DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER -BEST PRICE IN THE MARKET 

Ultra minialure hidden camera, in dome smoke or motion 
detector w' mid. BW or Color Wide view angle Low light 
sensiliely . super shop images plus lode, and audio oul- 
pul. From $159.00. Also Ill BW hoard Cameras w mie, 

starts at 079.00 DSD Wireless hidden Camera, stan at only 

$249.00 USD. Plus $5.9S for BN. WholeAetail Welcome. 
COD, Check. Money Orde or VisaMC. 

BOLIDE INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 
PH: (800)355 -0895 or (626) 575 -8178 

9660 Flair Drive #218. El Monte. CA 91731 
Sstp ! www bolydeamasio products coal 

BUGGED ?? 
EAVEWOROPPINO is unbelievably widespread! Electronic 
Devices with amazing capabilities can be monitoring your 
telephone end room nversations RIGHT NOWT Are you 
sure you're sefe7 FREE CATALOG tells you feet( Includes 
Free Bonus details on fantastic opportunities now open in 
Counter -Surveillance field. Exciting, immensely interesting 
and EXTREMELY profitable (up no 9250 hr) full /.art -time 
income. Cell Nowl 

BEST BY MAIL 
Rates: Write National, Box 5, Sarasota, FL 34230 

'ANARCHIST COOKBOOK" AVAILABLE AGAIN! Corn 
plate Uncensored Edition. $25, delivered. Barricade Books 
Box 1401 -K, Secaucus, NJ 07096. 

PERSONAL- MISCELLANEOUS 
ENDLESS PAIN! Health problems. Wealth needed. Nobody 
cares. Please put Arthur in your will Arthur F. Bothwell. P.O. 
Box 31, Wildwood, NJ 08260. Jesus loves you. 

WEIGHT LOSS 
HOW TO LOSE weight and eat what you want! FREE bo- 
nus, call now 24 hour recording message 1- 877 -266 -1990. 
ALL NATURAL DIET! For a 3 day sample send $3.00 to. 
PO Box 681. Shannon, GA 30172, ph. 888 -574 -6612. 

MAY THE SOURCE BE W1'111'10\1 

Tap into THE SOURCE of useful 
government publications --the free 

w CONSUMER INFORMATION CATALOG. 

Call toll -free 1 -888 -8 PUEBLO. 

CABLE EQUIPMENT 
LOW. LOW WHOLESALE PRICES ! -800-521-0512 

New 1 -piece Jerrold-5 units $109/ea; 10 u. $99 /ea; 20 u. $89 /ea. 

New RFT -M -5 undo $109 /ea; 10 u. $99 /ea; 20 u. $89/ea. 
Basic Converter- 5 unfs $75 /ea, 10 u. $65 /ea; 20 u. $55/ea. 

WHOLESALE ELECTRONICS 
Check out our website: www.who.net 

Cotl IOeNanmd 
cosrtrueuon 
r.ns-1 

YOU CAN WIND 
YOUR OWN COILS? 

There's no trick to it except 
knowing what you are do- 
ing. In a unique, 106 -page 
book you can become ex- 
pert in winding RF, IF, 

audio and power coils, chokes and trans- 
formers. Practically every type of coil is dis- 
cussed and necessary calculations are given 
with the mathematical data simplified for 
use by anyone. Get your copy today! 

Mail coupon to: 

Electronics Technology Today, Inc. 
P.O. Box 240 
Massapequa Park, NY 11762 -0240 
Please send me my copy of Coil Design and 
Construction Manual (BP160). I enclose a check or 
money order for $8.99 to cover the book's cost 
and shipping -and- handling expenses. NY state 
residents must add local sales tax. 

Name 

Address 

City State ZIP 

All orders must be paid in U.S. funds only. Sorry, 
no orders accepted outside of USA and Canada. 

LPlease 
allow 6 -8 weeks for delivery. ET07 
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I 20 Character X 4 Line LCD I 

110 for $30.00 
I 

110 for $28.00.100 for $250.00 I 

ALL 
EL 

Koss Digital 
STEREO HEADSET 

Koss MAC -5 

Made for 
the Ford 
Motor 
Company 
for use in 
Windstar and 
Aerostar Vans. These 
lightweight, adjustable 
headsets have great sourd quality with great 
bass response for home or studio use. Supra - 
Aural foam ear cushions for hear -through 
sound and comfort. The 8' rubberized cords 
are terminated. Frequency response: 20- 

20,000 HZ. 1/4" stereo phone plug. 

50 
each 

CAT # HP -7 $12 

QUALITY 
PARTS 

FAST 
SHIPPING 

DISCOUNT 
R AT I O N PRICING 

3000 MCD ULTRA -BRIGHT 
RED LED 

Everlight # 383URC- 2/TR1 -C(R) 
Red, "Ultra- bright" T 1 3/4 LEDs 
now at our lowest price ever. 
Due to a special purchase of 

"tape- and -reel" parts we are 
able to offer these LEDs at an 

incredibly low price wher pur- 

chased on the reel. These 
are 5 mm diameter water -clear LEDs that 

light bright red at 20 ma 

CAT# LED -50 

2 for $1- 00 
100 for $35.00 

1000 for $250.00 
(250 each) 

I 
S -VHS Tape (Used) 

1 

Super VHS tape users! 
Save a bundle on 
name -brand S -VHS, 
T -120 tapes. Thesa 
tapes were used for a 

brief period, then bulk 
erased. The record - 

protect tabs have been troken 
out, so you will have to cover the 

notch with a piece of tape, but they work 
great and cost a fraction 
of the "new" price. 

CAT #S -VHS $3°S ch 

110 for $28.00 100 for $250.00 I 

30 Minute Timer Board 
Timer circuit board will 
operate 120 or 240 Vac 

devices. Originally 
designed to run a 

vibrating motor in a 

massage chair, the circuit 
automatically shuts -off a 

motor, lamp or other device after approximately 
30 minutes. Shut -off time can be varied by 

replacing one of the resistors on the board 
with a pot or resistor of different value. Hook -up 

instructions included with the board explain 
how to make this modification. 1.9" x 2.5 ". 

CAT# TMR -5 $50 
each 

10 CD Storage Book 

Small padded, refillable 
binder contains plastic 
sleeves for protection and 
storage of 10 CDs. Great 
for music or computer 
software. Inside cover 
has an index page for 
referencing contents. 
Velcro flap keeps binder closed in 

transit. Ideal for car or home. 6.5" x 5.8" x 1.2 ". 

CAT# CDB -1425 $425 each 

110 for $37.50 100 for $300.00 
I 

i 

INCREDIBLY CHEAPII 
Switching Power Supply 

Voltek Corp # SPEC7188B 
Input: 100 - 240 Vac 
Outputs: + 5 Vdc @ 3.70 A, 

+12 Vdc ® 0.60 A, 

-5 Vdc @ 0.05 A, 

+5 Vdc Trickle 
0.1 A 

Metal encased 
switching sup- 
ply. Standard 
three -prong IEC socket power input. 7 conduc- 
tor, Molex -type connector output. 9" x 2.1" x 

1.36 ". UL recognized. Removed from new 

equipment. 
CAT # PS -27 $3h 

CALL. WRITE, FAX 
or E -MAIL For A 

96 page 
CATALOG. 

Outside the U.S.A. send S3.00 postage. 

Optrex # DMC 20434 -CEM 
(PWB 20434 -CEM' 
5 x 8 dot format 
3" x 1" viewing area. 
3.88" x 2.38" module. 
Removed from new 
equipment. May have felt padding on metal 

bezel. 14 pin sirgle row header is pre- attached. 
Spec/hook -up sheet included. 

$700 
each CAT# LCD-46 

10 for $6).00 

I 
3 BUTTON Serial MOUSE I 

Windows compatible 
three button serial mouse. 
Includes 3.5" floppy 
disk with drivers 

$3eah 

CAT #MSE -3 

100 Meg iDE Hard Drive I 

Assorted Brands 
100 to 120 MB IDE 
hard drive. 
Removed 
from working 
equipment. 
5.77" x 

4.02" x 1". 

CAT #HD -100U 

Used 

I 
10 for $80.00 

50 
each 

I "HI-8" Video Cassette I 

SONY Hi -8 TO-) quality, 
metal particle 120 minute 
video cassettes. Used 
for a short time, then 
bulk -erased. Each 
cassette has its own 
plastic storage box 

CAT # VCU -8 
$3óö 

ORDER TOLL FREE 1 -800-826-5432 
MAIL ORDERS TO: 

ALL ELECTRONICS CORP. 
P.O. BOX 567 

VAN NUYS, CA 91408 -0567 
NO MINIMUM ORDER All Orders Can Be Charged to Visa, Mastercard, American Express or Discover Checks and Money Orders Accepted by Mail 

Orders Delivered in the State of California must include California State Sales Tax NO C.O.D Shipping and Handling $5.00 for the 48 Continental United 

States - ALL OTHERS including Alaska, Hawaii, P.R. and Canada Must Pay Full Shipping Quantities Limited Prices Subject to charge without notice. 

FAX (818) 781 -2653 INFO (818) 904 -0524 

INTERNET http: / /www.allcorp.COm/ 
E -MAIL allcorp@allcorp.com 

re-71 

MANUFACTURERS - We Purchase EXCESS INVENTORIES... Call, Write, E-MAIL or Fax YOUR LIST 

CIRCLE 214 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

71 
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72 

Locate Bad Caps Fast 

Lower Costly Service Time 
Reduce Costly Callbacks 

Tame "TOUGH DOGS" in Minutes 

INSIST on the ORIGINAL 

Capacitor TM 

-I 1-144 -WIZARD 
IN- CIRCUIT ESR METER 

Large, easy to read analog meter makes for the 
fastest. most accurate testing available! Unique 
"Cap GOOD" beeper makes testing caps In Cir- 
cuit virtually INSTANTANEOUS!! Needle sharp 
GOLD PLATED stainless steel probes provide 
FAST and POSITIVE connection to both AXIAL 
and RADIAL cap, 

AtkIllWf 
2Fß 

Ogoonr¡ GulIMIR.A GW. tul ane uV 

,erarorc.Pe rweu-,,. 
NTOCIA,. . emPd'e nt 

Technicians say the Capacitor Wizard is 'the 
most cost effective instrument on their work- 
bench!" 

ONLY $179.95 
800 -394 -1984 

For More Information goto 

www.heinc.com /ieinc /cwinfo.htm 

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

Order today! You Can't Lose!!! 

C 

LISTED 

Howard Electronic Instruments, Inc. 
6222 N. Oliver, Kechi, KS 67067 
316- 744 -1993 International 
316- 744 -1994 Fax 
Email: sales @heinc.com 

Made in the USA! 

USMEASURING J EQUIPMENT 
M 

AUDIO -VIDEO -LASERS 
Unique Video Products Pattern Generators with 
character identification, composite, s- video, RGB, 
distribution amplifiers, kits also available. FREE 
catalog, GEKCO Labs, PO Box 642. Issaquah, 
WA 98027 -0642, 425 -888 -5756, www.gekco.com 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
Have an idea? If so, we are a national company 
working with ideas, inventions, new products. 
Patent services. Call 1- 800 -288 -IDEA. 

$400 Weekly Assembling electronic circuit 
boards/products from home. For Free information 
send SASE: Home Assembly -EN Box 216, New 
Britain, CT 06050 -0216. 

CABLE TV 
Calar TV descrambiers. One -piece units. 
Bohrrtd$c Adonto. Jerrold, Pioneer, and otters. 
Lowest priers wound. Prectlaíort ENctronk s, 
HOIM t,_Tñ,Pritifrlt1-8a- 09, -+8[0, 
CABLE DESCRAMBLING, New secret manual. 
Build your own descramblers for cable and sub- 
scription TV. Instructions, schematics for SSAVI, 
Gated Sync; Sinewave, $12.95, $2 postage 
CABLETRONICS, Box 30502E, Bethesda, MD 
20824. 

New! Jerrold and Pioneer wireless test units $125 
each, also 75DB notch filters $19.95 each, quan- 
tity pricing available please call KEN ERNY 
ELECTRONICS 24 -hour order and information 
hot line 516- 389 -3536. 

Cable boxes all models, all channels, lowest 
prices in the United States. Open seven days a 
week till midnite, Pacific Time. Call (877) 789 -7337 
Toll -Free. 

Free Cable Descramblers Plans. For Details 
Write: Sierra Publishing, 909 E. Yorba Linda 
Blvd., Suite H -181, Dept. ENB, Placentia, CA 
92870. 

Pay TV & Satellite descrambling 1999 Edition. All 
the latest cable and satellite fixes $16.95. 
Complete Pay TV series (282 pages) $59.95. 
Hacking satellite systems video $29.95. 
Scrambling News subscription with web access 
$34.95. Everything listed above $99.95. Free cat- 
alog. Scrambling News, 4798 South Florida Ave., 
Lakeland, FL 33813. 941- 646 -2564. C.O.D.'s are 
O.K. Add $6.00. 

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS. ALL MAJOR 
BRANDS. RFTS. HAVE MAKE AND MODEL 
NUMBER OF CONVERTER USED IN YOUR 
AREA WHEN CALLING. QUANTITY DIS- 
COUNTS. K.D. VIDEO 1 -800- 327 -3407. 
CABLE DESCRAMBLERS, including activators 
for all Jerrold Dp5 -CFT 22xx's and SP's. Lowest 
single or lot prices. Also, RFT -Dams Zenith, 
SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA, and PIONEER. Se habla 
en espanol. Call 888- 684 -9277. 

ALL CABLE TV BOXES. WE'LL BEAT ANY 
PRICE. 30 DAY TRIAL 1 YEAR WARRANTY. 1- 
800- 538 -CAB LE(2225). 
Descramblers, Converters, Activators, Rita, 
Ftg's, Bullet Snoopers, All Options Explained, 
Best Prices, Services, 2yr. Warranty, Free 
Catalog 1 -800- 854 -1674 www.resource- 
leader.com /aapc 

NEW! Cellphone E.S.N. readers $250 each, cell phone 
programmers $175 each, cell phones $25 each, DSS satel- 
lite dish card readers and programmers $125 each, credit 
card readers $250 each, Cable T.V. notch filters 50 cents 
each. convertor boxes $50 each, magnetic strip card read- 
ers for ATM machines, bank cards, drivers license, and all 

types of data acquisitions all under $200 each. You pay 
these super low prices when you deal directly with the man- 

ufacturers. When you order "Direct Connection" a 150 page 
directory published by Ed Treki Publications, you wit 
receive the largest collection of names, addresses, and 
phone numbers of all the leading American and 
International manufacturers of these products never before 
available. Stop paying second, third and fourth hand prices 
and deal directly with the source!!! Order your copy of 
"Direct Connection" today for only$59.95 plus $5 ship- 
ping. All orders are sent C.O.D. Please call Ed Treki 
Publications 24 hour order hot line 914 -544 -2829. 

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS- GUARANTEED 
LOWEST PRICES! STARTING AT $99.00. ALL 
MAJOR BRANDS. NOBODY BEATS OUR 
PRICES EVER! AAA CABLE 1- 888 -929 -8669. 

CB- SCANNERS 
CB Radio Modifications! Frequencies, kits, high - 
performance accessories, books, plans, repairs, 
amps, 10 -Meter conversions. The best price since 
1976! Catalog $3.00. CBCI Box 1898 EN, 
Monterey, CA 93942. www.cbcintl.com 

CB Trick Books, three books 1, 2 and 3. Each 
book $19.95 each. Repairs, tune ups, and ampli- 
fiers. Send money order to Medicine Man CB PO 
Box 37, Clarksville, AR 72830. 

COMPUTER HARDWARE 
ROBOT Module. Abundant outputs. inputs, coun- 
ters, compass, analog. Infinite configuration 
$299.00. Free catalog WINDesign, Box 138, 
Boston, NY14025. 

EDUCATION 
Learn Electronics. Home Study. Outstanding 
Careers. Free Literature. P.C.D.I., Atlanta, Georgia. 
Cali 800- 362 -7070. Dept. ELG342. 

PLANS -KITS -SCHEMATICS 
Awesome Kits: Voice Changers, Levitators, 
Lasers. Solar Robots and more! Catalog $1.00. 
LNS Technologies, PO Box 67243, Scotts Valley, 
CA 95067 www.ncal.verio.com /- Lnstech 

ELECTRONICS PROJECT KITS:$3.00 catalog. 
49 McMichael St. Kingston, ON.. K7M IM8. 
www.gkits.com - QUALITY KITS 

SATELLITE EQUIPMENT 
DSS Hacking: How to construct and program 
smart cards, w /pic 16C84, software. Complete 
DSS system schematics, $16.95. CABLETRON- 
ICS Box 30502E Bethesda, MD 20824. 

Free catalog -satellite TV /GPS -DIY Technical 
Books, Installation Videos, Computer Analysis 
Software www.baylin.com 800 -483 -2423. 

DSS Test card. Authorizes all channels for infor- 
mation, plus free bonus. Call toll free 1- 888 -416- 
7296. 

FREE Satellite TV Buyer's Guide. Best Products - 
Lowest Prices - Fastest Service! Dish Netwo -k, 
DirecTV, C /Ku -band, including 4DTV. Parts - 
Upgrades - Accessories! SKYVISION - 800 -543- 
3025. International 218 -739 -5231 www.skyvi- 
sion.com 

TEST EQUIPMENT 
Large assortment of used test equipment for sae. 
Request catalog or visit our website. Stevenson 
Equipment Company 609 -888 -2846 Fax: 609 - 
888- 2847http : / /www.stevensonlabs.corn 
Test Equipment Sale! Complete listing at 
http: / /www.astglobal.com or call NOW to receive 
list by fax or mail. AST GLOBAL ELECTRONICS: 
Voice 888 -216 -7159, Fax 814- 398 -1776: e -mail: 
sales @astglobal.com 

WANTED 
WANTED: USED TEST EQUIPMENT. TURN 
IDLE OR EXCESS EQUIPMENT INTO CASH. 
AST GLOBAL ELECTRONICS: Voice 888 -216- 
7159; Fax 814- 398 -1176: e -mail: sales @astglob - 
al.com 

FOR SALE 
HAVING A BEEPING OR CHIRPING SOUND 
WITH SCRAMBLED VIDEO ON CHANNELS. 
WE CAN HELP. PROFESSIONAL QUALITY 
POSITIVE NOTCH FILTERS. $16.00EA. DIS- 
COUNTS ON A 5 OR MORE. 100 @ 7.00. FAST 
COURTEOUS SERVICE. ALL CREDIT CARDS. 
CALL THE FILTER COMPANY, 1- 800 -684 -0527 
OR www.gofilters.com 
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Arizona 

RETAILERS THAT SELL OUR 
MAGAZINE EVERY MONTH 

Circuit Specialists, Inc. 

220 S. Country Club Dr. 

Bldg 2 

Mesa, AZ 85210 

California 

California Electronics 
221 N. Johnson Ave. 
El Cajon, CA 90202 

Ford Electronics 
8431 Commonwealth Ave 

Buena Park, CA 90621 

All Electronics 
14928 Oxnard Street 
Van Nuys, CA 91411 

Mac's Electronics 
191 South "E" Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92401 

Electronics Warehouse 
2691 Main Street 
Riverside, CA 92501 

Orvac Electronics 
1645 E Orangethorpe Ave. 

Fullerton, CA 92631 

Say -On Electronics 
13225 Harbor Blvd. 
Garden Grove, CA 92643 

JK Electronics 
6395 Westminster Blvd. 
Westminster, CA 92683 

Kandarian Electronics 
1101 19th Street 
Bakersfield, CA 93301 

Minute Man Electronics 
37111 Post St., Suite 1 

Fremont, CA 94536 

HCS Electronics 
6819 S. Redwood Drive 
Cotatl, CA 94931 

Halted Specialties Co. 
3500 Ryder Street 
Santa Clara, CA 95051 

Metre Electronics 
1831 J Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

HSC Electronics 
4837 Amber Lane 
Sacramento, CA 95841 

Colorado 

Centennial Electronics 
2324 E. Bijou 
Colorado Sps., CO 80909 

Connecticut 

Cables & Connectors 
2198 Berlin Turnpike 
Newington, CT 06111 

Electronic Service Prod. 
437 Washington Avenue 
North Haven, CT 06473 

Georgia 

Normans Electronics Inc. 
3653 Clairmont Road 
Chamblee, GA 30341 

Illinois 

Tri State Elex 
200 W. Northwest Hwy. 
Mt. Prospect, IL 60056 

Indiana 

Black Cat 
566 S. Main Street 
North Webster, IN 46555 

Maryland 

Mark Elec. Supply Inc. 

5015 Herzel Place 
Beltsville, MD 20705 

Massachusetts 

U -Do -It Electronics 
40 Franklin Street 
Needham, MA 02194 

Michigan 

Purchase Radio Supply 
327 East Hoover Avenue 
Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

Norwest Electronics 
33760 Plymouth Rd. 
Livonia, MI 48150 

The Elec. Connection 
37387 Ford Road 
Westland, MI 48185 

Minnesota 

Acme Electronics 
224 Washington Avenue N. 

Minneapolis, MN 55401 

New Jersey 

Lashen Electronics Inc. 
21 Broadway 
Denville, NJ 07834 

New York 

LNL Distributing Corp. 
235 Robbins Lane 
Syosset, NY 11791 

Unicorn Electronics 
Valley Plaza 
Johnson City, NY 13790 

Ohio 

Philcap Electronic Suppliers 
275 E. Market Street 
Akron, OH 44308 

Oregon 

Norvac Electronics 
7940 SW Nimbus Avenue 
Beaverton, OR 97005 

Texas 

Tanner Electronics 
1301 W Beltine 
Carrollton, TX 75006 

Mouser Electronics 
958 N. Main Street 
Mansfield, TX 76063 

Electronic Parts Outlet 
3753 B Fondren 
Houston, TX 77063 

Computers Electronics Etc. 
110 E. Medical Center Blvd. 
Webster, TX 77598 

If you'd like to sell our magazine in your store, 
please circle 210 on free information card 

or 
Contact Christina Estrada at (516) 293 -3000 ext 223 
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Measure the Sun's Intensity with a 
Solar Dosimeter 
You can achieve suprisingly 
accurate results with this 

simplest of circuits. 

PAUL NEHER 

mr here are many times where 
you would want to know how 

much sunlight a particular location 
receives- though some of them 
are not so obvious. Many of us are 
aware of the health risks that are 
associated with ultraviolet radia- 
tion; recent studies have linked 
cancer and premature aging of 
the skin to ultraviolet radiation 
exposure. Even older people can 
be at risk of developing cataracts 
and should be wearing ultraviolet - 
absorbing sunglasses whenever 
they are outdoors. If you are look- 
ing into setting up photovoltaic or 
solar- heating panels, the choice of 
whether to install a tracking mech- 
anism, with its increased cost, 
depends on the site location and 
how many hours of direct sunlight 
the panels will receive. Vegetable 
and flower gardens are another 
area of concern -do they receive 
too little or too much sunlight? 

Whether planning a solar instal- 
lation, measuring how much sun- 
shine a potential garden spot gets, 
or just curious about how many 
hours per day you are exposed to 
the sun, an instrument that can 
measure the total number of hours 
of sunlight per day would be a 
handy tool to have. Of course, such 
"solar -site analyzers" exist and can 
be purchased for a couple of hun- 
dred dollars, but there is a less - 
expensive alternative. 

In this article, we'll take a look at 
how solar- radiation monitors, or 
dosimeters, have worked in the 
past, and how to build a modern 

74 version that, while not exactly the 

most accurate instrument in the 
world, can't be beat for cost. In 
fact, you probably have the com- 
ponents needed in your "junk 
drawer ". If, on the other hand, you 
purchase all of the items needed, 
you would be hard -pressed to 
spend much over a dollar. 

Sunshine Recorders. Meteorologi- 
cal instruments designed to record 
the duration of sunshine have been 
used since the mid -nineteenth 
Century. One particularly clever 
recorder is the Campbell- Stokes 
device, dating from about 1880. It 
uses c glass sphere to focus sunlight 
onto a strip of paper. Like a magni- 
fying glass, the strip of paper is held 

i Cl 
2200/16 

LEDI 

Fig. 1. Don't he fooled h\ the simplicw. of the 
solar dosimeter's circuit -it is sui risingly 
accurate for such a low -cost device. 

at the lens' focal point. The intense 
heat from the focused spot of light 
burns the paper. As the sun moves 
across the sky, a black trace is left 
on the paper showing how long 
the sun was unobstructed. It can 
record the sun's movement from 
horizon to horizon if it is properly 
aligned, and it can reveal fixed 
obstructions, such as buildings and 
trees, as well as variable amounts 
of cloud cover if several days worth 
of readings are taken and corn- 
pared. Although there is a certain 
aesthetic quality to a recording 
instrument that is self -powered, that 
style of recorder lacks portability. 

Electronic Dosimeters. While 
many different types of electronic 
dosimeter circuits are available, 
most of them are based on active 
components to record the collect- 
ed data; the elegant simplicity of a 
self -powered device is not taken 
into account. 
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Consider the electrical charac- 
teristics of a light- emitting diode. 'gin 

its usual method of connection, an 
LED has a constant voltage drcp 
across it, producing light when 
about 10 mA of current flows 
through it. When the voltage is 

reversed, the LED doesn't produce 
light and the current flowing 
through it is very small -on the 
order of nanoamps. On the manu- 
facturer's data sheets, that current 
is referred to as leakage current. 
However, that is not entirely correct 
when it comes to LEDs. 

Although an LED is designed as a 
light- producing device, it is also a 
small -area photovoltaic diode that is 

capable of passing a current when 
it is exposed to light. Under normal 
room lighting, the conductivity of an 
LED is only in the nanoamp range, 
but in bright sunlight the photocur- 
rent is about one microamp. 

Most low -cost LEDs that are used 
as panel indicators are only tested 
for forward operation. The reverse - 
breakdown voltage is typically 
specified at five volts. That doesn't 
mean that the device can't with- 
stand higher reverse voltages; it's 

just the maximum voltage that the 
manufacturer tests the LED for. Al of 
the LEDs that the author has tested 
have shown actual reverse- break- 
down voltages of at least 50 volts; 

most units are greater than 100 volts. 

In the region of the LED's reverse - 
voltage characteristic between 
the breakdown voltage and zero 
volts, the device acts like a con- 
stant- current element, with the cur- 
rent depending only on the intensi- 
ty of the light. 

Now that we have a light- depen- 
dent constant -current source, we 
need some way to record the over- 
all amount of current that passes 

through the LED. 

A capacitor stores an electric 
charge in proportion to the voltage 
across its terminals. The formula for 
that relationship is 

Q=CV 

where the total charge (Q), in 

coulombs, is a product of the 
capacitance (C), in farads and the 
voltage (V), in volts. A constant cur- 
rent flowing into (or out of) a 
capacitor will change the voltage 

I-II-tI-I 
ITI1_tl_1 

200mV 

11111111IIIIIII IIN' 
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B1 

12 -18 VOLTS iI II 

Fig. 2. Measuring the voltage drop across a resistor in series between the capacitor and a battery 

is an easy way to measure the capacitor's leakage current. 

across its terminals at a rate that is 

proportional to the current. For 

example; a l -µF capacitor being 
charged with a constant one - 
microamp current will increase its 

voltage by one volt per second. 
The capacitor's voltage is also 

proportional to the amount of cur- 
rent that has been accumulated 
over a period of time; that function 
is a near -perfect integrator. The 

same one microamp current in the 
above example, applied for 100 

seconds, will change the voltage 
on the capacitor by 100 volts. 

Based on that knowledge, let's 
put an LED in parallel with a 

capacitor. There are few electronic 
circuits that can match the simplic- 
ity of Fig. 1, but that's all that it takes 
to build a simple, self -powered solar 
dosimeter that can be used to 

measure the amount of sunlight 
that falls on a given area over a 

period of time. 
If you charge up Cl in a dark 

room, very little current will flow 
through LED1; Cl will stay charged 
up for a long time. Place the unit in 

bright sunlight and a larger constant 
current wil flow through LED1, dis- 

charging Cl at a rate that is propor- 
tional to the intensity of the light. For 

example, if Cl discharges at a rate 
of 1.25 volts per hour in bright sun- 

light, the voltage should change by 
5 volts if it is exposed to the same 
intensity of light for 4 hours. 

Typically, you would charge up C l 

to about 5 volts; that voltage and 
the values shown will let the solar 

dosimeter be used for over a day 
before needing a recharge. In bright 
sunlight, such as the southwestern 

Fig. 3. When measuring how much voltage the capacitor has los', make your measurement as quick- 

ly as possible-even the most sophisticated digital voltmeter consumes some of the capacitor's 

charge when taking a reading. 75 
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REMOVE 

A a 
Fig. 4. A standard LED has a lens molded into 
its case to concentrate the light. By flattening 
the lens, the solar dosimeter will he able to 
sense sunlight from almost any angle. 

US, the capacitor discharges at a 
rate of about one volt per hour. 

Another advantage of the solar 
dosimeter is that it directly simulates 
the performance of a solar panel 
or photovoltaic array -the change 
in capacitor voltage is directly pro- 
portional to the amount of 
ampere -hours that the array would 
produce for that day. If you would 
like to investigate whether a track- 
ing array would be worth the extra 
money, simply compare the results 
from first leaving the solar dosime- 
ter pointed in one direction, and 
from pointing it at the sun by 
changing its position about once 
every hour. Many locations, such as 
southern California, have morning 
fog and hazy skies until mid -morn- 
ing. Mountains and other obstruc- 
tions can reduce the amount of 
direct sun that your location 
receives. With a little data collec- 
tion and analysis, the solar dosime- 
ter can help you find the best ori- 
entation for a solar array. 

Of course, a circuit that is this sim- 
ple is not a perfect one. There are 
several restrictions that must be fol- 
lowed to get the most out of it. The 
first is to understand that the solar 
dosimeter has a probable error of 
about 10% due to the nonlinearity of 
the LED current and the leakage 
characteristics of the capacitor. 
Unfortunately, electrolytic capaci- 
tors have an internal leakage 
mechanism that allows a small 
amount of current to flow between 
its "insulated" plates. You can think 

76 of that leakage as a resistor across 

the capacitor's terminals. That leak- 
age increases with temperature. 

You should always charge the 
unit from a 12- to 18 -volt source in 
series with a 10,000 -ohm resistor. The 
resistor prevents the components 
from being destroyed if you con- 
nect the battery backward by 
accident; it also protects you if the 
source happens to be a car bat- 
tery and you accidentally connect 
the charging leads together. 
However, the charging voltage 
should never be higher than the 
capacitor's working voltage. If you 
are going to be using an 18 -volt 
source, such as two 9 -volt batteries 
in series, you should use a capaci- 
tor that is rated higher than the 16- 
volt rating that is specified here -25 
or 35 volts would be better. 

That being said, let's see what 
we need to do to build our solar 
dosimeter. 

LED1 

ANODE 

NEGATIVE 
LEAD 

01 

FLAT SIDE 

CATHODE 

LEAD 

Fig. 5. To build the solar dosimeter, simply sol- 
der an LED onto a capacitor. Be careful of 
polarities or the unit won't work. 

"Seasoning" the Capacitor. To 
reduce leakage, a new capacitor 
has to be "seasoned" for a day or 
so before it can be used in the solar 
dosimeter. Interestingly, a capacitor 
pulled out of a junk car radio or old 
piece of audio equipment would 
be perfect for our needs because it 
has had many hours of voltage 
applied to it. A new electrolytic 
capacitor must have its dielectric 
layers formed by applying a volt- 
age for several hours. An ideal 
place to do that is inside a warm 
parked car using the 12 -volt lighter 
jack as the voltage source. 

Alternatively, you can charge the 
capacitor from a pair of nine -volt 
batteries and leave it connected 
for a day inside your home, per- 
haps on a sunny windowsill. 

Once a capacitor is "aged ", its 
internal leakage needs to be test- 
ed; there is always the possibility 
that a particular unit might not be 
suitable. After charging the capac- 
itor for several minutes, connect a 
digital voltmeter across the resistor. 
Do not use an older style "moving - 
needle" meter. Those instruments 
draw a bit of current from the cir- 
cuit being measured and will intro- 
duce errors in your readings. The 
voltage drop across the resistor will 
show the capacitor's leakage cur- 
rent; a reading of 10 mV indicates 
a leakage of 1 microamp. At first 
the leakage might be quite large, 
perhaps a few microamps. After 
several hours, the meter should 
read zero mV, indicating an internal 
leakage of less than ' /,o microamp. 
That is a good indication that the 
capacitor is forming well. The gen- 
eral arrangement for that test is 

shown in Fig. 2 

Next, disconnect the capacitor 
from the charging source and volt- 
meter, and let it sit for an hour in its 

charged condition. Measure its volt- 
age by connecting the meter only 
long enough to get a reading as 
shown in Fig. 3, and again at least 12 
hours later. If the capacitor is a 
"good one ", it will have lost only a 
few tenths of a volt between read- 
ings. A capacitor that loses more 
than about one volt will be marginal 
for use in the solar dosimeter 
because of the error it introduces. 

Construction. The first step in build- 
ing the solar dosimeter is to modify 

0.15 -INCH 
DIA. 

3- INCHES 

Fig. 6. To increase accuracy of the solar 
dosimeter, the capacitor must he kept cool. This 
disc, cut from an index card, will act as an 
umbrella, shielding the capacitor from the sun. 
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SUN SHADE 

DOSIMETER 

TAPE 

1/4-INCH 
DOWEL 

Fig. 7. With the solar dosimeter mounted on a 

dowel and wearing its "hat ", it's ready to mea- 

sure the amount of sunlight anywhere that you 
want it to. 

the LED by filing or sanding off its 

top. Most LEDs have a rounded lens 
as shown in Fig. 4A. By removing the 
lens, you will have an angular sensi- 
tivity of almost 180 degrees. The LED 

should look like Fig. 4B. 
The two components are sol- 

dered together as shown in Fig. 5. 

Obviously, there is a right way and a 
wrong way to connect the two 
polarized components together. The 
positive lead of Cl should be con- 
nected to the cathode of LED1: the 
cathode lead of LEDs is usually phys- 
ically longer in length and a flat spot 
is molded into the case. If you get 
the connections backwards, the 
LED will glow when you try to charge 
the unit and you won't be able to 
go above about two volts. 

Cut a 3- inch -diameter disc out of 
a piece of index card. Punch a hole 
in the center of the disc the same 
diameter as LED1. Dimensions for the 
disc are shown in Fig. 6. The disc will 

act as a sunshade to keep Cl from 
becoming too warm. Remember, 
the capacitor's leakage current will 
rise with temperature. 

Mount the dosimeter on a stick 
such as a 3/4-inch wood dowel that 
is about a foot long, using white 
masking tape to hold the capaci- 
tor in place. That way, the dosime- 
ter can be "planted" in the ground 
and away from the heat of the soil. 
The sunshade is placed over LED1 

so that C1 is always shaded. The 
final assembly is shown in Fig. 7. 

Calibration. Pick a bright, sunny 
day to calibrate the dosimeter, 
preferably at noon when the sun is 

directly overhead; intense sunlight 
is needed. Charge the dosimeter 
for at least an hour before measur- 
ing its voltage. Charging the 
dosimeter is done in the same way 
that the capacitor was tested for 
leakage: a 10,000 -ohm resistor in 

series with a 12- to 18 -volt battery. 
Place the dosimeter in the sun with 
the flat surface (cathode) of LED1 

facing the sun's direction of travel 
and note the time. After one hour 
or more, measure the voltage 
across C1, recording that along 
with the time. The difference in volt- 
age divided by the difference in 
time will tell you how many volts per 
hour the dosimeter registers in 
bright sunlight. We'll call that ratio 
the exposure constant. To measure 
the number of hours of sunlight that 
a spot receives in a day, measure 
the change in voltage and dividing 
it by the exposure constant. 

Troubleshooting. The solar dosime- 
ter is based on commonly- avail- 
able parts and some basic physics. 
What if it doesn't work as adver- 
tised? The green LED is inexpensive; 
if one doesn't work satisfactorily, try 
another one. Some LEDs might be 
more efficient photodiodes than 
others, causing the capacitor to 
run out of charge before the day is 

over. Some capacitors have less 

actual capacitance than marked 
on the can, causing the same 
problem. In either case, you can 
reduce the rate at which the volt- 
age drops by either using two 
capacitors in parallel or putting a 
neutral filter over the LED. Such a fil- 
ter can be made from a few layers 

of clear tape, a thin layer of white 
nail polish, or placing the dosimeter 
into a white plastic film canister. 

If you've used a capacitor with a 
higher voltage rating, you can 
charge the capacitor up to a high- 
er voltage to start off with. If you've 
been using a 12 -volt source, try sea- 
soning the capacitor at 18 volts. 

If the capacitor has too much 
leakage, that is, it self- discharges by 
more than a volt in twelve hours, try 
charging it to a lower voltage ini- 
tially, or season it longer at about 
100 degrees F. 

Do not let moisture get between 
the capacitor terminals. Dew or rain 

PARTS LIST FOR THE 
SOLAR DOSIMETER 

LEDI- Light -emitting diode, green, 
T -13/4 size, diffused lens, (Mouser 
351 -5023, RadioShack 276 -022 or 
similar) 

C1-2200- 16 -WVDC, electrolytic 
capacitor, low -leakage, radial leads 

R1- 10,000 -ohm, 'A-watt, 5% carbon 
resistor 

B 1 -12 -volt battery 
Wooden dowel, tape, etc. 

will cause the capacitor to dis- 
charge rapidly. Place the dosimeter 
in a watertight enclosure, such as the 
35-mm film canister mentioned earli- 
er, if that is a problem. 

Sample Applications. Suppose you 
have a southeast -facing sloped roof 
on your house, and you are wonder- 
ing how well a photovoltaic array 
would work, mounted in that same 
orientation. Simply orient the solar 
dosimeter with its flat surface paral- 
lel to the roof and expose it for a full 
day. Measure the change in voltage 
and you have a number equivalent 
to the amount of ampere -hours a 
photovoltaic array will put out. 
Compare that with how much the 
dosimeter registers with different ori- 
entations and angles, and you'll 
know if odd -angle mounting or 
tracking mechanisms are worth the 
extra complexity and expense. 

An unusual location to mount 
the solar dosimeter is inside a hat. 
The LED could be mounted on a 
small hole punched in the brim with 
Cl taped underneath with the 
leads bent at a right angle. 

A final note on sun exposure: 
(Continued on page 83) 77 
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Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Lights, 

and More 

LET'S TAKE A LOOK AT SOMETHING SO OLD AND SO SIMPLE 

THAT IT JUST MIGHT BE NEW FOR YOU. AT ANY RATE, THIS 

IDEA STILL MAKES A SELDOM -SEEN AND A REALLY FINE LITTLE 

HOMEBREW PROJECT... 

Twinkle Lights 
In my opinion, the NE -2 neon lamp 

is by far the number -one electronic 
component of all time. Yes, the device is 
more or less way into retirement due to 
the high voltages needed and its restrict- 
ed light output. But you can still get 
them for a dime or so each at Radio - 
Shack and elsewhere, and nothing else 
even comes remotely close to its versatil- 
ity or its elegant simplicity. 

In its prime, that good old NE -2 
served as everything from... 

panel lamps 
electronic organs 
surge protectors 
voltage regulators 
polarity finders 
AC -DC voltmeters 
display decorations 
proximity devices 
AND -OR logic 
flash triggers 
strobe lights 
computer memories 
flame monitors 
lamp dimmers 
touch sensors 
signal sources 
flip -flop latches 
frequency dividers 
"hot chassis" checkers 
audio oscillators 
vacuum tube testers 
radiation detectors 

...and an awful lot more. 

The NE -2 is just a small glass tube 
with a tiny amount of low -pressure neon 
gas in it. Two simple pins act as termi- 
nals. At voltages below 55 volts or so, 
the neon lamp is more or less an open 
circuit. Above that value, the tube "turns 
on" and starts to conduct, emitting a dis- 

BY DON LANCASTER 

tinctive orange light. 
When conduction starts, the NE -2 

becomes a negative resistance. This hap- 
pens as more current ionizes more gas in 
the plasma and lowers the drop across 
the terminals to (typically) 45 volts or so. 
That destructive behavior requires 
external current limiting, usually with a 

high -value resistor of 100K or more. 
Conduction continues as long as a cur- 
rent source remains. When and if the 
current drops down to zero, the neon 
lamp turns off. 

A standard NE -2 pilot light circuit is 
shown in Fig. 1A. Connect that circuit 

t o 

H 

110 vac 

220K 

NE-2 

(A) Panel lamp or tester. 

2.2 Meg 

N E-2 

+120 vdc 

H 
//AA 

0.047pF 

(B) Neon relaxation oscillator. 

FIG. 1 -TWO NEON LAMP CIRCUITS: The one in A is a simple lamp tester; the one in B 
is a relaxation oscillator. 
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INCREDIBLE SECRET 
MONEY MACHINE II 

Updated 2nd edition of Don's classic on setting 
up your own technical or craft venture. $18.50 

2.2 Megohm 

NE -2 
neon 
lamp 

+120 vde 

2.2 Megohm 

NE-2 
neon 
lamp 

FIG. 2 -A NE -2 SEQUENTIAL FLASHER, 
otherwise known as an astable multivibrator. 

110 -volts AC and both pins will light up 
to that characteristic neon orange. Once 
again, external current limiting must be 
provided, or a NE -2 will self -destruct. A 
variation on the circuit is the standard 
hardware store "circuit tester." Both 
lamp pins light on AC, but only the pos- 
itive one does on DC. Thus, you have a 

simple AC -DC and polarity detector. 
Another long -forgotten trick with 

the circuit checker is to use it as a hot - 
chassis detector. In some consumer - 
electronics equipment, one side of the 
line cord is connected to an internal 
chassis. Supposedly, the polarized 
prongs of the power cord prevent the 
wrong side from being connected, but 
mistakes do happen. 

A severe shock hazard can exist when 
you try to service hot -chassis gear. To 
find out if what you are working on is of 
that type just hold one terminal of a 

neon tester in your hand and then touch 
the other to the chassis. If the lamp 
weakly lights, reverse the power cord or 
take other suitable precautions. No 
shock should be felt. 

A simple neon -lamp relaxation oscil- 
lator is shown in Fig. 1 B. That two 
megohm resistor by itself cannot pro- 
vide enough current to light the neon 
lamp in this circuit. So, the lamp 
remains off, and the capacitor starts 
charging. When the capacitor charges 
up to 55 volts, the neon lamp turns on 
and flashes brightly. 

The capacitor is then discharged to 
the lamp's turnoff point, and the cycle 
repeats. The lamp flashes at a frequency 
determined by the RC time constant and 
the thresholds involved. A sawtooth -like 
exponential wave will appear across the 
capacitor; it can be sensed and used as an 
audio or other signal source. 

Neon circuits are also micropower 
because only a very few microamps are 
needed from your DC supply. 

In Fig. 2, a pair of neon lamps is used 
as an alternating flasher. This was once 
known as an astable multivibrator. The 
capacitor first charges right -to -left and 
then left -to -right as the alternate lamps 
conduct. The secret to startup involves 
the small stray capacitances that are 
inherently around each bulb. 

Figure 3 gives you a cute neon twin- 
kle light effect. Long ago and far away, I 

used this many times for dance decora- 
tions. 

Due to the differences in lamp 
thresholds, the sequence ends up pretty 
much random -hence your twinkle 
lights or "little stars." At any given time, 
one (or rarely two) lamps are lit and pro- 
vide capacitor charging paths. As the 
capacitors charge, the threshold for 
another lamp is exceeded and it fires. 
Because of a commutation effect, any 
other lamp turning on should turn off 
any already lit ones. 

For relaxation oscillators to work, the 
resistors and supply voltage must all be 

chosen to lie on the negative resistance 
portion of the NE -2 curve. This usually 
happens over a rather wide value range. 
Some cut -and -try may be needed for 
anything fancy. Resistors in the one to 
four megohm range are usually a good 
starting point. 

What is really mind -blowing is that I 
still know of no way to do the same thing 
using LEDs that can end up being 
remotely as simple, as cheap, or as low in 
power. Much more on elegant simplicity 
appears in ELESIMP.PDF on my 
www.tinaja.com Web site. 

Tachometer Fundamentals 
A tachometer is an instrument to 

measure the speed of a rotating shaft. 
The results are often shown in rpm, 
short for Revolutions per Minute. 

Tachometers, or tachs, could be digi- 
tal or analog. Generally, digital ones are 
more accurate but can be much harder 
to read and interpret, especially during 
changes. Since there are lots of subtle 
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NAMES & NUMBERS 
Hitachi 
2000 Sierra Point Pkwy. 
Brisbane, CA 94005 
(415) 589 -8300 

Home Automation Systems 
17171 Daimler Street 
Irvine, CA 92614 
(800) 367-9836 

Home Automator 
2258 Sandy Lane 
Mebane, NC 27302 
(910) 578 -9519 

Live Wire Enterprises 
PO Box 670081 
Flushing, NY 11367 
(718) 544-4400 

Maxim 
120 San Gabriel Dr. 

Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
(800) 998 -8800 

P -O -P & Sign Design 
7400 Skokie Blvd. 
Skokie, IL 60077 
(708) 675 -7400 

Point of Purchase 
6225 Barfield Rd. #200 
Atlanta, GA 30328 
(404) 252-8831 

Sign Business 
1008 Depot Hill Office Pk. 
Broomfield, CO 80020 
(303) 469-0424 

SignCraft 
PO Box 06031 
Ft. Myers, FL 33906 
(813) 939 -4644 

Synergetics 
Box 809 
Thatcher, AZ 85552 
(520) 428 -4073 

Technical Works 
PO Box 3692 
Albany, GA 31706 
(912) 787 -3000 

Texas Instruments 
PO Box 655303 
Dallas, TX 75380 
(800) 336-5236 

"gotchas" to tach design, I thought we 
might go over some fundamentals. 
Digital tach design can often be split 
into sensing, conditioning, algorithmic 
conversion, and display: 

80 Sensing- Sensing involves generat- 

Connect +120 vdc to center. 

Use 2.2 Megohm resistors, 
0.5 p.F bipolar capacitors, 

and NE -2 neon lamps. 

FIG.3- "TWINKLE LIGHTS" for a dance, show, or display. 

ing one or more pulses per revolution. 
In "sensorless" sensing, speed signals are 
extracted and conditioned directly from 
the motor's back emf. This has to be 
tightly integrated into the exact motor 
and controller in use. 

In "sensored" sensing, a device is 
placed on or near the motor shaft to 
generate one or more electric pulses per 
shaft revolution. Sensored sensing most 
often is done magnetically or optically. 

Magnetic sensing is usually done 
with magnets and Hall Effect devices, or 
alternately by using ferrous gear teeth 
and variable reluctance coils. With 
infrared optics, a bladed vane could 
interrupt a LED /photodetector pair, or 
IR light could be bounced off reflective 
shaft portions. 

A third route of very questionable 
reliability is to use direct mechanical 
contacts in a commutator setup or a 

physical gear or roller. 
Note that speed can be determined 

using a single sensor. But when both 
speed and direction are needed, then a 

pair of quadrature sensors must be used. 
These are arranged so that one is in the 
middle of its sensing activity while the 
other is at its edge. A dual flip -flop or a 

computer -logic circuit can extract both 
speed and direction, as could a some- 
what trivial software algorithm. Actual 

position could be found by adding up or 
integrating all your speed pulses. 

Honeywell and Allegro Electronics 
are major suppliers for low cost Hall 
sensors. Optoelectronic providers 
include Hewlett- Packard, Texas 
Instruments, Toshiba, Siemens, and QT 
Optoelectronics. 

Conditioning -This just consists of 
making sure that each sensed pulse ends 
up as a single clean event. It can be done 
using hardware, software, or a mixture 
of both. 

Algorithmic conversion -This step 
usually has to solve several interface 
problems. It might include numeric 
translations and reaching acceptable 
measurement speeds. 

At 600 rpm with a single pulse per rev- 
olution, you'll have 10 pulses per second. 
The "10" result from a direct one second 
measurement must be multiplied by "60" 
to provide a "600" display. Other scaling 
factors need to be considered when more 
than one pulse per revolution is involved, 
or in automotive applications where each 
cylinder fires only once for every two rev- 
olutions. Note that certain newer cars 
may fire their cylinders twice to eliminate 
a distributor -once for real and once at a 

uselessly wrong time, so watch that detail. 
Scaling can be done with hardware or 

software. These days, software scaling 
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Abbeon Cal 
123 Gray Ave. 
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 
(805) 966 -0810 

Allegro Microsystems 
Box 15036 
Worcester, MA 01605 
(508) 853-5000 

Asian Sources 
1020 Church St. 

Evanston, IL 60201 

(847) 475-1900 

Barbara Arnold Sales 
3704 Carlisle Ct. 

Modesto, CA 95356 
(800) 335 -4852 

Circuit Cellar Ink 
4 Park St. #20 
Vernon, CT 06066 
(203) 875 -2751 

Scott Edwards 
964 Cactus Wren Lane 
Sierra Vista, AZ 85635 
(520) 459-4802 

Electromatic Equipment 
600 Oakland Avenue 
Cedarhurst, NY 11516 
(800) 645 -4330 

Hewlett- Packard 
PO Box 10301 
Palo Alto, CA 94303 
(415) 857 -1501 

Honeywell Microswitch 
3660 Technology Dr. 

Minneapolis, MN 55418 
(800) 345-6770 

Measurement & Control 
2994 W Liberty Ave. 
Pittsburgh, PA 15216 
(412) 343-9666 

Microchip Technology 
2355 W Chandler Blvd. 
Chandler, AZ 85224 
(602) 786 -7200 

Frank Murphy Mfg. 
PO Box 470248 
Tulsa, OK 74147 
(918) 627 -3550 

TACHOMETER RESOURCES 
Omega Engineering 
One Omega Dr. 

Stamford, CT 06907 
(800)826 -6342 

Parallax 
3805 Atherton Rd. #102 
Rocklin, CA 95765 
(916) 624-8333 

QT Optoelectronics 
610 N Mary Ave. 

Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
(408) 720 -1440 

Red Lion Controls 
20 Willow Springs Circle 
York, PA 17402 
(717) 767 -6511 

Reddington Counters 
130 Addison Rd. 

Windsor. CT 06095 
(860) 688 -6205 

Sensors 
174 Concord St. 

Peterborough, NH 03458 
(603) 924-9631 

Siemens Components 
2191 Laurelwood Rd. 
Santa Clara, CA 95054 
(408) 980 -4500 

Sunshine Instruments 
1810 Grant Avenue 
Philadelphia, PA 19115 
(800) 343 -1199 

TES Electronics 
57 Jen -Ai Road SEc 2 

Taipei, TAIWAN 
886 -2- 2393 -9142 

Texas Instruments 
PO Box 655303 
Dallas, TX 75380 
(800) 336-5236 

Toshiba 
1220 Midas Way 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
(800) 321-1718 

Veeder Root 
125 Powder Forest Dr. 

Simsbury, CT 06070 
(860) 651 -2700 

using a PIC or other micro is the pre- 
ferred choice. 

Again, at 600 rpm using a single 
pulse per revolution, you'll have 10 puls- 
es per second. Six seconds would be 
required to achieve a ten percent accu- 

rate measurement. Much longer times 
would be required for higher accuracy, 
especially at lower speeds. 

One obvious solution to response 
times is to have more sensed pulses per 
revolution. A second solution is to use a 

phase -locked loop (such as a CMOS 
4046) to "multiply" the input -pulse rep- 
etition rates by a reasonable selected 
numeric value. Such a multiplication 
might also perform the required scaling 
as well. However, there is an inherent 
lag in any PLL circuit, which might 
cause the display to unacceptably fall 

behind real -time speed changes. 
An often optimum workaround is to 

measure the time period between the 
sensed pulses instead of counting their 
frequency. This is known as the EPUT 
method, as in Events Per Unit Time. 
The once -horrendous nasty involved 
here is that a 1/x calculation is required. 
If your chosen micro has no division 
instructions, alternates such as a table 
lookup or a repeated subtraction can be 
used. Scaling can also be provided inter- 
nal to your 1/x calculation process. 

Another algorithmic consideration is 

the update time as continuous updates 
tend to jump around and can be incred- 
ibly difficult to interpret or follow. 
Something near two to four updates per 
second is often a good choice that opti- 
mizes human factors. It's also a very 
good idea to take the average of as many 
measurements as practical before dis- 
playing them. It is sometimes optimum 
to round all the display values off to the 
nearest 100 revolutions per minute. 

In certain circumstances, it is best to 
provide for both an analog and a digital 
speed display. Use digital for accuracy and 
analog to interpret any sudden changes. 

Display -A PIC or other micro can 
be used for input conditioning, scaling, 
and algorithmic conversion. This will 

often drive an LCD or LED display. An 
LCD display might typically carry its 

own very specialized controller chip 
strapped onto its back. 

Some Resources 
I've gathered together some 

tachometer information for you as this 
month's resource sidebar. Your best 
starting points are usually the Sensors or 
Measurements 6. Control trade journals. 
Lab tachs are resold by Omega 
Engineering, Abbeon Cal, and others. 

Three examples of handheld tachs 
include the TouchTach by Barbara 
Arnold Sales, the Shimpo DT -105 from 
Sunshine Instruments, and the RM- 
1500 from TES Electronics. 

Ready -to -use digital -tach panel 
instruments are widely available. A pair 
of useful sources includes Red Lion and 
Reddington. Check out the latter's Eagle 81 
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FIG. 4 -THESE PICPRO BREADBOARDS from Technical Works simplify PIC design and 
interface. 

Model 53. 
One obvious starting point for any 

custom tachometer is to use the Basic 
Stamp from Parallax combined with an 
LCD display module from Scott 
Edwards Electronics. Later these can be 
replaced with a custom PIC or a baby 
PIC design and cheaper display. 
Microchip Technology is your main PIC 
supplier. Alternate solutions are offered 
by Circuit Cellar, as well as in most of 
the "hobby projects" kit- product lines. 
But unless you are up to something spe- 
cial, the commercial high volume mod- 
ules are likely to be a better and cheaper 
solution than homebrew. 

PIC Development Boards 
Speaking of PICs, Brad Mock of 

Technical Works has just come up with 
something that has long been needed- 
some small printed circuit breadboards 
that hold your choice of popular PIC 
chips, along with all the necessary regu- 
lator, oscillator, reset circuitry, and relat- 
ed goodies. Unlike the Basic Stamp from 
Parallax, these conveniently let you 
work directly in ultra fast PIC machine 
language. Two current models are for 
the 18- and 28 -pin PIC chips; other 
sizes are in the works. 

The list prices will be $17.95. His 
special introductory price of $14.95 is 
available for readers of this column. 

82 Several more details on these PicPro 

devices are shown in Fig. 4. Lots more 
PIC information can be downloaded at 
www.tinaja.com/picupOl.html. 

New Tech Lit 
From Texas Instruments there's 

Radio Frequency Solutions and Video 
Solutions for PC Platforms mailers. 
From Maxim comes the latest release of 
a Data Catalog CD. The new reference 
library CD from Hitachi is about their 
SuperH RISC Engines 

There is a new freebie catalog out 
from Home Automation Systems. And 
Home Automator magazine remains your 
first choice for useful help in this field. A 
home -automation tutorial is at 
www.tinaja.com/resbn01.htrnl. 

I came across two interesting new 
books this month. First, be sure to check 
out When Things Start to Think by Neil 
Gershenfeld. This text is mostly on 
ongoing projects by the MIT Media 
Lab. Neil makes heavy predictions for 
the widespread use of low -cost distrib- 
uted intelligence: everything from 
erasable digital paper to smart shoes. 
This title meshes nicely with The Age of 
Intelligent Machines, which we looked at 
last month. 

There is also a superb Planetary 
Astronomy text by a Ronald Schorn. This 
appears to be a highly readable and a 

definitive history of our solar system dis- 
coveries as written by a NASA insider. 

Lots of references and a detailed and 
annotated bibliography are nicely 
included. 

More on these titles can be found at 
www.tinaja.com/amlik0l.html. A very 
useful database for astronomy teaching 
materials can be obtained from 
www.aas.org/-education/indexl.html. 

An intriguing "Knotty Neon" light- 
ing and display material is now available. 
These are basically knottable "ropes" of 
electroluminescent light. There's ten 
colors with lengths up to 600 feet. The 
colors are somewhat adjustable by 
changing the applied frequency from a 

12 -volt AC control unit driven by a wall 
wart supply. The supplier is Live Wire 
Enterprises. I was unable to locate their 
Web site (if one exists). They are men- 
tioned at www.led.com and at 
www.lightsearch. corn. Trade journals 
that target this sort of neat stuff include 
Signrraft, Sign Business, POP and Sign 
Design, and Point of Purchase. 

There sure is a bunch of interest in 
boat anchors -pieces of ancient military 
surplus communications or test gear that 
are outrageously huge and heavy-these 
days. They sure don't make them like 
this any more. I will try to do an in- 
depth survey sometime, but for now, 
check into the link farm at 
nashville.net/- badger /millist. Or to find 
"straight from the horse's whatever" 
information, try out FM 24 -24 at 
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www.gordon.army.mil /doctrine /2424, 
plus, of course, good old Surplus Al at 
mh105.infi.net/-surplsal/. 

Speaking of boat anchors, I just hap- 
pen to have a stunning buy on a neat 60- 
kilowatt load bank. AC or DC, single or 
three phase, 12 to 440 volts. You use this 
one for generator testing, student 
power -lab loads, or wind energy 
research. It also makes toast. And, no, 
there is no way you can call this one a 

white elephant -it is a perfectly normal 
gray elephant in color and size. Contact 
me via e-mail at don @tinaja.com or see 
www.tinaj a.com/bargte01.html. 

For all the fundamentals of digital 
integrated circuits, be sure to check into 
my 7TL and CMOS Cookbooks, either by 
themselves or as part of my bargain 
priced Lancaster Classics Library. See my 
nearby Synergetics ad for full details. 
And for all your other book needs, see 
www.tinaja.com/amlink01.html. 

The latest Web -site additions to my 
Guru's Lair found at www.tinaja.com 
include a tutorial on Supraluminal 
Dowsing for Brown's Gas in Roswell. 
Your key secret, of course, is to be sure 
to use an overunity water -fueled black 
helicopter. 

Our Consultant's Network is newly 
expanded and greatly improved at 
www.tinaja.com /consul01.html. And 
lots of surplus bargains are found at 
www.tinaja.com/bargOl.html. 

As usual, most of these mentioned 
items should show up in our Names & 

Numbers or Tachometer Resources 
sidebars. Check here before calling our 
no- charge US technical helpline shown 
in the nearby box. 

Let's hear from you. 

SOLAR DOSIMETER 
(continued from page 77) 

Note that the solar dosimeter 
responds only to the blue -green 
portion of the visible spectrum; it 
does not directly measure ultravio- 
let radiation. You can use it, howev- 
er, to estimate your UV exposure in 

the six hours around noon when UV 

intensity is proportional to visible 
radiation. Also note that due to the 
nature of the Earth's atmosphere, 
the amount of visible light is not 
necessarily an accurate indicator 
of the amount of UV radiation. S2 

Electronics 
NOW 

REPRINT 
BOOKSTORE 

229 Popular Electronics (1999 back issues) $5.00 
Write in Issues desired _ __ _ _ 

228 Popular Electronics (1998 back issues) $5.00 
Write in Issues desired 

0 227 Popular Electronics (1997 back issues) $5.00 
Write in Issues desired 

226 Popular Electronics (1996 back issues) $5.00 
Write in Issues desired 

225 Popular Electronics (1995 back issues) $5.00 
Write in Issues desired 

EH96 Experimenters Handbook (1996) . $5.00 

EH95S Experimenters Handbook 
Summer Edition (1995) ... 55.00 

EH94S Experimenters Handbook 
Summer Edition (1994) ... . ...$5.00 

EH94W Experimenters Handbook 
Winter Edition (1994) $5.00 

EH94 Experimenters Handbook (1994) 55.00 

EH93 Experimenters Handbook (1993) . 55.00 

HH95S Hobbyists Handbook 
Spring Edition (1995) $5.00 

HH95F Hobbyists Handbook 
Fall Edition (1995) $5.00 

HH94S Hobbyists Handbook 
Spring Edition (1994) $5.00 

HH94F Hobbyists Handbook 
Fall Edition (1994) $5.00 

HH93 Hobbyists Handbook (1993) . .$5.00 

HISTORY Crystal Radio History, Fundamentals 

& Design $10.95 

XTAL Crystal Set Handbook $10.95 

XTALPRO Crystal Set Projects $14.95 

XTALBLD Crystal Set Building ...... $15.95 

POP96 POPtronix Hobbyist Handbook (1996)$5.00 

POP97 POPtronix Exper Handbook (1997) .$5.00 

Radlocratt 1993 Projects for Hobbyists ...$5.00 
219 Electronics Now (1999 back issues) ..$5.00 

Write in Issues desired 

218 Electronics Now (1998 back issues) ..$5.00 
Write in Issues desired 

217 Electronics Now (1997 back issues) ..$5.00 
Write in Issues desired 

216 Electronics Now (1996 back issues) ..$5.00 
Write in Issues desired 

215 Electronics Now (1995 back issues) $5.00 
Write in Issues desired 

REPRINTS REPRINTS 

174 Electronics Cartoons (The Best of) ...$1.99 

173 From Not- Working to Networking 

Troubleshooting Local -Area Networks .$2.99 

172 33 Bench -Tested Circuits $1.99 

El 171 36 Time Tested Circuits $1.99 

El 170 High -Voltage Project for Fun and 

Science Book 1 $2.99 

170A High -Voltage Projects for Fun and 

Science Book 2 $2.99 

169 Think Tank (133 Circuits) $1.99 

169A Think Tank Vol. 2 $1.99 

168 Fact Cards (#34-66) $1 99 

168C Fact Cards (#67 -99) $1.99 

168D Fact Cards (#100-132) $1.99 

167 Designing With IC's $2.99 

166 Collected Works of Mohammed Ullyses 
Fips (62 pages, April Fools Collection) .$6.99 

165 How to Repair CD Disc Players $2.99 

164 Modern Electrics (April 1908) $1.99 

160 New Ideas 42 Circuits $1.99 

159 Low Frequency Receiving Techniques 

Building and Using VLF Antennas $2.99 

158 Electra Importing Co. Catalog 
(Circa 1918) $2.99 

157 All About Kits $1.99 

156 How To Make PC Boards $1.99 

154 How To Repair VCR's $t99 

To order any of the items indicated above, check off the 

ones you want. Complete the order form below, include 

your payment, check or money order (DO NOT SEND 

CASH), payable to and mail to Claggk Inc., Reprint 
Department, P.O. Box 4099, Farmingdale, NY 11735. 

Please allow 4 -6 weeks for delivery. No COD's! 

To place a cred t card by phone, Visa Mastercard or 

Discover only. You can also order and pay by e-mail. 

Contact Claggk @gernsback.com for details. 

CALL: 516-293-3751. 

To use your Visa, Mastercard or Discover, complete the following: 
Bill my Visa Mastercard Discover 

Card No. 

Exp. Date 

Signature 

MAIL TO: Claggk Inc. 
Reprint Bookstore, P.O. Box 4099, Farmingdale, NY 11735 All payments must be in U.S. funds 

SHIPPING CHARGES IN USA & CANADA 

Overseas Orders must contact 
CLAGGK for shipping charges. 

Total price of merchandise S 

Shipping Charge (see chart) S 

Subtotal S 

Sales Tax (New York State Residents only) S 

Name Total Enclosed S 

Up to $5.00 $2.00 $30.01 to 40.00 ... S6.00 

$5.01 to $10.00 $3.00 $40.01 to 50.00 ....57.00 
$10.01 to 20.00 $4.00 $50.01 and above ...S8.50 
$20.01 to 30.00... $5.00 

Address 

City State Zip CLO1 
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NEW PRODUCTS 
continued from page 16 

gence and mobility to new and existing 
network video cameras by providing 
pan /tilt/zoom position control and 
viewing access from anywhere in the 
world. Easy to use and set up, the 
Transit RCM is connected into the cam- 
era with a tripod mount and then 
plugged into a PC serial port. Control of 
that camera can then be accessed from 
any PC connected to the digital network 
being used. 

CIRCLE 22 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

The camera mount provides accurate 
remote positioning control for new or 
existing CCD /CMOS video camera sys- 
tems connected via digital networks. This 
controller increases the field -of -view of 
existing stationary video cameras (analog 
or digital) up to 270 degrees, depending 
on the camera used, and eliminates the 
need for low resolution "fisheye" lenses. 
The compact Transit RCM features con- 
trol for motorized zoom, focus, and iris, 
and self -calibration upon reset. The 
Transit RCM has a suggested retail price 
of $295. 
SURVEYOR CORP. 
4501 Orcutt Road 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 
Tel: 805- 784 -9000 
Fax: 805- 784 -0925 
e- mail: mf @surveyorcorp.com 
Web: www.surveyorcorp.com 

Power Filter 
DESIGNED TO PROTECT DIGI- 
tal multi -functional equipment, the 
COPYMAX 20 AMP power filter 
ensures a much greater degree of prod - 

84 uct safety. As well as meeting UL 1449 

standards, the unit provides thermal fus- 
ing, which protects against fire in case of 
extended overvoltage. The unit includes 
surge protection circuitry with an 
enhanced power line filter design. 

It uses both common and normal 
mode coils, adding suppression of noise 

a 

e 
GROUND OK 

I 
I 

CIRCLE 23 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

from connected equipment and provides 
noise filtration and increased noise and 
spike attenuation. The COPYMAX 20 
AMP has two 20 -amp outlets and plugs 
directly into the AC wall outlet. 
Diagnostic lights continuously monitor 
the status of the power being supplied, 
as well as the operation of the circuitry. 
The COPYMAX 20 AMP has a suggest- 
ed list price of $99. 
PANAMAX 
150 Mitchell Blvd. 
San Rafael, CA 94903 
Tel: 800 -472 -5555 or 415- 499 -3900 
Fax: 415- 472 -5540 
Web: www.panamax.com 

Air Cleaner Test Probe 
THE FLUKE 80K -15 ELECTRONIC 
Air Cleaner Test Probe is an accessory 
that extends the voltage measurement 
capability of most digital multimeters up 
to 15kV. It is intended for measuring the 
output voltage in low energy environ- 
ments such as electronic air cleaners. 
The 80K -15 probe provides high accu- 
racy (± 2 %) when used with a voltmeter 
having an input impedance of 10 
megohms. 

Plastic body construction provides 

the user with isolation and protection 
from the voltage being measured. A 
heavy -duty grounding clip offers a 
secure connection to earth ground. The 

CIRCLE 24 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

80K -15 probe has 
price of $149. 
FLUKE CORP. 
P.O. Box 9090 
Everett, WA 98206 
Tel: 800-44FLUKE 
Fax: 800 -FLUKE -FAX 
e -mail: fluke- info@tc.fluke.com 
Web: www.fluke.com /handheld/access 

a suggested retail 

Recorder /Equaliier 
Interconnect Device 
USEFUL FOR SERIOUS RECORD 
collectors, sound restorers, and home 
studios, the SuperConnector is an easy - 
to -use, audiophile -quality device. It per- 
mits connection of up to five audio 
recorders and various equalizers to your 
main audio system. It can also connect 

CIRCLE 25 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

between your recorders for dubbing 
onto any or all of them. 

The unit adds a mono mode control to 
facilitate recording mono sources, or to 
accommodate mono equalizers, or single 
channels of a source. External recorders 
can be conveniently connected via front - 
panel 1/4-inch stereo plugs. Made of high - 
quality, double- sided, fiber glass epoxy 
PCB, the equalizer features 34 gold -plat- 
ed RCA connectors and is rack mount- 
able. The SuperConnector sells for $299. 
ESOTERIC SOUND 
4813 Wallbank Ave. 
Downers Grove, IL 60515 
Tel: 630 -960 -9137 
e -mail: esoterictt@aol.com ca 
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NEW LITERATURE 
USE THE FREE INFORMATION CARD FOR FAST RESPONSE 

Steal This Computer Book: What 

They Won't Tell You About the 

Internet 
by Wallace Wang 
No Starch Press 
555 De Haro Street, Suite 250 
San Francisco, CA 94107 
Tel: 415- 863 -9900 
Fax: 415- 863 -9950 
Web: www.nostarch.com 
$19.95 
Computer viruses, hacking, phone 
phreaking, e-mail bombs -how do they 
work, who are the perpetrators, and how 

can you protect yourself from them? 
These issues, among others, are explored 
in this book. The author provides objec- 
tive information that enables readers to 
become active, involved, educated Net - 
heads as opposed to passive victims. 

Irk' 
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TN 
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CIRCLE 338 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

In exposing the dangers of computer 
technology, this book reminds us that 
sometimes the best defense is a good 
offense. To help you protect yourself 
and your computer, the author takes a 

tour of the Internet and explains the 
secrets necessary for survival. 

Stompbox: A History of Guitar 

hues, Flangers, Phasers, Echoes 

& Wahs 
by Art Thompson 

Miller Freeman Books 

6600 Silacci Way 

Gilroy, CA 95020 
Tel: 800 -848 -5594 or 
408 -848 -5296 
Fax: 800 -437 -3299 or 408 - 848 -5784 
Web: www.books.mfi.com 
$24.95 
This book tells the story of the electric 
guitar devices that rendered some of the 
most famous music of the 60s and 
beyond, such as the Stones' "(I Can't 
Get No) Satisfaction." Thousands of 
songs owe a huge debt to the small unit 
that distorts and sculpts guitar sound, 
creating outrageous effects. 

by Art Thompsón 
CIRCLE 339 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

The author portrays the stompbox in 
all its incarnations: fuzz boxes, wah -wah 
pedals, reverb and tremolo bars, talk 
boxes, echo units, and other guitar add - 
ons- mostly with crazy names like Fuzz 
Wah Diddy and Orange Squeezer -and 
accompanies the text with over 200 pho- 
tos. He traces its roots back to the tran- 
sistor and discusses how many of the old 
units have become very popular with 
today's guitarists. 

1999 Master Catalog 
from Jensen Tools, Inc. 

7815 S. 46th Street 
Phoenix, AZ 85044 -5399 
Tel: 800 -426 -1194 or 602- 968 -6231 
Fax: 600 -366 -9662 or 602- 438 -1690 
e -mail: jensen @stanleyworks.com 
Web: www jensentools.com 
Free 
This 308 -page, full -color catalog con- 

tains many new products including the 
recently introduced line of Jensen brand 
handheld meters. Among other new 
products are the TX Series DMMs from 
Tektronix, Fluke's i2000flex current 
probes, and Leatherman's Wave multi- 
purpose tool. 

We don't Copy tool kit.... 
Wa Cnahr the 

CIRCLE 340 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

In addition to 50 pages of Jensen 
original tool kits, the new catalog fea- 

tures products from all major manufac- 
turers, including test equipment, power 
and specialty tools, wire and cable, 
equipment for soldering, telecommuni- 
cations, and much more. A complete 
alphabetical index is provided, listing 
products by manufacturer and type. 

Caller ID & ANI Security 
by John J. Williams 
Consumertronics 
P.O. Box 23097 
Albuquerque, NM 87192 
Tel: 505- 237 -2073 
Fax: 505 -292 -4078 
Web: www.tsc- global.com. 
$29 
Want to keep your ID secret when call- 
ing? This manual details how Caller ID 
works and discusses the vulnerability of 

JkidisEINTow To order books 
in this maga- 

zine or, any book in print. Please call 
anytime day or night: (800) BOOKS - 
NOW (266 -5766) or (801) 261 -1187 ask 
for ext. 1454 or visit on the web at 

http://www.BooksNow.com/electron- 
icsnow.htm. 

Free catalogs are not available. 85 
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Caller ID, ANI, *69, *57, *67, and Call 
Blocking. Other topics covered are 
Class Per -Call Services, Advantages and 
Disadvantages of Caller ID, Phone 
Privacy, and Technical Details. 

Regulation of Wireless 

Communication Systems 
by Frederic J. Day and Huong N. Tram 
Government Institutes 
4 Research Place, Suite 200 
Rockville, MD 20850 
Tel: 301 -921 -2355 
Fax: 301 -925 -0373 
e -mail: giinfo@govinst.com 
Web: www.govinst.com 
$89 
A valuable reference tool for researching 
FCC policies and regulations, this book 
provides an in -depth understanding of the 
regulations of wireless systems. Readers 
will get a critical analysis of the history 
and current status of FCC regulations, 
including the Telecommunications Act of 
1996 -an understanding of which is 
essential to successfully navigating your 
wireless communications business. 

REGULATION 

°' Wireless 
Communications Systems 

CIRCLE 341 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Easy -to -read, this sourcebook takes 
a comprehensive look at FCC regula- 
tions affecting wireless communications, 
such as private land mobile and 
microwave communication systems, and 
common carrier communication sys- 
tems. Numerous charts, tables, and dia- 

0»W To order books in 
this magazine or, 

any book in print. Please call anytime day or 
night: (800) BOOKS -NOW (266 -5766) or (801) 
261 -1187 ask for ext. 1454 or visit on the web 
at http:/ /www.BooksNow.com /electronic- 
snow.htm. 

Free catalogs are not available. 

grams help explain complex concepts, 
including the fundamentals of radio 
communications, frequency allocations, 
and "reframing the spectrum." 

DTV: The Revolution in 

Electronic Imaging 
by Jerry Whitaker 
McGraw -Hill 
1221 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 10020 
Tel: 800- 2MCGRAW 
Web: www.ee.mcgraw- hill.com 
$55 
DTV combines the best available digital 
technologies for video and harnesses 
them for new uses in broadcast commu- 
nications. This book provides complete 
background for every important innova- 
tion in this field. 

CIRCLE 342 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Using explicit examples, schematics, 
and mathematics, the author creates a 

primer of DTV standardization -a 
blending of telecommunications, broad- 
casting, and computer technologies into 
one tool. The book also reports on video 
transmission issues and interchange for- 
mats. Other topics covered include video 
compression, convergence issues, and 
transmission and reception hardware. 

Newnes Data Communication 

Pocket Book, 3" Edition 
by Mike 7òoley 

Newnes, Butterworth Heinemann 
225 Wildwood Avenue 
Woburn, MA 01801 -2041 
Tel: 800 -366 -2665 or 781- 904 -2500 
Fax: 800 -446 -6250 
e -mail: orders@bhusa.com 
Web: WWW.bh.com/nezvnes 

$28.95 
This edition has been substantially 

updated and expanded to keep up with 
the latest deveolopments in data com- 
munications technology. Among the 
topics covered are data compression, the 
Internet and the Web, and HyperText 
Mark -up Language (HTML). 

Data 
i.oniniuiiic"ations 
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Despite the complexity of the mater- 
ial, this information is presented clearly 
and concisely. Tables and diagrams help 
readers locate information quickly and 
easily. 

1999 Catalog 

from CAIG Laboratories, Inc. 
12200 Thatcher Court 
Poway, CA 92064 -6876 
Tel: 800 -CAIG -123 ór 619- 486 -8388 
Fax; 619- 486 -8398 
e -mail: caig123 @aol.com 
Web: www.caig.com 
Free 
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This catalog features a variety of envi- 
ronmentally safe products to improve 
conductivity and maintain optimum sig- 
nal quality on connectors, probes, 
switches, and other electrical contacts 
and connectors. CAIG offers a complete 
line of non -aerosol applicators for 
aerosol -sensitive customers. 

Products include lubricants, deoxi- 
dizers, solvents, pastes, anti-static and 
shielding compounds, lint -free acces- 
sories, solder pots, plastic cutting and 
welding tools, heat -shrink ovens, 
process conveyor ovens, and more. EM 
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SERVICE CLINIC 
continued from page 25 

either -it is external. 
As stated early in this article, the fer- 

rite core of a flyback transformer is con- 
structed with a precision gap usually 
formed by some plastic spacers or pieces 
of tape -don't lose them if you need to 
disassemble the core. The ferrite core is 

also relatively fragile, so take care. 
The focus and screen divider net- 

work uses potentiometers and resistors 
(not shown) with values in the tens to 
hundreds of megohms, so they may not 
register at all on your multimeter. The 
high voltage rectifiers (D1 to D3 on this 
diagram) are composed of many silicon 
diodes in series and will read open on a 

typical VOM or DMM. 
Note that there is no standardization 

to the color code. However, the fat wire 
to the CRT is most often red, though it 
could also be black. Of course, you can- 
not miss it with the suction cup-like 
insulator at the CRT -anode end. The 
focus and/or screen connections may 
also be to pins rather than flying leads. 

Replacement Flyback 
Transformers 

Unfortunately, you cannot walk into 
RadioShack and expect to locate a fly- 

back for your TV or monitor. However, 
there are other options: 

Original manufacturer -most reli- 
able source but most expensive. Older 
models may not be available. This may 
be the only option for many TVs and 
monitors -particularly expensive or 
less -popular models. 

Electronics distributors -a number 
of distributors sell replacement flybacks. 
However, there may be no way of know 
ing if what you are getting is an original 
replacement or a generic equivalent, and 
you could end up with something that 
isn't quite compatible (see below). Thus, 
unless the catalog listing says "original 
part," these may be no better than ones 
from the generic sources we'll detail 
shortly. 

In your search for flybacks, here are 
some places to try: 

Component Technologies, Tel: 888 - 

FLYBACK or 800 -878 -0540; e-mail: 
fbixformer@aol.com 

CRC Components, Tel: 800 -822- 
1272 

EDI ( Electro Dynamics, Inc.) NY, 

Tel: 800 -426 -6423 

Data Display Ltd, Canadian sub of 
CCS, Tel: 800 -561 -9903 

Global Semiconductors (Toronto, 
Canada), Tel: 800 -668 -8776, Web: 
www.globalsemi.com 

Generic replacements -ECG, 
NTE, ASTI, HR Diemen, for example, 
offer lines of replacement flybacks. 
These companies have sites on the 
Internet that include a cross reference to 
their replacement based on TV or mon- 
itor model and/or the part or house 
number on the flyback: 

NTE Electronics: www.nteinc.com 
ECG Philips: www.ecgproducts.com 
HR Diemen: www.hrdiemen.es 
ASTI Magnetics: 

www.astimagnetics.com 
Flybacktransformer: 

www.flybacktransformer.com 
Cactus Technology Corp.: 

www.flyback -transformer.com. 
Note, however, that generic replace- 

ments might be of lower quality or be 

not quite compatible with your original. 
In an effort to minimize the number of 
distinct flyback models, some corners 
may be cut and one -size -fits -many may 

be the rule resulting in all sorts of prob- 
lems that could even further complicate 
your troubleshooting. In short, turn to 
these only if availability or economics 
leave you with no other choice. 

Wrap Up 
That's it for now. Next time we will 

continue our discussion of monitor trou- 
bleshooting and repair. Until then, check 
out my Web site, www.repairfaq.org. I 

welcome comments (via e-mail only 
please at sam @stdavids.picker.com) of all 

types and will reply promptly to requests 
for information. See you next time! CM 

COMPUTER CONNECTIONS 

continued from page 13 

work with your standard phone lines. 
To take advantage of XDSL, you'll 

need to equip your computer with an 

appropriate modem -usually ADSL or 
SDSL. The difference between these 
two is that ADSL is designed to have 
more bandwidth for downloads, making 
it perfect for Web use, while SDSL has 

synchronized speeds in both directions, 
making it a great solution for videocon- 
ferencing and file uploads. Maximum 
speeds for xDSL are expected to be 
about 2 Mbps; this seems slower than 

cable at first glance, but what you should 

know is that you'll get this speed on a 

regular basis and don't have to worry 
about bandwidth being used up by oth- 
ers someday (it's hard to say if cable 

companies will keep their promise of 
speed and bandwidth control). 

VENDOR INFORMATION 

Compaq 
20555 State 249 
Houston, TX 77070 
Tel: 800 -345 -1518 
Web: www.compaq.com 

Hughes Network Systems (DirecPC) 
11717 Exploration Lane 
Germantown, MD 20876 
Tel: 800 -DirecPC 
Web: www.direcpc.com 

DSL Communications 
4675 Stevens Creek Blvd. 

Suite 241 

Santa Clara, CA 95051 
Tel: 408 - 249 -6400 
Web: www.dsl -com.com 

As only a few areas are currently 
operating with the technology, xDSL's 

pricing is difficult to determine right 
now. From what we've seen, at its cheap- 
est it's about $60 a month- almost dou- 
ble the cost of cable. Keep a look out for 

xDSL announcements in your area in 

the coming months. Computer vendors 
like Compaq are already shipping 
machines with modems that can handle 
both xDSL and standard analog lines 

(check out their Presario 5600 line), and 

companies like DSL Communications 
are already shipping add -on modems for 
use with any computer. 

That's all for now. Until next time, 
here's hoping you have a viable high- 
speed way to get on the Net. If you'd 
like to get in touch, you can send e-mail 
to connections@gernsback.com, or 
snail -mail to Computer Connections, 

Electronics Now, 500 Bi -County 
Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735. 

Get your copy of the 
CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK 

Go back to antiquity and build the 
radios that your grandfather built. 
Build the "Quaker Oats' type rig, 
wind coils that work and make it 
look like the 1920's! Only $10.95 
plus $4.00 for shipping and han- 
dling. Claggk Inc., P.O. Box 4099, 
Farmingdale, NY 11735. USA 
Funds ONLY! USA and Canada - 
no foreign orders. Allow 6-8 weeks 
for delivery. MA01 87 
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THE WORLD'S MOST POPULAR 
DESIGN TOOL CHOSEN BY OVER 100,000 USERS! 

Electronics 

Workbench 
Personal Edition 

.-- -- 
Ar ? 

TRUE MIXED ANALOG/DIGITAL 

FULLY INTERACTIVE SIMULATION 

PRO SCHEMATIC EDITOR 

6 VIRTUAL INSTRUMENTS 

ON- SCREEN GRAPHS 

OVER 4,000 MODELS 

8 POWERFUL ANALYSES 

FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT 

Electronics 

Workbench L 
Personal Eaton 

.rt" 

AUTOROUTING 

REROUTE WHILE MOVE 

32 ROUTING LAYERS 

50" X 50" BOARD SIZE 

OVER 3,500 LIBRARY SHAPES 

EXTENSIVE OUTPUT 

REAL TIME DESIGN RULE CHECK 

DENSITY HISTOGRAMS 

FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT 

Full -featured schematic capture 

and SPICE circuit simulation! 

The world's most popular circuit design tool 

that sets the standard for powerful, insightful 

SPICE simulation. Create professional looking 

schematics and then with the flick of a 

switch, display simulated waveforms live on 

a suite of virtual instruments. Includes 15 

powerful analyses and a library of over 4,000 

robust component models. 

El e Iro n ,ch 
qrorkbe 

1111 

FA.,ry;` 

14xkhnch rvi 

Power -packed PCB layout with 

autorouting and real -time DRC! 

EWB Layout is a powerful board layout 

package for producing high -quality, 

multi -layer printed circuit boards. Offering 

tight integration with our schematic capture 

program, EWB Layout is the best way to 

quickly produce well- designed boards. 

J 

CALL FOR INFORMATION BUY BOTH AND SAVE! svra- $ 5 4 8 
AND PRICING ON OUR 

PROFESSIONAL EDITION. 
r/))y i^' ) r-' r' r' .r )) . -J 

30 -DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE 

Fax: 416 -977 -1818 
E -mail: ewb @interactiv.com MERACTIVE 

For a free demo, visit our website at www.electronicsworkbench.com 
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